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Der Schüler soll nicht Gedanken, sondern denken lernen;
man soll ihn nicht tragen, sondern leiten, wenn man will,

dass er in Zukunft von sich selbst zu gehen geschickt sein soll.

— Immanuel Kant (1724–1804), deutscher Philosoph

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.

— Laozi (604BC–531BC), Chinese philosopher
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A B S T R A C T

Software Engineering (SE) methods support a structured, disciplined
and goal-oriented approach to SE endeavors. The industry, as well
as curriculum guidelines, demand strong competencies in this field,
which is, unfortunately, less intuitive accessible. Observations show
that the holistic perspective on SE endeavors gets regularly lost by stu-
dents in course projects. It is not easy for them to orientate inside of
a given SE method and to utilize it in a systematic goal-oriented way.
The Integrated Approach proposed in this thesis, introduces students
to SE methods. It was designed explicitly to facilitate project-based
learning approaches by lowering the cognitive load students face at
conducting their project work. It aims at providing more opportuni-
ties for reflection and social interaction to promote learning and to let
students experience the orientation and guidance provided by the SE
concepts to enable the development of SE attitudes, where the pro-
vided practices and methods are not just perceived as further cogni-
tive load but as actually supporting at keeping a holistic perspective
on the SE endeavor. To face the high number of existing SE meth-
ods and to increase the transferability of competencies gained, the
generalist SEMAT Essence Kernel approach, considering all essential
dimensions of SE endeavors in a practice and process independent
way, gets utilized. To address these objectives, two learning games
were developed. The Essence Kernel Puzzler facilitates learning the
common vocab of the Essence kernel and exploring relationships be-
tween its elements. The Simulation Game, based on a new declarative
modeling approach, is a tightly linked, and reflective learning game
integrating the essential concepts of the Essence kernel, including the
dynamic steering of an SE endeavor, deep into the gameplay and
enabling students to experience those concepts in a hazard-free chal-
lenging environment. It provides collaboration to foster discussion
and reflection as well as motivating competition. Also, the Essence
Navigator was developed to be both, integrated deeply into the game-
play and providing the same orientation and guidance in real project
work. The introduced approach, deeply grounded in learning theo-
ries, integrates these tools and games into a number of phases, each
addressing its respective learning objectives. The evaluation of a case
study conducted with students indicates the utility of the developed
approach as well as the usefulness of the developed learning games
and tools.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Software Engineering (SE)-Methoden unterstützen ein strukturiertes, dis-
zipliniertes und zielgerichtetes Vorgehen bei der Bearbeitung von
SE-Aufgaben. Sowohl Industrie als auch Empfehlungen für Bachelor-
und Masterprogramme fordern solide Kompetenzen auf diesem Ge-
biet, welches jedoch schwer intuitiv zugänglich ist. Beobachtungen
zeigen, dass der holistische Blick auf eine SE-Aufgabe in einem Kurs-
projekt schnell verloren geht, dass Studierende regelmäßig Schwie-
rigkeiten haben, sich in einer gegebenen SE-Methode zu orientieren
und diese systematisch und zielgerichtet einzusetzen. Der in dieser
Dissertation vorgestellte Integrierte Ansatz führt Studierende in SE-
Methoden ein. Er wurde explizit entworfen, um projekt-basiertes Ler-
nen zu unterstützen, indem die kognitive Belastung Studierender bei
der Bearbeitung ihres Kursprojekts gesenkt wird. Er zielt darauf ab,
mehr lernfördernde Anlässe und Gelegenheiten für Reflexion sowie
soziale Interaktion zu schaffen und Studierenden Lernerfahrungen
zu ermöglichen, in welchen SE-Methoden nicht als zusätzlicher Bal-
last, sondern als echte Unterstützung bei der ganzheitlichen Betrach-
tung und Orientierung in einem komplexen Umfeld empfunden wer-
den. Um der hohen Anzahl von SE-Methoden zu begegnen und den
möglichen Transfer erworbener Kompetenzen zu erhöhen, wird hier-
bei der generalistische Ansatz des SEMAT Essence Kernel genutzt, wel-
cher alle essentiellen Dimensionen einer SE-Aufgabe prozess- und
praktik-unabhängig berücksichtigt. Um o.g. Ziele zu erreichen, wur-
den zwei digitale Lernspiele entwickelt. Der Essence Kernel Puzzler un-
terstützt beim Erlernen des Vokabulars des Essence Kernels sowie bei
der Erkundung der Beziehungen zwischen dessen Elementen. Das Si-
mulation Game basiert auf einem neuen deklarativen Ansatz zur Simu-
lationsmodellierung. Es integriert die Konzepte des Essence Kernels,
einschließlich der dynamischen Steuerung einer SE-Aufgabe, tief in
das Spielerlebnis und ermöglicht es Spielern auf herausfordernde
Weise, die Anwendung der Konzepte in einer gefahrlosen Umgebung
zu erleben. Das Lernspiel bietet Zusammenarbeit zur Förderung von
Diskussion und Reflexion innerhalb von Spielerteams sowie motivie-
renden Wettbewerb zwischen diesen Teams. Darüber hinaus wurde
mit dem Essence Navigator ein Werkzeug entwickelt, welches tief in
das Spielerlebnis eingebettet ist und dieselbe Orientierung und Un-
terstützung in einem realen Projektumfeld bietet. Der tief in Lern-
theorien verwurzelte vorgestellte Ansatz integriert diese Werkzeuge
und Spiele in einzelne Phasen, die jeweils der Erreichung spezifischer
Lernziele dienen. Die Evaluation des Testeinsatzes im Rahmen einer
Fallstudie mit Studierenden indiziert die Nützlichkeit des entwickel-
ten Ansatzes sowie der entwickelten Lernspiele und Werkzeuge.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 challenges in software engineering

“Engineering is all
about selecting the
most appropriate
method for a set of
circumstances.”
—Ian Sommerville
(2010)

The last three decades brought many-faceted technological changes
with far-reaching influences on how we shape our lives—personally,
socially and relating to business. Those developments changed the
way how we work, how we spend our time and how we interact with
our environments. They changed fundamentally the way and the
speed we access information and how companies shape their busi-
ness processes. In the year 2013 for the first time, the annual sales
of smartphones surpassed sales of so-called dumbphones.[91] The
incredible computing power of multi-core processors people today
wear in their pockets, and the capabilities to interact with it via voice
and gestures were inconceivable only a few years ago.

Aside from all big breaks in hardware development the innovations
are driven by software. Finally, it is software that makes devices and
services smart.

On the downside, all those technological breakthroughs were ac-
companied by a high ratio of failing projects, causing immense dam-
ages—economically and in extreme cases endangering human lives.
Most notably perceived were IT projects of large scale that failed or
got challenged, such as the failed first flight of an Ariane 5 rocket in
1996 causing a loss of hundreds of millions of US dollars, the delayed
initial operation of TollCollect, a HGV toll system in Germany, which
caused billions of Euro in lost revenues[22] and long-term problems
with HealthCare.gov that inhibited American to find and negotiate
health insurance contracts. Almost every year data and security leaks
get revealed, compromising or inadvertently exposing private data
of several million people, such as happened to Adobe[109] and Face-
book in 2013[253] to name just a few.

In 1994 the often cited Standish Chaos Report [281], announced that
only 16.2% of all software projects were finished successfully. The
report claimed that 52.7% of the projects were challenged (did not
meet budget, time and features specified) and 31.1% of the projects
were canceled during the development. It stated that the average cost
overrun was 189% of original cost estimates, that the average time
overrun of challenged and impaired projects would amount to 222%
of the original time estimate and that on average only 61% of orig-
inally specified features were available on challenged projects.[281]
These statements were regularly cited as an evidence of a software
crisis and were largely used as a reference by IT departments, sci-

1
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1994 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012

Successful 16.2% 29% 35% 32% 37% 39%

Failed/Canceled 52.7% 18% 19% 24% 21% 18%

Challenged 31.1% 53% 46% 44% 42% 43%

Table 1.1: Project resolution results from CHAOS research for years 2004 to
2012 [281, 282]

entific researchers, software consulting companies and government
advisors.[84, 136] It was claimed that software projects, in general,
are unreliable and likely to be over budget and behind schedule.[96]

The figures of the Standish Reports, their associated statements,
as well as their broad acceptance and citations, are questioned by
software development practitioners and researchers1 but provide a
comprehensive observation over a long period.

Table 1.1 shows raising success figures of the last decade for projects
in the periodically appearing Standish Reports compared to the orig-
inal figures from 1994. According to these figures in 2012 were 39%
of the projects successful by report’s definition—meaning that the
projects were finished in estimated schedule and budget and deliv-
ered with specified features. With 18% the number of canceled projects
is significantly lower than the figure of 1994. 43% of the projects were
reported with overruns in time and budget or with less features than
originally specified. As table 1.2 shows, the overruns reported by the
Standish Reports declined as well, which could show that projects
performed better and/or their budget and schedule estimates were
made more cautious or more accurate at best.

The numbers of the late reports align better to reported dimensions
of other comprehensible and objective research studies. Those stud-
ies reported a combined rate of canceled plus not successful software
projects to be between 26% and 34% (in years 2005 and 2007) and a
cancellation rate ranging from 11.5% to 15.5%.[84] Earlier cost over-
run surveys from 1984, 1988 and 1992 “suggest an average cost over-
run in the range of about 30%.”[136] Thereby it has to be mentioned
that the figures can’t be compared directly to those of the Standish
Reports because the measures were defined differently to some ex-
tent.

Looking at these numbers, it may be exaggerated to talk of a soft-
ware crisis, where the majority of projects get canceled, but by “[...]
most standards, this would be considered a high failure rate for an

1 Criticisms include findings, as well as the methodology of the Standish Group re-
ports[96].
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1994 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012

Time overrun 222% 84% 72% 79% 71% 74%

Cost overrun 89% 56% 47% 54% 46% 59%

Features delivered 61% 64% 68% 67% 74% 69%

Table 1.2: Time and cost overruns, plus percentage of features delivered
from CHAOS research for the years 2004 to 2012. [281, 282]

applied discipline.”[80]

According to Sommerville[260], key challenges for software de-
velopers today and tomorrow are increasing diversity and the need
for shortened delivery times while guaranteeing trustworthy quality.
Software Engineering (SE), defined as “the application of a system-
atic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, opera-
tion, and maintenance of software [...]”[112], is required to meet those
demands.

While it is obvious that Software Engineering (SE) education can
and will not eliminate all the reasons for failing software projects, it
significantly shapes the perspectives taken by tomorrow’s software
engineers.

1.2 challenges in software engineering education

The development of complex and highly interconnected software sys-
tems demands well-educated software engineers, capable of choos-
ing the right tools and methods to accomplish dynamic requirements.
Thereby different scenarios require to consider various aspects, to
set different priorities and eventually to select proper tools, practices,
and methods.

SE education is challenged in many ways. It has to take enormous
diversity into account and to offer a well-founded range of knowledge
to enable tomorrow’s software engineers.

Conditioned by limited time, all contents taught are just a selection
out of a huge, diverse spectrum. While depth and breadth of selected
contents vary in detail, it is broad consent, that beside all technolog-
ical aspects and tools a profound knowledge about software processes,
which describe approaches to the production and evolution of soft-
ware , are crucial for successful applications of software engineering.

Emerging agile and lean approaches propagate the renouncement
of ballast—the disuse of methods or tools, which form the foundation
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of more traditional development processes. Lacking experience in de-
veloping complex software systems, the consequences of (not) using
methods and tools can be judged only hardly and unrefinedly.

The Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) V3.0 [112]
subdivided the field of software engineering into fifteen knowledge
areas:

• software requirements,

• software design,

• software construction,

• software testing,

• software maintenance,

• software configuration management,

• software engineering management,

• software engineering process,

• software engineering models and methods,

• software quality,

• software engineering professional practice,

• software engineering economics,

• computing foundations,

• mathematical foundations and engineering foundations supplemented
by an additional knowledge area called

• related disciplines, including

– computer engineering,

– computer science,

– general management,

– mathematics,

– project management,

– quality management, and

– systems engineering.

While some of those knowledge areas are relatively well suited to be
learned by lectures and associated laboratory tutorials, others are less
eligible. Those include software engineering process as well as software
engineering models and methods2.

2 including Agile Methods, cf. section 2.6
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“Anyone who has tried to teach topics such as [...] process, [...] will
recognize the glassy-eyed appearance in the eyes of some (or most)
students. These are critical topics for industrial practice, yet it is a
particular challenge to motivate students to feel passionate in these
areas, and hence learn what they need to know.”[152] Timothy[286]
states “[...] there is a clear knowledge gap and a reliance on on-the-
job learning for topics related to software processes [...].” He adds
“[...] the greatest on-the-job learning occurs in the software process
category [...]”[286] and “[...] the large amount of on-the-job learn-
ing—and greater importance relative to amount known—suggest that
educational institutions should place considerably more emphasis on
teaching topics such as [...] software processes [...].”[286]

Lethbridge[152] asks “How can process topics be taught better?
What types of case studies, simulations or other exercises will work
most effectively?” Class or capstone projects controlled by the lec-
turer are a common supplement to lectures. General circumstances
in an academic setting, e.g. limited time and other resources as well
as the demand to assess individual performance of students, are
constraining size, scope, and type of such projects. To enable pos-
itive project experiences and successful project realization, lecturers
limit scopes, preselect appropriate technology, tools, methods and
processes that have to be followed by students in their projects.

Growing the size of project teams, expanding communication de-
mands, increasing the division of responsibilities and the insistence
on the delivery of a fixed project outcome increase the degree of real-
ity.

But in a course or capstone team project, not every project member
can fill the role of a project manager, project owner, etc. to feel the
difficulty of handling conflicting goals.

Project members often just deliver project’s artifacts and lose a
holistic view of the software process as a whole.

Limited time doesn’t offer the ability to test different alternative
strategies or other software development life-cycles.

Sommerville emphasized that “engineering is all about selecting
the most appropriate method for a set of circumstances.”[260] To en-
able conscious decisions of tomorrow’s software engineers, they have
to know their options and to be able to take multiple aspects and
perspectives into account. At this point, SE education has to provide
concepts for retaining a holistic view on the whole SE endeavor while
working focused on the required details at the same time.

Boehm[27] reviewing SE in the 20th and 21st century concludes
that SE education is required to

• “Keeping courses and courseware continually refreshed and up-
to-date;”

• “Anticipating future trends and preparing students to deal with
them;”
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• “Monitoring current principles and practices and separating
timeless principles from out-of-date practices;”

• “Packaging smaller-scale educational experiences in ways that
apply to large-scale projects;”

• “Participating in leading-edge software engineering research and
practice, and incorporating the results into the curriculum;”

• “Helping students learn how to learn, through state-of-the-art
analyses, future-oriented educational games and exercises, and
participation in research;”

Shaw[251] explains: “Engineering entails creating cost effective solu-
tions to practical problems by applying scientific knowledge, build-
ing things in the service of mankind. Engineers preferentially apply
scientific and mathematical knowledge when it’s available and rely
on less systematic knowledge at other times. Engineers work under
limitations of both time and knowledge. They are responsible for rec-
onciling conflicting constraints, especially cost constraints. Engineers
make deliberate choices among alternative designs for both techni-
cal and nontechnical reasons. Their judgments are based on deep
knowledge of the discipline in which they design, and they assume
personal responsibility for the safety and quality of the systems they
design. [...].” She proposes to “Present theory and models in the con-
text of practice: Emphasize durable ideas that will transcend a major
shift of technology. Students often learn them best when they ap-
pear in concrete examples; good examples will themselves be worth
remembering for reuse.”

To meet those requirements, SE education has to provide a holistic
view on SE endeavors—one that is transferable to different contexts
and students’ upcoming challenges.
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1.3 goals of this research / gaps to close

“Each meaning,
which I realize by
myself, each rule, I
establish according
to my own lights,
convinces me more
and motivates me
higher than any
extrinsic meaning
that I hardly
comprehend.”

—Kersten Reich
(2012)

This research work aims at closing different gaps identified. Its goal
is to provide an environment which fosters learning of SE practices
and SE methods in a way that enables students to realize and feel
that these concepts give real support and orientation in the multidi-
mensional process of software development where so many incoming
information have to be dealt with in an appropriate way.

Missing excitement on the part of students when it comes to soft-
ware process should come as no real surprise. Without experience
building more complex software systems the need for such disci-
plined approaches may not be as obvious as desired. A perception
that (trivial) projects in the past were more or less manageable with-
out ‘restricting rules’ is widely spread. Discussion, deeper analysis
or comparison of SE practices and methods in the form of a dialog,
which would be beneficial to learning, is complicated by the fact that
students often cannot draw on any own experiences. So they would
have to take it for granted—or not. In course or capstone projects the
following observations can be made:

• It is not easy for students to orientate inside of a given SE
method or software process.

• It is quite hard for students to answer the question(s) who, how,
when and in particular why specific activities should be accom-
plished.

• The reasonable division of responsibilities inside of student project
teams lets their members focus on delivering demanded arti-
facts leading to a quick specialization of team members. A rigid
fixation on technological and functional details makes them lose
the holistic view on the development process as a whole—with
all its relevant dimensions.

• All too frequent takeaways from such projects are too specific
and hardly transferable to other contexts and future challenges.

It can be observed that students are leaving their projects with a
fuzzy impression that applying SE methods/practices/tools could
have helped to reach better results if they would have been employed
in a more rigorous, disciplined, and goal-oriented way. Losing a holis-
tic view due to remarkable cognitive load and just delivering artifacts
requested by a preselected software process under time pressure can
hardly provide the deep impression that practices, methods, and tools
were indeed supporting students’ work.

This research/work aims at providing students with tools and meth-
ods that give orientation and support for goal-oriented structured
acting, providing a familiar environment already appreciated at the
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start of such projects, lowering the overall cognitive load and increas-
ing the transferability of the knowledge gained. Instead of offering
a rather isolated game-based learning activity, this research aims at
delivering an Integrated Approach to provide transferable skills and
explicitly preparing students for their real project work to enable ex-
periences that support the development of SE attitudes.

Preceding research showed that simulation and games were able to
foster empathy with the necessity of employing software processes to
accomplish more complex software projects to a certain level success-
fully. But evaluation of those approaches showed too that they were
not able to impart new knowledge.[301]

Reich[223] formulates “Each meaning, which I realize by myself,
each rule, I establish according to my own lights, convinces me more
and motivates me higher than any extrinsic meaning that I hardly
comprehend.”3 This guideline of constructivist didactics describes an
ideal result of learning and deep understanding. To foster such learn-
ing, these didactics4 demand a learning environment that is encour-
aging social interaction, e.g. articulation, reflection, collaboration and
competition. Unfortunately, there seems to exist a noticeable under-
employment of constructivist insights in existing DGBL approaches.

The binding of current approaches to single software processes lim-
its their transferability to new contexts requiring a different set of SE
practices. With only a few exceptions, the architecture and model-
ing process of underlying simulation of existing approaches prevents
reuse. Modeling requires substantial initial effort that is not of direct
use outside of the specific game environments. Static models do not
allow for customizations. Complex simulation models impede their
transparency and adaption to lecturers’ and learners’ needs, leaving
instructors with some extent of uncertainty if the chosen model trans-
fers the right lessons to be learned. This research aims at providing a
transparent, mostly declarative modeling approach, where a modeler
is less concerned with simulation modeling constructs but more with
the relationships and interdependencies of elements of the underly-
ing domain.

In the field of software processes, a trend towards flexible SE prac-
tices instead of monolithic software processes is noticeable (cf. sec-
tion 2.6.1 on page 88). The proponents deliver strong arguments to
do so, both from an SE and an SE educational perspective. With SE-
MAT Essence[188] (cf. section 2.7) a new standard is available that
provides a kernel and a language for SE methods, which can be uti-

3 This quote was translated from German: “Jeder Sinn, den ich selbst für mich ein-
sehe, jede Regel, die ich aus Einsicht selbst aufgestellt habe, treibt mich mehr an,
überzeugt mich stärker und motiviert mich höher, als von außen gesetzter Sinn, den
ich nicht oder kaum durchschaue.”[223]

4 Cf. section 2.2.3 for more details about social constructivism.
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lized to integrate any practice or process. Currently, there is a lack
of engaging learning material available that promotes such new ap-
proaches. This research aims at providing concepts, approaches, and
tools to close that gap to some extent as well.

This research work aims not a providing a distance learning tool or
an environment. The approaches envisaged rather aim at facilitating
direct social interaction assuming students and lecturers, or facilita-
tors, to be present on location. This does not mean that concepts and
tools to be developed could not be utilized in distributed learning
environments—but such a setting is not on primary focus, and it is
assumed that such a setup would require further customization and
extension of the approaches to be taken.

This section listed gaps this research aims to close. Approaches to
close them are discussed in detail in following chapters.

1.4 research—methodology, questions , and hypotheses

Based on an extensive literature study, with starting points provided
by latest existing meta-studies in relevant fields of research, an anal-
ysis of existing approaches and current developments in correspond-
ing fields revealed findings, innovative approaches as well as gaps to
close to achieve intended objectives.

These findings built the foundation to develop new concepts and
approaches aiming to close identified gaps. Vision and initial con-
cepts were presented very early to the SE education community at
national and international conferences and workshops to collect feed-
back and to find agreement or disagreement.

A lack of tools supporting the developed concepts and approaches
required comprehensive own development efforts to create an in-
tended integrated approach.

A qualitative case study combined with a questionnaire provides
results for evaluating findings, concepts, and tools developed to sup-
port the approach.

Research Questions and Hypotheses

The primary objective of this research work is to provide students in
SE courses with competencies

• to orientate inside of an SE endeavor, in all its phases,
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• to enable them to answer the questions when, how and in par-
ticular why specific activities in an endeavor should be accom-
plished, and

• to keep a holistic view on the development endeavor as a whole—with
all its relevant dimensions—at working focused on details re-
quired by the endeavor.

Competencies combine related knowledge, skills, and attitudes enabling
a person to accomplish the tasks in a given context.5 After an analysis
of existing solutions and their evaluations a number of research ques-
tions were identified and a number of hypotheses were formulated
to guide research activities. These research questions and hypotheses
get introduced next.

To enable the acquisition, or construction6, of knowledge effectively,
learning theory has to be applied. This raises following research ques-
tions (RQs):

– RQ01: Are concepts and approaches of constructivist learning
theory7 already fully utilized effectively?

– RQ02: How to arrange Digital Game-Based Learning (DGBL) in
SE education8 to create new kinds of interaction between partic-
ipants and lecturers to facilitate communication, analysis, and
reflection?

– RQ03: How to integrate learning material into digital SE games
and guide players through it to enable the exploration of new
knowledge beside already learned contents?

– RQ04: How to design and implement a highly intrinsic learning
game utilizing learning theories and providing highly transfer-
able knowledge and skills?

– Hypothesis-1: Constructivist learning approaches, esp. those of
social constructivism, are not utilized to their full potential in
existing DGBL approaches in SE education.

To provide contemporary knowledge and skills in the area of SE pro-
cesses/methods the high and ever-increasing number of existing SE
processes/methods as well as a demanded orientation towards the
utilization of flexible and composable SE practices instead of rather
monolithic SE processes have to be taken into account. This poses
following research questions:

5 cf. section 2.3.2 on page 40 for a detailed definition of competency
6 cf. section 2.2 on page 19 for different perspectives on this subject
7 cf. section 2.2.3
8 In the context of this thesis, research questions are focused esp. on SE process-

es/methods.
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– RQ05: How could the ever-increasing number of SE process-
es/methods encountered and highly transferable knowledge and
skills provided to students of SE at the same time?

– RQ06: How to integrate the orientation towards an utilization
of flexible composable SE practices?

A number of specifications, provided by industry efforts, is aiming
to standardize the description of SE processes/methods. With SE-
MAT Essence[188] a new9 standard is emerging combining a unified
description and communication of SE methods with an orientation
towards flexible composable SE practices. This raises the following
research questions:

– RQ07: Is the emerging SEMAT Essence standard appropriate to
facilitate the achievement of stated learning objectives?

– RQ08: Could an educational simulation and DGBL approach be
built on top of SEMAT Essence?

– RQ09: How to design a simulation approach that requires less
training effort—effort that is of use outside of a particular sim-
ulation and game environment?

– Hypothesis-2: SEMAT Essence facilitates the achievement of stated
learning objectives.

– Hypothesis-3: An educational simulation model as well as a
highly intrinsic digital learning game can be built on top of
SEMAT Essence.

With regards to SE processes/methods, students develop skills and
attitudes usually by applying their knowledge in course or capstone
projects that are demanded by all contemporary curriculum guide-
lines10. Students are facing remarkable cognitive load in course/cap-
stone projects. This poses following research questions:

– RQ10: How to lower cognitive load of students in course cap-
stone projects?

– RQ11: How to support students to develop a professional SE
attitude appreciating the support provided by SE methods and
tools?

– RQ12: How to provide better orientation and guidance inside
of SE endeavors to students in course/capstone projects?

9 Version 1.0[187] of “Kernel and Language for Software Engineering Methods
(Essence)” was published by the Object Management Group (OMG) in November
2014. The current updated revision 1.1[188] was published in December 2015. SE-
MAT Essence gets described in detail in section 2.7.

10 cf. section 2.3.3 on page 46
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– RQ13: What tools (languages, concepts, tools s. str.) could
provide support?

– RQ14: Could DGBL learning experiences (better) prepare stu-
dents for their project work?

– RQ15: How to integrate DGBL activities into the whole context
of the instructional design of a software engineering course or
curriculum?

– Hypothesis-4: Students, who experience the support of SE meth-
ods and tools providing orientation and guidance, appreciate
them and develop an attitude wanting to utilize them in future
projects.

– Hypothesis-5: Preparational activities provided to students can
decrease the cognitive load they are facing in their course project
work.

– Hypothesis-6: Students can be provided with tools to support
a holistic view on their course/capstone project right from its
start.

– Hypothesis-7: An approach, integrating DGBL activities deeply
into an SE course/curriculum, fosters students’ competencies
with regards to the stated learning objectives.

1.5 outline

This dissertation is structured as follows:

Chapter 1 described challenges SE and SE education are facing. The
existing gaps, this research aims to close, were described as well. The
chapter elaborated the approach taken in this research and formu-
lated research questions and hypotheses to examine.

Chapter 2 familiarizes with the background of this work. Different
learning theories and their implications get presented. Those the-
ories, as well as competencies demanded by presented curriculum
guidelines, are primary drivers for key decisions made in chapter 4

on page 179.
Why DGBL is well suited to support learning gets explained next.

DGBL and its applications in the domain of software engineering are
covered. Approaches, taken so far in this domain, get presented, and
their shortcomings get discussed.

Following sections describe the domain and motivation of software
processes, which have been documented in very different ways and
formats. Industry efforts to standardize documentation of software
processes, SE practices, and methods are presented. One of them,
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SEMAT Essence, gets explained in more detail. It is a result of a de-
manded move towards the use of composable SE practices instead
of monolithic SE processes and builds the foundation of the simu-
lation model, which gets described in chapter 3. To provide some
background for this simulation model, chapter 2 provides a short
introduction to software process simulation modeling (SPSM) and in-
troduces prevalent formalisms utilized to model software processes
for simulation.

Chapter 3 introduces the guiding principles of a new simulation ap-
proach. The building blocks of a model for interactive educational
simulation of SE methods are described in detail and elements of the
simulation model to be developed get explained. The chapter closes
with an introduction to the streamlined multi-stage modeling work-
flow designed to free lecturers from the need to invest high training
efforts, which are of use only in a particular game environment.

Chapter 4 describes a new Integrated Approach for SE method edu-
cation aiming at lowering the cognitive load of students in course/-
capstone project work and at providing a learning experience making
them want to utilize the methods provided.

This chapter introduces the developed Integrated Approach and its
3+X phases. Tools to support this approach get described next. They
include a Simulation Game preparing students for their course/cap-
stone project work. Collaboration, competition and the deep inte-
gration of the underlying domain into the gameplay as well as the
promotion of analysis and reflection throughout the game experience
are unique characteristics of this approach. With learners and lec-
turers and in mind these tools facilitate their social interaction and
supplement different kinds of educational approaches.

Chapter 5 describes the application and evaluation of the presented
Integrated Approach and the supporting tools included. The settings
of the case study conducted as well as the results of its evaluation get
presented and their implications get discussed.

Chapter 6 summarizes findings, results, and contributions made in
this dissertation. It closes with suggestions for future work in this
subject area.





2
B A C K G R O U N D : K N O W L E D G E A R E A S A N D F I E L D S
O F R E S E A R C H I N V O LV E D

This chapter introduces the background of this research. Analyzing,
designing and implementing a digital game-based learning approach,
concerned with SE methods and based on simulation, is a highly in-
terdisciplinary endeavor. Multiple fields of research and theory have
to be taken into account:

1. To create an integrated game-based learning approach, the rele-
vant concepts of learning theories have to be employed. Compe-
tencies to be acquired have to be known and defined in a struc-
tured and comprehensive way. That is why this chapter starts
with exploring different learning theories, concepts of instruc-
tional design and a taxonomy to define intended competencies
(cf. 2.2 on page 19).

2. To create a digital game-based learning (DGBL) approach the field
of DGBL has to be explored, and preliminary findings deployed
to provide a highly effective learning environment (cf. section
2.4). Existing approaches to utilize DGBL in SE education, esp.
in software process education, get analyzed to identify gaps to
close (cf. section 2.5).

3. To create an approach that introduces students to the world of
SE methods, the field of software processes, SE practices and meth-
ods has to receive an examination. Section 2.6 on page 83 de-
scribes characteristics of software processes, the proposed tran-
sition to SE practices and gives a short introduction into indus-
try efforts to standardize the description of software processes,
respectively practices and methods. Essence, a new specifica-
tion of a “kernel and language for software engineering meth-
ods”[188], gets introduced in more depth since it lays the foun-
dation of the Integrated Approach presented in this thesis. Ben-
efits provided to SE education using this new standard get ex-
plained in depth.

4. To create an approach that is based on simulation of SE methods,
an examination of existing formalisms and approaches taken so
far is needed. Section 2.8 on page 109 provides an overview
of existing simulation formalisms and their qualification for the
proposed integrated approach.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the knowledge areas involved. The sweet spot
for the integrated approach, introduced in chapter 4 on page 179, is lo-

15
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Software
Engineering

Learning Theory
& Competencies

Digital Games
Theory & Design

Digital Games
Theory & Design

Simulation
Theory &
Design

IA

Figure 2.1: Intersection of Knowledge Areas

cated at the center of the intersection of knowledge areas—involving
knowledge of all of these fields. Figure 2.2 on the next page presents
the relationships between knowledge areas from the perspective of
this research work. Associations between knowledge areas are pre-
sented by arrows and named from the perspective of this research.

2.1 models everywhere

“All models are
wrong.”

—John D. Sterman
(2002)

The world of science and everyday life is full of models. And so is
this thesis—we are facing models in almost all chapters of this thesis.
We find models of learning theories, human cognitive models, compe-
tency models, SE, a discipline full of models, simulation, a field that
is based fundamentally on models, learner models, all our mental
models, even models of models (metamodels), etc..

As Ludewig[155] summarized: “We use models when we think
about problems, and when we talk to each other, and when we con-
struct mechanisms, and when we try to understand phenomena, and
when we teach. In short, we use models all the time,” and he adds
“models have never been invented, they have been around (at least)
since humans started to exist.”

With so many types and backgrounds, it’s hard, or impossible[155],
to find a consistent common definition of it. For the purpose of this
thesis, the following is assumed:

According to Stachowiak[265] a candidate has to provide three fea-
tures to qualify as a model:

1. Mapping: it is based on an “original.”

2. Reduction: it only reflects a selected subset of relevance of origi-
nal’s properties.

3. Pragmatism: it needs to be usable in place of the original for
some purpose.
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Figure 2.2: Relationships between Knowledge Areas
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Mapping does not prescribe that the original has to be existing in re-
ality. It might be planned, exist just conceptionally, or be completely
fictional1.

Reduction might seem like a weakness of a model, but actually, it
provides its fundamental strength. With characteristics reduced to
the identified relevant essentials, a model might be handled, where
the original cannot. Mapping and Reduction in combination “lead to
contradictory demands on the model, a model will always be the
result of a compromise between these demands.”[294]

Pragmatism is the reason to build and use models. “Since we are not
able or not willing to use the original, we use the model instead.“[155]
The purpose is driving the design of the model. That is why “several
consensus models may co-exist with respect to the same target [...]
different choices may be made, resulting in the development or se-
lection of different models. For instance, biochemists and theoretical
chemists may use quite different models for the molecular structure
of water as they ask different kinds of research questions.”[294]

Models may evolve over time iteratively as part of or in reaction
to research activities. Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning Objectives (cf. sec-
tion 2.3.1 on page 38) provides such an example. Other models, most
notably in times of scientific revolutions[148], may get discarded com-
pletely.

As Sterman2 summarizes: “All decisions are based on models, and
all models are wrong. These statements are deeply counterintuitive.
Few people actually believe them. [...] Most people [...] believe what
they see is, that some things are just plain True—and that they know
what they are. Instead, we stress that human perception and knowl-
edge are limited, that we operate from the basis of mental models,
that we can never place our mental models on a solid foundation of
Truth because a model is a simplification, an abstraction, a selection,
because our models are inevitably incomplete, incorrect—wrong.[...]
Yet we must recognize the inherent tension between being humble
about the limitations of our knowledge on the one hand, and being
able to argue for our views, respond to criticism, and make decisions
on the other. Developing the capacity to see the world through mul-
tiple lenses and to respect differences cannot become an excuse for
indecision, for a retreat to impotent scholasticism. We have to act.
We must make the best decisions we can despite the inevitable limita-
tions of our knowledge and models, then take personal responsibility
for them.”[268]

1 e.g. construction plans of Roddenberry’s U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701 or maps of
Tolkien’s Middle-earth

2 proponent of System Dynamics, well known for his book “Business Dynamics: Sys-
tems Thinking and Modeling for a Complex World”[267]
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The models presented in this thesis were chosen deliberately. Par-
tially, others could have been selected or complement the presented
ones. But within this thesis not all models and their inherent con-
cepts can be presented. The selection is focused on those, which
contributed to the introduced Integrated Approach (cf. chapter 4 on
page 179) the most and help to comprehend the decisions made in its
development.

2.2 learning theories

“It is the theory
which decides what
can be observed.”
—Albert Einstein

Suppes defines “A theory is a scientifically acceptable set of princi-
ples offered to explain a phenomenon. Theories provide frameworks
for interpreting environmental observations and serve as bridges be-
tween research and education.”[272]

As Schunk emphasizes “Effective teaching requires that we deter-
mine the best theoretical perspectives for the types of learning we
deal with and draw on the implications of those perspectives for
teaching. When reinforced practice is important for learning, then
teachers should schedule it. When learning problem-solving strate-
gies is important, then we should study the implications of informa-
tion processing theory.”[240]

Three major learning theories emerged in the 20th century and
shaped the study of learning:

• behaviorist learning theory,

• cognitivist learning theory, and

• constructivist learning theory.[107]

These theories are summarized in table 2.1 on the following page and
described in more detail in the following sections.

2.2.1 Behaviorist Learning Theory

Developed in the late 19th century—with scientific method still in
its earliest days—and dominating the psychology of learning for the
first half of the 20th century, behaviorism represented a radical leap
forward in terms of human science, replacing metaphysics and divine
as sole model of explanation.[107]

Behaviorist learning theory “held that the scientific study of psy-
chology must restrict itself to the study of observable behaviors and
the stimulus conditions that control them.”[58] With this strong em-
pirical focus, considerations were limited to stimulus and response,
where a given input stimulates an observable, measurable and repeat-
able response. Internal mental states, consciousness or phenomena as
understanding, reasoning, and thinking were ignored, as they were
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Behaviorism Cognitivism Constructivism

mind is
considered as

passive (largely
irrelevant) black

box

computer closed
informational

system

knowledge gets deposited processed constructed

knowledge is a correct
input-output
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adequate internal
cognitive process

ability to cope with
a given situation

learning goals correct answers,
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correct methods to
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response, classical

conditioning,
operant

conditioning,

problem solving construction

teaching
strategy

teach observe and
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cooperate

teacher is authority tutor coach, facilitator,
enabler

feedback is specified externally modelled externally modelled internally

Table 2.1: Summary of major learning theories

not observable, hence not scientifically evaluable and not adduced to
explain the acquisition of behavior.

Learning is explained in terms of external events. Conditioning is
a key term used in different manifestations of behavioral theory, e.g.
classic conditioning (Pavlov), contiguous conditioning (Guthrie) and op-
erant conditioning (Skinner).

In behaviorist theory, a learner associates stimulus with a response.
This behavior might be shaped through positive and negative reinforce-
ment, resulting in an increased probability that antecedent behavior
is shown again. Positive or negative punishment, in contrast, decreases
the probability of occurrence of repeated preceding shown behavior.
In this context, positive indicates an application, and negative indicates
an omitting of a stimulus.

“Behavioral theories seem best suited to explain simpler forms of
learning that involve associations, such as multiplication facts, for-
eign language word meanings, and state capital cities.”[240] “Behav-
ioral learning theory lent itself not only to instructional design based
on very specific and discrete learning steps, but also to mechaniza-
tion of the process through new forms of learning technologies [...]
intended to encourage practice and reinforcement of specific tasks
[...].”[107] Examples of those learning technologies include testing ma-
chines, teaching machines, programmed instructions and computer-assisted
instruction. In order to design instruction, taxonomies of learning ob-
jectives were considered important. Section 2.3 on page 38 describes
a revised version of such a taxonomy.
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Insights gained by behaviorist researchers “[...] were largely based
on interpretations of experiments with laboratory animals. The re-
sultant perspectives were influential, but also issues of significant de-
bate.”[107]

In response to criticisms arguing that “his claims exceeded his ev-
idence and that he could not prove or demonstrate empirically that
the responses were the result of a particular stimulus,” Skinner cre-
ated “a set of highly controlled conditions in which a discriminat-
ing stimulus could be defined and linked to a specific and particular
response.” This approach resulted in models with narrow validity,
“testable only under very limited and limiting conditions.”[107] This
again caused major criticism. Chomsky[55] claimed “If he accepts the
broad definitions, characterizing any physical event impinging on the
organism as a stimulus and any part of the organism’s behavior as a
response, he must conclude that behavior has not been demonstrated
to be lawful. In the present state of our knowledge, we must attribute
an overwhelming influence on actual behavior to ill-defined factors of
attention, set, volition, and caprice. If we accept the narrower defini-
tions, then behavior is lawful by definition (if it consists of responses);
but this fact is of limited significance, since most of what the animal
does will simply not be considered behavior. Hence, the psycholo-
gist either must admit that behavior is not lawful (or that he cannot
at present show that it is [...]), or must restrict his attention to those
highly limited areas in which it is lawful [...].”

Bransford et al.[58] state “Over time, radical behaviorism [...] gave
way to a more moderate form of behaviorism [...] that preserved the
scientific rigor of using behavior as data, but also allowed hypotheses
about internal ’mental’ states when these became necessary to explain
various phenomena.”

2.2.2 Cognitivist Learning Theory

“Cognitive psychology’s reaction against the inability of behaviorism
to account for much human activity arose mainly from a concern that
the link between a stimulus and a response was not straightforward,
that there were mechanisms that intervened to reduce the predictabil-
ity of a response to a given stimulus, and that stimulus–response
accounts of complex behavior unique to humans, like the acquisition
and use of language, were extremely convoluted and contrived.”[305]
Another major problem perceived was, that behaviorism was not able
to explain most social behaviors.

“Nonetheless, cognitivism did not reject behaviorist science alto-
gether but shifted the emphasis from external behavior to a focus on
the internal mental processes and to understanding how cognitive
processes could promote effective learning.”[107]
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Fields contributing to cognitivism theory were linguistics, neurol-
ogy, and psychology. This new kind of thought was supported and
influenced massively by the invention of the computer, manifesting
in terms like Mind as Computer (MAC), “human information processing”
and Cognitive Information Processing (CIP). The CIP model describes
the mind as a system that processes information and employs com-
ponents to encode, store, retrieve and transform information utilizing
procedures. It was focussed on understanding how this processing is
accomplished.

The schema theory in cognitivist learning theory holds “that learn-
ing is easier if new subject matter is compared to existing knowl-
edge and is structured or representational.”[107] Schemata can be de-
scribed as dynamic abstracting memory structures providing context.
“A schema is a more abstract representation than a direct perceptual
experience. [...] our knowledge of the world is constantly interpret-
ing new experience and adapting to it. These processes, which Piaget
(1968) has called ’assimilation’ and ’accommodation’, [...] interact
dynamically in an attempt to achieve cognitive equilibrium without
which the world would be a tangled blur of meaningless experiences.
[...] Not only does a schema serve as a repository of experiences;
it provides a context that affects how we interpret new experiences
and even directs our attention to particular sources of experience and
information.”[305]

As well as behaviorism, cognitivist theory was build on an objec-
tivist epistemology. This “[...] epistemology holds that knowledge is
fixed and finite, and ultimately, knowledge is truth. Knowledge is
something that the teacher has mastered, and which students must
now similarly master by replicating the knowledge of the teacher. The
pedagogies emphasized ’transmitting information’ by the teacher as a
way to ’acquire knowledge’ by the student, reflected in such didactic
approaches as lectures or their mechanized versions [...].”[107] That
is why cognitivist learning theory is focussed on instructional design.
Some proponents and leaders of cognitivist learning theory were con-
tributing to behaviorist theory before, which results in some blurring
between both theories.

As such, Gagnè is well known for his theory of instruction. This the-
ory is composed of a taxonomy of learning outcomes3, corresponding
specific conditions to achieve these outcomes and nine events of instruc-
tion to facilitate learning processes:

1. Gaining attention (e.g. by change of stimulus)

2. Informing learners of the objectives (by telling them, what they will
be able to do afterward)

3 This taxonomy shows some similarity to Bloom’s taxonomy (cf. section 2.3) and con-
tains five categories: verbal information, intellectual skills, cognitive strategies, attitudes
and motor skills.
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3. Stimulating recall of prior learning (by assisting in recalling rele-
vant information, ranging from simple reminding to some prac-
tice activity)

4. Presenting the content (by displaying learning content with dis-
tinctive features)

5. Provide “learning guidance” (e.g. by suggesting meaningful orga-
nization)

6. Eliciting performance (by letting learners perform activity indicat-
ing successful learning without any penalties for not yet being
perfect and providing guidance for performance improvement)

7. Providing feedback (by giving informative feedback, assisting learn-
ers to detect and correct their misconceptions)

8. Assessing performance (by requiring additional learner performance
and delivering feedback)

9. Enhancing retention and transfer (by providing varied practice
and reviews, might be built in earlier to provide examples and
context) [78]

Gagnè and Medsker state, “The nine events of instruction have been
proven effective in innumerable real-world projects. They ensure com-
pleteness of each act of learning, because the learner is well prepared
before processing new content, and because practice, feedback, and
assessment guarantee that observable student performance meets the
required standards. [...] Many training failures can be attributed to
omission of some of the nine events of instruction. Perhaps the most
common pitfall is to include no practice or insufficient practice [...]”
[230] By providing instructional designers with very clear steps, this
instructional theory has had significant influence and prominence in
educational practice.[107]

Two prominent examples of (learning) technologies that had been
emerging with cognitive learning theory are Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS).[107]

Shute and Psotka summarize: “A student learns from an ITS pri-
marily by solving problems–ones that are appropriately selected or
tailor-made–that serve as good learning experiences for that student.
The system starts by assessing what the student already knows, the
student model. The system concurrently must consider what the stu-
dent needs to know, the curriculum (also known as the domain expert).
Finally, the system must decide what curriculum element (unit of in-
struction) ought to be instructed next, and how it shall be presented,
the tutor (or inherent teaching strategy). From all of these considera-
tions, the system selects, or generates, a problem, then either works
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out a solution to the problem (via the domain expert), or retrieves a
prepared solution. The ITS then compares its solution, in real-time,
to the one the student has prepared and performs a diagnosis based
on differences between the two. [...] Other kinds of systems may
not even have a tutor/coach present. For example, the strength of
microworlds (exploratory environments) resides in the underlying
simulation and explicit interfaces in which students can freely con-
duct experiments and obtain results quickly and safely. [...] these
systems can be intrinsically motivating, in terms of generating in-
teresting complexities that keep students interested in continuing to
explore, while giving them sufficient success to prevent frustration.”
[254]

The ITS community has been facing some major discussion and
growing discontent, as the term intelligence is associated with aware-
ness and the term “intelligent tutoring system” might be misleading.[107]
“Simply put, ITS may promise too much, deliver too little, and consti-
tute too restrictive a construct.”[254] One resulting suggestion is not
to attempt to build “omnipotent” tutors but to create a “collection of
computerized tools.”[254]

2.2.3 Constructivism

“Discovery, like
surprise, favors the

well prepared mind.”
—Jerome Bruner

(1961)

“Constructivism refers both to a learning theory (how people learn)
and to an epistemology of learning (what is the nature of knowl-
edge).”[107]

“A key assumption of constructivism is that people are active learn-
ers and develop knowledge for themselves [...] To understand [...],
learners must discover the basic principles [...]. Constructivists differ
in the extent to which they ascribe this function entirely to learners.
Some believe that mental structures come to reflect reality, whereas
others (radical constructivists) believe that the individual’s mental
world is the only reality. Constructivists also differ in how much they
ascribe the construction of knowledge to social interactions [...].”[240]

With a wide diversity of views, making the term constructivism
serve as an umbrella term, proponents “seem to be committed to
the general view that (1) learning is an active process of construct-
ing rather than acquiring knowledge, and (2) instruction is a process
of supporting that construction rather than communicating knowl-
edge.”[65] Bodner[26], citing von Glasersfeld, states “[...] learners
construct understanding. They do not simply mirror and reflect what
they are told or what they read. Learners look for meaning and will
try to find regularity and order in the events of the world even in the
absence of full or complete information.”

Two of the most well-known representatives of constructivism are
Piaget and Vygotsky, both emphasizing different aspects and taking
partially contradicting positions. Piaget promoted cognitive construc-
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tivism, concerned with “how the individual learner understands the
world through biological stages,” while Vygotsky emphasized social
constructivism, focused on “how meanings and understandings grow
out of social encounters.”[107]

Piaget, primarily interested in epistemology, had been taken the
view that “looking carefully at how knowledge develops in children
will elucidate the nature of knowledge in general.” In his belief “chil-
dren are not empty vessels to be filled with knowledge [...] but active
builders of knowledge, little scientists who are constantly creating
and testing their own theories of the world.”[285] “Piaget believed
that knowledge is acquired as the result of a life-long constructive
process in which we try to organize, structure, and restructure our
experiences in light of existing schemes of thought, and thereby grad-
ually modify and expand theses schemes.”[26]

“Jean Piaget’s theories about children and learning include the con-
cepts of assimilation and accommodation. With assimilation, we attempt
to fit new information into existing slots or categories. [...] Accom-
modation involves the process whereby we must modify our existing
model of the world to accommodate new information that does not
fit into an existing slot or category. This process is the result of hold-
ing two contradictory beliefs. [...] This process is often referred to
as cognitive disequilibrium. [...] Piaget believed that intellectual mat-
uration over the lifespan of the individual depends on the cycle of
assimilation and accommodation and that cognitive disequilibrium is
the key to this process.”[295, emphasis added]

Vygotsky argued that “social interactions are an essential part of hu-
man cognitive development” and that “biological development does
not occur in isolation”[107]. Social and cultural influences shape our
thoughts and language. According to his concept of Zone of Proximal
Development (ZPD) “learning takes place when learners solve prob-
lems beyond their actual developmental level—but within their level
of potential development—under [...] guidance or in collaboration
with [...]” a More Knowledgeable Other (MKO)4, who “[...] supports
the learner by providing the tools (language, concepts) needed to ad-
vance and eventually independently achieve the learner’s intended
goal.”[107]

“Constructivism resonated with practicing teachers and became a
highly popular concept in the field. However, neither Piaget nor Vy-
gotsky had ever written about the implications of their theories for
the classroom, and hence the resulting constructivist pedagogies and
technologies were primarily attempts by practitioners to implement
notions of active learning.”[107]

“A common misconception regarding ’constructivist’ theories of
knowing (that existing knowledge is used to build new knowledge)

4 A skilled partner, someone who has a better understanding or a higher ability level
than the learner, with respect to a particular task, process, or concept. This might be
an advanced peer, teacher, parent, etc.
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Figure 2.3: Zone of Proximal Development (Vygotsky)

is that teachers should never tell students anything directly but, in-
stead, should always allow them to construct knowledge for them-
selves. This perspective confuses a theory of pedagogy (teaching)
with a theory of knowing. Constructivists assume that all knowledge
is constructed from previous knowledge, irrespective of how one is
taught [...] even listening to a lecture involves active attempts to con-
struct new knowledge.”[58]

Bok claims “By some calculations, the average student will be un-
able to recall most of the factual content of a typical lecture within
fifteen minutes after the end of class. In contrast, interests, values,
and cognitive skills are all likely to last longer, as are concepts and
knowledge that students have acquired not by passively reading or
listening to lectures but through their own mental efforts.”[33]

A number of teaching approaches, or pedagogies5, and principles
were created based on the constructivist learning theory in order to
facilitate own mental efforts of students.

Active Learning and Learning by Doing are learner-centered approaches
that let learners engage in an activity instead of just hear or read
about it. Activities can be manifold. A teacher, or MKO in general,
encourages and assists in constructing knowledge of a subject, e.g.
by providing useful resources. Discussions while and after engaging
in the activity foster reflection. The activity should be built around
an authentic and complex enough real-world problem that is inviting
the learner to apply existing knowledge, hypothesize, test hypotheses
and draw conclusions.[107, 218]

While engaging in an activity, it is of great value to be allowed to
be learning from failures. Proponents, in fact, recommend to set up
learners to fail in order to increase learning outcome.[218, 236].

5 Defined by the Oxford Dictionary of English as: “pedagogy, noun (pl. pedagogies),
the method and practice of teaching, especially as an academic subject or theoretical
concept [...]”[72]
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Anchored Instruction “is designed to help students develop useful
knowledge rather than inert knowledge.” It emphasizes “the impor-
tance of creating an anchor of focus that generates interest and en-
ables students to identify and define problems and to pay attention
to their own perception and comprehension of these problems. They
can then be introduced to information that is relevant to their an-
chored perceptions. The major goal [...] is to experience the changes
in their perception and understanding of the anchor as they view
the situation from new points of view.”[39] While the creators of this
approach favored videos, as those were state of the art at that time,
anchors can be manifold.

Bruner, who coined the term Discovery Learning, states “Our aim
as teachers is to give our student as firm a grasp of a subject as we
can, and to make him as autonomous and self-propelled a thinker
as we can—one who will go alone on his own after formal school-
ing has ended.”[46] To enable students in such ways, they should
be empowered to benefit “from the experience of learning through
discoveries that one makes for oneself.” According to Bruner, this
approach results in increased intellectual potence, a shift from extrinsic to
intrinsic rewards, learning the heuristics of discovering, and aid to memory
processing.[46]

But Alfieri et al. claim “however, there is a myriad of discovery-
based learning approaches presented within the literature without a
precise definition. [...] Learning tasks considered to be within the
realm of discovery learning range from implicit pattern detection
to the elicitation of explanations, and from working through man-
uals to conducting simulations. What exactly constitutes a discovery-
learning situation is seemingly yet undetermined by the field as a
whole. [...] Common to all of the literature, however, is that the target
information must be discovered by the learner within the confines of
the task and its material.“[10]

Bruner stated, “it goes without saying that, left to himself, the
child will go about discovering things for himself within limits.”[46]
As he claimed, “discovery, like surprise, favors the well prepared
mind.”[46] This preparation not merely include knowledge about the
domain but experience with the act of discovery itself too. Recent
research supports this statement, claiming that “such methods as ex-
treme modes of discovery [...] with almost no teacher guidance will, of
course, be inferior to more guided methods.”[10] Alfieri et al. suggest
“enhanced-discovery tasks requiring learners to be actively engaged
and constructive seem optimal. On the basis of the current analyses,
optimal approaches should include at least one of the following: (a)
guided tasks that have scaffolding in place to assist learners, (b) tasks
requiring learners to explain their own ideas and ensuring that these
ideas are accurate by providing timely feedback, or (c) tasks that pro-
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vide worked examples of how to succeed in the task.”[10]

In Problem-Based Learning students, working in groups, are faced
with a problem that has no correct solution. Learners, assisted by
facilitators, have to identify what they need to know to solve the
problem. This “requires students to think creatively and bring their
knowledge to bear in unique ways. It is especially useful for projects
that have no one correct solution. [...] Students who collaborate to
solve problems become aware of new ways that knowledge can be
used and combined, which forms new synaptic connections. Further,
problem-based learning is apt to appeal to students’ motivation and
engender emotional involvement, which also can create more exten-
sive neural networks.”[240]

Characteristics of Situated Learning are described by Brown et al.[45]
“[...] people who use tools in authentic activity actively build an in-
creasingly rich implicit understanding both of the tool themselves
and of the world in which they use those tools. Their understand-
ing, initially narrow, is continually broadened through use. Learning
and acting are, as a result, interestingly indistinct, learning being a
continuous, life-long process resulting from acting in situations.” As
a consequence of these findings the environment, in which learners
engage, should closely resemble the real-life environment, where this
knowledge will be applied.

Scaffolded Learning is strongly connected to Vygotsky’s concept of
the zone of proximal development (ZPD). “Scaffolding gives students
a context, motivation, and foundation from which to understand
the new information. In order for learning to progress, scaffolds
should be gradually removed as the learner progresses, so that stu-
dents will eventually be able to demonstrate comprehension indepen-
dently.”[107]

Collaborative Learning is not an educational approach on its own but
might be utilized with any of the mentioned approaches. As empha-
sized by Vygotsky’s social constructivism learners benefit from collab-
oration. This collaboration should invite to share alternative perspec-
tives on a subject, articulating and discussing them—or developing
new ones. It should promote peer tutoring, dialogical interchange
and reflexivity on the learning subject and the learning process.[65]

Jonassen [134] proposed several characteristics that facilitate learn-
ing in constructivist learning environments. Such environments should:

1. provide multiple representations of reality to avoid oversimpli-
fication,

2. represent the complexity of the real world,
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3. emphasize knowledge construction, not knowledge reproduc-
tion,

4. emphasize authentic tasks in a meaningful context rather than
abstract instruction out of context,

5. provide learning environments such as real-world settings or
case-based learning instead of predetermined sequences of in-
struction,

6. encourage thoughtful reflection on experience,

7. enable context- and content-dependent knowledge construction,
and

8. support collaborative construction of knowledge through social
negotiation, not competition among learners for recognition.

“Jonassen’s list has been accepted by both social and cognitivist con-
structivists, albeit with some differences in emphasis.”[107]

Constructivist teaching approaches appear promising but are not
without criticism. “Constructivist pedagogies have developed outside
the learning theories developed by Piaget or Vygotsky. [...] The role
of the teacher has been unsettled [...] without clear alternatives.”[107]
A common slogan describing the role of the constructivist teacher is
“guide on the side” not “sage on the stage”, emphasizing a role as facil-
itator. In reality, a combination of both teaching approaches might
be necessary. A teacher has to select the most appropriate approach
for her students and the content, favoring constructivist approaches
when it comes to content that requires problem-solving and critical
thinking skills.

Another criticism is concerned with too contextualized learning.
“Simply learning to perform procedures, and learning in only a sin-
gle context, does not promote flexible transfer. The transfer litera-
ture suggests that the most effective transfer may come from a bal-
ance of specific examples and general principles, not from either one
alone.”[58]

Critics of minimally guided instruction state: “when students learn
science in classrooms with pure-discovery methods and minimal feed-
back, they often become lost and frustrated, and their confusion can
lead to misconceptions.”[144] They argue, “there is a growing body
of research showing that students learn more deeply from strongly
guided learning than from discovery,” and argue that “cognitive load
theory suggests that the free exploration of a highly complex environ-
ment may generate a heavy working memory load that is detrimental
to learning. This suggestion is particularly important in the case of
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novice learners, who lack proper schemas to integrate the new infor-
mation with their prior knowledge.”[144] It is suggested that “guid-
ance can be relaxed only with increased expertise as knowledge in
long-term memory can take over from external guidance.” Actually,
this is the core of the concepts of zone of proximal development and
Scaffolded Learning, both described above. Guidance and collabora-
tion with a more knowledgeable other, scaffolds respectively, have to be
designed carefully to provide the support needed by the learner.

In response to those criticisms[144] proponents of Problem-Based
Learning (PBL) that was explicitly criticized argue that PBL “cannot
be equated with minimally guided instruction. On the contrary, we
contend that the elements of PBL allow for flexible adaptation of guid-
ance, making this instructional approach potentially more compatible
with the manner in which our cognitive structures are organized than
the direct guided instructional approach [...].”[238] They describe el-
ements of PBL, show how they are being used in contemporary cur-
ricula, and “present the multiple ways in which intrinsic, extrane-
ous, and germane cognitive load can be managed through these ele-
ments.”[238]

2.2.4 Beyond Constructivism

Learning theories are an ongoing dynamic field of research and did
not stop with Constructivism. “Today, the world is in the midst of an
extraordinary outpouring of scientific work on the mind and brain,
on the processes of thinking and learning, on the neural processes
that occur during thought and learning, and on the development of
competence.”[58]

Harasim[107] notes: “The 21st century is referred to as the Knowl-
edge Age, a time in which knowledge has key social and economic
value.” But as Bransford et al.[58] state “above all, information and
knowledge are growing at a far more rapid rate than ever before in
the history of humankind. As Nobel laureate Herbert Simon wisely
stated, the meaning of ’knowing’ has shifted from being able to re-
member and repeat information to being able to find and use it [...]
the sheer magnitude of human knowledge renders its coverage by
education an impossibility; rather, the goal of education is better con-
ceived as helping students develop the intellectual tools and learn-
ing strategies needed to acquire the knowledge that allows people to
think productively.”

Siemens[256] agrees “Our ability to learn what we need for tomor-
row is more important than what we know today. A real challenge
for any learning theory is to actuate known knowledge at the point
of application. When knowledge, however, is needed, but not known,
the ability to plug into sources to meet the requirements becomes a
vital skill. As knowledge continues to grow and evolve, access to
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what is needed is more important than what the learner currently
possesses.”

He[256] proposes the Connectivism learning theory that is provid-
ing “insight into learning skills and tasks needed for learners to flour-
ish in a digital era.” Among others, Siemens[256] states that “tech-
nology is altering (rewiring) out brains. The tools we use define
and shape our thinking. [...] Know-how and know-what are being
supplemented with know-where (the understanding of where to find
knowledge needed).”

Siemens[256] describes his theory as “the integration of principles
explored by chaos, network, and complexity and self-organization
theories. Learning is a process that occurs within nebulous environ-
ments of shifting core elements—not entirely under the control of the
individual. Learning (defined as actionable knowledge) can reside
outside of ourselves (within an organization or a database), is focused
on connecting specialized information sets, and the connections that
enable us to learn more are more important than our current state of
knowing.”

A Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) provides an example of ap-
plied Connectivism. Participants in a MOOC are guided by facilitators
but are largely responsible for what they learn and how they share
their new knowledge and hence create parts of the course content.

With her Online Collaborative Learning (OCL) Theory Harasim[107]
addresses perspectives somewhat similar to Connectivism.

However with new perspectives, theories, or new variants of exist-
ing ones emerging, the field seems yet to be rather unclear, much in
flow and discussion as well as not yet widely accepted.

2.2.5 Two Instructional Design Theories

This section describes two instructional design theories that were cho-
sen because they are, besides constructivist learning approaches, pro-
viding specific guidance and valuable insights for the design of the
Integrated Approach introduced in chapter 4. With roots in cognitivist
learning approaches, both theories have been continuously developed
since their initial introduction. While the proponents of the first one,
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT), argue rather against constructivist educa-
tional approaches, actually against minimally or unguided versions
of it, the second one, Elaboration Theory, was explicitly updated to
include such approaches.

2.2.5.1 Sweller’s Cognitive Load Theory (CLT)

Based on a model of human cognitive architecture, with foundations
in evolutionary principles, Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) is concerned
with identifying aspects of human cognition relevant to instructional
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biologically primary knowledge biologically secondary knowledge

knowledge we have evolved to acquire cultural knowledge we have not
evolved to acquire

modular, with different types of
knowledge unrelated to each other and

acquired independently at different
times and in different ways

types of knowledge that bear some
relation to each other and are acquired

in similar manner

acquired easily, automatically and
unconsciously

acquired deliberately with conscious
effort

explicit instruction not required best acquired with explicit instructions

e.g. imitating others, listening to and
speaking our native language,

means-ends analysis, random generate
and test procedures

e.g. reading, listen to and speaking
non-native language, following

complex defined methods or processes

Table 2.2: Cognitive Load Theory: Distinctions Between biologically pri-
mary and secondary knowledge [195, examples added]

issues. This theory has been developed and refined over several
decades and tested resulting hypotheses using randomized controlled
experiments. Proponents argue that “without knowledge of rele-
vant aspects of human cognitive architecture such as the character-
istics and intricate relations between working memory and long-term
memory, the effectiveness of instructional design is likely to be ran-
dom.”[194]

Dividing knowledge into two, evolutionary based, categories6, bio-
logically primary knowledge and biologically secondary knowledge, CLT is
focused primarily on the latter category, whose acquisition is lever-
aged by the first category. Table 2.2 summarizes characteristics of
both knowledge categories.

The acquisition of the secondary category is determined by human
cognitive architecture that is an example of a natural information pro-
cessing system. Such a system requires a very large store of informa-
tion, which is provided by the long-term memory in human cognition.
This one “heavily determines our cognitive lives,” because “almost all
human cognitive activity is determined by information held in long-
term memory.”[195]

CLT defines learning as “[...] alteration in long term memory. If
nothing has altered in long-term memory nothing has been learned.
Accordingly, appropriate alteration of long term memory’s store of
biologically secondary information should be the primary aim of in-
struction.”[195] According to CLT both, rote learning and understand-
ing, underlie the same principle of change in long-term memory, but
understanding is enabled by additional changes in long-term memory
providing essential connections between elements that are omitted in
rote learning.

6 borrowed from Geary[92]
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Problem-solving skill is critically determined by information in
long-term memory. “Experts have a vastly superior memory to novices
for problem states in their field of expertise. [...] Such knowledge
[...] allows an expert to immediately recognize most of the situations
faced and the actions required by that situation. [... it] permits the
fluency shown by experts in their own area.”[195] A learner, without
external guidance, facing a new problem has to engage in problem-
solving to find a way. “If information is not available, the student
must discover the new procedures required using a random generate
and test procedure.”[195]

CLT states that capacity and duration of working memory are severely
constrained. “When dealing with novel, biological secondary infor-
mation, human working memory has two severe limitations. [...]
working memory is able to hold only about 7 elements of information.
It can probably process [...] no more than about 2-4 novel elements.
[...] without rehearsal, almost all the contents of working memory
are lost within about 20 seconds.”[195] Working memory determines,
which information should be used to alter the information store in
long-term memory. CLT holds that these limits might be protective
to ensure functionality of the long-term memory information store.

According to CLT those limits do not exist for information, fed
from long-term memory into working memory, neither in capacity
nor duration. In that way, information from long-term memory vastly
extends capability of working memory. The relation between both
types of memory is described by Paas and Sweller in the following
manner. “At one end of the continuum, when one is dealing with un-
familiar information, working memory limitations are critical. They
become successively less critical as familiarity increases, that is, as
more and more information from long-term memory is used. At the
other extreme, when one is dealing with information incorporated
in well-entrenched knowledge, working memory limitations become
irrelevant. Thus, the extent to which working memory limitations
matter depends on the extent to which the information being dealt
with has been organized in long-term memory.”[195]

CLT emphasizes that understanding is bound to changes in long-
term memory. “Without changes in long-term memory, nothing has
been understood. [...] Understanding occurs when all relevant ele-
ments of [...] information can be processed simultaneously in work-
ing memory. [...] there may be too many elements to simultaneously
process in working memory. If the elements are essential, understand-
ing cannot occur until it becomes possible to process them. While the
learner is studying the material, elements are organized and com-
bined into knowledge held in long-term memory. When knowledge
acquisition has progressed to the point where all of the elements es-
sential to understanding a topic can be processed in working mem-
ory, understanding has occurred. [...] understanding can be defined
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Category Source Implications

Intrinsic caused by natural complexity,
interacting elements that are
intrinsic to the task and must
be processed simultaneously,

cannot be altered other than by
changing the nature of the task

or by increasing knowledge
level of learner; maybe combine

multiple elements into single
element during learning

Extraneous caused by interacting elements
introduced by an, potentially
inappropriate, instructional

design; require learner to use
working memory resources to
process elements that do not

lead to knowledge acquisition

should be reduced by altering
instructional design, e.g. by

removing unnecessarily
introduced large number of

interacting elements

Germane ’effective’ cognitive load; refers
to working memory resources
dealing with intrinsic rather

than extraneous cognitive load,
thus facilitating learning

the higher the value, the more
effective will be instruction

Table 2.3: Cognitive Load Theory: The 3 Categories of Cognitive Load
[adapted from 195]

as the ability to simultaneously process required elements in working
memory.”[195]

CLT distinguishes three kinds of cognitive load:

• intrinsic,

• extraneous, and

• germane cognitive load.

Table 2.3 summarizes characteristics and implications of these cate-
gories.

Both extraneous and intrinsic cognitive load have to be managed by
the constrained working memory. They are additive. Essentially the
extraneous load, introduced by the chosen instructive design, should
be kept to the minimum necessary to acquisition of the intended
knowledge.

Rooted in cognitivist learning theory, proponents of CLT criticize
minimally or unguided instruction methods. They argue that such
instructional designs entail unnecessary extraneous cognitive load in-
terfering learners’ knowledge acquisition. Instead, they recommend
the use of worked examples provided for comprehension.[144, 273,
274]

2.2.5.2 Reigeluth’s Elaboration Theory

The Elaboration Theory [224, 225] states “[...] that if cognitive instruc-
tion is organized in a certain specified way, then that instruction
will result in higher levels of learning, synthesis, retention, and af-
fect.”[224]
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This approach is focused on when information is presented to the
learner and how it should be scoped and sequenced. It holds that
instruction should be organized from general to detailed, from simple to
complex and from abstract to concrete.

Simplest versions of a task should be introduced before more complex
versions.

“The general-to-detailed organization prescribed by the elaboration
model helps to ensure that the learner is always aware of the context
and importance of the different topics that are being taught. It allows
the learner to learn at the level of detail that is most appropriate and
meaningful to him or her at any given state in the development of
one’s knowledge.”[224]

The second revision of this theory adds guidance on scoping learn-
ing content and introduces a new set of proposed sequencing types
for new constructivist educational approaches: “most of the new ap-
proaches to instruction, including simulations, [...] goal-based sce-
narios, problem-based learning, and other types of situated learning,
require a more holistic approach to sequencing, one that can simplify
the content or task, not by breaking it into pieces, but by identifying
simpler real-world versions of the task or content domain.”[225]

The Elaboration Theory provides different types of methods to se-
quence learning content corresponding to the type of learning ob-
jectives but sharing a number of characteristics. This theory holds
that broader more inclusive concepts or principles should be pro-
vided before narrower, more detailed concepts that elaborate upon
them, that “supporting” content, e.g. related concepts, principles, pro-
cedures, higher-order thinking skills, attitudes, etc., should be pro-
vided together with the concepts or principles, which they are most
closely related to.[225] Learning content, together with its supporting
content, should be grouped into “[...] ’learning episodes’, that aren’t
so large as to make review and synthesis difficult but aren’t so small
as to break up the flow of the learning process.”[225]

Reigeluth[225] states with regards to complex tasks (with a focus
on skills) that “the simplifying conditions method [...] sequencing
strategy enables learners to understand the tasks holistically and to
acquire the skills of an expert for a real-world task from the very first
[...] ’learning episode’ [...]. Theses skills enhance the motivation of
learners and, therefore, enhance the quality (effectiveness and effi-
ciency) of the instruction. The holistic understanding of a task results
in the formation of a stable cognitive schema to which more complex
capabilities and understandings can be assimilated. [...] since the
learners start with a real version of the task from the beginning, this
method is ideally suited to situated learning, problem-based learning,
computer-based simulations [...] Further, it can be used with highly
directive instruction, highly constructivist instruction, or anything in
between.”
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2.2.6 Conclusions

This section introduced a selection of learning theories as well as sup-
porting theories and concepts, that are of interest for the Integrated
Approach introduced in this thesis.

Learning theories evolved over time, based on and in reaction to
preceding theories. They reflect in large part social and technological
developments and achievements of their time and shifted the view
on knowledge and learning.

Driven by passionate proponents and being influenced by many
fields of science and research it is only natural that none of these
theories, teaching approaches, pedagogies or instructional designs is
without criticisms.

We find more radical proponents of their theories and more mod-
erate and pragmatic ones. With a sound knowledge of theories and
concepts, it is up to the instructional designer to choose and combine
the most appropriate ones to optimize learning experiences.

As Schunk emphasizes “Effective teaching requires that we deter-
mine the best theoretical perspectives for the types of learning we
deal with and draw on the implications of those perspectives for
teaching. When reinforced practice is important for learning, then
teachers should schedule it. When learning problem-solving strate-
gies is important, then we should study the implications of informa-
tion processing theory.”[240]

In the SE education related context, a number of studies argue
for constructivist learning approaches, e.g. in engineering education
[131, 170, 259], distance learning and distributed learning environ-
ments[68, 102, 275], computer science education [20, 21, 60] and SE
education itself [94, 103]. All game-based approaches presented in
section 2.5 on page 68 argue for constructivist approaches.

When it comes to learning just definitions, word meanings, behav-
iorist instructional approaches may serve well, but for the objectives
of this research, it will by far not be enough. Definitions of terms
may be a starting point. But to grasp concepts, (inter-)relationships
of elements as well as their dynamic behavior have to be understood.
As stated in section 1.4 on page 9, primary objectives of this research
work include to provide students in SE courses with competencies7, to
keep a holistic view on the development endeavor—in all its phases
and with all its relevant dimensions—while working focused on de-
tails required by it. These objectives require mastering complex situa-
tions and the ability to cope with them, once they appear. According
to the remarks given in preceding sections, this calls for skills-oriented,

7 Cf. section 2.3.2 on page 40 for the definition of competency utilized in this thesis.
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active, problem-based, situated, and collaborative constructivist learning
approaches (cf. section 2.2.3 and table 2.1). Jonassen’s[134] list (cf.
section 2.2.3 on page 28) provides important widely accepted char-
acteristics of such learning environments. As proposed by Anchored
Instruction, a collective learning experience may provide an anchor
used in subsequent learning activities.

As stated in the preceding sections, constructivist instructional ap-
proaches were criticized in several ways, most notably for minimally
guided approaches and too contextualized situated learning.

Following a scaffolded learning approach, providing the necessary
guidance may address issues connected to too less guidance. Instruc-
tional approaches rooted in cognitivist learning theory may support
to provide scaffolding in the right way and to structure the learning
experiences provided to students.

Following complex methods or processes represents biologically sec-
ondary knowledge from the perspective of Cognitive Load Theory (CLT,
cf. table 2.2) and requires learner’s conscious effort and guidance to
be deliberately acquired. CLT reminds us that working memory of
learners is limited and provides arguments to focus on the right type
of cognitive load as well as arguments to omit extraneous cognitive
load. From the perspective of CLT, each concept learned and already
organized in long-term memory supports at coping with new related
situations and learning content.

Elaboration Theory provides concepts to structure, scope, and se-
quence learning content to enable learners to understand tasks holis-
tically. As Reigeluth[225] states, providing a learning task with sim-
plified conditions first “enables learners to understand the tasks holis-
tically and to acquire the skills of an expert for a real-world task from
the very first [...] ’learning episode’ [...]. Theses skills enhance the
motivation of learners[...]. The holistic understanding of a task re-
sults in the formation of a stable cognitive schema to which more
complex capabilities and understandings can be assimilated. [...] this
method is ideally suited to situated learning, problem-based learning,
computer-based simulations [...].”

Both, CLT as well as Elaboration Theory, are widely accepted, have
been proving their utility in education over decades and underwent
continuous advancement since their introduction decades ago.

Taking all this into account, a successful approach providing the
intended learning objectives should combine social as well as cogni-
tive constructivist learning approaches with the guidance provided by
cognitivist instructional approaches. For that, the Cognitive Load Theory
(CLT) and Elaboration Theory were chosen for the reasons presented in
the sections above.
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2.3 learning objectives and competencies

To successfully design a learning activity, course unit, course, or cur-
riculum, it is of particular importance to have a clear understanding
of the learning objectives, knowledge, skills, attitudes, or competen-
cies8, at which the particular activity is aiming.

For the purpose of this research work, it is important to identify
competencies, skills, knowledge and attitudes that are expected to be
of high interest for SE education to find evidence for its relevance.

On the other hand, it is important to locate the approaches, pro-
posed in this thesis, inside of curriculum guidelines provided by rel-
evant organizations.

But before the field of competencies and curriculum guidelines gets
entered, a widely used and accepted model of learning objectives gets
introduced.

2.3.1 A Taxonomy for Learning, Teaching, and Assessing: A Revision of
Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives

2.3.1.1 The Original Taxonomy

Originating in 1956, the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives[25], known
as Bloom’s Taxonomy, is a framework to classify expected or intended
learning objectives as result of instruction. Initially, it was developed
to facilitate the exchange of test items among universities to reduce
the annual effort of preparing comprehensive examinations.[147] Ad-
ditional to that goal, it was created to serve as common language
and means of educational objectives to compare educational activi-
ties, courses, or curricula.

The original taxonomy provided six major categories in the cogni-
tive domain: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthe-
sis, and Evaluation (ordered from simple to complex). All but Appli-
cation were provided with subcategories. “Further, it was assumed
that the original Taxonomy represented a cumulative hierarchy; that
is, mastery of each simpler category was prerequisite to mastery of
the next more complex one.”[12]

To define an intended learning objective, a subject matter content (a
noun) and a description of what to be done with or to it (a verb repre-
senting the cognitive process) have to be combined, usually prefixed
with a statement like “the learner will be able to.” To give an example:
“The student will be able to remember the phases of the OpenUP.” In

8 The Oxford Dictionary of English defines competency as “The ability to do something
successfully or efficiently.”[72] We will see in section 2.3.2 on page 40 that this defi-
nition is specified more precisely (in multiple ways) by players in the competencies
field.
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this example the subject matter content (the noun) is “phases of the
OpenUP,” and the cognitive process (the verb) is “remember.” This
learning objective could be categorized with the Bloom’s Taxonomy
level Knowledge9. Sets of verbs characterizing specific levels were col-
lected to simplify the categorization of learning objectives.

As “readers saw its potential, the framework became widely known
and cited, eventually being translated into 22 languages.”[12] The
taxonomy was frequently used to classify and analyze intended cur-
ricular learning outcomes, e.g. in SE education[132, 133, 269] and
training[38]. “Such analyses [...] have repeatedly provided a basis for
moving curricula and tests toward objectives that would be classified
in the more complex categories.”[12]

2.3.1.2 The Revised Taxonomy

To reflect the increased understanding of cognitive learning that had
emerged over decades after publishing the original version of the tax-
onomy, and to take into account feedback and empirical research re-
garding the taxonomy, a revised version was edited and published in
2001[12].

Instead of the original one-dimensional taxonomy, the revised ver-
sion provides a two-dimensional framework.

The first dimension Knowledge resembles the subcategories of the
original Knowledge category. Table 2.4 on page 41 summarizes this di-
mension. The last category Metacognitive Knowledge was added to re-
flect the “importance of students being made aware of their metacog-
nitive activity, and then using this knowledge to appropriately adapt
the ways in which they think and operate.”[147]

The second dimension Cognitive Process retained the original num-
ber of categories but underwent important changes. The original
category Knowledge was renamed Remember. In reaction to frequent
criticism the Comprehension category was renamed Understand. The
Synthesis category was renamed Create and changed places with Eval-
uation, now called Evaluate to consistently use verb forms. Table 2.5
on page 42 summarizes the elements—representing cognitive pro-
cesses—of the Cognitive Process Dimension. This dimension contains
six categories that again include 19 subcategories.

“Like the original Taxonomy, the revision is a hierarchy in the sense
that the six major categories of the Cognitive Process dimension are
believed to differ in their complexity, with remember being less com-
plex than understand, which is less complex than apply, and so on.
However, because the revision gives much greater weight to teacher
usage, the requirement of a strict hierarchy has been relaxed to allow

9 particularly 1.11 Knowledge of terminology, but the usage of only the top level category
found wider utilization
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the categories to overlap one another.”[147]

Having two dimensions to describe an expected learning objective,
they can be described and easily visualized using a matrix, where
both dimensions form the axes of the table. Table 2.6 shows such
a table. By categorizing learning objectives of an activity, unit, or
course and subsequently entering them into the Taxonomy Table, the
objectives get clearly visualized. “In addition to showing what was in-
cluded, the Taxonomy Table also suggests what might have been but
wasn’t.”[147] This might trigger further thinking about the intended
learning outcomes in order to optimize them.

“Problem solving and critical thinking were two other terms com-
monly used by teachers that were also considered for inclusion in
the revision. But unlike understand, there seemed to be no popular
usage that could be matched to a single category. Therefore, to be cat-
egorized in the Taxonomy, one must determine the intended specific
meaning of problem solving and critical thinking from the context in
which they are being used.”[147]

Both, the original version as well as the revised version and adapted
variants, are utilized to define and describe intended learning out-
comes of SE curricula and courses.[43, 81, 95, 132, 133, 169, 269, 283,
284]

2.3.2 Demanded Software Engineering (SE) Competencies

Although the term competency is “increasingly used”[270] and “one
of the most popular terms since the beginning of the 21st century and
the introduction of the Bologna process”[243], there is still no widely
accepted definition.[270] Constructivist proponents[270] argue “The
one and only true competence definition does not exist, nor will ever
be found. [...] Here, the criterion for a competence definition is not
whether the definition is true but the extent to which the constructed
definition has proved to be adequate in the context in which it is
used.”

Along these lines the following definition, based and drawing on
existing definitions [14, 81, 95, 283], is proposed in the context of this
work/thesis:

Competency—A cluster of related knowledge, skills, and attitudes en-
abling a person to accomplish all the tasks in a given context, that
correlates with measurable performance, which can be improved by
education, training and experience.

Knowledge in this definition represents, what one knows.
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A. Factual Knowledge—The basic elements
that students must know to be acquainted
with a discipline or solve problems in it.

concrete
knowledge

abstract
knowledge

Aa. Knowledge of terminology

Ab. Knowledge of specific details and
elements

B. Conceptual Knowledge—The
interrelationships among the basic elements
within a larger structure that enable them to
function together.

Ba. Knowledge of classifications and
categories

Bb. Knowledge of principles and
generalizations

Bc. Knowledge of theories, models, and
structures

C. Procedural Knowledge—How to do
something; methods of inquiry, and criteria for
using skills, algorithms, techniques, and
methods.

Ca. Knowledge of subject-specific skills
and algorithms

Cb. Knowledge of subject-specific
techniques and methods

Cc. Knowledge of criteria for determining
when to use appropriate procedures

D. Metacognitive Knowledge—Knowledge of
cognition in general as well as awareness and
knowledge of one’s own cognition.

Da. Strategic knowledge

Db. Knowledge about cognitive tasks,
including appropriate contextual and
conditional knowledge

Dc. Self-knowledge

Table 2.4: Revised Taxonomy: Knowledge Dimension[12]
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1 Remember—Retrieving relevant knowledge
from long-term memory. lower

order
thinking
skills

higher
order
thinking
skills

1.1 Recognizing

1.2 Recalling

2 Understand—Determining the meaning of
instructional messages, including oral,
written, and graphic communication.

2.1 Interpreting

2.2 Exemplifying

2.3 Classifying

2.4 Summarizing

2.5 Inferring

2.6 Comparing

2.7 Explaining

3 Apply—Carrying out or using a procedure in
a given situation.

3.1 Executing

3.2 Implementing

4 Analyze—Breaking material into its
constituent parts and detecting how the parts
relate to one another and to an overall
structure or purpose.

4.1 Differentiating

4.2 Organizing

4.3 Attributing

5 Evaluate—Making judgments based on
criteria and standards.

5.1 Checking

5.2 Critiquing

6 Create—Putting elements together to form a
novel, coherent whole or make an original
product.

6.1 Generating

6.2 Planning

6.3 Producing

Table 2.5: Revised Taxonomy: Cognitive Process Dimension[12]
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The Cognitive Process Dimension

Remember Understand Apply Analyze Evaluate Create
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Conceptual

Procedural

Metacognitive

Table 2.6: Taxonomy Table of The Revised Taxonomy[12]

Skills in this definition represent, what one can do. This includes
capabilities and abilities and involves knowledge.

Attitudes in this definition are concerned with the ability to ap-
ply knowledge and skills in an effective manner, characterized by
attributes of behavior such as willingness, initiative, communicativeness,
cooperativeness, self-reflection, trustworthiness, empathy, cultural and so-
cial sensitivity, professionalism, problem awareness, creativity (if needed),
etc.

The body of literature about competencies, their definition, their
categorization, their grading, their assessment and their implications
is ever-growing. Driven by varying motivations, competency mod-
els with different purposes, different definitions, categorizations, and
emphasis were developed.

The number of contributions to conferences shows that competen-
cies in SE education have been of particular interest to researchers,
educators and curriculum planners[36, 242, 284] recently. Subjects
of research include the competencies needed for a defined group of
learners[97, 169], how to identify them[242, 284, 288], how to define
them [235, 284, 289], how to categorize them[43, 264], how to measure
or assess them[271], and how well they fit to various educational ap-
proaches[36, 241, 262].

National[48, 235] and international research programs[277] to ex-
amine the field of competencies were conducted. So it comes to no
surprise that almost any bigger organization has own competency
models tailored to their special needs, which include [6, 14, 81, 283].

For this thesis, developments in the field of SE and related disci-
plines are of interest. So it is primarily focused on those.

The SWEBOK in its 2004 version[4] contains an “Appendix D - Clas-
sification of Topics According to Bloom’s Taxonomy”, which provides
a mapping of SWEBOK’s “generally accepted” knowledge areas to
Bloom’s Taxonomy[25] to describe the expected knowledge of a soft-
ware engineering graduate with four years of experience as “general-
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ist” software engineer. “A software engineer with four years of expe-
rience is still at the beginning of their career [...] no topic is given a
taxonomy level higher than Analysis10.”[4] This classification should
be seen as early proposal of intended learning objectives11, as stated:
“please bear in mind that the evaluations of this Appendix should
definitely only be seen as a proposal to be further developed and val-
idated.”[4]
The SWEBOK version 3.0[112] defines a set of non-technical skills in
the Professional Practice knowledge area. This knowledge area is di-
vided into subareas Professionalism, Group Dynamics and Psychology
and Communication Skills and is “[...] concerned with the knowledge,
skills, and attitudes that software engineers must possess to practice
software engineering in a professional, responsible, and ethical man-
ner.”[112] This version of the SWEBOK does not provide a mapping
to taxonomy levels.

The Software Engineering Competency Model Software Engineering
Competency Model (SWECOM)[14], as of 2014, is a project of the IEEE
Computer Society to provide a description of competencies for soft-
ware engineers. This competency model holds “A competent person
has the skills needed to perform, at a given level of competency, the
work activities assigned to him or her. Knowledge, in this competency
model, is different from skill: knowledge is what one knows, while
skill is what one can do. ”

Besides technical skills, the model contains:

• cognitive skills (reasoning, analytical skills, problem-solving, innova-
tion; may overlap and be combined; levels are not included)

• behavioral attributes and skills (aptitude, initiative, enthusiasm, work
ethic, willingness, trustworthiness, cultural sensitivity, communica-
tion skills, team participation skills, and technical leadership skills;
allow software engineers to contribute to desired outcomes ef-
fectively; others might be added)

• related disciplines (including but not limited to computer engi-
neering, computer science, general management, mathematics, project
management, quality management, and systems engineering)

• requisite knowledge (the intellectual basis for the SE profession,
defined by the consolidated reference list in SWEBOK [112]).[14]

The sixty defined technical skills are organized into five Life Cycle Skill
Areas and eight Crosscutting Skill Areas. Each of those skills gets de-

10 Bloom’s Taxonomy[25] contains six levels in the cognitive domain: Knowledge, Com-
prehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation. Section 2.3.1 describes the
revised version of this taxonomy that changed these levels and introduced a second
dimension to describe learning objectives.

11 Neither the term skill nor the term competency are used in the appendix.
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composed into activities that a skilled person has to accomplish. Soft-
ware Process and Life Cycle Skills form one of the Crosscutting Skill Areas.

The SWECOM defines five levels of competency: Technician, Entry
Level Practitioner, Practitioner, Technical Leader, and Senior Software En-
gineer. “In general, a Technician follows instructions, an Entry Level
Practitioner assists in performance of an activity or performs an ac-
tivity with supervision; a Practitioner performs activities with little
or no supervision; a Technical Leader leads individuals and teams in
the performance of activities; and a Senior Software Engineer modi-
fies existing methods and tools and creates new ones. [...].”[14]

The competency model does not prescribe knowledge levels or
years of experience to reach one of the levels, but it delivers exam-
ples, e.g. “An individual who is competent at the Practitioner level
[...] might have a master’s degree in software engineering or a re-
lated discipline, and would probably have more than five years of
experience in the relevant skill areas.”

From an SE education perspective and having undergraduates’ in-
tended learning objectives in mind, only the first two levels are of
interest, as the other levels require years of experience in industrial
practice.

The model defines at each activity which role, one or more of Fol-
lows, Assists, Participates, Leads and Creates, a given competency level
might fill.

SWECOM provides worksheets for individual gap analysis to ana-
lyze available and needed skills and to plan improvement. Use cases
are provided for different usages at an individual or organizational
level.

With its competency levels the SWECOM draws on the Software As-
surance Competency Model[283] of the Software Engineering Institute
of the Carnegie Mellon University, which might serve as an example
of a specialized competency model, in this case addressing the field
of Software Assurance (SwA) defining an own specialized Core Body of
Knowledge (CorBoK). This competency model is focused on “employers
of SwA personnel with a means to assess the SwA capabilities of cur-
rent and potential employees.”[283] It aims at guiding to academic or
training organizations, provide curricula guidance and direction for
development and career planning of SwA professionals.

Based on and in reaction to the SWEBOK, Sedelmaier and Lan-
des[243] proposed Software Engineering Body of Skills (SWEBOS), an
attempt to provide a “competency profile for software engineering,”
which is focused on the non-technical soft-skills.

They acknowledge the focus on technical expertise in SWEBOK[112]
and Software Engineering Education Knowledge (SEEK)[133] but crit-
icize “Both handbooks give only superficial recommendations, if any,
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of which soft skills a software engineer should have and what a partic-
ular soft skill exactly means. In addition, as pointed out above, there
is no indication of which methods were used to derive the recommen-
dations in the SWEBOK and the IEEE/ACM curriculum.” By using a
data-driven scientific approach, they attempt to “foster a deep under-
standing of which competencies a software engineer must have. [...]
to understand the semantics of context-sensitive soft skills in a soft-
ware engineering context.” Context-sensitive soft-skills are explicitly
delineated from generic soft-skills that are largely independent of SE
and relevant for other disciplines too, e.g. presentation skills. Their
work resulted in a set of competencies required for SE, each subset
with a general definition and a list of indicators enabling an assess-
ment if and to what extent a particular competence (set) is present.
The identified competencies are:

• competencies for professional collaboration,

• communicative competencies,

• competencies for structuring one’s own way of working,

• personal competencies,

• competencies of problem awareness,

• competence to solve problems, and

• additional competencies

This approach does not make use of any defined levels.
According to Sedelmaier and Landes[243] “the three top soft skills

in software engineering are:

• Comprehension of the complexity of software engineering pro-
cesses and understanding of cause-effect relationships;

• Problem-awareness and the capability to develop creative solu-
tions;

• Team competence including communication skills.”

Competencies demanded from academic programs are described in
curriculum guidelines. To get an impression, what is demanded of
SE curricula, the following section presents three current curriculum
guidelines in the field of computer science and SE.

2.3.3 Existing Software Engineering (SE) Curriculum Guidelines

Today we find a number of curriculum guidelines both for undergrad-
uate[95, 133] and graduate degree programs[95, 269].
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Knowledge Area recommended

contact hours

%

CMP Computing essentials 152 32.5

FND Mathematical and engineering fundamentals 80 17.1

PRF Professional practice 29 6.2

MAA Software modeling and analysis 28 6.0

REQ Requirements analysis and specification 30 6.4

DES Software design 48 10.3

VAV Software verification and validation 37 7.9

PRO Software process 33 7.1

QUA Software quality 10 2.1

SEC Security 20 4.3

∑ 467 100.0

Table 2.7: SEEK Knowledge Areas[133]

This section examines learning objectives and competencies that
curricula, satisfying those guidelines, should provide to students. Get-
ting a better understanding of those objectives is prerequisite to locate
the approaches introduced in this thesis/work inside such curricula.

The Software Engineering 2014 Curriculum Guidelines for Undergradu-
ate Degree Programs in Software Engineering (SE2014) is delivered by the
Joint Task Force on Computing Curricula, pooling forces of the IEEE12

Computer Society and the ACM13. It contains the SEEK defining “what
every SE graduate must know.” Additionally, it provides guidelines
to organize a curriculum with “ways this knowledge and the skills
fundamental to software engineering can be taught in various con-
texts”[133]. An explicit goal of these guidelines is to “[...] be useful
to computing educators throughout the world.”

The SEEK is divided into ten knowledge areas. These get summa-
rized in table 2.7.

Each of the knowledge areas is subdivided into units, which again
contain topics. The guidelines provide recommended contact hours
for each knowledge unit. A Bloom taxonomy level14 is assigned to
each of the topics to indicate the intended capability. For each of the

12 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
13 Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)
14 The guidelines assign only the first three cognitive skill levels Knowledge (k), Compre-

hension (c) and Application (a) of the Bloom taxononmy.
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subjects is mentioned, if that one is considered as an essential15 or
desirable16 subject.

The knowledge area PRO-Software process is of particular interest
for this thesis/work. The guidelines define this knowledge area as:
“Software process is concerned with providing appropriate and effec-
tive structures for the software engineering practices used to develop
and maintain software components and systems at the individual,
team, and organizational levels. This knowledge area covers various
process models and supports individual and team experiences with
one or more software development processes, including planning, ex-
ecution, tracking, and configuration management.”[133]

Compared to the SE2004 version of the guidelines[132] the number
of recommended minimum contact hours has remarkable increased17.
The knowledge units Project planning and tracking, Software configura-
tion management, and Evolution processes and activities were added. All
but 2 of the 31 topics of the knowledge area are marked as essen-
tial. Out of the essential topics (n=29), one third is labeled with the
taxonomy level Knowledge (n=10), one-third with the taxonomy level
Comprehension (n=9), and the last third with taxonomy level Applica-
tion (n=10).

These characteristics emphasize the increased importance attached
to that knowledge area, that should provide a profound knowledge,
going beyond just remembering (2/3), and that is to a remarkable
extent ready for operation (1/3).

In addition to the SEEK knowledge areas the guidelines[133] de-
fine a set of “qualities.” Graduates of an undergraduate SE program
should be able to:

• “Show mastery of software engineering knowledge and skills
and of the professional standards necessary to begin practice as
a software engineer.” (professional knowledge)

• “Demonstrate an understanding of and apply appropriate the-
ories, models, and techniques that provide a basis for prob-
lem identification and analysis, software design, development,
implementation, verification, and documentation.” (technical
knowledge)

• “Work both individually and as part of a team to develop and
deliver quality software artifacts.” (teamwork)

• “Demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of the impor-
tance of negotiation, effective work habits, leadership, and good

15 “The topic is part of the core.”[133]
16 “The topic is not part of the core, but it should be included in the core of a partic-

ular program if possible; otherwise, it should be considered part of elective materi-
als.”[133]

17 from 13 in 2004 to 33 in 2014
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communication with stakeholders in a typical software develop-
ment environment.” (end-user awareness)

• “Design appropriate solutions in one or more application do-
mains using software engineering approaches that integrate eth-
ical, social, legal, and economic concerns.” (design solutions in
context)

• “Reconcile conflicting project objectives, finding acceptable com-
promises within the limitations of cost, time, knowledge, exist-
ing systems, and organizations.” (perform trade-offs)

• “Learn new models, techniques, and technologies as they emerge
and appreciate the necessity of such continuing professional de-
velopment.” (continuing professional development)

Furthermore, the document provides a comprehensive set of curricu-
lum guidelines. Curriculum guidelines 8 and 9 define “certain per-
sonal skills” that any curriculum should foster “primarily through
practice.” Summarized shortly, students should be enabled to exercise
critical judgment, evaluate and challenge received wisdom (think critically),
recognize own limitations (and appreciate teamwork), communicate effec-
tively, and behave ethically and professionally.

The guidelines demand a capstone project and describe intended
characteristics of it.

Although the curriculum guidelines do not explicitly use the term
competency to define learning outcomes, they describe intended ac-
quired knowledge, skills and attitudes that should be used to accom-
plish goals in given contexts, hence, following the given definition at
the beginning, they define competencies too.

In July 2016 the German Informatics Society (GI) published their up-
dated recommendations for the design of undergraduate and gradu-
ate curricula of Computer Science (CS) programs[95].

As this is a recommendation for CS curricula and not specifically
for SE curricula, the consideration of SE topics is remarkable minor.
Compared to the SE2014 guidelines, it provides much less guidance
in this area. SE is described as one competency area of the analysis,
design, realization, and project management competencies set.

Cognitive competencies are specified in the competency model us-
ing a modified version[43] of the Taxonomy Table introduced with the
revised version of Bloom’s Taxonomy[12]. This competency model
distinguishes between high contextualization and complexity and low
contextualization and complexity at characterizing competencies and
omits the lowest cognitive level remember of the revised taxonomy.
The defined software process related competencies are classified at
cognitive level understand (with low contextualization and complexity),
at cognitive level apply (with high contextualization and complexity), and
at cognitive level analyze (with low contextualization and complexity).
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In addition to the cognitive competencies, the GI guidelines de-
fine a set of non-cognitive competencies whose acquisition should
be fostered throughout the curriculum and that are expected to get
acquired primarily implicitly in association with the cognitive com-
petencies.

The GI guidelines do not provide a recommended number of con-
tact hours per competence or knowledge area but provide a number
of example curricula for orientation and guidance.

The GI guidelines stress that a course or capstone project is an es-
sential characteristic of any curriculum to provide students with the
opportunity to manage a complex endeavor and experience all phases
of a software project.

The Graduate Software Engineering 2009 (GSwE2009): Curriculum Guide-
lines for Graduate Degree Programs in Software Engineering[269] “[...] pri-
marily addresses the education of students for a professional master‘s
degree in SwE—that is, a degree intended for someone who is primar-
ily interested in pursuing a career in the practice of SwE [...]. Typi-
cally, such students are already (a) professional software engineers
employed by industry or government and who lack a formal gradu-
ate education in SwE, or (b) professionals in another field who are
making a career change into SwE. In some cases, those students will
be fresh graduates with a bachelor‘s degree with little or no experi-
ence.”

In order to distinguish it from the IEEE/ACM guidelines18 for un-
dergraduate curricula the authors state: “GSwE2009 expects much
greater sophistication in student reasoning about SwE19 principles,
and expects students to demonstrate their accumulated skills and
knowledge in a more significant capstone experience (project, practicum,
or thesis) than does SE2004. The courses, evaluations, and the cap-
stone will generally be more demanding because GSwE2009 is a grad-
uate curriculum [...] and GSwE2009 assumes that students enter the
program with at least two years of relevant software development
experience.”[269]

The GSwE2009 defines an own Core Body of Knowledge (CBOK)
that is based on SWEBOK, SE2004, and Systems Engineering guide-
lines, adding topics that were not included in the SWEBOK at that
time. CBOK, defined as “description of the fundamental or core skills,
knowledge, and experience to be taught in the curriculum to achieve
the outcomes,”[269] is subdivided into eleven knowledge areas that
are again subdivided into knowledge units, which got Bloom’s Tax-
onomy[25] levels assigned.

18 SE2004 at that time
19 The abbreviation SwE stands for Software Engineering. It is used here to distinguish

this discipline from Systems Engineering that is abbreviated SE in the context of that
document.
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“The CBOK knowledge units and their Bloom level designations
were developed in such a way that the core could be covered in
the equivalent of approximately 15 credit hours or approximately
200 contact hours (using a North American academic model). The
core is designed to comprise a little less than 50% of the total credit
hours recommended for a master‘s degree. Hence, additional time
and courses can be allocated to provide additional depth in the core
areas (at higher Bloom levels) and to focus on a chosen application
domain.“[269]

The assigned cognitive levels specify the minimum knowledge lev-
els intended for all students in those knowledge areas. “Rather than
create yet another SwE competency model, the team used the SWE-
BOK as a widely-available, collaboratively-developed and thoroughly-
vetted taxonomy.”[269]

Table 2.9 on the following page outlines the knowledge areas and
their knowledge units. The high count of knowledge units labeled
with the Bloom’s Taxonomy level Application (AP) or Analysis (AN)
emphasizes two objectives. Firstly, the degree of sophistication, these
guidelines aim at, is significantly higher than the intended learning
outcomes of SE2014. Also, the guidelines are orientating towards
practical skills and experience, which aligns well with the definition
aforementioned. The knowledge areas I—Software Engineering Man-
agement and J—Software Engineering Process, which contain units of
knowledge somewhat overlapping from the perspective of alternative
classifications, are, in sum, provided with a portion of between 10%
and 13% of the recommended contact hours. This high value shows
that remarkable importance is attributed to these knowledge areas.

In addition to mastering the CBOK the GSwE2009 defines further
learning outcomes, forming skills and attitudes expected from grad-
uates after such a program. These additional outcomes are summa-
rized in table 2.10 on page 53.

2.3.4 Conclusions

This section introduced the Original and The Revised Version of Bloom’s
Taxonomy as well as definitions of skills and competency.

Three curriculum guidelines were presented. They provide valu-
able insights, which competencies are expected of graduates of cur-
ricula satisfying those guidelines, both in cognitive and non-cognitive
competencies. These guidelines are designed oriented on outcomes
and show that remarkable importance is attached to knowledge areas
around SE processes/methods. This perception is confirmed by studies
exploring industry’s expectations.[1, 242]

Among others, the skills to comprehend the complexity of soft-
ware engineering processes, to understand cause-effect relationships,
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CBOK Knowledge Area / Knowledge Unit (KU) Bloom
Level

contact hours
in %20

A Ethics and Professional Conduct 1 – 2

3 KUs, Bloom Levels: C(n=2), C/AP (n=1)

B System Engineering 2 – 3

7 KUs, Bloom Levels: C(n=5), C/AP (n=2)

C Requirements Engineering 6 – 8

8 KUs, Bloom Levels: C(n=1), C/AP (n=2), AP (n=4), AN (n=1)

D Software Design 9 – 11

6 KUs, Bloom Levels: C/AP (n=1), AP (n=3), AP/AN (n=2)

E Software Construction 1 – 3

3 KUs, Bloom Levels: AP (n=3)

F Testing 4 – 6

5 KUs, Bloom Levels: C/AP (n=1), AP (n=3), AP/AN (n=1)

G Software Maintenance 3 – 4

4 KUs, Bloom Levels: AP (n=4)

H Configuration Management (CM) 2 – 3

5 KUs, Bloom Levels: C/AP (n=1), AP (n=3)22

I

Software Engineering Management 7 – 9

1 Software Project Planning AP

2 Risk Management AP

3 Software Project Organization and Enactment AP

4 Review and Evaluation C

5 Closure C

6 Software Engineering Measurement AP

7 Engineering Economics C

J

Software Engineering Process 3 – 4

1 Process Implementation and Change C/AP

2 Process Definition C

3 Process Assessment AP

4 Product and Process Measurement AP

K Software Quality 3 – 4

3 KUs, Bloom Levels: AP (n=3)

Table 2.9: GSwE2009: Knowledge Areas And Knowledge Units[269]
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LO Description

1 “Master software engineering in at least one application domain, such
as finance, medical, transportation, or telecommunications, and one

application type, such as real-time, embedded, safety-critical, or highly
distributed systems. That mastery includes understanding how
differences in domain and type manifest themselves in both the

software itself and in its engineering, and includes understanding how
to learn a new application domain or type.”

2 “Master at least one KA or sub-area from the CBOK to at least the
Bloom Synthesis level.”

3 “Be able to make ethical professional decisions and practice ethical
professional behavior.”

4 “Understand the relationship between SwE and SE and be able to apply
SE principles and practices in the engineering of software.”

5 “Be an effective member of a team, including teams that are
international and geographically distributed, effectively communicate

both orally and in writing, and lead in one area of project development,
such as project management, requirements analysis, architecture,

construction, or quality assurance.”

6 “Be able to reconcile conflicting project objectives, finding acceptable
compromises within limitations of cost, time, knowledge, existing

systems, and organizations.”

7 “Understand and appreciate feasibility analysis, negotiation, and good
communications with stakeholders in a typical software development
environment, and be able to perform those tasks well; have effective

work habits and be a leader.”

8 “Be able to learn new models, techniques, and technologies as they
emerge, and appreciate the necessity of such continuing professional

development.”

9 “Be able to analyze a current significant software technology, articulate
its strengths and weaknesses, compare it to alternative technologies,

and specify and promote improvements or extensions to that
technology.”

Table 2.10: GSwE2009: Additional Expected Outcomes[269]
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to learn new models and technologies as they emerge and to develop
a holistic “software engineering mindset” in general are repeatedly and
widely stressed. “Underlying and enduring principles of software en-
gineering should be emphasized, rather than the details of the latest
or specific tools.”[133] As graduates enter the industry they are ex-
pected to be able to orient themselves in highly dynamic contexts in
short time. This calls for highly transferable competencies.
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2.4 digital game-based learning (dgbl)

“Anyone who makes
a distinction
between games and
education clearly
does not know the
first thing about
either one.”
—Marshall
McLuhan (quoted
by Marc Prensky)

Digital games in general and serious games in special have become
a huge market in industry and a remarkable field of academic re-
search[228]. By looking at sales statistics, it becomes apparent that
digital games have characteristics that are highly attractive to people
of all age groups.

In 2015 consumers in the U.S. spent $23.5 billion on gaming, in-
cluding content ($16.5 billion), hardware ($4.9billion), and accessories
($2.1 billion).[82]

In 2012 33% of surveyed company representatives in a German sur-
vey stated, they are using serious games for training purposes. 51%
reported being using simulations for that purpose.[23]
Dondi and Moretti note “Game-based learning has become an issue
of great interest. Many conferences, papers and books are focused on
presenting the advantages of using or better adopting game-based
learning for supporting motivation in learning and for improving
skills and competences.”[74]

Before we examine, what—according to researchers’ and game de-
signers’ opinion—makes digital games and their combination with
learning that exciting, we have to clarify some terminology.

2.4.1 Terminology

2.4.1.1 Play And Game
”The whole truth
regarding play
cannot be known
until the whole truth
regarding life itself
is known.”
—Lehman and Witty
(quoted by Jesse
Schell)

According to Huizinga[111] “play is older than culture [...] We can
safely assert [...] that human civilization has added no essential fea-
ture to the general idea of play. [...] even in its simplest forms on the
animal level, play is more than a mere physiological phenomenon or
a psychological reflex. It goes beyond the confines of purely physical
or purely biological activity. It is a significant function—that is to say,
there is some sense to it. In play, there is something ’at play’ which
transcends the immediate needs of life and imparts meaning to the
action. All play means something.”

Van Eck[295] agrees “play is a primary socialization and learning
mechanism common to all human cultures and many animal species.
Lions do not learn to hunt through direct instruction but through
modeling and play. Games, clearly, make use of the principle of play
as an instructional strategy.” Play serves as powerful tool for collabo-
ration and mediator for learning throughout a person’s life.[87, 227]

Huizinga[111] describes six characteristics of play:

1. Voluntary, “in fact freedom”: “play to order is no longer play: it
could at best be but a forcible imitation of it.”
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2. Pretend: “play is not ’ordinary’ or ’real’ life. It is rather a step-
ping out of ’real’ life into a temporary sphere of activity with
a disposition all of its own. [...] connected with no material
interest [...].”

3. Immersive: “absorbing the player intensely and utterly.”

4. Limited in time and place: “It is ’played out’ within certain limits
of time and place. It contains its own course and meaning.”

5. Order: “it creates order, is order. Into an imperfect world and
into the confusion of life it brings a temporary, a limited perfec-
tion.”

6. Social: “promotes the formation of social groupings which tend
to surround themselves with secrecy and to stress their differ-
ence from the common world by disguise or other means.”

Botturi and Loh[37] explain “playing has a special feature [...] a play-
ful dimension [...] playing is not something that we do distinctly
apart from daily life. It is a modality of doing things, a mode of hu-
man experience, a sort of envelope of what we do that give a specific
different hue to the activities that we perform. This mode of experi-
ence is natural to children, while it is more difficult to adults.”

As Michael and Chen[166] note “Serious games often violate one
of the six characteristics listed above in that they aren’t always volun-
tary activities. Trainees may indeed be ordered to play a particular
game as part of their training. This doesn’t mean that the serious
game cannot be fun.”

To define the term game is a difficult exercise. Botturi and Loh state
“Defining the concept of game can be [...] elusive. We all probably
have a quite clear idea of what a game is based on our experience of
playing games, maybe as kids, and have a number of good examples.
But how would we define it?”[37] The attempts to find a definition of
game fills whole book chapters, e.g. [37, 138, 237]. As there is not the
room to describe all those attempts and kinds of definitions in this
thesis, a pragmatic one was chosen.”A game is a

problem-solving
activity, approached

with a playful
attitude.”

—Jesse Schell (2008)

Schell[237] examined a set of definitions and distilled ten quality
attributes of games:

• Q1: Games are entered willfully.

• Q2: Games have goals.

• Q3: Games have conflict.

• Q4: Games have rules.

• Q5: Games can be won and lost.
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• Q6: Games are interactive.

• Q7: Games have challenge.

• Q8: Games can create their own internal value.

• Q9: Games engage players.

• Q10: Games are closed, formal systems.

He defines: “A game is a problem-solving activity, approached with
a playful attitude.”[237] In his explanation Schell proves that this def-
inition takes all of those quality criteria into account.

We can see that there is quite a significant intersection between
the characteristics of play and game, but that they are not the same.
Prensky terms games just as “organized play”[218].

2.4.1.2 DGBL, Serious Games, And (Un-)Related

In 1975 Abt introduced the use of serious games and states “We are
concerned with serious games in the sense that these games have an
explicit and carefully thought-out educational purpose and are not
intended to be played primarily for amusement.”[5]

Without limiting that approach to games that were actually de-
signed to provide the educational effect, he proposed to use them for
this purpose. The educational purpose of a game, not designed for
this effect, may be added by educators utilizing the game to achieve
learning objectives.

The term serious games applied to digital games is attributed to
Sawyer[40, 73], who published a white paper on the potential benefit
of using digital games for policy making in 2003.

Since Abt’s definition, which is still considered to be mostly valid,
several others were proposed. “The definition of the term ‘serious
game’ often varies depending on who uses it and in what context. [...]
but the great majority share the core statement that serious games are
games which are used for more than just mere entertainment.”[40]
This way, serious games also include a broad range of games, e.g.
games used to distract patients undergoing painful therapies.
The term Digital Game-Based Learning (DGBL) was coined by Prensky
with his identically named book in 2007. He defines DGBL as “any
marriage of educational content and computer games.”[218] Again
this is a very broadly defined definition, including a lot of use cases,
games used and designed specifically for the educational purpose
as well as commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) games used for educational
purposes. This DGBL definition “is identical to the modern use of
‘serious games’ for computer and video games with/for educational
purposes.”[40]
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The terms and fields of serious games and DGBL are related to e-
learning and edutainment, and entertainment education.

E-Learning encompasses all forms of learning, at which digital me-
dia support presentation and distribution of learning content and/or
human communication[143].

E-Learning is not bound to a particular medium and does not neces-
sarily aim at entertainment and fun. It provides remote, distributed,
and asynchronous learning. As such, serious games and DGBL can be
seen as a subcategory of e-learning. “E-Learning is a concept that
has been and still is as popular as serious games and is researched
in various disciplines like psychology, pedagogy or computer and
information science.”[40]

Edutainment, short for education through entertainment, is a term that
got popular in the 1990s with “multi-media” appearing on personal
computers. With regards to edutainment Michael and Chen state “[...]
edutainment [...] most often refers to video games with overtly edu-
cational aims, specifically for preschoolers and new readers. Serious
games, however, [...] move past the limited focus of edutainment to
encompass all types of education and at all ages. Edutainment titles
are considered a subset of the overall topic of serious games.”[166]

Entertainment education is a more general term used to encompass
the combination of entertainment and education, that is not bound
to specific media. Models of this type “[...] suggest a sweet spot to
perfectly blend entertainment and education together in one [...] ex-
perience.”[252] As such, serious games form a subset of entertainment
education.

Another omnipresent term popular nowadays is Gamification. De-
terding et al.[70] summarize “ Gamification refers to

• the use (rather than the extension) of

• design (rather than game-based technology or other game-related
practices)

• elements (rather than full-fledged games)

• characteristic for games (rather than play or playfulness)

• in non-game contexts (regardless of specific usage intentions, con-
texts, or media of implementation).”

Taking this definition into account gamification does not form a super-
set or subset of DGBL or serious games. Instead of utilizing games,
gamification makes use of design elements characteristic for games. As
such, this term is rather loosely related to DGBL, as both share game
design elements, but concepts of gamification may be combined with
DGBL and serious games to create learning experiences. Typical ele-
ments used to gamify non-game contexts are “reward structures, pos-
itive reinforcement, and subtle feedback loops alongside mechanics
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Figure 2.4: DGBL, Serious Games and Related Concepts [adapted from 40,
41]

like points, badges, levels, challenges, and leaderboards.”[314]

Figure 2.4 illustrates the relationships between these described con-
cepts.

2.4.2 Games And Learning

“The most
important learning
skills that I see
children getting
from games are those
that support the
empowering sense of
taking charge of
their own learning.”
—Seymour Papert
(1988)

This section is concerned with the following four questions:

1. What characteristics contribute games23 to learning—why are
they beneficial?

2. How much fun, or entertainment, is needed for game-based
learning—and how should it be integrated?

3. What are potential drawbacks of game utilization in education?

4. How does DGBL fit with today’s learners?

23 When talking about games, it has to be recognized, that there obviously is not the
one game—as there is not the one book unifying all good characteristics attributed
to books. Games are (just) digital media. Each game has its own—potentially
unique—characteristics. That is why claims resulting from studying one game,
or even a set of games, should be generalized only with caution. When talking
about games in this section, they should be perceived as good games or games done
right. Characteristics described in this section describe the potential of (well done)
games—characteristics that (of course) not every game might be delivering.
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2.4.2.1 What Characteristics Contribute Games to Learning—why Are
They Beneficial?

Games and learning share some essential characteristics. “Like games,
learning is an interactive process, challenges the learners and has
more or less explicit rules on how to acquire new knowledge or
skills.”[40]

Van Eck[295] states “Games are not effective because of what they
are, but because of what they embody and what learners are doing
as they play a game.” They ”embody well-established principles and
models of learning. For instance, games are effective partly because
the learning takes place within a meaningful (to the game) context.
What you must learn is directly related to the environment in which
you learn and demonstrate it; thus, the learning is not only relevant
but applied and practiced within that context. Learning that occurs
in meaningful and relevant contexts is more effective than learning
that occurs outside of those contexts, as is the case with most formal
instruction. Researchers refer to this principle as situated cognition
and have demonstrated its effectiveness in many studies over the last
fifteen years.”

Besides situated and problem-based learning, other educational ap-
proaches are utilized in DGBL. Games may provide an anchor, in
the sense of anchored instruction. Obviously interactive games pro-
vide learning by doing and discovery learning, guided, or scaffolded, by
gameplay, rules of the game and/or intelligent tutors. Without con-
sequences for real life, they invite to learning from failures. All these
educational approaches and underlying learning theories got intro-
duced in section 2.2 on page 19. Digital games provide a natural
environment for those learning approaches.

Digital games employ a visual medium that is interactive and pro-
vides immediate feedback. These characteristics enable several benefi-
cial features.

Players recognize their own actions to be effective in the game
world. This provides a pleasurable sense of control and self-efficacy24.
It invites learners to accept taking control and responsibility for their
own learning.

Interaction and immediate feedback enable a cycle of “probing the
world (doing something); reflecting in and on these actions and, on
this basis, forming a hypothesis; reprobing the world to test this hy-
pothesis; and then accepting or rethinking the hypothesis.”[93]

"Games thrive as teaching tools when they create a continuous cy-
cle of cognitive disequilibrium and resolution (via assimilation or ac-

24 Self-efficacy is a term coined by psychologist Bandura[17]. It describes one’s confi-
dence in one’s own ability to master tasks, to solve problems and to reach set goals.
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commodation) while also allowing the player to be successful."[295]

Games invite for engagement by providing fun and—even more—challenge.
Gee[93] calls digital games “pleasantly frustrating.” Most digital games
need remarkable effort to enjoy them, which makes playing them hard
fun. Papert[196] notes “kids who talk about ’hard fun’ and they don’t
mean it’s fun in spite of being hard. They mean it’s fun because it’s
hard. Listening to this and watching kids work at mastering games
confirms what I know from my own experience: learning is essen-
tially hard; it happens best when one is deeply engaged in hard and
challenging activities. [...] The fact is that kids prefer things that are
hard, as long as they are also interesting.” Gee[93] supposes “The
key is finding ways to make hard things life enhancing so that people
keep going and don’t fall back on learning only what is simple and
easy.” In an ideal state, games may provide flow25.

Games are great motivators by providing rewards, gratification and
competition through points, badges and leaderboards on the one hand
and social interaction through collaboration and the communication of
game experiences on the other hand.

2.4.2.2 How Much Fun, or Entertainment, Is Needed for Game-based
Learning—and How Should It Be Integrated?

How much fun or entertainment is needed to support successful
learning? According to Ritterfeld and Weber[229], there are basically
three theoretical assumptions. These are illustrated in figure 2.5 on
the following page. The first one is linear positive: the more fun, the
more learning. Fun acts as a facilitator (a). The second assumption,
linear negative, represents the complete opposite. The more fun, the
less learning. Under this assumption, fun is a distractor interfering
learning (b). The third variant, inverse U-shape, combines first and
second variants. Learning is facilitated by fun up to a certain point
but interfered if even more entertainment is added. According to this
model, an educator has to find the sweet spot[229], where fun maxi-
mizes learning, to build an ideal learning experience. The majority
of game designers and DGBL researchers favor the first or third as-
sumption.[41]

Besides the amount of entertainment, its timing is of interest at
designing serious games. When should entertainment enrich a game
to facilitate learning? Ritterfeld and Weber identified three paradigms
of entertainment-education. These are illustrated in figure 2.6 on the
next page.

25 Flow[64] describes a mental state, where challenges presented and the ability to solve
them are almost perfectly matching. People in flow state feel a complete energized
focus in an activity combined with a high level of enjoyment and focus. They lose
track of time and worries during this experience.[53, 64, 218]
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Figure 2.5: Relationship Between Fun And Learning: Different Theoretical
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Figure 2.6: Paradigms of Entertainment-Education [adapted from 229]

In the motivation paradigm, elements of entertainment are used to
gain attention and prepare for learning. This implies “that the content
alone would not be a strong enough attractor to ensure processing,
and it requires enrichment through entertainment.”[229]

The reinforcement paradigm utilizes entertaining elements as rewards
for successful learning. “A reinforcement strategy is applied in most
educational games through scores, virtual money, fun animations, or
the reward of progress in the video game play.”[229]

Both extrinsic approaches may unintentionally result in a motiva-
tional decrease. “If individuals are intrinsically motivated, they do
not have to be preached to. Nor do they need incentives in order to
perform a task. In these individuals, reinforcement may even reduce
intrinsic motivation in the long run.”[229]

In the last blended paradigm, entertainment and education are not
sequenced but integrated. The learning approach itself is designed
to be intrinsically “entertaining, i.e. the enjoyment of mastery in the
game is equivalent to the enjoyment of the acquisition and use of
knowledge and skills.”[40]
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2.4.2.3 What Are Potential Drawbacks of Game Utilization in Education?

At the same time that games provide such rich learning environments,
they may carry disadvantages26 too.

Especially for learners primarily seeing just a fun activity in a
learning game, such activity may lead to a media-induced decreased
amount of invested mental effort (AIME)[234] interfering learning out-
comes. Learners that are accustomed to twitch speed games always in
need for speed may run in danger too, as Prensky cites Stoll, “sub-
stitute quick answers and fast action for reflection and critical think-
ing.”[218]

The right balance of fun, or entertainment, and challenge may keep
the necessary focus and engagement of the learner. This emphasizes
the “necessity for a blended learning experience which seamlessly in-
tegrates enjoyment and learning and presents the learning content as
something which is neither external to the game nor a juxtaposition
of entertaining sequences and educational material.“[40] As Papert
emphasizes “talking about games and learning is an important activ-
ity.”[196]

Games and simulations, which are based on models (cf. section 2.1
on page 16), may lead to misconceptions in learning due to reduc-
tions and “simulation shortcuts.”[166] At this point, the careful em-
bedding of the serious game into the whole learning scenario and
environment including debriefing actions is of enormous importance.
“If the educators are aware of these ‘flaws’, they can use these as
links to address questions that are posed or left open by and in these
games. They serve as an ideal anchor for complementing educational
activities.”[40]

2.4.2.4 How Does DGBL Fit With Today’s Learners—born Digital, Digital
Native, Net Generation?

Prensky states that frequently bemoaned short attention spans of a
growing group of learners are due to a lack of engaging activities in
old ways of learning. “They certainly don’t have short attention spans
for their games, movies, music, or Internet surfing. [...] The kids will
master systems [...] and read far above their grade level—when the
goals are worth it to them.”[217]

This emerging group of learners is often referred to as Digital Na-
tives or Net Generation, “because they are ’native speakers’ of the dig-
ital language of computers, video games and the Internet—loosely,
those born after the 1980s.”[37]

Van Eck[295] states that this group has become disengaged with tra-
ditional instruction because it lacks important characteristics: “They

26 To keep this thesis focused, only the impact of disadvantages on learning environ-
ments in the narrower sense are considered here. An—often passionate—discussion
of game effects on unwanted violent behavior is beyond the scope of this thesis. The
same applies to addictive consumption of digital games.
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require multiple streams of information, prefer inductive reasoning,
want frequent and quick interactions with content, and have excep-
tional visual literacy skills—characteristics that are all matched well
with DGBL.”

2.4.3 Employment examples

DGBL is applied in many different contexts and domains. To keep
this thesis focused, it will not list all the scenarios, where DGBL and
serious games were deployed with success. There are already both,
an enormous body of literature on this topic as well as comprehensive
databases27 that the interested reader may consult.

Instead, this thesis focuses on the utilization of DGBL in SE ed-
ucation, i.e. in software process/method education. Section 2.5 on
page 68 summarizes attempts in this field.

2.4.4 Typology of Serious Games

Several attempts to classify serious games exist today. A common
attempt is to classify by educational content and application area of
games.[166] Such an approach results in long lists of game types with
a high number of subtypes.

But as Breuer and Bente[40] state “Genre definitions are always con-
troversial” because such an attempt is “ignoring the fact that there are
numerous genre hybrids [...]” and “ genres are not usually categories
creators of games think in when designing and producing games.”

Ratan and Ritterfeld[ratan2009classifying] proposed a classifica-
tion in 4 different dimensions: (1.) Primary educational content, (2.)
Primary learning principle, (3.) Target age group, and (4.) Platform.
In their study, they classified 612 games.

Breuer and Bente propose the use of labels or tags to “overcome
the problem of static and either incomplete or redundant genre sys-
tems.”[40] In section 4.7.11 on page 245 this approach is used to clas-
sify games developed in the context of this research work.

Another approach to provide flexibility is taken by Djaouti et al.[66].
They predefined sets of categorized bricks, representing some kind of
category label for gameplay characteristics, that can be combined to
larger meta-bricks and assigned to games28.

Prensky[218] provides a categorization by positioning a game along
different dimensions. This approach is used in section 4.7.11 on

27 e.g. http://www.socialimpactgames.com, http://serious.gameclassification.com/,
http://www.gamesforchange.org/, https://gamesandimpact.org/games/,
http://studies.seriousgamessociety.org/

28 The result of their classification schema[66] can be found at
http://www.serious.gameclassification.com/.
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page 245 to categorize the Simulation Game developed in the context
of this research work.

2.4.5 Challenging Evaluation

“Games are not
effective because of
what they are, but
because of what they
embody and what
learners are doing as
they play a game.”
—Richard van Eck
(2006)

The potential for DGBL seems to be tremendous. This section exam-
ines what types of evaluations were used so far, what types of eval-
uation are recommended, and what makes the evaluation of DGBL
approaches challenging.

De Freitas and Liarokapis[87] report “While arguments against seri-
ous games have centred upon a lack of empirical evidence in support
of its efficacy, two large studies in the UK and US respectively have
demonstrated positive results in large sample groups, in one study
[...] considerable efficacy of game-based approaches over traditional
learning techniques were demonstrated [...], while in another study
[...] behavioural change in children with respect to medication ad-
herence was proven in clinical trials. [...] the power of ‘immersive
experiences’ is proving more engaging and motivating than standard
approaches to training and education and more evidence of this effi-
cacy is growing in the literature.”

Methods that have been employed so far to analyze games and
their outcomes range from qualitative analysis, e.g. utilizing ques-
tionnaires, where learners self-report their experiences and perceived
knowledge gain, to elaborated quantitative empirical research de-
signs employing control groups and pre-/post-test designs. Besides
knowledge or skill acquisition, games and their impacts have been
analyzed along a number of dimensions, including motivational as-
pects and invested effort.

Connolly et al.[61] state “Despite the optimism about the poten-
tial of games for learning, several authors have noted that there has
been a dearth of high quality empirical evidence to support these
claims.” They call for “hard evidence to support these claims.” Points
of criticisms in the field of DGBL/serious games research include
that “literature on games is fragmented and lacking coherence” and
that “there has been less in the way of hard evidence to support
these claims.”[61] In their systematic literature review Connolly et
al.[61] state with regards to knowledge acquisition: “There were few
RCTs29 and the evidence they provided about the impact of games
was mixed.” While some of the reported game deployments resulted
in improved performance other found no difference in performance
of students using an online game and others using computerized
flash cards, “although students preferred learning with the game and

29 Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT)
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enjoyed it more.”

Van Eck[295] criticizes evaluation approaches solely oriented to-
wards quantitative empiricism: “These empirical studies are only part
of the picture. Games are effective not because of what they are, but
because of what they embody and what learners are doing as they
play a game. Skepticism about games in learning has prompted many
DGBL proponents to pursue empirical studies of how games can in-
fluence learning and skills. But because of the difficulty of measuring
complex variables or constructs and the need to narrowly define vari-
ables and tightly control conditions, such research most often leads to
studies that make correspondingly narrow claims about tightly con-
trolled aspects of games (e.g., hand-eye coordination, visual process-
ing, the learning of facts and simple concepts).”

Johnson states a little provoking: “When I read these ostensibly
positive accounts of video games, they strike me as the equivalent of
writing a story about the merits of the great novels and focusing on
how reading them can improve your spelling.”[130]

As games represent digital media, each with its unique characteris-
tics, results of studies are generalizable only with caution. Breuer[41]
mentions that external validity, a prerequisite to experimental design,
cannot be guaranteed since, different from other static media like
books or movies, each run of a game may proceed differently—actually
be unique. Dynamics and interactivity of digital games may provide
different experiences resulting in different treatments of participants.

Connolly et al.[61] note “it is not always clear what a suitable con-
trol comparison would be [...].” This is especially true for attempts,
where serious games are pioneering in new fields, which are missing
generally approved learning material that could be used in control
groups.

In general, the knowledge acquisition as an outcome of a serious
game is measured after the gameplay by utilizing oral or written tests.
This approach has several flaws. Learners may be less intrinsically
motivated at playing a game by the fact that they are confronted with
the same pressure to perform as in traditional teaching approaches.

Additional to this, such tests may query factual knowledge but to a
much lesser extent practical and procedural competencies, creativity
and productivity of learners.[41] This calls for an “effective and un-
obtrusive assessment methods for digital game-based learning need
to be developed and evaluated to monitor not only the learning out-
comes but also the learning process.”[40]
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2.4.6 Conclusions

Sales statistics prove that digital games are highly attracting people
of all age groups.

Finding a mutually agreed definition of Game proves to be a chal-
lenging exercise filling whole book chapters. Games exhibit a number
of attributes qualifying them as Game. Shell’s ten quality attributes of
games got presented as one example of scoping and defining games.
He[237] defines “A game is a problem-solving activity, approached
with a playful attitude” and proves that his definition explains all
of his defined quality attributes of games. Using playful as an at-
tribute, this definition points towards a strong connection between
Play and Game. Both share characteristics but are not the same (cf.
section 2.4.1.1 on page 55). Prensky calls games “organized play.”[218]

Games and learning share essential characteristics. Games (may)
embody well-established principles and models of learning. As van
Eck states “[...] DGBL can be implemented most effectively [...] by at-
tending to these underlying principles.”[295] DGBL fits well with the
demands of a new learning generation and provides a vast number
of characteristics supporting learning.

The combination of learning and entertainment/fun in digital games
requires a careful consideration of both the amount and timing of
introduced entertainment at designing a serious game. A balanced
sweet spot has to be found where entertainment/fun ideally max-
imizes learning. Adding more entertainment on top may impede
learning and result in students seeing just a fun activity in a learning
game, wich may cause a media-induced decreased amount of invested
mental effort (AIME) [234] interfering learning outcomes. The blended
paradigm (cf. figure 2.6 on page 62), where entertainment and educa-
tion are not sequenced but integrated and “the enjoyment of mastery
in the game is equivalent to the enjoyment of the acquisition and
use of knowledge and skills,”[40] seems to be the most promising ap-
proach for the intended Simulation Game introduced in section 4.7 on
page 226.

The approaches to evaluate the success of DGBL are not without
controversy. To build and evaluate a DGBL approach to support SE
education demands a careful consideration of the underlying circum-
stances as well as the specific characteristics and challenges associated
with the evaluation of digital learning games.
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2.5 dgbl in se education—existing solutions

A number of secondary studies summarize developments of simula-
tion and DGBL in SE education[61, 126, 200, 202, 301] and provide a
good starting point for investigations in the field. These studies were
examining different aspects.

[61] [301] [200,
202]

[126] this
thesis a

Review method narrative,
auto-

mated

SLR SLR SLR manual

Period 1996-
2006

1990-
2008

1999-
2009

open-
2013

2014-
2016

Simulation games Y Y Y Y Y

only computer-based Y N Y Y N

non-game simulations N Y N Y N

number of papers 21 16 16 42 17

number of simulators
and games

12 12 8 15
b

13

Table 2.11: (Systematic) Literature Reviews of Simulation and DGBL
in SE Education (adapted from Jiang et al.[126])

a cf. appendix F on page 377

b only simulators

Table 2.11 summarizes characteristics of these literature reviews.
The review of most recent literature done for this thesis to catch most
recent activities (cf. appendix F on page 377) was added. Results
of the literature reviews naturally overlap to some extent. Jiang et
al.[126] provide a rigorous and the most current Systematic Litera-
ture Review (SLR). Since their study examined computer-based sim-
ulation games as well as non-game simulations, their review covers
the field of interest for this thesis. Results of their review combined
with the review done for this thesis, covering the years after their
SLR are presented in a timeline in Table 2.12 on page 70. The time-
line was extended with some Ph.D. theses that were not covered by
SLRs. The timeline proves an ongoing interest and research activity
in the field. Recurring entries of simulation games indicate the ef-
fort affiliated with the development and evaluation of approaches—it
may take several years from initial concept descriptions till the imple-
mentation and evaluation of approaches. Some implemented games
or environments, i.e. SimSE, SESAM, and AMEISE, show an impres-
sive body of work of several researchers covering long periods, both
for refinement of initial versions as well as the evaluation of taken
approaches.

Besides the utilization of DGBL, pure non-game-based rather in-
dustrial simulation models were used[210–212, 231] in training and
education sessions. Since those attempts differ to some extent in their
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approach and are lacking the benefits of utilizing DGBL, they are not
examined here and are omitted in the timeline for the sake of brevity.
Since the year 2000, such non-game simulations were mainly replaced
by game-based approaches.[126]

Several attempts to utilize DGBL in SE education have already been
made. Some of them were focused on specific, rather isolated, SE
knowledge areas, others were addressing the area of SE processes
and SE management. For the context of this thesis, the latter are of
particular interest. Before those studies get presented, examples of
other approaches get described to provide a more complete overview
of the field.

Wang et al.[299] introduced a lecture quiz approach, where the
lecturer hosts a set of quiz questions that get answered by students
via their mobile devices in real time. Results are presented and pro-
vide triggers for interaction in a lecture. This approach is somewhat
similar to the freely provided kahoot30 blended learning system. In
the context of this thesis, kahoot gets used to design interactive lec-
tures in phase 1 of the proposed Integrated Approach (cf. chapter 4 on
page 179). Such a quiz approach alone does not provide the neces-
sary explorative experience of running an SE endeavor striven for in
this thesis.

A number of pure card or board games have been implemented
and used. Taran’s game[276] deals with risk management issues.
Problems and Programmers, a card game by Baker et al.[15, 16], intro-
duces students to the waterfall lifecycle. A card game by Soska et
al.[261] enables students to learn concepts of software test. GetKan-
ban is a board game introduced by Heikkilä et al.[108] to promote
concepts of Kanban. Ganesh’s board game HardChoices[89] introduces
students to the SE concept of Technical Debt.

Card and board games, primarily designed to be played in a group
of students, may provide a highly interactive learning environment
promoting social aspects and discussion. The majority of card or
board games is addressing single aspects of SE.

A number of studies are focused on requirements engineering. Hainey
et al.[104, 105] provide SDSim, an example of utilizing DGBL to facil-
itate learning of requirements collection and analysis.

TREG of Vega et al. [296] utilizes the virtual 3D-world SecondLife to
address the same topic.

qGame, introduced by Knauss et al.[145], is focused on require-
ments engineering too—but in a special way since it promotes a spe-
cial concept of “Software Quantum Metaphor” to describe the flow of

30 https://getkahoot.com/how-it-works
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literature reviews

2016 Nassal’s PMG (modeling human behavior)[173],

GSDgame[293],
SimSE (utilized for study of game design patterns)[86],
Smart Decisions[51],
GetKanban v4.0[108]

2015 Nassal’s PMG[172],
Zeid’s Global Management[307],
DesigMPS[52],
SPIAL (adoption issues)[205],
PMG-2D[153],
Essence Simulation Game (concept description)[214],
Jiang et al. SLR[126]

2014 Nassal’s PMG (general framework)[171],

GSDSim[185],
InspectorX[216],
SPIAL (evaluated using UGALCO framework)[204],
HardChoices[89],

2013 qGame (supporting concept of Quantum
Metaphor)[239],

SPIAL[203]
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2012 SPIAL[201, 202],
AMEISE (experience report)[35]

2011 AMEISE (experience report)[34],

SDSim (evaluation)[105],

Simsoft (PhD thesis)[49, 50],
Peixoto et al. SLR [200]

2010 SDSim (PhD thesis)[104]

2009 von Wangenheim and Shull SLR[301],

TREG[296],
XMED[298],
SimSE (multi-site evaluation)[182]
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2008 qGame[145],
SimSE (transformation of process profile to SimSE
model for validation)[110]
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2007 MO-SEProcess[306],
Connolly et al. SLR including concept of SDSim[62],
SimSE (comprehensive evaluation)[181]

2006 SimVBSE[125],
Incredible Manager (extended evaluation)[18],
SimSE (PhD thesis)[174]

1
9

9
6

-2
0
0
6
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0
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2005 SimjavaSP[250],
SimSE (first evaluation)[177],
SimSE (model description)[179]

2004 SimSE[176]
SimSE (work in progress)[175]
Incredible Manager[67]

2003 AMEISE[167],

2001 SESAM (elaborated deployment concept)[161]

2000 OSS[249],
SESAM (project and QA model description)[77]

1999 SESAM (QA model description)[76]

1998 SESAM (introduction of QA model)[160]

1996 SESAM (project report)[157]

1994 SESAM[69]

1992 SESAM (prototype, WIP)[156]

...

years 1993, 1995, 1997, and 2002 without game-based entries were omitted for
brevity,

years 2014-2016 contain non-simulation game-based studies and a SLR to
provide a comprehensive overview of recent activities in the field (cf
appendix F on page 377 )

Table 2.12: Timeline of Simulation-Based DGBL Approaches in SE Education
Focused On SE Process/Methods
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requirements through the software development process. Recently
this game was used to promote requirements compliance as a measure
of project success[239].

DesigMPS, introduced by Chaves et al.[52], is focused on software
process but from a different perspective. This serious game is con-
cerned with the modeling of software processes (Software Process
Modeling (SPM)).

In XMED, introduced by von Wangenheim et al., players can “exer-
cise the application of software measurement in the context of project
management.”[298]

With ERPsim, Utesch et al.[291, 292] report the utilization of an
online simulation game based on the SAP Enterprise Resource Plan-
ning (ERP) system to train skills like “decision making, analysis, strat-
egy development, data processing and presentation”[292] of future
students.

Cervantes et al. introduced Smart Decisions, a serious game address-
ing the area of systematic architectural software design.

Recently a number of serious games are focusing on the area of
Global Software Development (GSD), addressing challenges like com-
munication overhead caused by different time zones, cultural diver-
sity of team members, location barriers, as well as issues. These
games include Zeid’s global management game[307], GSDgame in-
troduced by Valencia et al.[293], and GSDSim introduced by Noll et
al.[185].

2.5.1 Existing Simulations and Games for SE Process/ Method Education

Several attempts to provide software process, SE method, knowledge
to students already exists. This section describes existing approaches.

Open Software Solutions (OSS) introduced by Sharp and Hall[249]
in 2000 is a “multimedia simulation of a software house Open Soft-
ware Solutions (OSS). The student ‘joins’ OSS as an employee and
performs various tasks as a member of the company’s project teams.”
Developed to present a case study, with approximately 80 hours of
study, this approach addresses postgraduate distance education. OSS
includes audio, animations, and rich graphics. The learner takes a
rather passive “observer” role, may look into provided documents,
listen to meetings and discover task descriptions. This approach rep-
resents rather a kind of introductory tutorial into the areas of SE. The
players cannot interactively make their own decisions to control the
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team, course and
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player in the role of
a project manager
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player(s) with
different roles or
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different software
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predefined SE
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models
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language for
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rule editor for
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“+” = yes/included, “-“ = no/not included, “o” = partially included, simulation paradigms:
“DTS”=Discrete Time System, “DES”=Discrete Event System”, “SD”=System Dynamics,
“MAB”=Multi Agent Based, “H”=Hybrid Simulation,”n/s”=not specified

Table 2.13: Existing DBGL Approaches In SE Education

a Players are collaborating in teams. No competition.
b only for administrative purposes
c Two models provided by the AMEISE project.
d “work-to-do, review, rework, work-completed cycle”
e “life cycle of the project management process according to PMBOK”[153]
f “a new, rule-based modeling language [...] that provides the required flexibility.”[290]
g The approach provides the ability to define scenarios, loadable by the simulator.
h “operates on an incremental, time-step basis, allowing [...] actions every clock tick”[174]
i “a time-discrete simulation mechanism [...] allows for a quasi-continuous simulation“[76]
j since it claims to be based on SimSE
k extracted rules from CMMI
l based on and linked with PMBOK
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SE endeavor presented. OSS provides a static model, not intended to
be customized by users.

The Incredible Manager[18, 67] presented by Dantas et al. was in-
troduced in 2006. It is a simulation-based game that aims at provid-
ing experiential learning to project managers. “A System Dynamics
model describing a software project, a simulator, and a game machine
that handles user interactions and presents simulation results in a
game-like fashion compose the game.”[18] Players act as project man-
ager planning and controlling a software project within estimated
limits of budget and schedule. The simulation model is configured
by a set of “phase definition files” following the system dynamics sim-
ulation paradigm, used by many industrial simulation models. Built
for training of project managers this approach has a strong focus on
project management.

SimVBSE introduced by Jain and Boehm[125] in 2006 is a game
built for students to better understand value-based software engineer-
ing[24, 29] and its underlying theory. SimVBSE is highly interactive
and offers players to visit a set of rooms, to get tutorials, collect feed-
back, analyze project and organization metrics, risks and investments,
to meet stakeholders, to buy information, review technology as well
as candidates, and to make decisions by changing project parameters.
Since this game was built solely for promoting the VBSE method, its
underlying engine, or model, is neither customizable nor provides
alternative processes or SE methods.

In 2007 Ye et al.[306] reported about an attempt to utilize 3D virtual
worlds, SecondLife in this case, to learn SE topics. This attempt was
twofold. Firstly, based on the Groupthink Exercise[83], developed at
the MIT, students performed this activity by attending a session in
SecondLife. This approach was chosen to overcome limitations of the
hardware, suggested for this purpose.

Secondly, the authors developed a Multiplayer Online Software Engi-
neering Process (MO-SEProcess) game based on the SimSE project (dis-
cussed later). The authors describe that in this game, six SE roles
are provided, from which players have to choose one. Players join-
ing the game form a software project team interact in the SecondLife
world “through various communication means.” If a team can de-
liver the required product before the deadline, the team gets a score.
“To get the good score, all the players need to not only work on their
own part, but also collaborate with each other.”[306] Unfortunately,
the authors provide no details, neither about the provided roles and
what concretely players are doing on their own part nor about the
collaboration between players. Since in the SimSE game the player
takes a quite different role as project manager, the provided abridged
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description does not reveal, what this game really is about. Details
about educational approaches taken and the underlying simulation
model are not provided..

In 2005 Shaw and Dermoudy[250] presented a simulator entitled
SimjavaSP. They describe, the “goal of our simulator [...] is for the
student, acting as the project manager, to develop a software project
within the required time and budget, and of acceptable quality. This
will require students to optimize the three factors of time, expendi-
ture and quality in parallel.” This approach provides—intentionally—no
tutor or help function. In author’s opinion, explicitly drawing on the
SESAM project (discussed later), this design would ensure that educa-
tional objectives are achieved. In their opinion “[...] the educational
success of a training environment strongly depends upon the fact
that the student is not guided by the system. Rather, as in real soft-
ware projects, the project manager is entirely responsible for planning,
staffing, directing, and controlling. In this way, students are forced
to manage the project on their own, and will therefore perceive the
project outcomes as a direct result of their own decisions.”[250]

Graphical and textual feedback is provided to the players continu-
ally as the project progresses. “Throughout the project development,
the student has absolute control over the developers, and can per-
form tasks such as hiring or firing them at any time. The student
is also responsible for assigning developers to software development
tasks, monitoring the project’s size, budget and time, calling progress
meetings, and ensuring that the project is of high enough quality.”
The game introduces stochastic events like changed requirements and
quitting developers. The game is ended when the project is 100%
complete or the player runs out of schedule or budget. The simulator
driving the game is based on the DES paradigm and provides just
one process model, that got not further described.

Starting in 1992 Ludewig et al.[76, 77, 161] have been presenting
their approach titled Software Engineering Simulation by Animated Mod-
els (SESAM). SESAM provides an interactive generic simulator, an
own modeling approach including an own domain specific language,
as well as a predefined simulation model, the quality assurance (QA)
model. This QA model promotes quality assurance activities.

In a SESAM simulation exercise, a student takes on the role of a
project manager controlling the simulated project through a textual
interface. As the project manager, the student hires team members,
assigns tasks to them and controls the progress and quality of the
project. After the simulation finished, an analysis tool is provided to
enable students to analyze overall project’s results as well as results
of their own decisions. After the conduction of a case study and
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a controlled experiment. An approach to integrate the simulation
exercises into a course setting was developed.[161]

The authors summarized “In our current and future work, we try
to find an appropriate mixture of lessons, playing, reflecting on the
results, and playing again. Our first experiments have shown that
just playing is not enough, because the students are not able to un-
derstand the reasons why they have failed. Their behaviour while
playing is very similar to their behaviour when they actually develop
software: They do not really trust in the lessons they (should) have
learned, so they are controlled by their emotions.”[77]

Based on the work of SESAM Mittermeir et al.[34, 35, 167] devel-
oped A Media Education Initiative for Software Engineering (AMEISE).
This project aimed to extend the core ideas of SESAM and “at ex-
tending the spectrum of educational situations where this project
management adventure game can be played.” AMEISE replaced the
“text-based, pseudo-natural language user interface. [...] by an inter-
face the current PC-generation of students might be more used to”
and added support for players, by integrating “friendly peers”, which
give pro-active advice in situations of severe mistakes, and “consul-
tants”, which might be actively invoked by the student in situations,
where additional help is needed. This was accomplished by wrap-
ping SESAM, with all its special requirements to its runtime environ-
ment, and enhancing the architecture with components needed. The
authors note that “interaction with the system became markedly eas-
ier and students had to worry less about intricacies of the system
but could better concentrate on the complexity of the actual project
management task. It is up to the instructors though to make sure
that simulations do not degenerate to a click-and-try venture. An im-
portant educational aim is to make students aware that managing a
project of this size requires active planning and constant monitoring.
Acting too short-sighted just on the feedback obtained from the sys-
tem and its virtual developers will undoubtedly lead to missing the
objective function to be reached by this simulated development.”[167]
The QA simulation model of the SESAM project was complemented
by a tutorial-like mini model and a maintenance model focusing on
maintenance tasks.

AMEISE has been utilized with success for over a decade by differ-
ent institutions and different target groups.[34, 35]

In 2004 Navarro et al.[174, 175, 180–182] presented SimSE, which
likely is the most advanced and most comprehensive approach uti-
lizing DGBL in SE education so far. SimSE provides a number of
prepared software process models. As the period of years suggests,
this approach has been developed much beyond its initial version
presented in 2004. In SimSE, a player controls a virtual project team
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(a) Game UI (b) Model Builder UI

Figure 2.7: SimSE[174–176, 180–182]

and guides this one through a software project following the given
software process. This game provides a graphical UI showing the
team at work as well as artifacts growing as result of assigned activi-
ties. After playing the game, a report is presented to enable analysis
of the results. SimSE provides an own modeling approach using a
graphical model builder. The user interfaces for the game and the
model builder are shown in figure 2.7. Since SimSE has been provid-
ing a very popular environment over the years, the environment was
used in a number of studies, e.g. to build new simulation model con-
cerned with GSD[307] or to be used in a non-game context to verify
and validate process definitions[110].

Software process models provided by SimSE include the Waterfall
model, an Incremental model, an Inspection model, a Rapid Prototyp-
ing model, the Rational Unified Process model and the Extreme Pro-
gramming (XP) model.[257] Navarro[174] states “Although the model
builder removes the inherent difficulties of a programming language
(e.g., syntax), we recognize that the difficulty of collecting software
engineering phenomena and rules and translating these into SimSE
actions and rules still remains. [...] It is important to note that use
of the model builder also does not guarantee the model is a ’good’
model. Rather, a strongly iterative development cycle is required. In
our experience so far, building a model involves a significant amount
of time aside from the initial construction of the model in which the
model is repeatedly played and refined in order to ensure that the
desired lessons and effects are illustrated, as well as to achieve the
desired balance between educational effectiveness and realism [...].”
She acknowledges “there are still some weaknesses to our approach,
which lie mainly in the fact that it lacks many common programming
language constructs, such as if-else statements, explicit data struc-
tures, loops, and predicates. This makes it necessary at times to use
some non-intuitive, roundabout techniques to get the desired effect.”
SimSE has been thoroughly analyzed and evaluated in a number of
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replicated and multi-site experiments since its initial introduction[178,
180–182].

Caulfield et al.[49] presented Simsoft in 2011. Simsoft is focused
“specifically at human resources aspects of the build phase of a soft-
ware engineering project”[49] Different from other approaches already
described, Simsoft physically comes in two pieces. The first one is an
“A0-sized printed game board around which the players gather to dis-
cuss the current state of the project and to consider their next move.
The board shows the flow of the game while plastic counters are used
to represent the staff of the project. Poker chips represent the team’s
budget, with which they can purchase more staff, and from which
certain game events may draw or reimburse amounts depending on
decisions made during the course of the game.” The second piece
is a simple Java-base dashboard providing the current and historical
state of the project and enabling players to adjust project settings, e.g.
by recruiting new virtual team members.

Players of Simsoft are organized into teams of two or three or more
and provided with a scenario describing requirements for a small soft-
ware project. The team acts as project manager and controls a virtual
software project from start to final delivery. With a focus on quality
assurance, the project follows a “work-to-do, review, rework, work-
completed cycle.” Players may decide to hire staff, starting work with
delay, with different levels of experience and at different prices. The
underlying simulation model driving the dashboard is based on Sys-
tem Dynamics models and virtual time advances as requested by the
team. Depending on the levels of experience of the virtual team, more
or less rework may be needed. The objective of the game is to deliver
the software in the schedule and budget.

Peixoto et al.[201, 202, 204] introduced SPIAL (Software Process Im-
provement Animated Learning Environment), a single player game based
on a framework[202] to develop SE simulation games. This gameplay
of this serious game is combining a waterfall process model with
Software Process Improvement (SPI). “The player is given a process
improvement task and he/she can interact with other stakeholders
(high level management, project manager, team member, consultant,
or customer) represented as nonplayer characters [...]. In order to
complete the task, the player can make investments for improving
specific process areas of a software development project (which can
be considered a pilot project). A good investment strategy will re-
sult in improvement of process areas and a bigger budget for further
investments. SPIAL incorporates some of the concepts defined in
CMMI-DEV version 1.3.”[201] The Capability Maturity Model Inte-
gration for Development (CMMI-DEV) was defined by the Software
Engineering Institute of the Carnegie Mellon University and “provides a
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comprehensive integrated set of guidelines for developing products
and services.”[258]

Peixoto et al.[201] state, “we were interested in rules that can be ap-
plied in a simple waterfall development project, covering some con-
cepts of CMMI. In most of the cases, either these rules are too generic
or they are from other domains (e.g. agile software development). We
restricted the set of the rules to be applied in this simulation game
(57 of 123 rules). We mapped each rule to a specific process area of
the model (e.g. Requirements development) and the corresponding
measurements that they can impact (e.g. defects and productivity).”
The game is reported to use a hybrid simulation approach combining
discrete event and continuous approaches.

The Project Management Game 2D (PMG-2D), presented by Lino et
al.[153] is “a serious educational game, which intends to help inexpe-
rienced project managers to be trained, considering the management
of costs, time, risk and human resources.” This game is oriented
towards the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK)[219]
provided by the Project Management Institute (PMI) and follows a
rather non-SE specific “life cycle of the project management process
according to PMBOK: initiation, planning, execution, monitoring/-
control and finishing.”[153] The underlying model of the game de-
scribes non-player characters in with a rich set of personality factors,
including “stress, food, physical, health, relationship (with friends
and family), motivation, adaptation, interest, experience, training, co-
operation (with company employees).”[153] These attributes are in-
fluencing their behavior. “The main goal of the player is to create a
roadmap for the project.”[153] In the game, a player has to identify
project stakeholders, build the team as demanded and allocate it to
respective tasks. To support the player, the game shows alerts at mis-
takes and provides suggestions. Chapter and section of the PMBOK
are provided to the player to invite for further reading about specific
topics.

Nassal[172] presented his project management game in 2015. What
makes this work exceptional is the use of a real world tool to drive
the game. Based on the impression that game-based approaches in SE
education lack the utilization of real tools used in everyday software
development projects[135, 172, 213] this game is utilizing Microsoft
Project and add-in components, developed for this approach, as a
user interface to drive a generic simulation model. The generic simu-
lation model[171] is based on Multi-Agent-Based Simulation (MABS)
and not bound to any particular software process model. It gets
parametrized and customized by loadable scenarios. This approach
ensures high flexibility and enables the reusability of the model in
other contexts, e.g. in combination with other interaction models.
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Players in this game control a virtual software project and follow a
given software process. Documentation describing the process is in-
tegrated into the game. By planning the project flow in Microsoft
Project, e.g. by planning the sequence, dependencies, and effort,
the virtual team accepts tasks generated from the planned activities.
Tasks are assigned to specific project members, each modeled with
a set of individual attributes and attitudes, via the resource assign-
ment mechanisms of the project planning tool. Virtual team members
use these resource assignments as a recommendation and fulfill their
tasks depending on their defined attitudes. Feedback is provided via
a project status report available throughout the game. The determin-
istic simulation can be restarted to enable learning from failures, e.g.
to correct a underutilization of workload for a given virtual project
member. A player is basically planning the project and replanning if
this should seem to be necessary. The player stops the game when it
seems appropriate. A provided score enables comparison of results
after the gameplay.

The approaches described above are summarized in table 2.13 on
page 72.

2.5.2 Evaluation

Wangenheim and Shull[301], authors of a meta-study, summarized
findings of utilizations of DGBL in SE education. Most studies in
their review used a non-experimental research design without con-
trol groups or other comparison and conducted no pre-test to assess
student’s abilities.

The authots mention that most articles did not clearly provide de-
scriptions of learning objectives and environments in which students
used the game. One-third of the studies could not ascertain evidence
of improvement in learning. “Overall, however, most studies showed
at least a minor impact from using a game. [...] Several studies
reported mixed results (games facilitated some learning outcomes
but not others). Yet it seems that, in general, game-based learning
appears to have more impact on lower cognitive levels, reinforcing
knowledge learned earlier. It seems inadequate for teaching new
knowledge.”[301]

As many studies reported, students prefer game-based approaches
over traditional instructional methods and acknowledge an increased
appreciation of SE practices’ importance.The degree of enjoyability
showed variations and studies noted that players might lose interest
in games they see as too complex or too long.

Wangenheim and Shull recommend that the way we evaluate games’
learning impact should become more formal to increase the level of
evidence.
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Jiang et al.[126], authors of a recent SLR, provide a list of recom-
mendations to follow at implementing simulation- and game-based
learning activities.

2.5.3 Conclusions

The educational approaches taken, vary in the described attempts to
utilize DGBL in SE education.

Simsoft[49] is explicitly oriented towards Problem-Based Learning. All
approaches represent to more or less extent constructivist learning
approaches by providing kinds of experiential learning, active learning,
learning by doing, situated learning and discovery learning.

The amount of scaffolding provided differs considerably. SimjavaSP[250]
explicitly does “not guiding” the learner, which represents kind of
minimally guided instruction (tending towards unguided instruction).
Criticisms on that approaches are described in section 2.2 on page 19.
Considering Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), Sweller’s
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) and Reigeluth’s Elaboration Theory (cf. sec-
tion 2.2 on page 19) this might not contribute to ideal learning expe-
riences.

Concepts of Social Constructivism (cf. section 2.2.3 on page 24) seem
clearly to be underemployed in existing approaches.

Players of Simsoft appreciated to work in teams, to share opinions
and learn from more experienced teammates.

The extent to what learners collaborated in MO-SEProcess is not
clearly described.

All other approaches are provided as single player games. In sin-
gle player games, collaboration and motivating competition between
isolated participants are not promoted. The architectures of the game
environments, except those of the AMEISE project, do not enable a
lecturer to get a quick summary of the performance of all players in
a course. Such an overview could facilitate quick, supportive individ-
ual or group interactions in the case of occurring misconceptions, as
well as support debriefing activities.

The usage of real world tools, as implemented in Nassal’s Project
Management Game[172], enables the beneficial development of skills
in the knowledge domain and the utilized tool. On the other hand it
makes the approach dependent on the tool. If the chosen tool does
not represent the acknowledged mindset or essential principles of
a given SE method, the approach may be rejected for just that rea-
son. For instance, it might be less accepted to play a Scrum[140, 141,
146] or Kanban[8] method based on Microsoft Project, since these agile
methods do not advocate elaborated long-term plans and are based
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on pull-mechanisms.

Almost all authors recognize that their games alone are not suffi-
cient learning vehicles and hence have to be complemented by other
educational approaches. Game-based learning activities have to be
integrated in the context as a whole in order to address intended
learning objectives.

Most approaches offer only one fixed model of a software process
or similar concepts. Taken the existing diversity of software processes
into account, model customization capabilities seem crucial in today’s
software engineering education.

To transfer knowledge gained in one specific process model to new
upcoming challenges requiring different practices is an exercise left
to students. None of the existing approaches facilitates a perspective
towards the use of flexible SE practices instead of software processes
yet (cf. section 2.6.1).

The creation and customizing of simulated models require consid-
erable initial training efforts, which are not directly of use outside
those specific game environments. New software process models of-
ten have to be built from scratch without the opportunity to reuse
existing ones.

Simulation models, except the one used in Nassal’s Project Manage-
ment Game,tightly integrate simulator and game interface. The reuse
of the simulator in another context, e.g. using other interaction ap-
proaches, is impeded.

Most simulation based approaches lack integrated documentation
of the process or method to follow. Without such descriptions, play-
ers are strongly dependent on prior knowledge to accomplish the
game—given same vocab with same semantics is used. By assigning
activities, represented by just a word or short word group, concepts
and semantics may keep unclear.

Most simulation based games, enabling the learning of whole pro-
cesses/methods, promote a focus on workload optimization of team
members with specific skills. Given the increasing recognition of agile
methods based on pull-approaches, where team members choose ap-
propriate work packages depending on their own abilities, this seems
not to be an essential task in all SE contexts anymore. Unfortunately,
it occupies a lot of learners attention—that could be focused on other
essential problem-solving issues otherwise.

While all of the introduced approaches provide an opportunity to
familiarize with the field of software processes and their manage-
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ment, each with different focus and approach, they were not explic-
itly built to directly support students in the course or capstone project
work that is demanded by curriculum guidelines (cf. section 2.3.3 on
page 46).

If SE students should acquire an SE mindset, truly appreciating
the guidance and support of utilized methods and practices, they
should be provided with experiences facilitating such perceptions. In
author’s opinion DGBL in SE education could, and should, provide
such a direct support of real project work.
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2.6 software processes , methods , and practices

The SWEBOK[112] states “Software processes31 are specified for a
number of reasons: to facilitate human understanding, communica-
tion, and coordination; to aid management of software projects; to
measure and improve the quality of software products in an efficient
manner; to support process improvement; and to provide a basis for
automated support of process execution.”

According to the SWEBOK “a software process is a set of inter-
related activities and tasks that transform input work products into
output work products. At minimum, the description of a software
process includes required inputs, transforming work activities, and
outputs generated. [...] a software process may also include its en-
try and exit criteria and decomposition of the work activities into
tasks, which are the smallest units of work [...] Complete definition
of a software process may also include the roles and competencies,
IT support, software engineering techniques and tools, and work en-
vironment needed to perform the process, as well as the approaches
and measures (Key Performance Indicators) used to determine the
efficiency and effectiveness of performing the process.”

SWEBOK describes software life cycle models as a category of the
software process. “A software development life cycle (SDLC) includes
the software processes used to specify and transform software re-
quirements into a deliverable software product. A software product
life cycle (SPLC) includes a software development life cycle plus addi-
tional software processes that provide for deployment, maintenance,
support, evolution, retirement, and all other inception-to-retirement
processes for a software product, including the software configura-
tion management and software quality assurance processes that are
applied throughout a software product life cycle. A software product
life cycle may include multiple software development life cycles for
evolving and enhancing the software.”[112]

Software Engineering Methods are described by SWEBOK in an ex-
tra Knowledge Area (KA) with the same title. “Software engineering
methods provide an organized and systematic approach to develop-
ing software for a target computer. There are numerous methods
from which to choose, and it is important for the software engineer
to choose an appropriate method or methods for the software de-
velopment task at hand; this choice can have a dramatic effect on
the success of the software project. Use of these software engineer-
ing methods coupled with people of the right skill set and tools en-
able the software engineers to visualize the details of the software
and ultimately transform the representation into a working set of

31 The term software engineering process is often referred to as software process. For in-
stance, the SWEBOK[112] states: “For readability, ’software engineering process’
will be referred to as ’software process’ [...].” Another interchangeably used term
is software development process.
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code and data.”[112] Agile Methods form a sub-area of this KA, along
with heuristic methods, formal methods and prototyping methods. “Agile
methods are considered lightweight methods in that they are charac-
terized by short, iterative development cycles, self-organizing teams,
simpler designs, code refactoring, test-driven development, frequent
customer involvement, and an emphasis on creating a demonstrable
working product with each development cycle.”[112]

From SWEBOK’s perspective the knowledge area Software Process
is closely related to the knowledge areas Software Engineering Manage-
ment, concerned with tailoring, adapting and implementing software
processes for specific software projects, and Software Engineering Mod-
els and Methods, supporting a systematic approach to software devel-
opment and modification.

However, terms in the field of software processes are not used with-
out ambiguities. Laplante[151] for instance defines software process
shortly: “A software process is a model that describes an approach
to the production and evolution of software. Software process mod-
els are frequently called ’life-cycle’ models, and the terms are inter-
changeable.” This definition does not differentiate between a process,
a process model, and life cycle models.

Sommerville[260] provides a somewhat more detailed definition.
He defines a software process as “[...] a sequence of activities that leads
to the production of a software product”[260]. He mentions “[...]
four fundamental activities that are common to all software processes.
These activities are:

1. Software specification, where customers and engineers define
the software that is to be produced and the constraints on its
operation.

2. Software development, where the software is designed and pro-
grammed.

3. Software validation, where the software is checked to ensure
that it is what the customer requires.

4. Software evolution, where the software is modified to reflect
changing customer and market requirements.

Different types of systems need different development processes.”[260]

From another perspective the terms software (engineering) process
and software (engineering) method are used interchangeably: “From
henceforth, we will use the term processes and methods interchange-
ably, preferring the word ’method’ over ’process’.”[183]
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Such ambiguous use of vocab with—sometimes more and some-
times less slightly—varying semantics is not unusual in this field.
Actually it is rather ubiquitous. A reader has to carefully acknowl-
edge the context to grasp the current meaning of terms used. In the
context of this thesis, a pragmatic approach is taken. Where a precise
differentiation between software process, software lifecycle, software (engi-
neering) method is needed, it will be mentioned. Otherwise, the term
software process and SE method are used interchangeably, preferring
the common use in the respective context, e.g. of authors or publica-
tions referred to. Depending on the context, a software process or SE
method may represent a complete life cycle (SDLC or SPLC), but it does
not have to necessarily.

“Software processes are complex and, like all intellectual and cre-
ative processes, rely on people making decisions and judgments. There
is no ideal process and most organizations have developed their own
software development processes. Processes have evolved to take ad-
vantage of the capabilities of the people in an organization and the
specific characteristics of the systems that are being developed.”[260]

As a result, we find a considerable number of SE methods today.
Kennaley[142] lists 40 SE methods with their origins in his book.

Péraire and Zapata[208] mention that out of the 40 SE methods
only “a minority (about 15%) originated from Academia or was sig-
nificantly influenced by Academia”, including none from the agile or
lean lineage. According to them, 32 methods emerged in the last 20

years, resulting in 1.6 methods per year. From an SE education per-
spective, this is a challenging fact.

Taking into account, that almost each project team does, or should
do, some customization of a chosen SE method, the amount of exist-
ing SE methods is tremendous in practice.

“Sometimes, software processes are categorized as either plan-driven
or agile processes. Plan-driven processes are processes where all of
the process activities are planned in advance and progress is mea-
sured against this plan. In agile processes [...] planning is incremen-
tal and it is easier to change the process to reflect changing customer
requirements. [...] each approach is suitable for different types of
software.”[260]

The first one, plan-driven processes, were used for decades by large
teams constructing software for extended periods of time. As Som-
merville states “These plan-driven approaches involve a significant
overhead in planning, designing, and documenting the system. This
overhead is justified when the work of multiple development teams
has to be coordinated, when the system is a critical system, and when
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many different people will be involved in maintaining the software
over its lifetime.”[260]

The latter, agile processes, or methods, have been arisen from the
awareness that this significant overhead was less justified at devel-
oping smaller business systems in rapidly changing environments.
To derive a complete set of aligned and stable requirements before
starting development activities became practically impossible in fast
changing business contexts.[260] Agile methods have become highly
prevalent since the Agile Manifesto[19] published in 2001. According
to a study of VersionOne[297], Scrum (58%) and Scrum/XP hybrid (10%)
are dominating methods in the agile field.

Proponents of both plan-driven and agile approaches passionately
defended their position in an arisen “method war”32 on an “emotion-
ally complicated topic.”33 In an attempt to “clarify the perplexity about
the roles of discipline, agility, and process in software development”
Boehm and Turner[30, 32] compared and contrasted traditional plan-
driven and agile approaches, their characteristics, strengths, weak-
nesses, and misconceptions. Table 2.14 on the facing page summa-
rizes their findings on common basic assumptions of both approaches.
Boehm and Turner identified five critical factors, or dimensions, to de-
termine the suitability of an agile or plan-driven method in a given
context: project’s size, criticality, dynamism, personnel, and culture fac-
tors. The first two factors imply rather plan-driven approaches at rais-
ing values and agile methods at lower levels. Dynamism implies agile
methods in highly dynamic environments and tends to plan-driven
at highly stable environments.

The SWEBOK mentions[112] “It must be emphasized that there is
no best software process or set of software processes. Software pro-
cesses must be selected, adapted, and applied as appropriate for each
project and each organizational context. No ideal process, or set of
processes, exists. [...] there will always be a place for heavyweight,
plan-based software engineering methods as well as places where ag-
ile methods shine.” Sommervile concludes “Generally, you need to
find a balance between plan-driven and agile processes.”[260]

Wang et al.[300] state “In recent years however the agile community
has started to look toward lean software development approaches, in
addition to agile methods such as XP and Scrum.” The adoption of
lean thinking in agile methods resulted in lean methods like Kanban and

32 Grady Booch in his foreword to “Balancing Agility and Discipline: A Guide for the
Perplexed”[30]

33 Alistair Cockburn in his foreword to “Balancing Agility and Discipline: A Guide for
the Perplexed”[30]
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Characteristics Agile Plan-Driven

Application

Primary Goals Rapid value; responding to
change

Predictability, stability, high
assurance

Size Smaller teams and projects Larger teams and projects

Environment Turbulent; high change;
project-focused

Stable low-change;
organization focused;

low-change;

Management

Customer Relations Dedicated on-site
customers; focused on
prioritized increments

As-needed customer
interactions; focused on

contract provisions

Planning and
Control

Internalized plans;
qualitative control

Documented plans,
quantitative control

Communication Tacit interpersonal
knowledge

Explicit documented
knowledge

Technical

Requirements Prioritized informal stories
and test cases; undergoing

unforeseeable change

Formalized project,
capability, interface, quality,

foreseeable evolution
requirements

Development Simple design; short
increments; refactoring
assumed inexpensive

Extensive design; longer
increments; refactoring

assumed expensive

Testing Executable test cases define
requirements

Documented test plans and
procedures

Personnel

Customers Dedicated, collocated
CRACK* performers

CRACK* performers, not
always collocated

Developers more experts neede for the
whole endeavor

more experts needed early;
less experts later

Culture Comfort and empowerment
via many degrees of

freedom (thriving on chaos)

Comfort and empowerment
via framework of policies
and procedures (thriving

on order)

Examples eXtreme Programming
(XP), Scrum, Dynamic
Systems Development

Method (DSDM), Crystal
Methods, Feature-Driven

Development (FDD)

Waterfall, Rational Unified
Process (RUP), Spiral,

EnterpriseUP

* Collaborative, Representative, Authorized, Committed, Knowledgeable

Table 2.14: Agile and Plan-Driven Method Home Grounds [adapted from
30]
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terms like leagile, combining lean and agile, or Scrumban34, a combi-
nation of Scrum and Kanban. Lean approaches are “believed to be
especially suited for maintenance projects or projects with frequent
and unexpected user stories or programming errors. In such cases,
the time-boxed sprints of the Scrum model are of no appreciable use,
but Scrum’s daily meetings and other practices can be applied, de-
pending on the team and the situation at hand.”[300]

The core objective of a Kanban system is to limit the work in progress
(WIP) to “keep the process flowing at an even but continuous rate.”
Work is only considered to be done (just-in-time) if it was pulled, de-
manded by a downstream process. Lean software development pro-
motes a set of principles and practices that are partially overlapping
with agile methods. The identification and elimination of waste as well as
continuous improvement (kaizen), focused on optimizing the whole, are
primary guiding principles. “In the domain of software development,
the types of waste can be interpreted as: extra features, waiting, task
switching, extra processes, partially done work, movement, defects
and unused employee creativity.”[300]

“Agile methods also advocate continuous improvement, but do not
answer how it can be implemented. Lean approaches, instead, offer
specific directions (eliminating waste in software development pro-
cesses, focusing on flow, etc.) and specific practices (Kanban, value
stream mapping, root cause analysis, etc.) to improve agile processes
continuously.”[300]

Agile methods are considered to be designed focused on the needs
of software development and its management but not to scale well at
a programme, product, or organization level without change. Propo-
nents see fundamentals for such change in lean principles since “lean
principles can be applied to any scope, from the specific practice of
developing software to the entire enterprise where software develop-
ment is just one small part.”[300]

2.6.1 Towards SE Practices Instead Of Software Processes

“We need to
consider whether we

are educating
children for their

futures or our
pasts.”

—Geoff Southworth
(2002)

In reaction to the high number of existing SE methods, critics[121–
123, 142, 162] question their raison d’être.

In his book published in 2010 Kennaley[142, 162] calls to “end the
iterative method wars.” He assumes, that each approach of SE meth-
ods has something to offer in its particular context, and argues, that
instead of a wasteful competition of SE methods their inherent prac-
tices should be integrated. Kennaley complains about a lack of trust

34 When asked, in an annually report, what agile/lean methodology is followed most
closely, 7% of respondents answered to practice Scrumban, 5% to practice Kanban,
and 2% to practice Lean Development. (compared to 58% respondents practicing
Scrum and 10% practicing Scrum /XP hybrid)[297]
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between different communities resulting in a us-vs-them attitude.To
demonstrate existing common ground, he presents a domain model
of practice patterns. By associating practices from the agile, the lean,
and the Unified Process communities, he demonstrates that one can
find community specific innovations as well as synonyms and re-
brandings of existing practices. With rooting his considerations in
systems theory, Kennaley suggests a new SDLC 3.0, after waterfall-
like development being version 1.0 and iterative/incremental devel-
opment being version 2.0, combining approaches from all camps in a
complex adaptive system of patterns.

In a series of articles, published in 2007, Jacobson et al. call “Enough
of Processes: Let’s Do Practices”[121–123]. They acknowledge that all
modern software processes “try to help project teams conduct their
work.”[122]. They state that “While there are some important dif-
ferences between them, the commonalities are far greater—and un-
derstandably, since the end goal of them all is to produce working
software quickly and effectively. Thus, it doesn’t matter which pro-
cess you adopt as long as it is adaptable, extensible, and capable of
absorbing good ideas, even if they arise from other processes.”[122]

Instead of ongoing search for the Silver Bullet[44] the SE community
should strive for flexibility. In order to achieve such flexibility, they
argue “[...] things need to change. The focus needs to shift from the
definition of complete processes to the capture of reusable practices.
Teams should be able to mix-and-match practices and ideas from
many different sources to create effective ways of working.”[122] Ja-
cobson et al. list six serious problems of software processes interfer-
ing effective and efficient work of teams demanded to follow them.
The six identified problems are summarized in table 2.15.

To overcome those problems, Jacobson et al. proposed to utilize
practices instead of processes, hiding them inside. “A ’practice’ pro-
vides a way to systematically and verifiably address a particular as-
pect of a project. [...] A practice has a clear beginning and end, and
tells a complete story in usable chunks. A practice includes its own
verification, providing it with a clear goal and a way of measuring
its success in achieving that goal.“[121] According to the authors,
the problems mentioned above could be solved with such qualities:
“practices can be developed, learned, and adopted separately, and
they can be used in conjunction with other practices to create easily
understood and coherent ways-of-working.”[121] From this perspec-
tive, software processes would represent (just) a collection of “typi-
cally tangled and tightly coupled practices” drawing on existing prac-
tices and acting as a starting point or goal for projects. By choosing
only the practices needed, a team or organization would not need to
down-cut a software process to a digestible format anymore. The au-
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The Problem of... (Shortened) Description

Denied Commonality “each process has a few interesting gems, but they are
embedded in a larger package of commonalities. [...] Because
everything in every new process looks new, it can be hard to

really compare processes. It is even harder to mix and
match—extract the gems and combine them with the gems

from other processes.”

Completeness “each process definition—large or small—wants to describe a
complete process. [...], typically in a tightly coupled and

homogeneous fashion. [...] By striving for completeness, the
processes end up as brittle, all-or-nothing propositions. This
makes it hard for teams to adopt just the good parts of the

process and identify truly new ideas and techniques. [...] This
leads to the need for organizations, practitioners, and

methodologists to start trimming to get a lighter, more-focused
process.”

Adopting a Complete Process “each software team has its own way of working (explicit or
tacit) [...] there are always good practices that they will want to
continue using. Other areas of the process will be weaker and

lead to the desire for change. [...] branded processes do not
address this reality and require the team to change everything

just to get the few new things that they want.”

Out-of-Sync Process “What a team actually does never matches the adopted process.
Teams improvise and invent more effective ways of doing

things; they find they need to work out solutions to problems
nobody thought of when the process was selected, and they

never keep the process descriptions up to date. [...] it becomes
difficult to spread [...] success to other teams [...] It makes it

difficult to plan, estimate, monitor, and control projects. Process
and quality assurance becomes less effective and more

expensive.”

Acquiring Knowledge “people want to apply processes, not read about them [...] they
want different levels of detail at different times. [...] actively
engaged in developing software they want succinct, focused,

unambiguous guidance that will immediately help them
undertake their work, and not long explanations, anecdotes,
and academic treatises that justify the techniques they are

trying to apply.”

Stupid Processes “the process [...] as a passive knowledgebase [...] doesn’t
interact [...] and offer [...] appropriate and timely advice [...]
expects you to know exactly what you are doing and exactly
what useful information it contains and exactly where it has

hidden it. [...] Without the ability to take an active role in
helping people to develop software, [...] teams will continue to

struggle to realize its benefits.”

Table 2.15: Problems Caused by Current Generation of Software Pro-
cesses[122]
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thors propose a kernel and cards to make practices tangible.[123]

With those ideas Jacobson et al. laid the foundation for an initiative
and an OMG specification that should be published in its first version
seven years later: SEMAT Essence[187, 188] gets described in section
2.7.

2.6.2 Meta-Models for Standardized Process Description

“Software processes
are software too.”
—Leon J. Osterweil
(1987)

A number of industry initiatives have been striving for ways to stan-
dardize the description of software processes. These initiatives devel-
oped a number of meta-models, process frameworks, and languages
to that purpose, with being Software and Systems Process Engineer-
ing Meta-Model (SPEM)[186], Software Engineering-Metamodel for Devel-
opment Methodologies (ISO24744)[114]—and recently added—SEMAT
Essence[187, 188] the most prominent international35 ones.

Kuhrmann et al.[149] provide an overview and a timeline with rel-
evant software process meta-models, their origins, evolutions, and
extensions. They state that they “could see, for example, that [...] ISO
24744, although being proclaimed as an industry standard, have to
the best of our knowledge no practical relevance as they remained
at the level of a complex metamodel specification. They neither have
an observable active community in the sense of developing new re-
leases or tools to support process engineers and users, nor are any
documented experiences available that would indicate to a certain
dissemination.”

Software Process and Systems Engineering Meta-Model (SPEM) is de-
fined as a meta-model as well as a UML 2 profile. Ruiz et al.[233]
describe the “main objective of SPEM, like any other language for
processes, is to provide the building blocks required to represent soft-
ware processes in a standard way.” A wide range of processes is mod-
eled utilizing SPEM. These processes range from the iterative Unified
Process over agile methods like Scrum and eXtreme Programming (XP),
Agile Business Rules Development (ABRD) methodology, Dynamic Sys-
tems Development Method (DSDM), “to specific methodologies such as
those for the development of health systems.”[233] With its defini-
tion as meta-model and UML 2.0 profile, several tools support SPEM.
Those include Unified Modeling Language (UML)[190] tools as well as
the open source software Eclipse Process Framework (EPF)36 with the

35 Kuhrmann et al.[149] also mention the German V-Modell XT meta-model, but men-
tion “It remains, however, a purely German standard with little international atten-
tion.” The authors consider the OPEN process framework to be a predecessor of
ISO24744[221].

36 https://eclipse.org/epf/, The EPF is built on the Unified Method Architecture
(UMA), an evolution of SPEM 1.1.[99]
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EPF Composer37 and commercial tools like the Rational Method Com-
poser (RMC)38. SPEM is explicitly “targeted at process engineers, [...]
responsible for maintaining and implementing processes for their
development organizations[...].”[186] To enact processes defined in
SPEM, they are typically mapped to project planning tools or work-
flow engines, since “the language architecture itself lacks built-in en-
actment capabilities.”[42] Ruiz et al.[233] mention a number of exten-
sions proposed to enable process enactment.

The most recent attempt to provide a standardized SE method
description is Essence—Kernel and Language for Software Engineering
Methods[187, 188], Object Management Group (OMG) specification
provided by the SEMAT[245] initiative. This approach differs con-
siderably from approaches existing before:

1. by its orientation towards not only process engineers but “prac-
titioners as well as method engineers”[188],

2. by providing a kernel of foundational concepts inherent to all SE
endeavors, and

3. by providing dynamic semantics facilitating the enactment of SE
methods.

With this characteristics, this approach significantly supports the ob-
jectives of the Integrated Approach introduced in this thesis. SEMAT
and Essence get introduced in detail in the following section 2.7 on
page 95.

Table 2.16 on the facing page summarizes characteristics of SPEM,
ISO24744, and SEMAT Essence. A mapping of concepts and lan-
guage as well as meta-model elements between SEMAT Essence and
both SPEM as well as ISO24744 is provided by the Essence specifica-
tion[188]. Elvesæter et al.[42] provide a detailed mapping of SPEM
and Essence concepts.

Taking the eight years since its release, as well as the EPF, which is
still based on UMA and not yet SPEM 2.0, into account, the commit-
ment to further development of SPEM seems rather questionable.

2.6.3 Conclusions

Besides a large number of software processes and methods, covering
a wide range of perspectives, we find strong arguments for an orien-
tation towards SE practices instead of SE processes today. Such an
orientation is supporting SE practitioners as well as SE education.

37 https://eclipse.org/epf/downloads/tool/tool_downloads.php
38 http://www.ibm.com/software/products/en/rmc
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SPEM ISO/IEC 24744:2014 SEMAT Essence

full name Software & Systems
Process Engineering

Meta-Model
Specification

Software engineer-
ing—Metamodel for

development
methodologies

Essence – Kernel and
Language for Software
Engineering Methods

published first
version

2001[149] 02/2007[113] 11/2014[187]

published last
version

04/2008[186] 11/2014[114] 12/2015[188]

current version 2.0 “2nd edition” 1.1

design goals /
target group(s)

“[...] define software
and systems

development processes
and their components.
[...] targeted at process
engineers, project leads,

project and program
managers who are

responsible for
maintaining and

implementing
processes for their

development
organizations or

individual
projects.“[186]

“[...] define
methodologies in
information-based
domains, i.e. areas

characterized by their
intensive reliance on

information
management and

processing, such as
software, business or

systems
engineering.”[114]

“designed to support
practitioners as well as

method
engineers.”[188]

authoring tool
support (OSS or

cost free /
commercial)

YESa / YES NO / YES YES / YES

price of
specification

document

free CHF 198 free

available practice
library

YESb YESc

standardization
organization

OMG ISO OMG

operational
semantics to

support enactment

NO NO YES

provides
language/meta-

model

YES YES YES

provides kernel of
essential concepts

NO NO YES

supports method
enactment

NO NO YESd

Table 2.16: Comparison of Industry Standards for Standardized SE Process
Description

a based on Eclipse Process Framework (EPF), based on Unified Method Architecture
(UMA)—which again is based on SPEM 1.1[100]

b based on EPF, comprehensive
c still small but growing
d via dynamic semantics defined in the Essence specification[187, 188]
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Industry efforts to standardize process description provide support
at overcoming a large number of formats and vocabulary used in the
field. Primarily those efforts were targeted at process engineers sup-
porting them to produce software process descriptions. With SEMAT
Essence a new standard emerges that is designed

• to support SE practitioners in their everyday work as well as
method engineers,

• to support method enactment to provide not just a method de-
scription but a dynamic foundation for steering an SE endeavor,
and

• to provide a compact process- and practice-independent kernel
of essential elements inherent in every SE endeavor.

A future-oriented approach to support SE education in the area of SE
methods should take advantage of such efforts and provide support
for the wide range of plan-driven, iterative, agile, and lean methods
prevalent in the field.
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2.7 semat essence—a standard for software engineer-
ing methods

A Call for Action[116] in 2009, pinpointing “paramount concerns and
issues that challenge the field of software engineering,”[137] started
the SEMAT initiative. Initiated by a remarkable number of proven
experts in the field, this initiative “was very soon supported by thou-
sands of individuals around the world, a dozen well-known compa-
nies, and about equally many academic institutions.”[137]

The Call for Action[116] stressed that in the field of SE there is
a “lack of a sound, widely accepted theoretical basis” and a “huge
number of methods and method variants, with differences little un-
derstood and artificially magnified.” It mentions that there is a “lack
of credible experimental evaluation and validation” as well as a “split
between industry practice and academic research.”

A vision statement[117], published in January 2010, laid out a vi-
sion, scope, goals, principles, and milestones for the start of the initia-
tive. Following this vision statement, two major goals were focused
by SEMAT[118]:

1. Finding a kernel of widely agreed-on elements.

2. Defining a solid theoretical basis for software engineering.

Jacobson et al.[118] state “To a large extent these two tasks are in-
dependent of each other. Finding the kernel and its elements is a
pragmatic exercise requiring people with long experience in software
development and knowledge of many of the existing methods. Defin-
ing the theoretical basis requires academic research and may take
many years to reach a successful outcome.“

Progress is made at efforts focusing the second goal. A series of
workshops “General Theories of Software Engineering (GTSE)”[106, 127–
129, 222] held in conjunction with the International Conference on Soft-
ware Engineering (ICSE) contributed to this endeavor.

As Johnson et al.[215] describe, “there exist general theories of soft-
ware engineering, but they are subjective. [...] In addition to personal
general theories, the software engineering discipline also features a
multitude of well-known specific theories.” They argue that “small
theories are disconnected from each other. They form no coherent
knowledge structure. In fact, based on this mass of principles, an
infinite number of contradictory statements can be derived. [...] Un-
der these circumstances, it is no wonder that every software engineer
seems to have their own general theory. [...] This inhibits the devel-
opment of a cumulative body of knowledge. With a common theory,
however, the scope of the field narrows, as joint investigations are
concentrated to the topics designated by the theory.” The authors em-
phasize the need to discuss and debate a general theory as a “whole
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scientific community,” as this “is arguably more likely to reflect the
real world than the untested, many times unquestioned, idiosyncratic
mix of ideas harbored in the mind of any given community member.”

Contributions made to these efforts include suggestions to the ques-
tion how a general theory should be created[28, 215], which character-
istics it should provide[28, 209], and multiple suggestions of aspects
or models to include in such a general theory[150, 183, 197, 209].

As a result of efforts focusing the first goal, the “Essence—Kernel and
Language for Software Engineering Method” specification was published
by the OMG in November 2014[187] and an updated version[188]
in December 2015. Essence gets described shortly in the following
sections.

2.7.1 Kernel and Language for Software Engineering Methods (Essence)

Figure 2.8 shows the structural composition of Essence.

The Language

The Kernel

Methods

Practices

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 2.8: SEMAT Essence: Method Architecture[188]

The Language delivers syntactic infrastructure to define essential
concepts in a Kernel (1). All elements and concepts are described
using this domain specific language (1).

“The Essence Kernel captures the essential elements of software en-
gineering, those that are integral to all software engineering meth-
ods.”[188]

Based on the concepts of the Kernel, Practices get defined (2). “A
practice is a repeatable approach to doing something with a specific
objective in mind. A practice provides a systematic and verifiable
way of addressing a particular aspect of the work at hand. A Practice
can be part of many methods.”[188]

A chosen Kernel and a set of chosen Practices, which got identi-
fied by a team as best fitting into the given context, eventually get
composed into a Method (3). “Methods are not just descriptions for
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developers to read, they are dynamic, supporting their day-to-day ac-
tivities. [...] A method is not just a description of what is expected to
be done, but a description of what is actually done.”[188]

2.7.2 SEMAT Essence Kernel

“You have achieved
perfection not when
there is nothing left
to add, but when
there is nothing left
to take away.”
—SEMAT authors
citing Antoine de
Saint-Exupèry

“The Software Engineering Kernel is a stripped-down, light-weight
set of definitions that captures the essence of effective, scalable soft-
ware engineering in a practice independent way.”[188]

Osterweil[192] stated, “Software processes are software too.” This
statements fits very well with the software design principle Separation
of Concerns39, which the authors of Essence applied to SE methods.
They separated the common ground, a stable kernel, from varying
practices. And they separated the essentials of every SE endeavor
from the details, depending on the respective context and the chosen
set of practices.

The objective of the kernel is not to represent each detail of any SE
method one could imagine. It was designed to be as small and univer-
sal as possible to represent the inherent essence of each SE endeavor.
With that common foundation, practices can be defined, exchanged
and applied independently. They can be cherry-picked, mixed and
matched by project teams, organizations, and communities based on
their unique needs. By combining the kernel and a set of chosen best
(fitting to the context) practices, teams form their own methods. This
method composition is illustrated in figure 2.9.

= + + + +

Team s
Method

Essence
Kernel

Requirements
Elicitation
Practice

(e.g. Use Cases)

Acceptance
Testing
Practice

Multiple Practices from 
Various Sources

(e.g. Continuous Delivery)

Figure 2.9: SEMAT Essence: Method Composition

To provide the essential elements of any SE endeavor, Essence uses
the concepts of Alphas, Activity Spaces, and Competencies. To preserve
its independence from any practice, it omits the inclusion of other
elements, like work products and activities. These elements are re-

39 “Separation of concerns is a principle that you can apply when designing software
systems to create systems that are made of nonoverlapping modules, each handling
a distinct concern. Separation of concerns helps software systems become extensible
and maintainable. Here, we apply the principle of separation of concerns (SoC) to
methods [...].”[118]
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Area of Concern Alphas Activity Spaces Competencies

Customer Stakeholders,
Opportunity

Explore

Possibilities,
Understand

Stakeholder Needs,
Ensure Stakeholder

Satisfaction,
Use the System

Stakeholder
Representation

Solution Requirements,

Software
System

Understand the
Requirements,

Shape the System,

Implement the System,

Test the System,

Deploy the System,

Operate the System

Analysis,

Development,

Testing

Endeavor Team,
Work,

Way of
Working

Prepare to do the Work,

Coordinate Activity,

Support the Team,

Track Progress,

Stop the Work

Leadership,

Management

Table 2.17: SEMAT Essence Kernel: Elements By Area Of Concern

served for practices, which link their elements to kernel’s respective
elements. This is illustrated in figure 2.13 on page 103.

To facilitate orientation inside of the kernel, it is structured into
three discrete areas of concern, each focusing on specific aspects of SE:

• Customer—focusing on the actual use, the motivation to build
or change, and value provided by the software system to be
produced.

• Solution—focusing on the specification and development of the
software system.

• Endeavor—focusing on the team and how they approach their
work.

Table 2.17 gives an overview of the elements contained in each of the
areas of concern.

Alphas—The Things to Work With

Alphas are the things to work with in each SE endeavor.
Alpha is an abbreviation, standing for “Aspiration Led Progress and

Health Attribute”[118] or “Abstract Progress and Health Attribute”[188].
Both terms stress that these elements represent attributes, or dimen-
sions, of an SE endeavor, a team continuously needs to monitor for
progress and health. The first version emphasizes goal orientation
while latter emphasizes abstractness.
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(a) Example of an Alpha Card (b) Example of an Alpha
State Card

Figure 2.10: SEMAT Essence: Kernel Made Tangible by Provided Cards[280]

Depending on the individual perspectives taken so far, the Oppor-
tunity Alpha may appear more or less obvious to SE practitioners at
first glance, since it represents a less “technical” element of daily SE
activity. This holistic view on SE endeavors, including its surround-
ing and founding context, is a strength of the SEMAT Essence ker-
nel—one that fits very well with lean thinking principles and concepts
gaining popularity recently.

The Essence Kernel is made tangible by providing a card metaphor.
SEMAT provides a set of printable cards containing Alphas’ defini-
tions and Alpha States’ checklists. Such a set of cards is easy to carry
around and supports agile team sessions. Figure 2.10 shows an exam-
ple of both an Alpha card and an Alpha State card.

Alphas provide an abstraction over work products, found in other
approaches, e.g. SPEM[186] or ISO24744[114]).

With this type of elements, it gets possible to provide a common
kernel that is not bound to concrete practices, in which concrete work
products—with specific practice-dependent designations and seman-
tics—exist. Concrete Work Products are provided in Essence by prac-
tices defined on top of the kernel and each associated with a respective
Alpha (cf. figure 2.13 on page 103). Work Products are defined with a
set of Levels of Detail, similar to the Alpha States, and a corresponding
lists of Checkpoints, supporting their assessment. By associating each
Work Product with an Alpha, they are not just one of the artifacts to
produce but contribute to an endeavor’s progress in a very clearly
visible way.
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Alpha Definition States

Stakeholders The people, groups, or organizations who affect or are affected
by a software system.

“[...] provide the opportunity and are the source of the
requirements and funding for the software system. The

team members are also stakeholders. As much
stakeholder involvement as possible throughout a

software engineering endeavor is important to support
the team and ensure that an acceptable software system

is produced.”[188]

Required

Represented

Involved

In Agreement

Satisfied for
Deployment

Satisfied in Use

Opportunity The set of circumstances that makes it appropriate to develop
or change a software system.

“[...] articulates the reason for [...] the software system.
It represents the team’s shared understanding of the

stakeholders’ needs, and helps shape the requirements
for the new software system [...]”[188]

Identified

Solution
Needed

Value
Established

Viable

Addressed
Benefit Accrued

Table 2.18: SEMAT Essence Kernel: Customer Area of Con-
cern—Alphas[188]

The SEMAT Essence Kernel provides seven Alphas: Stakeholders, Op-
portunity, Requirements, Software System, Team, Work, and Way of Work-
ing. These Alphas, their definitions, and Alpha States are summarized
in table 2.18 (Customer area of concern), table 2.19 (Solution area of
concern), and table 2.20 (Endeavor area of concern).

Each Alpha is provided with a set of Alpha States. Each Alpha State
owns a checklist supporting its assessment (cf. figure 2.11). An SE
endeavor is progressed by progressing the states of all Alphas and
retaining their health. The checklist provided to asses each of the Al-
pha States provides immediately usable expert knowledge enabling
even less experienced teams to think holistically about the endeavor
and recognize aspects that otherwise, based solely on team members’
experiences, might be forgotten. Teams are free to add checkpoints to
the list as needed. This contributes to a continuously improving way
of working (kaizen), promoted by lean thinking concepts.

Figure 2.12 illustrates the fact that Alphas do not exist in isolation.
The figure depicts the Alphas of the Essence kernel and their asso-
ciations. Alphas form a net of interrelated elements that have to be
progressed in a balanced way. It is not possible to focus solely on one
or a subset of Alphas if a team strikes for a healthy and progressing
SE endeavor.

By utilizing the Essence kernel, organizations’ SE endeavors, which
may be using different sets of practices in varying contexts, get com-
parable at the level of kernel’s Alphas. This facilitates organization’s
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Alpha Definition States

Requirements What the software system must do to address the opportunity
and satisfy the stakeholders.

“It is important to discover what is needed from the
software system, share this understanding among the

stakeholders and the team members, and use it to drive
the development and testing of the new system.”[188]

Conceived

Bounded

Coherent

Acceptable

Addressed
Fulfilled

Software
System

A system made up of software, hardware, and data that
provides its primary value by the execution of the software.

“The primary product of any software engineering
endeavor, a software system can be part of a larger

software, hardware, or business solution.”[188]

Architecture
Selected

Demonstrable

Usable

Ready

Operational

Retired

Table 2.19: SEMAT Essence Kernel: Solution Area of Concern—Alphas[188]

Alpha Definition States

Team A group of people actively engaged in the development,
maintenance, delivery, or support of a specific software

system.

Seeded

Formed

Collaborating

Performing

Adjourned

Work Activity involving mental or physical effort done in order to
achieve a result.

“[...] everything that the team does to meet the goals of
producing a software system matching the

requirements, and addressing the opportunity [...]”[188]

Initiated

Prepared

Started

Under Control

Conclude
Closed

Way of
Working

The tailored set of practices and tools used by a team to guide
and support their work.

“The team evolves their way of working alongside their
understanding of their mission and their working

environment. As their work proceeds they continually
reflect on their way of working and adapt it as

necessary to their current context.”[188]

Principles

Foundation
Established

In Use

In Place

Working well

Retired

Table 2.20: SEMAT Essence Kernel: Endeavor Area of Con-
cern—Alphas[188]
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Identified

Solution
Needed

Value
Established

Viable

Addressed

Benefit
Accrued Alpha: Opportunity

Identified
A commercial, social, or business 
opportunity has been identified that could 
be addressed by a software-based 
solution.

An idea for improving current ways 
of working, increasing market 
share, or applying a new or 
innovative software system has 
been identified.

At least one of the stakeholders 
wishes to make an investment in 
better understanding the 
opportunity and the value 
associated with addressing it.

The other stakeholders who share 
the opportunity have been 
identified.

Figure 2.11: SEMAT Essence Kernel: Opportunity Alpha with States and
Checkpoints for the Identified Alpha State
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Figure 2.12: SEMAT Essence Kernel: Alphas and Their Associations [Screen-
shot of Essence Kernel Puzzler (cf. section 4.5) adapted from
119, 188]
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Kernel
Content

Practice Content

Method Content

Figure 2.13: SEMAT Essence: Kernel, Practice, and Method Content[188]

tracking of health and progress of multiple endeavors and supports
their management—without tying project teams to just one software
process that may not be recognizing endeavor’s specific needs and
contexts.

Activity Spaces—The Things to Do

To progress an Alpha, a team has to perform an activity addressing
the next target state. The Essence kernel does not provide concrete
activities since they would prescribe a specific way to perform a set of
tasks and bind the kernel to a particular practice. Instead, the Essence
kernel provides a set of Activity Spaces serving as abstract placehold-
ers. These Activity Spaces are the things to do in every SE endeavor.
Activity Spaces are provided with entry and completion criteria rep-
resented by the Alpha States. While Activity Spaces provide the What
and (concerning the Alpha States) When to do, practices deliver con-
crete activities—the How to do. Activities provided by an Essence
practice are classified by an Activity Space. This gets illustrated in
figure 2.13.

Competencies—The Abilities Needed

Besides Alphas and Activity Spaces, the Essence kernel provides a third
type of elements: Competencies, “key capabilities required to carry out
the work of software engineering.”[188] Essence[188] defines compe-
tencies as: “A competency encompasses the abilities, capabilities, at-
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tainments, knowledge, and skills necessary to do a certain kind of
work.” This definition is quite similar to the one given in section 2.3
on page 38. The Essence kernel provides a definition for each of the
six competencies (cf. table 2.17 on page 98) defined and adds a set of
levels. These levels are: 1—Assists, 2—Applies, 3—Masters, 4—Adapts,
and 5—Innovates.

Higher competency levels build on lower ones. “Individuals at lev-
els 1 and 2 have an awareness or basic understanding of the knowl-
edge, skills, and abilities associated with the competency. However,
they do not possess the knowledge, skills, and abilities to perform
the competency in difficult or complex situations and typically can
only perform simple routine tasks without direction or other guid-
ance. Individuals at level 3 and above have mastered this aspect of
their profession and can be trusted to integrate into, and deliver the
results required by, the team.”[188]

However, the Essence kernel defines no associations between Activ-
ity Spaces and Competencies. This is left to the provider of a particu-
lar practice.

2.7.2.1 Special Characteristics of the Essence Kernel

Three design goals make the Essence kernel special[118]:

1. It is designed to be practical: “The rationale for the kernel is to
make the lives of software professionals easier by making meth-
ods more practical and intuitive.”[118] It encourages teams to
take control of their method themselves and evolve and improve
it as their endeavor progresses. Essence takes the stance that
“Process engineers should serve the needs of software profes-
sionals, not the other way around.”[118] This is a big paradigm
shift compared to other attempts of unified process definition,
e.g. SPEM[186] or ISO24744[114].

2. It is designed to be actionable: Instead of just describing an SE
method, the kernel provides support to actually use the method
dynamically while working on an SE endeavor. Alphas with
their Alpha States and corresponding checklists enable teams
to monitor progress and health of the whole endeavor contin-
uously. Alphas dynamically change their current state as the en-
deavor progresses. Activity Spaces addressing Alpha States pro-
vide support at defining next activities to progress the endeavor.

3. It is designed to be extensible: The kernel provides the common
ground that practices can build on. Practices may provide addi-
tional (sub-)alphas, work products, and concrete activities, etc.
to extend the kernel. Practices provide How to do things in
an endeavor. Depending on team’s or organization’s capability
and the background of its developers, the chosen practices may
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Figure 2.14: SEMAT Essence: Need for Practices to Extend the Kernel[118]

deliver more or less detail, just as needed (cf. figure 2.14). As
practices are concerned just with single aspects of software de-
velopment, they can be combined to the specific needs of teams
and organizations. This is illustrated in figure 2.13 on page 103.
The kernel provides the common ground that single practices,
focusing various single aspects, can relate to, forming a consis-
tent whole and resulting in a tailored method. A practice is not
limited to the seven Alphas provided by the kernel. It can bring
in its own Alphas or define sub-Alphas that define existing ones
at a more fine-grained, practice-specific, level. Figure 2.15 illus-
trates that. The specification provides examples and proposes
extensions to the kernel, which might be of use for a number
of teams. Park et al.[198] provide a very detailed description of
how to describe Scrum[141] in terms of and with the power of
Essence.

Utilizing Essence to Drive an SE endeavor

Essence and its kernel support a highly structured, quantifiable, and
goal-oriented approach to progress an SE endeavor. A typical pro-
ceeding follows a Plan-Do-Check-Adapt cycle40, illustrated in figure
2.16:

1. Plan: A team starts with assessing the current state of the en-
deavor. Alphas and their Alpha States ensure that all relevant

40 The Plan-Do-Check-Adapt cycle represents an adapted Demen or Shewart cycle[168],
well known in the field of modern quality control and continuous improvement and
as such part of lean thinking principles.
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Figure 2.15: SEMAT Essence: Two of Development Extension’s sub-Alphas:
Bug and System Element inhibiting and driving, respectively, the
Software System Alpha

dimensions are considered. Checkpoints support the assessment
of each of the Alpha States. Walktroughs or Assessment Poker41 ses-
sions are suitable to assess an endeavor in a team session.[118]
The Activity Spaces addressing next targeted Alpha States sup-
port by identifying next activities. Checkpoints of next planned
Alpha States help to identify necessary tasks.

2. Do: The team works on accomplishing the identified tasks. Emerg-
ing obstacles are removed as they occur.

3. Check: By continuously tracking progress toward defined objec-
tives and tasks, the team ensures to keep focused and following
its chosen way of working.

4. Adapt: Team’s way of working is continuously reviewed and as-
sessed in the same way as all other essential dimensions (Alphas)
of the endeavor. As a team recognizes impediments caused by
their way of working, better (suiting) ways of getting things
done get identified and used. Plans are adapted accordingly.

Essence Language Meta-Levels and Method Enactment

The Essence language is utilizing UML language infrastructure[191]
and consists of a set of meta-levels:

41 Referring to Planning Poker sessions supporting teams using agile methods, e.g.
Scrum[141].
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Plan
- Determine current state.
- Determine next state.
- Determine how to achieve 
  the next state.

Do
- Work toward achieving the
   next state.
- Remove obstacles as they occur.

Check
- Track the work.

- Check that the work is done.

Adapt
- Reflect on what happened.
- Look for more suitable ways
  to work.
- Improve the quality of
  the work.
- Reduce waste.

Figure 2.16: SEMAT Essence Kernel: Plan-Do-Check-Adapt Cycle[118]

• Level 3 (M3)—holding the meta-language to define the basic el-
ement types. (UML MOF42)

• Level 2 (M2)—holding Essence’s language constructs, e.g. Alpha
and Activity.

• Level 1 (M1)—holding the specification elements representing
the kernel and practices, instances of M2, e.g. Requirements Al-
pha, Stakeholders Alpha, Explore Possibilities ActivitySpace, etc.

• Level 0 (M0)—holding the instances (occurrences) at runtime of
an endeavor, e.g. the unique Software System Alpha of Team B’s
endeavor in an SE course in summer semester 2016.

The Enactment of an Essence Method is defined in the Dynamic Seman-
tics of the specification. Essence does not provide only a static method
description. It defines how to enact an Essence method (at level M1)
to provide all necessary elements and structures (at level M0) to run
an endeavor and to track the progress and express the overall state of
a running endeavor. The semantics of a guiding function supporting
a team to plan next tasks to do after defining next target state of the
endeavor are provided too.

Section 4.6 on page 217 describes a tool that provides Essence
method enacting and support at progressing an endeavor.

Essence AND Traditional Methods and Improvement Frameworks

McMahon[199] states “Essence is not in competition with any method
or improvement approach. It can help your team implement what-
ever approach you choose by helping them ask the right questions
leading to better choices based on where their team is now and where

42 The UML Meta Object Facility, part of the UML infrastructure, used to define the
UML—and Essence.[191]
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they need to go next. [...] it can help your team reduce the risk of
failing to achieve a successful outcome and it can do it independent
of whatever way of working you have chosen.”

He adds “the comparisons—I suggest—should not be Scrum ver-
sus Essence, or CMMI versus Essence, or RUP versus Essence. But
rather they should be Scrum versus (Scrum + Essence), or CMMI
versus (CMMI + Essence), or RUP versus (RUP + Essence).”

While the Essence language can be used to implement existing
SE methods, it “is not in competition with any existing practice or
method. It is agnostic to your chosen approach and can be imple-
mented by your team today without changing what you are currently
doing. It is more about helping you do what you are already doing
so you can keep doing it even better in the future.”[199]

By adding a common ground, or a “reference model”, that all teams
can use, regardless of their chosen (agile or not) method, Essence
adds to the ability to constantly measure health and progress of en-
deavors and to improve teams’ way of working.[120, 124]

2.7.3 Essence In Education

The Essence kernel was already introduced in various courses all over
the world[118, 184, 206, 207] resulting in encouraging findings. The
usage of Essence in education and its contribution to learning are
discussed in section 4.2 on page 189.

2.7.4 Conclusions

With Essence the SEMAT initiative provides an approach enabling a
shift towards flexible and composable SE practices instead of mono-
lithic software processes prevalent in past and presence.

With the Essence kernel, this standard provides a compact, practi-
cal, actionable, and extensible set of elements inherent in all SE en-
deavors. As such this kernel serves as a thinking framework as well
as a foundation to define practices and compose them to tailored
methods providing teams with an efficient way of working.

Since the kernel is actionable, it enables a team to continually and
holistically monitor progress and health of all essential dimensions
in an efficient way. With utilizing a PDCA cycle to steer the SE en-
deavor the kernel provides the foundation for continuous improve-
ment throughout an SE endeavor.

With this holistic and pragmatic approach and the associated high
transferability of concepts and knowledge it provides important char-
acteristics that indicate its suitability in SE education. This gets con-
firmed by results of first deployments in academic education and is
why SEMAT Essence was chosen as foundation of the Integrated Ap-
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proach introduced in chapter 4 on page 179.

Binding this approach to the SEMAT Essence specification might
not be without risks. As already discussed, Essence provides strong
arguments for its adoption. Nonetheless, new standards are question-
ing old ones. As people and organizations, in the business, as well as
in the academic world, may be invested in utilizing specific processes,
methods, etc., there may exist a considerable resistance to a prompt
adoption.

2.8 software process simulation modeling (spsm)

The preceding section explored the field of software processes, meth-
ods, and practices. To predict outcomes of using or changing existent
processes as well as generally gaining more insight of the dynamics
of software processes and projects the field of Software Process Simula-
tion (SPS) and Software Process Simulation Modeling (SPSM) have been
developed and applied.

Kellner et al. describe “A software process simulation model focuses
on some particular software development/maintenance/evolution pro-
cess. It can represent such a process as currently implemented (as-is),
or as planned for future implementation (to-be). Since all models are
abstractions, a model represents only some of the many aspects of
a software process that potentially could be modeled—namely the
ones believed by the model developer to be especially relevant to the
issues and questions the model is used to address.”[139]

Zhang et al. state “Process simulation has become a powerful tech-
nology in support of software project management and process im-
provement over the past decades.”[311] A considerable body of lit-
erature was published over the past decades in this field.[11] Since
the suggestion to use simulation modeling to gain a better under-
standing of the software development process, attributed to the work
of McCall et al.[164] in 1979, and pioneering work in the 1980s[2,
3], SPS “has been applied in many software development/mainte-
nance projects with varying process scales and organization settings
over the past decades. It leverages planning, managing, controlling,
improving software processes, and provides software practitioners
(professionals and managers) powerful tools and recognizable bene-
fits.”[311] Since then hundreds of studies on process simulation for
SE had been conducted, a number of secondary studies scoping avail-
able research were published, and several conferences and workshops
encourage contributions in this field.[311]
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2.8.1 Motivation/Purpose/Objectives/Scope

Kellner et al. state that there “is a wide variety of reasons for under-
taking simulations of software process models.”[139] They clustered
purposes of utilizing simulations of software processes into six cat-
egories. Zhang et al.[312] suggest a more fine-grained classification
into ten purpose categories, grouped into the three levels cognitive,
tactical, strategic:

• cognitive level

1. understanding,

2. communication,

3. process investigation,

4. training and learning,

• tactical and strategic levels (differing in scope and impact):

1. prediction and planning,

2. control and operational management,

3. risk management,

4. process improvement,

5. technology adoption,

6. trade-off analysis and optimizing.

As with every modeling attempt, the purpose, and the questions,
which one likes to get answered, are determining model’s scope.

Madachy states “The simulation process in an organization involves
designing a system model and carrying out experiments with it. The
purpose of these ’what if’ experiments is to determine how the real
or proposed system performs and to predict the effect of changes to
the system as time progresses. The modeling results support deci-
sion making to improve the system under study, and normally there
are unintended side effects of decisions to consider. The improve-
ment cycle continues as organizational processes are continually re-
fined.”[159]

The scope of such simulation models “range from single phase, multi-
phase, project, to product evolution.”[311] Depending on research inter-
est the output variables of simulation models may vary. Zhang et
al.[311] identified time (duration), effort (cost), quality, (software) size,
and resource as the most interesting indicators.

Kellner et al. state “A simulation can be deterministic, stochastic,
or mixed. In the deterministic case, input parameters are specified
as single values (e.g., coding for this unit will require 5 work-days
of effort, or 4 hours per hundred lines of code; there will be two
rework cycles on code and unit test; etc.). Stochastic modeling recog-
nizes the inherent uncertainty in many parameters and relationships.
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Rather than using (deterministic) point estimates, stochastic variables
are random numbers drawn from a specified probability distribution.
Mixed modeling employs both deterministic and stochastic parame-
ters.”[139] Purely deterministic models deliver the same result at each
run, so only one run is needed for a set of parameters to obtain those
results. Results of stochastic and mixed models are likely to vary
from run to run. These results may be analyzed statistically across a
batch of simulation runs (Monte Carlo simulation).[139]

Building and using software process simulation models is not a
cheap endeavor. As Zhang et al. state “The development effort re-
quired for the most complex software process models may reach up
to a few person years.“[313] Ali et al. criticize that most studies do
not report the effort associated with their conducting, what interferes
efficiency analysis of the approaches taken.[11] They cite from rare
studies that reported efforts of more than one person-year of effort
for such SPSM studies. They add “Given the nature of software de-
velopment where change is so frequent [...] apart from the cost in
terms of required tool support, training and effort for development,
use and maintenance of simulation models there is the cost of the
necessary measurement program that can feed the model with accu-
rate data that should also be acknowledged for an effective process
simulation.”[11]

Given such high investments, Zhang et al. state “On the basis of
recent evidence in the community [...] SPS remains a much-needed
field of endeavor but it needs additional maturing. Although it can be
very valuable in addressing many problems, it can be more than what
is needed for some problems and can be inadequate for others.”[313]
They propose to set expectations and prediction accuracy as well as
precision in parameter values into relation with the context of the
modeling purpose and desired results. The state “Using a simplified
model with estimated parameter values can often provide useful re-
sults (even if not exact or proven) and process insights with a limited
investment of time and resources and is far better than not simulating.
Trustworthy, quantitative predictions while obtainable for certain ap-
plications require a higher level of investment and remain challenging
to achieve in some aspects of software engineering.”[313]

Challenges Remaining

“However, the impact of SPS research is very difficult to quantify.
Anecdotal evidence exists for the successful applications of process
simulation in software companies.”[311] Basically studies are pro-
claiming benefits of SPSM in all the purpose areas aforementioned.

Ali et al. state “Such range of claimed potential benefits and re-
ports of industrial application and impact give an impression that
simulation is a panacea for problems in Software Engineering (SE).
However, some authors have recently questioned the validity of these
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claims.”[11] In their systematic literature review[11] they “aim to ag-
gregate and evaluate, through a systematic literature review, the em-
pirical evidence on the usefulness of SPSM in real-world settings (in-
dustry and open source software development)” and claim “A large
majority of the primary studies scored poorly with respect to the rigor
and relevance criteria.”

The validation and verification (V&V) of simulation models is in-
terfered by a lack of empirical data. Dickmann et al. state “Method-
ologically, the simplest case is to prove congruence of the simulation
results with real world input-output-data. However, this type of val-
idation is almost never achieved because of ’lack of data’ from soft-
ware development projects. Moreover, this ’lack of data’ is not due
to the shortcomings of the respective research effort (which might be
overcome by a better approach), but poses a principal methodological
problem: software producing organizations are time-varying and can
not be experimentally tested for different scenarios.”[71]

Zhan et al. mention the needed sets of skills that are rarely com-
bined: “Successful industrial adoption of SPS requires four knowl-
edge areas and skill sets: modeling and simulation, analytics and
statistics, managing engagements, and software development and
maintenance (i.e., domain knowledge and experience). This combi-
nation of knowledge and skills is difficult to find in industry. Many
people are developed in one or two of these areas, but relatively few
have developed three or all four of them.”[313]

Ali et al.[11] cite Pfahl, that ”there is no evidence of wide spread
adoption and impact of SPSM research on industry. He also chal-
lenges if SPSM has a realistic potential to have an impact on indus-
trial practice.” The authors conclude a “need to identify the problems
where the use of simulation can be justified given the high cost of
undertaking it and show its utility.”[11] and recommend “In future
work, based on our findings, it is important to evaluate simulation
against the purposes (e.g. education and training, prediction), which
has not been done so far. Future studies should not focus on evalu-
ating the ability of simulation to reproduce reference behaviour, the
fact that it is capable to do this is well established in the literature.”

2.8.2 Prevalent Simulation Formalisms

To investigate different aspects of software processes various model-
ing paradigms have been used. Kellner et al.[139] mention “Despite
best intentions, the implementation approach often influences what is
being modeled. Therefore, the most appropriate approach to use will
be the one best suited to the particular case at hand, i.e., the purpose,
questions, scope, result variables desired, etc.”

Modeling approaches available have different strengths. “In some
instances, die-hard proponents of a given simulation modeling ap-
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proach have seemed to argue that theirs is the best approach to use
and is entirely appropriate for every situation. It is probably true that
a model developer who is very skillful with a particular approach and
tool can succeed in modeling almost any process situation with that
approach and tool – no matter how awkward and unnatural the rep-
resentation may ultimately be. However, we are convinced that no
single modeling approach or tool is the most natural and convenient
one to use in all software process situations.”[139]

Software processes have been simulated by a number of simulation
formalisms/paradigms, including discrete-event simulation (or state-based
simulation), System Dynamics (or continuous simulation), hybrid simula-
tion approaches, and less often Petri nets, agent-based simulation, and
further approaches. System Dynamics (SD) and Discrete-Event Sim-
ulation (DES) have been the two most commonly used simulation
paradigms.[7, 9, 11, 139, 154, 311]

2.8.2.1 System Dynamics (SD)

So far System Dynamics (SD) has been the most utilized simulation
paradigm in SPSM. It was this paradigm that was used by Abdel-
Hamid to build first simulation models of the dynamics of software
projects[2, 3]. Lots of other models and approaches to utilize SD in
SE education[49, 90, 210–212] followed over the years.

“Models using the system dynamics paradigm represent the project
environment as a set of differential equations. Integrating these equa-
tions over time describes the behavior of project variables such as
staff levels, motivation, and the number of detected errors.”[163]

Osterweil states those models are “focused on phenomenological
observations of external behaviors of processes.”[193] As Kellner et
al. describe “Continuous-time simulations (e.g., system dynamics)
tend to be convenient for strategic analyses, initial approximations,
long term trends, high-level (global) perspectives, etc. – essentially
analyses above the detailed process level. [...] System dynamics [...]
models the levels and flows of entities involved in the process, al-
though those entities are not individually traced through the process.
Changes happen in a continuous fashion.”[139] Time is advanced in
relatively small constant steps. A modeler controls accuracy of calcu-
lations by setting the time steps small enough.[163]

Martin and Raffo state “While these models are very good at demon-
strating the effects of feedback loops which may exist in the project
environment, they are inherently limited in their ability to represent
discrete process steps.”[163] Elements or entities in the process, such
as project members or process artifacts, are modeled in aggregated
form, omitting single steps in the process.
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System Dynamics Discrete Event System

Focus macro-level process dynamicsa micro-level process dynamicsb

Time
Orientation

continuousc discreted

Advantages accurately captures the effects
of feedback,

clear representation of the
relationships between dynamic

variables

CPU efficient since time
advances [solely] at events,

attributes allow entities to vary,

queues and interdependence
capture resource constraints

Disadvantages sequential activities are more
difficult to represent,

no ability to represent entities
or attributes

continuously changing
variables not modeled

accurately,

no predefined mechanisms for
states and their transitionse

Table 2.21: Comparison of Modeling Techniques: System Dynamics vs. Dis-
crete Event System [139, 311]

a “focused on phenomenological observations of external behaviors of processes”[193]
b “focused on the study of the internal details and workings of processes”[193]
c represented by a set of differential equations
d Simulation time advances solely at events, potentially changing state.
e The DEVS formalism (cf. section 3.4) provides internal and external transition functions to define

timing (the what and when) of its models but leaves mechanics (the how) to transition between
(potentially complex) states to the modeler.

2.8.2.2 Discrete Event Simulation (DES)

Kellner et al. describe Discrete Event Simulation (DES): “Discrete
event and state-based simulations tend to be convenient for detailed
process analyses and perspectives, resource utilization, queuing, rel-
atively shorter-term analyses, etc. [...] Discrete event models con-
tain distinct (identifiable and potentially differing) entities that move
through the process and can have attached attributes. Changes hap-
pen in discrete steps. This supports sophisticated, detailed analyses
of the process and project performance.”[139] Such entities may in-
clude specific process tasks and unique process artifacts with descrip-
tive attributes.[163]

The Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) is a specific DES for-
malism with a sound theoretical background. It was introduced in
the early 1970s[308]. Since then it was utilized in many different
domains and extended over the following decades. Discrete Event
System Specification (DEVS) gets described in section 3.4 on page 131.

Table 2.21 summarizes characteristics of SD and DES.

Hybrid Simulation Approaches

To make use of more than one simulation paradigm, they got com-
bined in hybrid simulation approaches. Such approaches employ
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more than one simulation technique, e.g. by combining discrete and
continuous simulation. Zhang et al.[311] state “By combining discrete
and continuous simulations, for example, hybrid process simulation
is capable of addressing both the micro-level and macro-level process
dynamics, and breaks through the limitations of applying any sin-
gle simulation method. However, integrating these two approaches
faces the issues of compatibility, interoperability and synchronization
when executing simulation. Most of the hybrid process simulations
are based on the combination of SD and DES.” A number of hybrid
simulation models of software processes were developed by the SE
community [54, 75, 158, 163, 220].

2.8.3 Conclusions

The two most common simulation formalisms for SPSM are SD and
DES, both having their strengths and weaknesses. A simulation for-
malism should be chosen depending on its strengths related to the
purpose the simulation should provide.

SD has its strength at capturing feedback loops and delays, both
challenging and often not easy to grasp to the human mind. It is
focused on the macro-level process dynamics. To represent sequential
activities is not a strength of this approach.

The primary purpose of the simulation is to drive a digital learn-
ing game providing the opportunity to control a virtual team in an
SE endeavor, basically to follow a PDCA cycle (cf. section 2.7.2.1 on
page 105), and to provide a holistic view on the endeavor. This re-
quires a focus on micro-level process dynamics and the representa-
tion of sequential activities.

DES provides those characteristics. DES can be implemented in sev-
eral ways. For the introduced approach a formalism with strong theo-
retical foundation, one that is capable of providing hybrid simulation
once it should be required, is preferred over a built-from-scratch ap-
proach. That’s why DEVS got chosen to provide its strengths to drive
a new simulation approach supporting DGBL in SE (methods) educa-
tion. This simulation approach gets introduced in the next chapter 3

on page 117.





3
A N E W S I M U L AT I O N A P P R O A C H S U P P O RT I N G
D G B L I N S E M E T H O D S E D U C AT I O N

“Everything should
be made as simple as
possible, but not
simpler.”
—Albert Einstein

This chapter introduces a new simulation model designed to sup-
port DGBL in SE methods education. Before the model itself gets
described, the experimental frame and guiding principles for a new
modeling approach get defined. The foundational building blocks,
the DEVS simulation formalism and Finite State Machines, get intro-
duced. While the SE community might be familiar with the latter, the
first one is rather special and likely less known for all those, less ex-
posed to simulations and their formalisms. The simulation approach
gets described in detail, and a streamlined modeling workflow gets
introduced. The chapter closes with a conclusion and discussion of
conceivable enhancements to the approach which might be topics of
future work.

3.1 experimental frame

This simulation approach aims at enabling interactive exploration of
the SE methods1 based on SEMAT Essence, underlying concepts, el-
ements and their dependencies to provide the foundation of a game
environment, where students of SE are enabled to control a virtual
SE endeavor preparing them for their own real SE endeavors.

3.2 guiding principles for a new modeling approach

Synergies

It was already stated (section 2.5 on page 68) that existing simula-
tion and game approaches in software process education require re-
markable initial training effort to get familiar and productive using
them—unfortunately those initial investments are not of direct use
outside of the particular simulation and game environment.

It is often mentioned that the modeling process itself is an ex-
tremely instructive activity for any modeler because it makes the
modeler thinking deeply about the problem domain. This research
work aims at a straightforward modeling process that is highly trans-
parent and enables direct knowledge transfer from the modeling pro-
cess to practical application.

1 for now focused on the SEMAT Essence kernel, but extensible to provide Essence
methods in the future

117
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Thinking about the simulation model should be to the greatest ex-
tent thinking about Essence itself. Adding as few concepts as possible
to enable interactive exploration in a game context, the effort invested
by users of this simulation approach should ideally be of direct use
outside of the simulation and game environment—making the mod-
eler a better Essence user or even designer. Limitations or ambigui-
ties emerging modeling the simulation should be attributable to the
chosen Essence method, practice or kernel itself. That way finding
solutions to such challenges should enable the modeler to be aware
of them in real SE endeavors, to apply similar solution strategies and
to refine the underlying Essence kernel, practice or method itself.

Simplicity and Transparency

Following the philosophy of Essence, the simulation approach should
be able to enable a holistic view to SE by containing only the essential
elements. On the other hand, it should be extensible to contain more
fine-grained and detailed elements when needed. Results of simula-
tion runs should be easy to explain. Reducing embedded concepts to
the essentials while keeping a holistic view reduces interfering effects
obfuscating learning outcomes.

Having in mind that this simulation approach is primarily destined
for integration into a game environment, players of such game should
not be faced with the underlying simulation formalism. They should
be focused on applying the chosen method/kernel and communicate
with their virtual team without any further abstractions.

Integrated SE Method Description

The embedded method/kernel documentation serves as learning ma-
terial. It is closely connected to additional tools utilized in the game-
play (cf. section 4.6 on page 217) and hence an integral part of the
gameplay.

Efficient Model Construction and Customization/Flexibility

Building a simulation model following this proposed approach should
be a transparent process. Utilizing Essence method definitions, de-
fined in a standard tool, the effort to enhance this model with param-
eters for the intended purpose should be straightforward and feasible
for everyone familiar with essence concepts. If no deep customization
of the underlying simulation model elements’ internals is needed, the
modeler should not need any deeper knowledge about simulation for-
malisms. Anyone in need of deeper customization of the underlying
model elements should find a simulation model based on approved
standards and enabled to be relatively easily extended.
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Deterministic simulation model

Primarily intended for supporting a game environment that facili-
tates social interaction as collaboration and competition the simula-
tion model has to be deterministic and always to deliver same results
given the same inputs. The Simulation Game based on this simulation
model is intended to be played more or less just once by students
to prepare them for practical project work, hence the enhancement
of the model with stochastic elements would not provide the vari-
ation that might be desirable when the simulation/game would be
run multiple times by the same learners.

Interactive and Embeddable in a Game Context

As stated this approach is designed to produce interactive models
which primarily serve as the foundation of a game environment. Most
simulation libraries available are not built to provide interactivity out
of the box but to run a simulation once and to analyze the collected
measures.

Models resulting from this proposed approach are built to provide
interactivity. A person running the simulation is enabled to assign
activities to a virtual workforce (Essence Alpha Team). The running
simulation model provides feedback upon the occurrence of defined
events, e.g. the start or the accomplishment of a given task. Inte-
grated simulation model development and execution environments
comparable to IDEs in software development are not designed to be
embedded in such a game context.

The simulation model and its execution environment have to be
able to communicate with a game environment, taking input from
and delivering output to this game environment. Communicating
with a web-based game environment requires corresponding com-
munication mechanisms. The execution environment has to be able
to run multiple simulations simultaneously to enable a course of SE
students to play at the same time fostering social interaction.

Extensible and Testable

The approach was designed to be initially capable of the SEMAT
Essence kernel but to provide the opportunity to be extended, e.g. to
represent dynamic Essence methods composed of Essence practices.

Building software to embody a simulation model to depict SE pro-
cesses, the elements of the model and the model itself have to be
testable by automatic test or specification suites.
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Evaluation

The evaluation of the simulation model is provided by its reasonable
utilization by the game environment it is designed for. Different from
industrial use cases (cf. section 2.8 on page 109), the simulation model
is not designed to predict future outcomes of software projects in
some way. Hence a fit of models results with historical project data is
not rewarding.

3.3 building interactive instructional models based on

semat essence

The simulation approach presented here uses the elements of the SE-
MAT Essence language especially the elements of the Essence kernel
described in detail in chapter 2.7. The basic idea is to take these el-
ements like Alphas, Alpha States, Checkpoints and ActivitySpaces
from a defined Essence kernel and to build an instructional simula-
tion model out of them enabling their interactive exploration while
taking account of the inherent conditions and (inter-)dependencies of
method’s elements.

Making Alpha State (Inter-)Dependencies Explicit

This section describes dependencies and interdependencies of Essence
kernel’s Alpha States. To comprehend the elements of the simulation
model and their behavior it is important to be aware of the different
kinds of (inter-)dependencies inherent in the Essence kernel.

Simple Alpha Progressing

As described in section 2.7 an Alpha progresses through its defined
set of Alpha States. Figure 3.1 on page 121 shows the progressing
of the seven Alphas of the Essence kernel. In this diagram, the Al-
phas are grouped by their containing Area of Concern. For the sake
of brevity the Alpha States are coded as numbers following a coding
scheme described in appendix A on page 325. Each column repre-
sents the states of one Alpha. Once all Checkpoints of the first Alpha
State are fulfilled the state is reached, and the Alpha may progress
to its next Alpha State. This process repeats until the target state
or the final state is reached. Each Alpha State, except the respective
first state of an Alpha, is dependent on its predecessor state. This
is represented by the dotted edges. To reach an Alpha State, all its
checkpoints have to be fulfilled. This gets accomplished by perform-
ing an Activity which targets at reaching that state which is shown in
Figure 3.3 on page 123.
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Figure 3.1: Alpha Progressing of the Three Areas of Concern

Alpha State Reassessment – lost Checkpoints and Alpha States

Actually, this is not yet the complete picture because as Alpha States
may get reached, they can get lost too. This is exemplarily pictured
for the Alpha Team in figure Figure 3.2 on page 122. Once the state
Performing is reached, the team is enabled to work effectively and
efficiently. But if a reassessment revealed that at least one of the
checkpoints of this or any of the prior states would not be fulfilled
anymore, that state got lost and the current state of the Alpha Team
is defined to be the most advanced state where all of the checkpoints
are fulfilled. In that case, the team would be missing some condition
to tap its full potential. This case is depicted by the dotted arrows
leading back to one of the prior states in figure Figure 3.2 on page
122.

In an extreme case, an Alpha could lose all its states given that
just one checkpoint of its first Alpha State got lost. To remove obsta-
cles in the way that led to the lost checkpoint(s) should be a highly
prioritized task for a team in an SE endeavor. In the example given
insufficient attention paid to one or more of the ongoing activities
leading to the reached AlphaState progressing may cause such lost Al-
pha States. Stopping to Coordinate Activity, Support the Team or Track
Progress would inevitably lead to losing this Alpha State and a lower
overall performance of the team.
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Seeded Formed Collaborating Performing Adjourned

Team

Figure 3.2: Progressing and Potential Retrogressing of the Team Alpha

Diagram Figure 3.3 on page 123 supplements the progressing of
Essence Kernel’s Alphas by depicting Activity Spaces and their rela-
tionships to the states of kernel’s Alphas. For brevity reasons, Alpha
States and the Activity Spaces are again coded as numbers following
a coding scheme described in the appendix A on page 325. Dotted
edges in the diagram show the regular progressing of Alphas defined
in the Essence kernel as seen in Figure 3.1 on page 121. The colored
nodes in the graph represent Activity Spaces which address Alpha
States represented by the non-colored nodes. Each dashed and solid
directed edge in the graph represents a dependency between an Al-
pha State and an Activity Space. Solid edges incoming to an Activity
Space represent entry criteria as defined in the Essence specification
version 1.1 [188]. These entry criteria were added in version 1.1 of the
standard. Solid edges outgoing from an Activity Space represent the
completion criteria of that Activity Space as defined by the Essence
specification [188]. Version 1.1. of the standard defines only the most
advanced state of an Alpha addressed by the Activity Space explic-
itly and omits the intermediary states addressed by the Activity Space
leading to the state defined as completion criterion. Version 1.0 [187]
of the standard was more explicit at stating that relation. Intermedi-
ary states addressed by the Activity Space are represented by dashed
outgoing edges in the graph shown in Figure 3.3 on page 123.

The relation between an Alpha State and an Activity Space is not
necessarily a one to one relation. Figure 3.4a on page 124 shows a
zoomed in portion of the graph to make apparent that one Activity
Space may address multiple Alpha States including states of different
Alphas and intermediary states leading to the state defined as comple-
tion criterion. In this example the Activity Space Explore Possibilities
targets at reaching Alpha States of two Alphas, firstly state Identi-
fied of the Alpha Stakeholders and secondly state Value Established of
the Alpha Opportunity (via the preceding states Identified and Solution
Needed). On the other hand Figure 3.4b on page 124 visualizes that
one Alpha State may be addressed by multiple Activity Spaces. The
example represented by the zoomed in portion of the graph shows
that the states Demonstrable, Usable and Ready of the Alpha Software
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Figure 3.4: Examples of n:m Associations Between Alpha States and Activity
Spaces

System require performing the two Activity Spaces Implement the Sys-
tem and Test the System.

Alpha State Interdependencies

In section 2.7 on page 95 was elaborated that the Alphas of the Essence
kernel form a net of interrelated elements that have to be progressed
in a balanced way. None of the Alphas exists in isolation and could
be progressed to a final state solely on its own. Alpha Associations
shown in figure 2.12 on page 102 clarify the dependencies between
alphas. Alphas’ progress is defined by their set of Alpha States. On
a lower level, the dependencies between Alphas are apparent in in-
terdependencies of Alpha States. To reach a state of one Alpha may
require reaching a specific state of another Alpha beforehand. While
those dependencies exist in the Essence kernel to provide a holistic
view and the requirement of balanced progressing of Alphas they are
not explicitly defined in the Essence specification. Dependencies are
manifested in descriptions of Checkpoints defining the achievement
of an Alpha State.

As extensively described in an educational case study[244], a team
in an SE project would assess the current state of an SE endeavor
utilizing Alphas, their states, and their Checkpoints. The team would
define next goals regarding next target states and define next tasks
to do—either derived from descriptions of the checkpoints to fulfill
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next to achieve the target states or by utilizing the Activity Spaces
addressing the defined target states.

Discussing single Alpha States and their interdependencies requires
referencing of single Checkpoints describing them. To enable refer-
encing single Checkpoints of Alpha States, they got numbered in B
on page 329 section. Neither does this numbering exist in the Essence
specification [188] nor does it define any sequence on them. It is
used solely for identification and referencing purposes. The graph
presented in figure 3.7 on page 130 shows the result of the analy-
sis. Elements of the Essence kernel got coded as numbers following
a coding scheme described in appendix A on page 325. Details of
the semantical Checkpoint analysis get presented in appendix B on
page 329.

To enable a simulation model based on the Essence kernel ap-
proach and to interactively explore an SE endeavor the inherent de-
pendencies of Checkpoints’ descriptions resulting in Alpha State in-
terdependencies have to be made explicit and integrated into the
model to provide a realistic perspective.

It is not the goal of this work to define the ONE correct path
through an SE endeavor but to define a set of plausible ones that
is possible to explain. There is not just one possible path. As stated
in appendix B on page 329, each topological sort order of the graph
constructed as described in this section indicates a valid one from the
perspective of the chosen modeling approach. Given the flexibility
of the SEMAT Essence kernel, it is possible to interpret checkpoints
differently in a reasonable context-sensitive way, which is potentially
leading to another set of interdependencies. Substituting the pro-
posed set of interdependencies below with a different one and fol-
lowing the procedure described in section 3.3 on page 127 would
produce a different graph and hence lead to a different set of topo-
logical sorting orders defining different possible paths through an SE
endeavor.

Interpreting the description of a given Checkpoint might not be
without ambiguities. Some of those ambiguities are discussed in the
FAQ section of the SEMAT website[248]. While analyzing the descrip-
tion of a Checkpoint each “[...] checklist item should be considered
from the context of the alpha it is a part of—taking a different per-
spective of the same phenomenon. While some checklist items seem
closely related and possibly the same as a checklist item in another
alpha, when you consider each alpha checklist from its own alpha
perspective distinctions often become apparent.”[248]

avoiding circular dependencies To enable the simulation
of the Essence kernel in 3.3 on page 127 the proposed way circular
dependencies have to be avoided.
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Figure 3.5: Avoiding Circular Dependencies (Direct Dependency)

Some of the Alpha States combine checkpoints with multiple influ-
ences from other Alpha States. While it is often sufficient to define
one Alpha State as a precondition to another Alpha State, situations
occur where one Alpha State A depends on another Alpha State B
which in turn depends directly or indirectly on A.

3.5 shows an example where two Alpha States depend on each
other and form a cycle from a graph perspective.

Figure 3.6a on page 127 shows another example where two Alpha
States depend on each other in an indirect way. Involving other Al-
pha States this structure forms a cycle from a graph perspective again.
In this example, the state Seeded (51) of Alpha Team is dependent on
the state Bounded (32) of the Alpha Requirements. The state Principles
Established (71) of Alpha Way of Working is dependent on Team::Seeded
(51) and is itself the predecessor state of Foundation Established (72).
However, that state is a dependency of Requirements::Bounded (32). If
dependencies were modeled that way, a deadlock would occur. Re-
quirements::Bounded could never get reached because its prerequisite
Way of Working::Foundation Established itself could never get reached.
Defining dependencies on the level of Alpha States does not lead to a
valid dependency resolution in that case. To resolve these contradict-
ing dependencies, they have to be defined on a lower level. Figure
3.6b on page 127 shows a solution to the given problem. Not looking
to the Alpha State as a whole but on its set of Checkpoints allows a
more fine-grained analysis and classification of dependencies. That
way a set of Checkpoints was identified (3205, 3206, 3207) that re-
quires Way of Working::Foundation Established (72) as a precondition.
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The remaining set of Checkpoints (3201, 3202, 3203, 3204, 3208, 3209)
were identified as a precondition to Team::Seeded (51). The resulting
partial graph, shown in figure 3.6b, does not include any cycles.

The example above clarified that it might be required to define de-
pendencies not on Alpha State level but Checkpoint level. Defining
the interdependencies on Checkpoints level categorically was not cho-
sen as approach since the high amount of Checkpoints would result
in a much more complex model. This gets obvious by inspecting the
resulting partial graphs (3.5, 3.6). Therefore the definition of inter-
dependencies on Checkpoint level was only used where necessary to
overcome the problem of circular dependencies on Alpha State level.
That way it was possible to define interdependencies without any cir-
cular dependencies for the whole Essence kernel in a relatively com-
pact model. The result is shown in 3.7. The details of the dependency
analysis done on Essence kernel’s Alpha States and their Checkpoints
is described in detail in Chapter B.

inter-dependency definition method A first step at defin-
ing interdependencies to be included in the simulation model is to
identify candidates for interdependencies based on Alpha States. For
that purpose, the descriptions of all Checkpoints of all Alpha States
of all Alphas have to be semantically analyzed for an indication of an
inherent interdependency. Indications for such an inherent interde-
pendency are:
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1. the Checkpoint description includes the name of one or more
other Alpha(s), e.g. “The other stakeholders who share the opportu-
nity have been identified.” (of Alpha State Opportunity::Identified),

2. the Checkpoint description does not use the name of one or
more other Alphas but a term with same meaning, e.g. “The
mechanisms for managing the requirements are in place.” (of Alpha
State Opportunity::Viable)2, or

3. the semantics of the Checkpoint description indicate that a pre-
condition has to be met in order to enable a positive assessment
of that Checkpoint, e.g. “A solution has been outlined.” (of Alpha
State Opportunity::Viable)3.

These indications have to be analyzed in-depth since they do not au-
tomatically represent an interdependency. To give an example: the
description of a Checkpoint of State Identified of Alpha Opportunity
is “An idea for a way of improving current ways of working, increasing
market share, or applying a new or innovative software system has been
identified.”[188] Here the Alpha names “software system” and “ways
of working” are used, but in this early stage of the endeavor it does
not necessarily put any requirements neither on the Software System
Alpha nor on the Way of Working Alpha since that one wasn’t even
meant at this place.

These examples make clear that this process is not without ambigu-
ities and requires considerable effort. Different from existing simula-
tion approaches utilized in DGBL in SE education this effort requires
a modeler to think solely about the underlying domain and to be-
come familiar with ambiguities practitioner may face in their real SE
endeavors. This way the modeler becomes at least a more conscious
Essence user or at best a better Essence author utilizing insights at
creating kernels and practices.

Once all interdependency candidates are identified and captured,
they get iteratively added to a dependency graph, capturing all de-
pendencies4 and interdependencies. Before the first interdependency
candidate gets added to the dependency graph, all dependencies are
added.

After that, each interdependency candidate gets added as an edge
from the precondition State to the respective dependent State, one by
one followed by checking, if the resulting graph is still free of any
cycles. Should the added interdependency edge introduce a cycle to

2 The “mechanisms for managing the requirements” may be read as Way of Working Alpha
with regards to requirements management.

3 The FAQ section at the SEMAT website states “A solution can be proposed on the
basis of a very sketchy understanding, while the outlined solution suggests that work
has been performed to go beyond the initial proposal.”[248]

4 representing advancing Alpha States caused by progressing Alphas as well as rela-
tionships between Activity Spaces and Alpha States addressed by them
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the dependency graph, it has to be removed, and the interdependency
has to be defined at the Checkpoint level as described in section 3.3
on page 125.

The iterative process of defining interdependencies, or rather mak-
ing them explicit, is finished when all interdependency candidates
are added as interdependency edges to the dependency graph and
that one is still free of any cycles.

Figure 3.7 on the following page shows the result of such a seman-
tic analysis. This (inter-)dependency graph was used in the simula-
tion model utilized for conducting the case study presented in chap-
ter 5 on page 251. Appendix B on page 329 documents the analysis
done in detail.

Given the flexibility of the SEMAT Essence Kernel its possible to in-
terpret checkpoints differently in a context-sensitive way potentially
leading to another set of (inter-)dependencies. Substituting the pro-
posed set of interdependencies below with different one and follow-
ing the procedure described in 3.3 would produce a different graph
and hence lead to a different set of topological sort orders defining
different possible paths through an SE endeavor.

Since Checkpoint descriptions use free text and natural language,
it is principally possible that an author is inadvertently introducing
Checkpoint descriptions that are not resolvable by the method de-
scribed above. This may not hinder teams to use the kernel or prac-
tice nonetheless in an SE endeavor but represents an ambiguity au-
thors generally will strive to avoid. Using the proposed method such
ambiguities caused by circular dependencies could be identified and
eliminated.

Requirement: Topological Sortability

To ensure a valid simulation model built with the elements described
in section 3.5.3 on page 143, a constructed directed acyclic graph
(DAG) G = (V, E) with V defined by the the set of all Alpha States
and all their Checkpoints of the chosen Essence kernel/method and
E, the set of all edges (u, v), defined by the set of all implicit and ex-
plicit (inter-)dependencies where v is dependent on u ’s completion,
has to be topological sortable5, hence be directed and free of any cycle.
A directed edge (u, v) in E indicates that vertex u (representing an Al-
phaState or Checkpoint) is a precondition to the dependent vertex v

5 Topological Sort: A topological sort of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (V, E)
“is a linear ordering of all its vertices such that if G contains an edge (u, v), then
u appears before v in the ordering. (If the graph contains a cycle, then no linear
ordering is possible.)”[63] Algorithms to construct a topological sort of any DAG in
linear time include utilizing a Depth First Search (DFS) on G.[63] A topological sort
can be performed in Θ(V + E).
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(again representing an Alpha State or Checkpoint), which means u
has to be accomplished before the work on v can be started.

As far as at least one topological sort orders exist, the simulation
model is executable in a way that every checkpoint can be fulfilled,
hence every Alpha State can be reached, given that each individual
effort x, measured in person-hours, associated with one of the Check-
points in the simulation model is x ∈N, 0 ≤ x < ∞.

3.4 devs and finite state machines

3.4.1 Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS)

The Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) is a formalism with a
sound theoretical background. It was introduced in the early 1970s
[308]. Since then it was utilized in many different domains and ex-
tended over the following decades. The most interesting extensions
in the context of this research are modular, hierarchical models[309] and
Parallel DEVS[56]. Both get described in following sections. Besides
the modeling formalism, DEVS introduces a framework of abstract
simulators [310] building the foundation of many simulation envi-
ronments and frameworks including the one used for this research.

3.4.2 Classic Atomic DEVS

According to Zeigler et al. [310] a classic atomic (behavioral) discrete
event system specification (DEVS) is a structure

M = 〈X, S, Y, δint, δext, λ, ta〉

where

X is the set of input values
S is a set of states
Y is the set of output values
δint : S→ S is the internal transition function
δext : Q× X → S is the external transition function,

where Q = {(s, e) |s ∈ S, 0 ≤ e ≤ ta (s)}is the total state set,
e is the time elapsed since last transition

λ : S→ Y is the output function
ta : S→ R+

0,∞ is the time advance function producing a set
of positive reals with 0 and ∞.

To enable a simulation an initial state s0 ∈ S has to be defined.

To make the modeling easier input and output ports are introduced.
Keeping the same structure as defined above, the definition of X and
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Y changes to

X =
{
(p, v) |p ∈ InPorts, v ∈ Xp

}
is the set of input ports

and values
Y =

{
(p, v) |p ∈ OutPorts, v ∈ Yp

}
is the set of output ports

and values.

The definition of set X allows for a set of input ports p, each having
a defined set of allowed input values Xp. The definition of set Y al-
lows for a set of output ports p, each having a defined set of allowed
output values Yp.

Starting with state s0 ∈ S a model may transition between states
defined by S triggered by internal or external events. In case of an
external event, represented by an incoming message (p, v) at an input
port p ∈ InPorts with value v ∈ Xp, the external transition function
δext computes the new state s′ ∈ S based on v, the current state s ∈ S
and the elapsed time e for which the model has been in state s. If no
external event occurs the model transitions to a new state s′ triggered
by an internal event after time ta(s) since last external or internal
state transition. In that case the new state s′ gets determined by the
internal transition function δint based on current state s. The DEVS
formalism defines that right before—and only right before—an inter-
nal transition the model may generate an output (p, v) with value v
and port p ∈ OutPorts which gets determined by the output function
λ applied to the current state s.

To simplify the modeling phase, a variable σ gets introduced to
store the time given till next transition and to be considered by the
time advance function. The DEVS formalism does not allow an ex-
ternal event to cause an output directly without delay. To enable an
output by a transition triggered by an external event, an internal tran-
sition would have to be scheduled at same simulation time. This can
be accomplished by setting σ to 0 as part of the external transition
function δext and defining the time advance function as ta(s, σ) = σ.

The following simple example model was chosen to illustrate this
modeling approach. The CostCalculator model used in the simula-
tion is a simple atomic DEVS model and serves as calculator of in-
curred costs caused by a virtual team. Costs get calculated on a daily
basis omitting weekends. The cost per working day is modeled as
constant cost_per_working_day and set at model initialization. An
incoming message on input port in_working_day_ended with an ar-
bitrary value triggers the external transition function δext which adds
the value of cost_per_working_day to model’s cost_total variable
and triggers an immediate output by setting the value of σ to 0, hence
triggering an output and internal state transition at same simulation
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time. Model’s state transition depends solely on external events hence
the internal state transition function δint defines no change of model’s
state and sets σ to ∞. Hence the model is waiting for next external
event.

DEVSCostCalculator = 〈X, S, Y, δint, δext, λ, ta〉 ,

where

InPorts = {”in”} , where Xin = V (an arbitrary set)
X = {(”in”, v) |v ∈ Xin} is the set of input ports and values
OutPorts = {”out”} ,where Yout = M, M ⊆ N; ∀m ∈ M : m =

n ∗ cost_per_working_day; n, cost_per_working_day ∈N

Y = {(”out”, v) |v ∈ Yout} is the set of output ports and values.
S = M the set of multiples of cost_per_working_day

δint(s, σ) = (s, ∞) | s ∈ S the internal transition function not changing
state

δext(cost_total, σ) = ((cost_total + cost_per_working_day) , 0)
λ(cost_total) = cost_total

ta(cost_total) = σ =

0 i f the event was external (σ set to 0)

∞ i f the event was internal (σ set to ∞)

3.4.3 Classic DEVS Coupled Models

The DEVS formalism allows to connect atomic models with ports
to form larger structures and more complex models. According to
Zeigler et al.[310] a coupled classic DEVS model can be described as

N = 〈X, Y, D, {Md|d ∈ D} , EIC, EOC, IC, Select〉 ,

where
X =

{
(p, v) |p ∈ InPorts, v ∈ Xp

}
is the set of input ports

and values
Y =

{
(p, v) |p ∈ OutPorts, v ∈ Yp

}
is the set of output ports

and values
D is the set of component names

Component Requirements

Components are DEVS models, for each d ∈ D,

Md = 〈X, S, Y, δint, δext, λ, ta〉

is a DEVS with
Xd =

{
(p, v) |p ∈ InPortsd, v ∈ Xp

}
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Yd =
{
(p, v) |p ∈ OutPortsd, v ∈ Yp

}
.

Coupling Requirements

External input coupling connects external inputs to component in-
puts:

EIC ⊆ {((N, ipN) , (d, ipd)) |ipN ∈ InPorts, d ∈ D, ipd ∈ InPortsd} .

External output coupling connects component outputs to external
outputs:

EOC ⊆ {((d, opd) , (N, opN)) |opN ∈ OutPorts, d ∈ D, opd ∈ OutPortsd} .

Internal coupling connects component outputs to component inputs:

IC ⊆ {((a, opa) , (b, ipb)) |a, b ∈ D, opa ∈ OutPortsa, opb ∈ InPortsb} .

No direct feedback loops are allowed, i.e. not output port of a com-
ponent may be connected to an input port of the same component:

((d, opd) , (e, ipd)) ∈ IC implies d 6= e.

Select : 2D−{} → D is the tie-breaking function to prioritize between
components in case of arbitrary simultaneous events. This function
is used in Classic DEVS but eliminated in Parallel DEVS.

3.4.4 Parallel DEVS

Parallel DEVS, introduced in 1994[56], differs from classic DEVS in
handling imminent components. While the classic DEVS requires to
serialize imminent components, Parallel DEVS allows all imminent
components to be activated and to send their output to other compo-
nents. Receiving components are responsible for proper handling of
this input. Messages, a list of port-value pairs, are the basic exchange
medium. Instead of having a single input, Parallel DEVS models al-
low for a bag of inputs, which may contain multiple occurrences of its
elements. To decide the next state of the model in case of colliding si-
multaneous internal and external events handled by the internal and
external transition functions respectively, a third type of transition
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Figure 3.8: DEVS Hierarchical Models

function gets introduced: the confluent transition. This function may
be used to prioritize the internal and external transition functions.

According to Zeigler et al.[310] a basic Parallel DEVS is a structure,

DEVS = 〈XM, YM, S, δint, δext, δcon, λ, ta〉

where
XM =

{
(p, v) |p ∈ InPorts, v ∈ Xp

}
is the set of input ports

and values
YM =

{
(p, v) |p ∈ OutPorts, v ∈ Yp

}
is the set of output ports

and values
S is the set of sequential states
δint : S→ S is the internal transition function
δext : Q× Xb

M → S is the external transition function
δcon f : Q× Xb

M → S is the confluent transition function
λ : S→ Yb is the output function
ta : S→ R+

0,∞ is the time advance function
Q = {(s, e) |s ∈ S, 0 ≤ e ≤ ta (s)}is the set of total states.

Parallel DEVS Coupled Models are specified as Classic DEVS except
that the Select function is omitted. All imminent components gen-
erate their outputs which are then distributed to their destination
components’ input ports based on the coupling information defined
on the coupled model.

3.4.5 Hierarchical Models

The Parallel DEVS formalism is closed under coupling[56, 310]. A
composite coupled model constructed out of components that are
atomic or coupled models is an Hierarchical Model and itself a coupled
model that could again be integrated into a larger (coupled) model.
Figure 3.8 on page 135 illustrates these structural capabilities in an
UML [190] class diagram representation. It gets recognizable that
this structure conforms to the Composite pattern[88].
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The simulation model proposed in this thesis is a hierarchical paral-
lel DEVS model with ports. The components represented by parallel
atomic and coupled DEVS models, used to construct the hierarchi-
cal model dynamically based on a given Essence kernel/method, are
introduced in the following section 3.5.

3.4.6 Finite State Machines (FSM)

The formalism of Finite State Machines (FSM) was utilized where nec-
essary to complement the DEVS formalism at managing the internal
state of DEVS models, esp. to overcome the necessarily high num-
ber of combined interdependent state variables necessary to represent
the inherent complexity of the models. Implemented Finite State Ma-
chine (FSM)s get introduced, where implemented DEVS models get
described.

3.5 model description

The simulation model proposed in this thesis is a deterministic hier-
archical parallel DEVS model with ports. The components, represented
by parallel atomic and coupled DEVS models, used to construct the
hierarchical model dynamically based on a given simulation model
configuration, are introduced in the following subsections.

3.5.1 Complexity and Level of Detail

The simulation model is as complex and detailed as the underly-
ing Essence method/kernel that was chosen to build the simulation
model.

Considering exclusively the Alphas, their Alpha States, their Check-
points and the Activities/Activity Spaces addressing those Alpha
States of the chosen Essence method or kernel, the chosen Essence
method or kernel itself defines the basic elements of the simulation
model. Adding a minimum set of supplemental concepts and model
elements, this approach ensures highly transparent simulation mod-
els without “hidden surprises”.

Simulating the Essence kernel means in this context, that the vir-
tual workforce is represented as a whole by the Alpha Team. If a
modeler would like to represent single team members, an additional
(sub-)Alpha Team Member with all its Alpha States, their Checkpoints,
and one or more Activities addressing these Alpha States of the new
Alpha, would have to be defined by an Essence practice that was in-
cluded in the underlying Essence method6. The same applies for any

6 Currently the simulation model supports only elements of the SEMAT Essence ker-
nel (cf. section 3.5.5 on page 169).
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other element that gets represented by an Alpha, e.g. bugs, require-
ments items, etc. That way the simulated model is as detailed as the
underlying Essence method/kernel, presenting the same amount of
information and support as the Essence method/kernel does in a real
SE endeavor.

3.5.2 Hierarchical Parallel DEVS Model With Ports

The introduced simulation model is a hierarchical parallel DEVS model
with ports. The model for the Essence kernel can be described as
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N = 〈X, Y, D, {Md|d ∈ D} , EIC, EOC, IC〉 , where

InPorts = {”in_resume”, ”in_resource_assignment”}
Xin_resume = {”resume”}

Xin_resource_assignment ={(da1, v1), . . . , (daz, vz) | da1..az ∈ DActivitySpace,

v1..z ∈N, ∑
i

vi ≤ RESOURCES_AVAILABLE}

OutPorts = {”out_ui_message”}
Yout_ui_message =V(an arbitrary set)

D ={ActivitySpace, Alpha, AlphaState, Checkpoint,

MultiActivityCheckpoint, CalendarTime,

CostCalculator, AssignmentAllocator, SimPause,

UIHttpSender, SinglePer f ormanceFactor,

TotalPer f ormanceFactor, IntelligentTutor,

SimulationReporter}
Mactivity_space1..15 =ActivitySpace

Malpha1..7 =Alpha

Malpha_state1..41 =AlphaState

Mcheckpoint1..i =Checkpoint

Mmulti_activity_checkpoint1..j =MultiActivityCheckpoint

Mcalendar_time =CalendarTime

Mcost =CostCalculator

Massignment_allocator =AssignmentAllocator

Msim_pause =SimPause

Mper f ormance_ f actor =SinglePer f ormanceFactor

Mtotal_per f ormance_ f actor =TotalPer f ormanceFactor

Mui_http_sender =UiHttpSender

Msim_reporter =SimulationReporter

Msim_tutor =IntelligentTutor

EIC =

{((N, ”in_resume”), (”sim_pause”, ”in_resume”)),

((N, ”in_resource_assignment”),

(assignment_allocator, ”in_resource_assignment”))}
EOC ={((ui_http_sender, ”out_ui_message”),

(N, ”out_ui_message”)),

((ui_http_sender, ”out_sim_report”),

(N, ”out_sim_report”))}
IC =ICcal_time ∪ ICpause ∪ ICper f ∪ ICreport ∪ ICprecond∪

ICactivity_cp ∪ ICalloc ∪ ICalpha_state ∪ ICstate_cp
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The Internal Couplings IC are assembled from the following partial
sets:

• The calendar time internal couplings ICcal_time connecting the
CalendarTime DEVS model with all models in need of informa-
tion about start and end of (working) days. The CalendarTime
DEVS model is described in section 3.5.3 on page 157.

ICcal_time ={((calendar_time, ”out_end_working_day”),

(sim_tutor, ”in_working_day_ended”)),

((calendar_time, ”out_end_working_day”),

(cost, ”in_working_day_ended”)),

((calendar_time, ”out_end_working_day”),

(checkpoint1..i, ”in_working_day_stop”)),

((calendar_time, ”out_end_working_day”),

(activity_space1..15, ”in_working_day_stop”)),

((calendar_time, ”out_start_working_day”),

(checkpoint1..i, ”in_working_day_start”)),

((calendar_time, ”out_start_working_day”),

(activity_space1..15, ”in_working_day_stop”))}, where

checkpoint1..i is the set of Checkpoint DEVS model instances includ-
ing the set of MultiActivityCheckpoint DEVS model instances and
activity_space1..15, the set of 15 ActivitySpace DEVS model instances.

• The simulation reporter internal couplings ICreport connecting
DEVS models of relevance with the SimulationReporter model
collecting simulation state information.
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ICreport ={((checkpoint1..i, ”out_status”),

(sim_reporter, ”in_status”)),

((calendar_time, ”out_new_day_started”),

(sim_reporter, ”in_status”)),

((calendar_time, ”out_status”),

(sim_reporter, ”in_status”)),

((cost, ”out_money_spent”),

(sim_reporter, ”in_status”)),

((resource_allocator, ”out_status”),

(sim_reporter, ”in_status”)),

((total_per f ormance_ f actor, out_status),

(sim_reporter, ”in_status”)),

((per f ormance_ f actor, out_status),

(sim_reporter, ”in_status”)),

((activity_space1..15, out_status),

(sim_reporter, ”in_status”)),

((alpha1..7, out_status),

(sim_reporter, ”in_status”)),

((sim_reporter, ”out_status”),

(ui_http_sender, ”in_sim_report”))}, where

• The pause internal couplings ICpause enabling interactivity in
terms of input and output of the simulation model by connect-
ing Checkpoint and IntelligentTutor with the SimulationPause,
ResourceAllocator and UiHttpSender models.

ICpause ={((sim_tutor, ”out_tutoring_ui_message”),

(sim_pause, ”in_pause_simulation”)),

((sim_tutor, ”out_tutoring_ui_message”),

(ui_http_sender, ”in_ui_message”)),

((sim_tutor, ”out_tutoring_ui_message”),

(resource_allocator, ”in_awaiting_assignment”)),

((checkpoint1..i, ”out_ui_message”),

(sim_pause, ”in_pause_simulation”)),

((checkpoint1..i, ”out_ui_message”),

(ui_http_sender, ”in_ui_message”))}, where

checkpoint1..i is the set of Checkpoint DEVS model instances includ-
ing the set of MultiActivityCheckpoint DEVS model instances.

• The performance couplings ICper f enabling a representation of
team performance in the simulation model:
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ICper f ={((alpha1..p, ”out_status”),

(per f ormance_ f actor1..p, ”in_alpha_status”)),

((per f ormance_ f actor1..p, ”out_current_ f actor”),

(total_per f ormance_ f actor, ”in_single_per f ormance_ f actor”)),

((total_per f ormance_ f actor, ”out_total_per f ormance_ f actor”),

(checkpoint1..i, ”in_e f f ective_working_power_ f actor”))}, where

each alphai that got defined as performance factor gets coupled
to its exclusive corresponding per f ormance_ f actori and all of these
per f ormance_ f actor1..p get coupled to the one total_per f ormance_ f actor
which aggregates them and is in turn coupled to each of the Check-
points checkpoint1..i including all MultiActivityCheckpoint instances.

• The Checkpoint/ActivitySpace coupling connecting all Activi-
tySpace instances bidirectionally with all those Checkpoint in-
stances that they are addressing, enabling the assignment of
resources, their loss due to inactivity in the case of an ongoing
activity, and the signaling of fulfillment of a Checkpoint:

ICactivity_cp ={((activity_spacei, ”out_checkpointij _resources_assigned”),

(checkpointij , ”in_resources_assigned”)),

((activity_spacei, ”out_checkpointij _lost”),

(checkpointij , ”in_lost”)),

((checkpointij , ”out_ f ul f illed”),

(activity_spacei, ”in_checkpoint_completed”))}, where

checkpointij represents a Checkpoint j that gets addressed by an Ac-
tivitySpace activity_spacei and ”out_checkpointij _resources_assigned”
as well as out_checkpointij _lost represent the set of output ports, where
each port is exclusively coupled to one checkpointij .

• The Alpha/Alpha State couplings connecting all Alpha instances
bidirectionally with their respective set of Alpha State instances
enabling the signaling of reached and lost (predecessor) states:
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ICalpha_state ={((alphai, ”out_alpha_stateij _predecessors_reached”),

(alpha_stateij , ”in_predecessor_states_reached”)),

((alphai, ”out_alpha_stateij _predecessors_lost”),

(alpha_stateij , ”in_predecessor_states_lost”)),

((alpha_stateij , ”out_ f ul f illed”),

(alphai, ”in_state_reached”)),

((alpha_stateij , ”out_state_lost”),

(alphai, ”in_state_lost”))}, where

alpha_stateij represents an Alpha State instance j that is part of an
Alpha instance alphai and ”out_alpha_stateij _predecessors_reached” as
well as out_alpha_stateij _predecessors_lost represent a set of output
ports, where each port is exclusively coupled to one alpha_stateij .

• The Alpha State/Checkpoint couplings connecting each of the
Alpha State instances bidirectionally with their respective set of
Checkpoint instances enabling the signaling of satisfied precon-
ditions and fulfilled or lost Checkpoints:

ICstate_cp ={((alpha_statei, ”out_checkpoints_preconditions_satis f ied”),

(checkpointij , ”in_alpha_state_preconditions_satis f ied”)),

((checkpointij , ”out_ f ul f illed”),

(alpha_statei, ”in_checkpoint_ f ul f illed”)),

((checkpointij , ”out_lost”),

(alpha_statei, ”in_checkpoint_ f ul f illed”))}, where

checkpointij represents an Checkpoint instance j contained by an
Alpha State instance i.

• The precondition couplings, representing the preconditions de-
fined explicitly by the modeler. Precondition couplings connect
each of the model instances, serving as precondition and repre-
sented by an Alpha State or Checkpoint model instance, with
each of its dependent models, which may be a set made out of
any combination of Alpha States and/or Checkpoints:

ICprecond ={((preconditioni, ”out_ f ul f illed”),

(dependentij , ”in_preconditions_satis f ied”))}, where

preconditioni represents an Alpha State or Checkpoint model in-
stance i which was defined as precondition to all of dependentij , each
representing an other Alpha State or Checkpoint j (i 6= j) dependent
on i .
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• The resource allocation couplings connecting the ResourceAllo-
cator model instance with all of the ActivitySpace instances via
an exclusive output port for each of the ActivitySpaces:

ICalloc ={((resource_allocator, ”out_activityi”),

(activity_spacei, ”in_resource_assignment”))}.

The DEVS models coupled internally and externally get described
in the next section. A rigorous formal description as done for the
CostCalculator atomic DEVS model in section 3.4.2 on page 131 was
omitted for the sake of brevity. All the models explained in following
subsections follow the definition of atomic parallel DEVS with ports
described in section 3.4.4 on page 134, except for the MultiActivity-
Checkpoint model which represents a coupled parallel DEVS model.
Each of the models gets explained with its motivation, its most im-
portant characteristics, its role in the system and its input/output
capabilities.

3.5.3 Model Elements Overview

The following sections provide an overview and descriptions of the
model’s elements. Table 3.1 on the following page provides a list of
the included models.
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Model name Location

ActivitySpace Section 3.5.3

Alpha Section 3.5.3 on page 146

AlphaState Section 3.5.3 on page 148

Checkpoint Section 3.5.3 on page 149

MultiActivityCheckpoint Section 3.5.3 on page 153

CalendarTime Section 3.5.3 on page 157

CostCalculator Section 3.5.3 on page 161

AssignmentAllocator Section 3.5.3 on page 161

SimPause Section 3.5.3 on page 162

SinglePerformanceFactor Section 3.5.3 on page 163

TotalPerformanceFactor Section 3.5.3 on page 163

IntelligentTutor Section 3.5.3 on page 165

UIHttpSender Section 3.5.3 on page 165

SimulationReporter Section 3.5.3 on page 165

Table 3.1: List of Models

ActivitySpace

An ActivitySpace in the simulation model represents an Essence Ac-
tivity Space. Essence Activity Spaces are generic abstract placehold-
ers for concrete Activities that may get defined by Essence practices
(cf. section 2.7 on page 95). To enable the simulation of the Essence
kernel, where no concrete Activities are defined, Activity Spaces are
handled in the same way as concrete Activities7 in the context of the
simulation model.

As described in section 2.7.2 on page 103, Activity Spaces target
at reaching defined Alpha States, each assessable by a set of Check-
points. The simulation model manifests this concept by sequentially
fulfilling the Checkpoints of the addressed Alpha State(s). To simplify
the simulation model, the virtual workforce processes Checkpoints in
a sequential style. The sequence in which Checkpoints of addressed
Alpha States get fulfilled—conceptionally the result demanded by a
Checkpoint gets achieved—is defined by the modeler. At this, the
mixing of Checkpoints of different Alpha States is allowed, as long as
Checkpoints belonging to different Alpha States of one Alpha are not

7 In the Essence language both, Activity and ActivitySpace share the same base class
AbstractActivity.
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mixed. Checkpoints of one Alpha have to be sequenced in the order
defined by the sequence of Alpha States they belong to.

To perform an Activity consumes resources—to achieve the result
demanded by a Checkpoint needs effort to be done. From a DEVS
perspective, an Activity serves as resource consuming service station.
The number of activities and the effort done by the virtual team is
limited by the person-hours per working day available, a parameter
of the simulation model. The simulation model allows to split the
available person-hours per working day and to allocate the amount
to a different set of activities for the desired period. Once the virtual
workforce spent enough effort performing an Activity a Checkpoint
of the addressed Alpha State gets fulfilled given all preconditions for
working on that Checkpoint are satisfied beforehand (cf. 3.5.3 and
3.5.3). Performing—or better non-performing—an Activity, where
not all preconditions are satisfied, consumes resources too but with-
out reaching the addressed Alpha State by fulfilling its describing
Checkpoints.

An Activity may have an ongoing character, which means that
while performing it once may result in a targeted Alpha State, that
state could get lost afterward, if the Activity would not be performed
anymore. Some Activities of the Endeavor Area of Concern may
serve as examples. Once a team would not be supported anymore
(Support the Team), once a team would stop to track its progress
(Track Progress) or stop to coordinate its activities (Coordinate

Activity) its performance would certainly decrease. Because this is
an important concept, it is represented in the simulation model. A
modeler may define a minimum amount of person-hours per work-
ing day that would have to be performed to maintain a state once
reached. If the virtual workforce were not assigned with at least that
minimum amount to the activity, checkpoints would not be fulfilled
anymore. They would get lost resulting in lost Alpha States after
a defined number of working days without performing the ongoing
activity. The sequence and number of working days in which Check-
points once fulfilled by performing a given Activity would get lost
are defined as parameters of the model. The same applies to the
number of person-hours that would have to be performed to regain
those Checkpoints and hence the corresponding Alpha State. If the
amount of assigned person-hours per working day is not sufficient
(lower as the minimum amount defined by the modeler as a parame-
ter), no progress is made by the virtual workforce at performing this
activity.

Table 3.2 on page 146 describes the input and output ports of the
ActivitySpace DEVS atomic model. The last column of the table
shows the quantity of the respective DEVS port. Most of the ports are
created just once per ActivitySpace instance others are dynamically
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Type Name Purpose Quantity

IN in_resource_assignment receive assigned resources 1

IN in_checkpoint

_completed

get informed about completed
Checkpoints

1

IN in_working_day_start get informed about start and
end of a working day

1

IN in_working_day_stop 1

OUT out_checkpoint_<X>

_resources_assigned

inform current checkpoint
about resource assignment

dynamic: 1 per
addressed

Checkpoint

OUT out_checkpoint_<Y>

_lost

inform checkpoints “to
maintain” about lost status

dynamic: 1 per
Checkpoint “to

maintain”

OUT out_status measurement and intelligent
tutoring

1

Table 3.2: I/O Ports of ActivitySpace DEVS Model

determined at model creation time to reflect a number of associated
atomic DEVS models of the respective type.

Figure 3.9 on page 147 shows the state machine implemented to
manage the state of the ActivitySpace model. An ActivitySpace starts
in state waiting. Once resources get assigned, it gets in state pro-
gressing and assigns its resources to the first Checkpoint in its list
of addressed Checkpoints. Should the amount of resources assigned
be too low it gets in a not-progressing state where no progress is
made. Once all Checkpoints are fulfilled the ActivitySpace gets in
the final state completed, if it is not representing an ongoing activity.
In case it should represent an ongoing activity, it gets in state main-
tenance. Once in that state, it may lose checkpoints due to insuffi-
cient resources assigned to it and transition to state retrogressing,
where it may lose more and more of the once fulfilled Checkpoints.
If enough resources get assigned to the ActivitySpace, it gets in state
progressing resulting in fulfilled Checkpoints and eventually in state
maintenance again, once all Checkpoints got fulfilled.

In a simulation model of the Essence kernel [188] 15 atomic DEVS
models of this type ActivitySpace exist.

Alpha

As the ActivitySpace atomic DEVS model, the Alpha atomic DEVS
model represents the Essence element type of the same name. An Al-
pha DEVS model manages its Alpha States by being informed about
reached and lost Alpha States it is containing. At the same time the
Alpha DEVS model informs subsequent Alpha States about the ac-
complishment and loss of their respective predecessor states.
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Figure 3.9: FSM ActivitySpace
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Alphain_state_reached

in_state_lost

out_alpha_state_<X>_predecessors_reached

out_alpha_state_<X>_predecessors_lost

out_status

Figure 3.10: I/O Ports of Alpha DEVS Model

Type Name Purpose Quantity

IN in_state_reached
get informed about the
accomplishment of a contained
Alpha State

1

IN in_state_lost get informed about the loss of a
contained Alpha State (cf. 3.5.3)

1

OUT out_alpha_state_<X>

_predecessors_reached

inform subsequent Alpha State
about the accomplishment of
preceding state

dynamic: 1 per
contained

Alpha State

OUT out_alpha_state_<Y>

_predecessors_lost

inform subsequent Alpha State
about the loss of preceding
state

dynamic: 1 per
contained

Alpha State

OUT out_status measurement and intelligent
tutoring

1

Table 3.3: I/O Ports of Alpha DEVS Model

Figure 3.10 on page 148 shows the input and output ports of the
DEVS model. Table 3.3 on page 148 describes these ports and gives
information about their purpose and quantity. Some of the ports
are created just once per Alpha instance. The number of others gets
determined dynamically at model creation time to reflect the number
of associated Alpha States. In a simulation model of the Essence
kernel[188], 7 atomic DEVS models of type Alpha exist.

AlphaState

The AlphaState atomic DEVS model represents an Essence Alpha
State. It keeps track of the state of its own preconditions, of the ac-
complishment of its predecessor AlphaState, and manages its Check-
points by observing their state and keeping them informed about the
fulfillment of its preconditions. AlphaState informs its containing Al-
pha about its changes in state. Figure 3.11 on page 149 shows the
shows the input and output ports of the DEVS model. Table 3.4 on
page 150 describes these ports and gives information about their pur-
pose and quantity.

Both, the state of the preceding AlphaState and the preconditions
in form of interdependencies explicitly defined by the modeler, rep-
resent preconditions to an AlphaState. These different types are han-
dled in separate ways to clearly distinguish between the former type
that is defined by the Essence kernel and language and the latter type
that represents an addition of this simulation approach (cf. 3.3).
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AlphaStatein_checkpoint_fulfilled

in_checkpoint_lost

in_predecessor_states_reached

in_predecessor_states_lost

in_preconditions_satisfied

in_preconditions_unsatisfied

out_checkpoints_preconditions_satisfied

out_checkpoints_preconditions_lost

out_fulfilled

out_state_lost

out_status

Figure 3.11: I/O Ports of AlphaState DEVS Model

Figure 3.12 on page 151 visualizes the inner states of the atomic
DEVS model and their transitions defined by an FSM. In the sim-
plest case an AlphaState instance has no defined preconditions and
is waiting solely for the accomplishment of its predecessor state. If
that state was reached, the AlphaState signals this accomplishment to
its checkpoints, gets in state running and keeps track of its fulfilled
checkpoints. Once all its checkpoints got fulfilled, the AlphaState is
reached and signals its containing Alpha its own accomplishment.

As described in 3.3 and 3.3 things can get more complex. If a mod-
eler defined preconditions of the AlphaState instance in the form of
interdependencies, all of its preconditions would have to be satisfied
before the AlphaState gets in state running. After an AlphaState got
in state reached, one of its own Checkpoints, one of its predecessor’s
ones, or any of the defined preconditions may get lost, resulting in a
state transition to one of the lost... states. In order to transition to
the reached state again, all of its own Checkpoints would have to be
fulfilled, the predecessor AlphaState would have to be reached, and
all preconditions (Alpha States of different Alphas or single Check-
points of them) would have to be satisfied again. Figure 3.12 on page
151 visualizes the inherent complexity implemented in a FSM.

In a simulation model of the Essence kernel[188], 41 atomic DEVS
model instances of type AlphaState exist.

Checkpoint

This atomic DEVS model represents an Essence Checkpoint, more
precisely an Essence Checkpoint getting targeted by a single Activ-
ity Space. Activities/Activity Spaces address Alpha States (cf. sec-
tion 2.7.2 on page 103). Performing an Activity(Space) leads to the
results required by the Checkpoints contained by Alpha States. In
this context, a Checkpoint is considered to represent a task leading to
the result that is described by the Checkpoint itself. Accomplishing
that task consumes resources that have to be assigned to the an Ac-
tivity(Space) that is addressing the AlphaState containing the Check-
point, and hence addressing the Checkpoint itself.

Before any progress towards the results required by a Checkpoint
can be made, all of its preconditions have to be satisfied. This is
a requirement of the simulation model assumed to keep it simple
enough, that might be more rigorous than in reality. Preconditions of
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Type Name Purpose Quantity

IN in_checkpoint_fulfilled
get informed about the
accomplishment of a contained
Alpha State

1

IN in_checkpoint_lost get informed about the loss of a
contained Alpha State (cf. 3.5.3)

1

IN in_predecessor_states_reached
get informed about the
accomplishment of the
preceding state(s)

1

IN in_predecessor_states_lost get informed about the loss of
the preceding state(s)

1

IN in_preconditions_satisfied
get informed about the
accomplishment of a
precondition

1

IN in_preconditions_unsatisfied get informed about the loss of a
precondition

1

OUT out_checkpoints_

preconditions_satisfied

inform all contained
Checkpoints about
accomplishment of
precondition

1

OUT out_checkpoints_

preconditions_lost

inform all contained
Checkpoints about loss of
precondition

1

OUT out_fulfilled
inform containing Alpha about
the accomplishment of state
itself

1

OUT out_state_lost inform containing Alpha about
the loss of state itself

1

OUT out_status measurement and intelligent
tutoring

1

Table 3.4: I/O Ports of AlphaState DEVS Model
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Figure 3.12: FSM Alpha State
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a Checkpoint are composed of preconditions of the AlphaState that
contains the Checkpoint and any preconditions defined by the mod-
eler on the Checkpoint itself (cf. 3.3). For that reason, a Checkpoint
holds a set of preconditions and tracks their satisfaction by getting
informed about their accomplishment. On the other hand, the same
Checkpoint might be a precondition to other dependent model ele-
ments (AlphaState(s) and/or other Checkpoint(s)). In that case, it
will inform all dependent elements about its own accomplishment by
sending a message via the respective output port (cf. out_fulfilled in
Table 3.6 on page 155).

Figure 3.14 on page 156 shows the state machine implemented to
represent the inner state of a Checkpoint. A Checkpoint starts in state
waiting. It transitions to state running through a set of waiting for

... states by getting resources assigned and getting all of its own and
all of its AlphaState’s preconditions satisfied. Once all required effort
is done, it transitions to fulfilled state. In case of a Checkpoint
getting addressed by an ActivitySpace, representing work that needs
performed in an ongoing fashion, it might transition to lost state
due to inactivity. From there, it transitions to state regaining, when
resources get assigned and to fulfilled once again, when all effort
required to regain got done.

Table 3.6 on page 155 summarizes the input and output ports of
the atomic DEVS model illustrated in Figure 3.13 on page 153 and
describes their quantity and purpose.

Resources might be assigned to and revoked from an ActivityS-
pace, hence a Checkpoint, multiple times in any time period. The
progress made by fulfilling a Checkpoint, is affected by the amount
of resources, measured in person-hours per working day, and the
current performance of the virtual workforce, expressed by an effec-
tive working power factor, which aggregates different influences on
workforce’s performance (cf. 3.5.3). The effort to be done to achieve
the results required by the Checkpoint, is given by the modeler and
measured in person-hours.

The effort done on a Checkpoint in a time period (tj − ti) where
E f f ectiveWorkingPowerFactor (EWPF) and PersonsAssigned (PA) are constant
is defined by

E f f ortDoneti ,tj = Minimum(E f f ortRequired, (tj − ti) ∗ PAti ∗ EWPFti ), where

ti ≤ tj, PersonsAssignedti = PersonsAssignedtj ,

PAt =
AssignedPersonHoursPerWorkingDayt

WorkingHoursPerWorkingDay
,

EWPFti = EWPFtj .

The cumulated E f f ortDone at point in time tn is

E f f ortDonetn =
n

∑
t=1

E f f ortDoneti ,tj .
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Checkpointin_working_day_start

in_working_day_end

in_resources_assigned

in_effective_working_power_factor

in_preconditions_satisfied

in_preconditions_unsatisfied

in_alpha_state_preconditions_satisfied

in_alpha_state_preconditions_unsatisfied

in_lost

out_fulfilled

out_lost

out_ui_message

out_status

Figure 3.13: I/O Ports of Checkpoint DEVS Model

Changes of resource allocation and of the effective working power fac-
tor over time are considered by the model. At every change of factors
of the effort calculation, caused by an external event, the time advance
function ta schedules an internal event at Checkpoint’s newly calcu-
lated completion time. If no further external event interferes the inter-
nal transition function δint gets invoked and ensures the transition to
state fulfilled via an effort_got_done event at Checkpoint’s state
machine, once all effort required got done.

The Checkpoint model provides feedback to the user of the sim-
ulation via messages at the out_ui_message output port enabling the
trace of events and empowering an interactive environment. To pro-
vide meaningful feedback, messages for all relevant events have to
be defined as part of the modeling process (cf. 3.5.3). Table 3.5 on
page 154 summarizes the types of messages sent by a Checkpoint at
certain events and gives examples of such messages.

In a simulation model of the Essence kernel[188], 183 atomic DEVS
model instances of type Checkpoint exist. 24 Checkpoints get ad-
dressed by more than one ActivitySpace. Those special Checkpoints
are represented by a coupled DEVS model called MultiActivityCheck-
point that gets described in next section.

MultiActivityCheckpoint—Checkpoints of Alpha States with Multiple Tar-
geting Activities

In the Essence kernel[188], Alpha States are addressed by ActivityS-
paces defining them as completion criteria. Each Alpha State has
a list of Checkpoints enabling a consistent assessment of the Alpha
State. An Alpha State is reached only, if all of its Checkpoints are
fulfilled. Performing an Activity(Space) leads to the results required
by the Checkpoints of an Alpha State. Results described by a Check-
point may get achieved by performing just one Activity(Space) or may
require to perform multiple Activities (cf. Figure 3.4b on page 124).

This coupled DEVS model represents an Essence Checkpoint which
is part of an Alpha State that gets addressed by multiple Activities.
The modeling approach of the simulation model allows to specify
if the Checkpoint of such an AlphaState gets addressed by just one
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Message
Type

Purpose Example

STARTED signal start of work performed on this
Checkpoint (sent when resources got
assigned by ActivitySpace addressing

the Checkpoint via its AlphaState)

“We start to define
responsibilities of the

stakeholder representatives.”

STOPPED signal stop of work performed on this
Checkpoint (sent when resources got
revoked by ActivitySpace addressing

the Checkpoint via its AlphaState)

“The stakeholder
representatives stopped to get

authorization to carry out
their responsibilities.”

FULFILLED signal fulfillment of this Checkpoint
(sent when the required effort

measured in person-hours had been
performed)

“All stakeholder
representatives are now

authorized to carry out their
responsibilities.”

LOST signal loss of Checkpoint due to
inactivity (sent when no resources were

assigned to an ActivitySpace
representing ongoing work for a given

period of time), applies only if
Checkpoint was fulfilled before and if

ActivitySpace has an ongoing character

“We lost the ability to bring
unplanned work under

control.”

STARTED
REGAIN-

ING

signal start of work performed on a lost
Checkpoint (sent when resources got

reassigned by ActivitySpace addressing
the Checkpoint via its AlphaState)

“We start to regain the ability
to bring unplanned work

under control.”

REGAINED signal (re-)fulfillment of once lost
Checkpoint (sent when the required
effort measured in person-hours to

regain the Checkpoint had been
performed)

“We regained the ability to
bring unplanned work under

control.”

Table 3.5: Messages sent by Checkpoint DEVS Model to Provide Feedback
in an Interactive Environment
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Type Name Purpose Quantity

IN in_working_day_start signal start and end of a working day to
enable calculation of effort done

1

IN in_working_day_stop 1

IN in_resources_assigned

get the current resources assigned
(expressed in person-hours per working
day) to achieve the results demanded by
the description of this checkpoint

1

IN in_effective_
working_power_factor

get the current effective working power
factor, reflecting the current performance of
the virtual workforce (cf. 3.5.3, 3.5.3)

1

IN in_preconditions_

satisfied

get informed about the accomplishment of
a precondition, allowing progress if all
preconditions are satisfied

1

IN in_preconditions_

unsatisfied

get informed about the loss of a
precondition, no progress possible

1

IN in_alpha_state_

preconditions_satisfied

get informed about the accomplishment of
a precondition of containing AlphaState,
allowing progress

1

IN in_alpha_state_

preconditions_

unsatisfied

get informed about the loss of a
precondition of containing AlphaState, no
progress possible

1

IN in_lost

get informed that this Checkpoint got lost
due to insufficient resources applied to
addressing Activity(Space), applies only if
Checkpoint was fulfilled before and if
ActivitySpace represents ongoing activities

1

OUT out_fulfilled

inform containing AlphaState, addressing
ActivitySpace and any potential dependent
element about the fulfillment of this
Checkpoint

1

OUT out_state_lost inform containing AlphaState about the
loss of this Checkpoint

1

OUT out_ui_message enable feedback and interactive use of the
simulation model

1

OUT out_status measurement and intelligent tutoring 1

Table 3.6: I/O Ports of Checkpoint DEVS Model
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Figure 3.14: FSM Checkpoint DEVS Model
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Activity(Space) (cf. 3.5.3) or by multiple ones, which gets described
here.

This type of DEVS model is a special one. While all other intro-
duced DEVS models are atomic models this one is a coupled DEVS
model reusing the atomic Checkpoint model (cf. 3.5.3) by decorat-
ing that one with functionality to consider multiple addressing Activ-
ity(Spaces). This coupled model shows the flexibility of the chosen
DEVS simulation formalism.

The coupled DEVS model consists of three types of atomic DEVS
models and the respective internal and external input/output cou-
plings. These elements are depicted in Figure 3.15 on page 161. Each
coupled MultiActivityCheckpoint model contains one atomic model
MultiActivityCheckpointAllocator, one atomic model MultiAc-
tivityCheckpointAggregator and a number of atomic Checkpoint

models reflecting the number of Activities addressing the Checkpoint.
To the external environment, this coupled model behaves almost

like an atomic Checkpoint DEVS model, which represents an Essence
Checkpoint which gets addressed by only one Activity(Space). The
coupled model adds an additional output DEVS port. Two of the
input DEVS ports of the coupled model are coupled to the MultiAc-
tivityCheckpointAllocator model (Table 3.8 on page 159) which
routes – or allocates – the resources assigned to a given Activity(Space)
to the respective Checkpoint model, which reflects the part of the
whole MultiActivityCheckpoint which gets addressed by that spe-
cific Activity(Space). A MultiActivityCheckpoint is considered ful-
filled by the simulation model only, if all of its partial Checkpoints
addressed by the different Activities are fulfilled. Partial Check-
points behave like described in 3.5.3. It is the purpose of the Multi-
ActivityCheckpointAggregator to aggregate the state of the partial
Checkpoints and to communicate that state to the other parts of the
simulation. For that reason the output DEVS ports of this atomic
model are coupled to the output DEVS ports of the coupled model.

CalendarTime

This atomic DEVS model serves as translator between simulation
time, measured in ticks, and calendar time, to provide observers of
the simulation and players of the game with a more natural percep-
tion of time elapsed in the simulation. This model has no input ports.
The utilization of the 5 output ports is summarized in Table 3.10 on
page 160. The DEVS model differentiates working days from week-
end days. Start and end time of a working day are set as model
constants. The model gets initialized with a calendar time represent-
ing the start of the simulation. If simulation runs are repeated, it is
of particular importance, to start the simulation with same calendar
time parameter, as results will vary otherwise.
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Type Name Purpose Quantity

IN in_working_day_start cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

IN in_working_day_stop 1

IN in_resources_assigned

cf. Table 3.6 on page
155, DEVS port gets
coupled to all Activities
addressing the
Checkpoint, resources
have to be allocated to
respective partial
Checkpoint

1

IN in_effective_working_power_factor cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

IN in_preconditions_satisfied cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

IN in_preconditions_unsatisfied cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

IN in_alpha_state_

preconditions_satisfied

cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

IN in_alpha_state_

preconditions_unsatisfied

cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

IN in_lost cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

OUT out_checkpoints_

preconditions_satisfied

cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

OUT out_checkpoints_

preconditions_lost

cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

OUT out_fulfilled

inform containing
AlphaState about the
fulfillment of this
aggregated Checkpoint

1

OUT out_state_lost cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

OUT out_ui_message cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

OUT out_status cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

OUT out_completed_activity_<X>

inform addressing
Activity(Space) about
the fulfillment of this
aggregated Checkpoint

dynamic: 1 per
addressing

Activity(Space)

Table 3.7: I/O Ports of MultiActivityCheckpoint DEVS Model
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Type Name Purpose Quantity

IN in_resources_assigned

DEVS port gets
coupled to all Activities
addressing the
Checkpoint, incoming
resource assignments
are allocated to
respective partial
Checkpoint addressed
by the Activity(Space)
that resources were
assigned to (cf. Table
3.6 on page 155)

1

IN in_lost

gets coupled to all
Activities addressing
the Checkpoint,
insufficient resource
assignments (cf. ) may
lead to lost checkpoints,
lost message gets
allocated to respective
partial Checkpoint
addressed by the
Activity(Space) with
insufficient resource
assignment

1

OUT out_resource_assigned_

<partial_checkpoint>

coupled to one specific
partial checkpoint,
routing of assigned
resources to partial
Checkpoint addressed
by the Activity(Space),
cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

dynamic: 1 per
addressing

Activity(Space)

OUT out_lost_
<partial_checkpoint>

coupled to one specific
partial checkpoint,
routing of lost message
to respective partial
Checkpoint addressed
by the Activity(Space)
with insufficient
resource assignment

cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

dynamic: 1 per
addressing

Activity(Space)

Table 3.8: I/O Ports of MultiActivityCheckpointAllocator DEVS Model
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Type Name Purpose Quantity

IN in_checkpoint_state

DEVS port gets
coupled to all partial
checkpoints, enables
aggregation of partial
checkpoints’ states, (cf.
Table 3.6 on page 155)

1

OUT out_fulfilled

inform containing
AlphaState and about
the fulfillment of this
Checkpoint, using state
aggregated from partial
Checkpoints, cf. Table
3.6 on page 155, Table
3.7 on page 158

1

OUT out_lost

inform containing
AlphaState and about
the loss of this
Checkpoint, cf. Table
3.6 on page 155, 3.7

1

OUT out_ui_message

enable feedback and
interactive use of the
simulation model,
using the aggregated
state,
cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

OUT out_status

measurement and
intelligent tutoring
using aggregated state
of partial checkpoints,
cf. Table 3.6 on page
155

1

Table 3.9: I/O Ports of MultiActivityCheckpointAggregator DEVS Model

Type Name Purpose Quantity

OUT out_calendar_time send current calendar
time as DateTime object

1

OUT out_start_working_day signal the start of a new
working day

1

OUT out_end_working_day signal the end of a
working day

1

OUT out_new_day_started
signal the start of a new
calendar day (including
weekend days)

1

OUT out_status

measurement and
intelligent tutoring,
sending current
simulation time as well
as current calendar
time inside the
simulation

1

Table 3.10: I/O Ports of CalendarTime DEVS Model
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Figure 3.15: I/O Ports and Input/Output Coupling of MultipleActivity-
Checkpoint DEVS Model
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CalendarTime out_calendar_time

out_start_working_day

out_end_working_day

out_new_day_started

out_status

Figure 3.16: Connection of Atomic DEVS Models CalendarTime and Cost-
Calculator

CostCalculator

The CostCalculator DEVS model already got described in 3.4.2. Fig-
ure 3.16 on page 161 illustrates the coupling of the CalendarTime
model and the CostCalculator model enabling aggregating cost caused
by progressing time.

AssignmentAllocator

The AssignmentAllocator DEVS model provides output ports for each
of the ActivitySpace DEVS models. Model’s input port in_resource_assignment
is connected to the hierarchical simulation model’s input port by an
external input coupling (EIC). This coupling enables the interactive
assignment of resources (virtual workforce) at simulation runtime to
one or more ActivitySpaces. Such an assignment is only possible if
the model is awaiting an assignment. It gets in this mode by receiv-
ing a message at input port in_awaiting_assignment through an exter-
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AssignmentAllocator
in_awaiting_assignment

out_activity_<X>

in_resource_assignment

Figure 3.17: I/O Ports of AssignmentAllocator DEVS Model

nal event. The internal couplings ICpause (cf. 3.5.2) assure that such a
message is received every time the simulation model gets paused.

Once the AssignmentAllocator receives a resource assignment rep-
resented by a set of variable pairs

{(activityi , resources_assignedi) |i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ 15}, with
15

∑
i=1

resources_assignedi ≤ MAX_PERSON_HOUR_AVAILABLE

the resources resources_assignedi, represented in person-hours per
working day, are assigned to each of the ActivitySpaces activityi via
the output ports “out_activityi”, each one coupled exclusively to its
respective ActivitySpace.

SimPause

The SimPause DEVS model provides connected models of the simula-
tion (cf. 3.5.3, 3.5.3) with the ability to stop the run of the simulation.
This is necessary to enable an simulation observer, e.g. a player of
the simulation game, to analyze the situation and to make decisions
including resources assignments (cf. 3.5.3). The internal couplings
ICpause (cf. 3.5.2) assure that the simulation model gets paused at
each message sent to the interactive user interface via the output port
“out_ui_message” of the hierarchical simulation model.

Once the SimPause model receives a message at the “in_pause_simulation”
input port, it sets its associated SimulationPauseSwitch’s Pause state
to true, signaling the SimulationController to pause this simulation.
The process, controlling the simulator of the chosen simulation envi-
ronment, was modified to observe and acknowledge the state of the
SimulationPauseSwitch instance and to pause the simulation process
when required. Once the SimPause model receives a message at the
“in_resume” input port, the Pause state of its associated SimulationPaus-
eSwitch instance gets set to false signaling the SimulationController
to resume the simulation until a next pause is requested. Figure 3.18b
on page 163 illustrates the structure needed to accomplish this sim-
ulation process behavior. The UML class diagram shows the Simula-
tionController, which controls the Simulator and holds an association
to the SimulationPauseSwitch, which is also associated to the SimPause
class representing an atomic DEVS model.
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SimPause
in_pause_simulation

in_resume

(a) I/O Ports

SimPause

SimulationPauseSwitch

-pause:boolean

+pause!():void
+paused?():boolean
+resume!():void

SimulationController

<<DEVS>>
Simulator

<<DEVS>>
AtomicModel

(b) Associated SimulationPauseSwitch

Figure 3.18: I/O Ports of SimPause DEVS Model

SinglePerformanceFactor
in_alpha_status

out_current_factor

out_status

Figure 3.19: I/O Ports of SinglePerformanceFactor DEVS Model

SinglePerformanceFactor

The SinglePerformanceFactor DEVS model is utilized to represent
one Alpha with its progressing states influencing the performance
of the virtual workforce. The internal couplings ICper f of the hierar-
chical simulation model (cf. 3.5.2) ensure that all relevant model ele-
ments are connected in a proper way. The model gets initialized with
a set of state-factor prameters, value pairs each representing the factor,
by which the performance of the team is influenced, if the respective
state is reached. All SinglePerformanceFactors get aggregated in a To-
talPerformanceFactor (cf. 3.5.3). A factor of 1.0 represents 100% and
embodies a team performing at its full potential where a factor of 0.5
represents 50% of teams potential/nominal performance. Table 3.11

on page 164 shows an example configuration of SinglePerformance-
Factors used in the case study evaluation of the Simulation Game. With
this configuration the resulting total performance factor (cf. 3.5.3) at
the begin of the simulation is 0.8 ∗ 0.8 ∗ 0.8 = 0.512 representing a
virtual workforce performing at 51.2% of its potential performance.
Considerations for the quantification of the simulation model includ-
ing performance factors are discussed in section 3.7.3. These factors
are configurable to the needs of the respective context.

TotalPerformanceFactor

The TotalPerformanceFactor DEVS model is utilized to aggregate Sin-
glePerformanceFactors (cf. 3.5.3). The actual performance of the vir-
tual workforce is defined as

Per f ormanceactual = Per f ormancenominal ∗ TotalPer f ormanceFactor
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Alpha Alpha State Factor

Team

Formed 0.8

Collaborating 0.9

Performing 1.0

Work

Prepared 0.8

Started 0.9

Under Control 1.0

Way of Working

In Use 0.8

In Place 0.9

Working Well 1.0

Table 3.11: Examples of SinglePerformanceFactors Used in Case Study
Model

, where the nominal performance of the virtual workforce is set as pa-
rameter at model initialization and measured in person_hours/working_day.
A virtual workforce with an a nominal performance of 24 person-
hours/working day and a total performance factor of 0.5 (50%) has
an actual performance of 12 person-hours/working day and is able
to accomplish the results of Checkpoints that require an effort of 12

person-hours on one working day. Increasing workforce’s perfor-
mance by progressing the states of Alphas defined as SinglePerfor-
manceFactors would eventually lead to an optimal total performance
factor of 1.0 (100%) doubling the effort that may be done on a working
day.

Figure 3.20 on page 166 shows the feedback cycles implemented
in the simulation model. Accomplishing the results of a Checkpoint
leads to its fulfillment. Once all Checkpoints of an AlphaState are ful-
filled that AlphaState itself is reached. The current state of an Alpha
gets transferred to its corresponding SinglePerformanceFactor where
it gets evaluated and transferred to the TotalPerformanceFactor ag-
gregating all SinglePerformanceFactors. The value of the current total
performance factor resulting from the multiplication of all SinglePer-
formanceFactors gets fed back to all of the Checkpoints, increasing
the performance of the virtual workforce at accomplishing the results
required by the respective Checkpoint, and the cycle closes.

On the other hand a Checkpoint could get lost due to inactivity
(cf. 3.3). A lost Checkpoint results in one or more lost Alpha States
decreasing the corresponding SinglePerformanceFactor. The result-
ing decreased TotalPerformanceFactor gets again fed back to all of
the Checkpoints, this time decreasing the performance of the vir-
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tual workforce at accomplishing the results required by the respective
Checkpoint.

Once an AlphaState changed, the potential resulting change in per-
formance does not consume any simulation time. The potential new
resulting total performance factor is effective for all Checkpoints with-
out any delay in simulation time.

UIHttpSender

This DEVS model is responsible to transfer any user interface (UI)
message and game day statistics, once per simulated calendar day,
to an HTTP(S) endpoint. Used in the game environment, this model
connects the simulation output with the game interface and game
statistics. For that purpose, the model gets initialized with two URIs
and an identification token. This UIHttpSender model has no inter-
nal transition function and depends solely on external events. Once a
message at one of the input ports is received, that message gets dec-
orated with some metadata, packaged, and delivered to the defined
HTTP(S) endpoint.

SimulationReporter

This DEVS model collects data of simulation model’s elements and
stores them in a plain SimulationReport object that enables the In-
telligentTutor model and the output of simulation day statistics via
the UIHttpSender model. The internal couplings ICreport of the hier-
archical simulation model (cf. 3.5.2) ensure that all relevant model
elements are connected in a proper way to enable data collection.

IntelligentTutor

This DEVS model was designed to support a simulation user, e.g. a
player of the simulation game, with guidance if needed. The model
follows (only) basic concepts of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (cf. sec-
tion 2.2.2 on page 23).

To enable such tutoring, the IntelligentTutor needs to know simu-
lation’s state and the underlying simulation model. Model’s single
input port is coupled to the CalendarTime model (cf. ICcal_time in sec-
tion 3.5.2) and receives a message at each end of a working day. The
external transition function checks for need of advice and sends a tu-
toring message via its single output port as appropriate. To check for
advice needed, the model makes use of the associated SimulationRe-
port (cf. 3.5.3) and has access to a structure describing the simulation
model.

Guidance is provided by the tutor after a configurable number of
consecutive virtual days with unfavorable actions taken. The tutor-
ing feedback is formulated as question or remark of the virtual work-
force, not as an intervention from the outside, which would break the
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Figure 3.20: TotalPerformanceFactor DEVS Model
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UiHttpSender
in_ui_message

in_sim_report

http(s)

Figure 3.21: I/O Port and HTTPS Interface of UiHttpSender DEVS Model

Type Purpose Example

NO
PROGRESS

inform the user of the model
that no progress is made at all

“It seems we did not make any
progress for 7 days! Are you really
sure we are focusing on the right

activities?”

ACTIVITIES
WITHOUT
PROGRESS

inform the user of the model
that one or more of the
activities with resources

assigned do not accomplish any
progress

“We were assigned to ’Shape the
System’, ’Implement the System’ and

’Test the System’ but seem not to make
any progress there. We are missing

results of foregoing work. It seems we
should do something different prior to

this.”

INSUFFICIENT
PERFORMANCE

inform the user of the model
that the performance of the
team could be increased (cf.
3.5.3, 3.5.3) by progressing

Alphas of the Endeavor Area of
Concern

“We think we are not performing
optimally and should care more about
the Alphas Work, Team and Way of

Working.”

ONLY
MAINTENANCE

ACTIVITIES

inform the user of the model
that it is good to take care of
Activities resulting in a good

team performance but not
sufficient to progress the SE

endeavor

“The activities ’Coordinate Activity’,
’Support the Team’, and ’Track

Progress’ get your team’s performance
high. Once this is achieved your can
hold this performance with less effort

per day and should care for other
activities progressing other alphas

too.”

Table 3.12: Tutor Message Examples

communication flow of simulation users, e.g. players of the simula-
tion game, and the virtual workforce taking orders. It is intended to
make the users of the interactive simulation think about actions taken,
when they got stuck.

This approach takes the view that a tutoring message should just
give hints to make the user aware of his missteps. To find strategies
to master current challenges should be part of the problem solving
and learning process supported by social interaction, e.g. with team-
mates while playing the simulation game (cf. 4.7.5, 4.7.6). It is not
the goal of this approach, to provide an environment where a single
learner gets guided solely by an artificial intelligence. Instead, the ap-
proach aims to provide an environment triggering social interactions
and demanding cognitive effort. Getting stuck somewhere in the sim-
ulation/game may provide such a trigger and initiate a discussion of
different attempts to find a solution in a given situation.
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IntelligentTutor
in_working_day_ended out_tutoring_ui_message

Figure 3.22: I/O Ports of IntelligentTutor DEVS Model

3.5.4 Complexity Considerations

It is always a good idea to have a clue of the dimensions of a sim-
ulation model. Taking the Essence kernel [188] to build a simula-
tion model following the introduced modeling approach results in a
hierarchical DEVS model with the following atomic/coupled DEVS
models:

• 15 ActivitySpaces,

• 7 Alphas,

• 41 Alpha States,

• 207 Checkpoints including 24 MultiActivityCheckpoints (1 cou-
pled model plus each including 4 atomic models),

• 3 SinglePerformanceFactors (cf. 3.5.3) and 1 TotalPerformance-
Factor,

• 1 CalendarTime,

• 1 CostCalculator,

• 1 AssignmentAllocator,

• 1 SimPause,

• 1 UIHttpSender,

• 1 SimulationReporter and

• 1 IntelligentTutor DEVS model.

In sum such a model of the SEMAT Essence kernel contains 377 ele-
ments (353 atomic DEVS models and 24 coupled DEVS models in case
of MultiActivityCheckpoints) and more than 3,500 coupling connec-
tions, including 59 defined interdependencies represented by precon-
ditions (cf. 3.3) between them.

Obviously, these numbers would vary, if a modeler decided to de-
fine performance factors (cf. 3.5.3) and preconditions (cf. 3.3) in a dif-
ferent way. This amount of elements and connections between them
reveal that a diagram containing all of simulation model’s elements
and their coupling relations would not be expedient at this place.

More important is the fact, that the number of concepts employed
to build the simulation model is really manageable. The simulation
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model utilizes the concepts of Essence. Some concepts inherent to
Essence were made more explicit to be transparently represented in
the simulation model. Only a few were added to complete the model
and provide a foundation for the Simulation Game (cf. Section 4.7).
Most of the complexity is hidden to the simulation modeler. Section
3.7 describes the modeling process in detail.

3.5.5 From Essence Kernel To Essence Method

The simulation approach was chosen to be as simple as possible to
enable interactive exploration of Essence concepts. As a minimum
foundation, the Essence kernel was chosen as a starting point. As the
kernel includes all essential elements, resulting models are capable
of conveying the basic Essence mechanisms, esp.the PDCA cycle (cf.
section 2.16 on page 107) to steer an SE endeavor.

To enable the simulation approach to represent Essence methods
too, further elements would have to be added to it. These include
most notably

• Work Products, their Levels of Detail8, and their Checkpoints

• Sub-Alphas, driving or inhibiting kernel’s 7 top level Alphas,

• concrete Activities, and

• Competencies with their Competency Levels required by Activities.

Work Products and their Levels of Detail could be handled conception-
ally quite similar to Alphas and their Alpha States in the simulation
model. They are the result of Activities performed resulting in ful-
filled Checkpoints and eventually Levels of Detail.

Activities are concrete ActivitySpaces9 and would behave quite sim-
ilar in the simulation model. Since a method would not necessarily
be complete—with all AlphaStates being addressed by concrete Activ-
ities, potentially an additional ActivitySpace element addressing the
remaining AlphaStates would be needed.

Sub-Alphas would behave in the simulation model as the existing
Alphas, but a mechanism would have to be added since they do not
necessarily exist at the start of an SE endeavor. Performing an Activity
in the simulation model could create such a sub-Alpha, or just make
it visibleso that it can be progressed in further Activities.

Such extensions to the simulation model may be part of future work
(cf. section 3.9 on page 177).

8 to some extent conceptionally similar to Alpha States of an Alpha
9 Actually Activity is a concrete AbstractActivity—the common base class of (concrete)

Activity and ActivitySpace (the abstract placeholder for concrete Activities).[188]
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3.5.6 Limits of Chosen Approach

To provide a simple and highly transparent simulation approach,
some simplifications were made to the simulation model.

1. Currently, the parameters for setting the number of working
hours per working day and the cost per working day can be set
only once at simulation initialization resulting in a fixed team size
throughout the simulation model. This would be limiting if a
modeler would like to represent a varying team size at different
phases of the SE endeavor.

2. One ActivitySpace currently allows only one active Checkpoint
at each point in time. This could be limiting at the represen-
tation of simultaneous tasks. At the moment, two concurrent
tasks can be represented by quantifying the second Checkpoint
with an effort of 0 and omitting a STARTED-message of the sec-
ond Checkpoint, which results in FULFILLED-messages of both
Checkpoint at the same simulation time.

3. Currently the defined performance factors influencing virtual
workforce’s performance and hence the progress made in the
virtual endeavor are influencing all activities (ActivitySpaces).
This could be limiting if a modeler would like to restrict this
influence to specific activities (ActivitySpaces) and omit it at
others.

4. The simulation approach does currently not allow for an exit
condition based on reached Alpha States. The duration and
budget10 parameters are the only way to stop the simulation.
This may be limiting in some circumstances and requires for a
balanced quantification of the model.

5. The simulation approach does—by intention11—not contain any
stochastic effects and does not provide any formulas to be en-
tered to define simulation behavior.

6. Currently the simulation approach supports only element types
of the SEMAT Essence kernel, such as Alphas, Alpha States, Check-
points, and Activity Spaces. An extension to support further
elements to represent Essence methods may be part of future
work (cf. section 3.5.5 on the previous page and section 3.9 on
page 177).

7. This simulation approach does not release the modeler from
thinking about interdependencies and messages provided as

10 defined at the game level
11 This seemed not to be rewarding since the Simulation Game has to provide compa-

rable results to enable competition between teams. These results should be solely
dependent on players decisions.
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feedback. Since descriptions of Checkpoints and feedback mes-
sages are based on free natural text the approach can’t detect
semantically unreasonable definitions.

8. Since the simulation approach follows a highly declarative ap-
proach based on Essence’s elements, their (inter-)dependencies,
and Checkpoints providing feedback messages, it may feel less
accurate and fine-grained to modelers that are used to utilize
more imperative approaches.

9. This simulation approach is—by intention—focused on the es-
sentials as provided by the underlying SEMAT Essence stan-
dard. This may limiting to modelers who would like to repre-
sent specific incidents, e.g. two virtual team members leaving
the team caused by a win on the lottery.

The scope of the simulation model was chosen consciously. None
of these restrictions were perceived as too limiting at conducting the
case study as all of them can be thematized at debriefing activities of
the Simulation Game. Other objectives may require different character-
istics of the simulation.

Since the Essence kernel represents all essential dimensions of an
SE endeavor, including all important aspects in checklists of Alpha
States, everything of essential importance should be considered. Since
the kernel is extensible additional aspects, perceived by a modeler as
essential too, could be added.

3.6 implementation

The DEVS simulation was implemented by using the Ruby program-
ming language12 and utilizing the DEVS-Ruby modeling and simula-
tion library13[232].

This library allows for an iterative development of simulation mod-
els using an API or a provided DSL and offers the opportunity to
build an own DSL for the simulation of a specific domain on top
of it. DEVS-Ruby is capable of providing basic visualizations of the
simulation model built.

By not hiding the underlying programming language, it allows
for a very flexible utilization and integration with complementing
libraries and frameworks, e.g. testing or specifying frameworks14 to
provide automated testing of simulation model’s elements. That way
it is enabled to be integrated with the intended game environment.

12 https://www.ruby-lang.org/en/
13 https://github.com/devs-ruby/devs
14 The implementation utilizes RSpec [http://rspec.info/] to describe and test the in-

tended behavior of the simulation model’s elements.
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3.7 streamlining the modeling workflow

Existing approaches in simulation and DGBL in SE (process) educa-
tion require remarkable training effort to enable the creation of simu-
lation models—training efforts that are not of (direct) use outside of
the specific simulation/game environment.

As already described in the guiding principles of this simulation
approach, this one aims at providing synergies, simplicity and trans-
parency, and efficient model construction and customization (cf. sec-
tion 3.2 on page 117).

3.7.1 Designing an Essence Kernel/Method

The first step in creating the simulation model is to design the Essence
kernel/method15 in a standard tool provided to the Essence commu-
nity16.

In a second step, the output of this standard tool is parsed and
stored as an Essence model at meta-level 1 (M1) (cf. section 2.7.2.1 on
page 106). An enacted endeavor of this model (cf. section 4.6.3 on
page 221 and figure 4.15 on page 224) serves as foundation of the
simulation model.

3.7.2 Making Interdependencies Explicit

Essence defines dependencies and relationships of its elements through
the provided language. Additionally, interdependencies between el-
ements, esp. between Checkpoints and Alpha States represented by
the semantics of Checkpoints’ descriptions, have to be made explicit
for the simulation model. This process already got described in depth
in section 3.3 on page 120.

3.7.3 Quantifying the Model

To utilize the simulation model to drive the Simulation Game, sev-
eral parameters have to be quantified. Table 3.13 on the facing page
summarizes the parameters to be quantified by the modeler.

15 Currently the simulation model is capable only of Essence kernel elements, esp.
Alphas, Alpha States, Checkpoints, and Activity Spaces. Future work may provide the
additional elements to enable the simulation of Essence methods, including elements
like Activities, Sub-Alphas, WorkProducts, and their Levels of Detail.

16 Currently supported is only the EssWork Practice Workbench of Ivar Jacobson In-
ternational (IJI). “IJI is proud to support the SEMAT initiative and to offer its new
practice authoring tool "The EssWork Practice Workbench" for use by the SEMAT
community for FREE. Based on the SEMAT Method Architecture, EssWork Practice
Workbench comes with an interactive version of the Essence Kernel, and enables the
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for each
instance of

Condition Parameter Meaning

Checkpoint for each Activity Space
addressing instance’s Alpha

State (cf. section 3.5.3 on
page 144)

effort_to_do effort in person-hours to accomplish
the results represented by Checkpoint’s

description

Checkpoint for each Activity Space
addressing instance’s Alpha

State and representing an
ongoing activity

effort_
to_regain

effort in person-hours to
(re-)accomplish the results represented
by Checkpoint’s description once it was

lost

Activity
Space

for all instances checkpoints sequence of Checkpoints that get
fulfilled in that order if Activity Space
gets performed with enough resources

assigned (measured in person-hours
per working day)

Activity
Space

only for instances representing
an ongoing activity (needing
some kind of maintenance to

hold a state once it was
reached) (cf. section 3.5.3 on

page 144)

checkpoints
_to_lose

hash of consecutive inactive days each
with a set of Checkpoints to lose if

resources assigned to Activity Space
are below min_ph_per_wd

Activity
Space

only for instances representing
an ongoing activity (needing
some kind of maintenance to

hold a state once it was
reached) (cf. section 3.5.3 on

page 144)

min_ph_per_wd minimum person-hours per working
day to be assessed as active (and

maintaining a state once reached),

no progress is made if assigned
person-hours are below this parameter,

state (Checkpoints) gets lost if assigned
person-hours are below this parameter

Alpha State only for instances that got
identified to represent a
performance factor (cf.

section 3.5.3 on page 163)

factor influences the performance of the
virtual workforce if this instance is the

most advanced Alpha State of an Alpha
(cf. section 3.5.3 on page 163)

Simulation once per simulation duration maximum duration of the simulation,
measured in simulation ticks,
simulation stops at reaching

Simulation once per simulation budget maximum budget available, simulation
stops at reaching

Simulation once per simulation ph_per_wd_
available

person-hours of the virtual workforce
available per working day that can be

assigned to Activity Spaces

Simulation once per simulation cost_per_
working_day

the cost of the virtual workforce per
working day

Simulation once per simulation working_hours_
per_working_day

the cost of the virtual workforce per
working day

Table 3.13: Quantifying the Simulation Model—Necessary Model Input
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At this moment, a modeler has to decide how much effort to put
into the quantification to provide a realistic model. A systematic com-
mon lack of data that is generally interfering validation and verifi-
cation of SPSM was already mentioned in section 2.8.1 on page 111.
Dickmann et al.[71] state “a principal methodological problem: software-
producing organizations are time-varying and can not be experimen-
tally tested for different scenarios.”

With SEMAT Essence as a new approach, the chance to find empir-
ical data aligned to it is even lower.

A modeler has different options at this point.
On the one hand, quantification data could be estimated based on

a fixed scenario, e.g. by utilizing methods like COCOMO-2[31] or
a variant of Function Point Analysis, and subsequently mapping the
results to the Essence kernel, namely the Checkpoints of the Alpha
States of the seven kernel Alphas. This would be a rather expensive
exercise and the benefit of such an undertaking might be question-
able. Needless high efforts may discourage educators to use such
simulation approaches.

As Navarro[174] states with regards to educational simulation mod-
els, “At the expense of some realism, effects need to be somewhat
obvious and ’over the top’ at times in order to effectively illustrate
and enforce the concepts being taught.”

A more pragmatic approach producing a less “accurate” but rea-
sonably quantified model may provide, not the same but a “good
enough” effect for the intended purpose. For the intended purpose—to
get familiar with Essence concepts and to utilize the Essence kernel
to assess the current state of an SE endeavor and to steer it towards a
set target state—basically follow the PDCA cycle (cf. section 2.7.2.1 on
page 105), it does not matter if a given Checkpoint would need one
person hour or ten. Such effort to accomplish the result represented
by the description of a Checkpoint should rather be seen as variable
since it will vary from one unique endeavor to the next.

From such a perspective a deep (artificial accurate) quantification of
the simulated model for educational goals seems neither affordably
feasible nor advisable. Rather should simplifications of the simula-
tion model be thematized in debriefing actions of the Simulation Game.
With this standpoint the taken approach follows recommendations of
Zhang et al.[313] who propose to set expectations and prediction ac-
curacy as well as precision in parameter values into relation with the
context of the modeling purpose and desired results (cf. section 2.8.1
on page 111).

Nonetheless, to provide a holistic perspective, the quantification of
the model should ensure that it is beneficial to care for the Alphas of

creation of kernel extensions and practices as well as their composition into meth-
ods.”[247]
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the endeavor Area-of-Concern (Work, Team, Way of Working). By setting
them as an input of SinglePerformanceFactors (cf. section 3.5.3 on
page 163) they influence the performance of the virtual workforce
hence affect the progress made by the virtual team. Following this
approach results of activities are accomplished less efficient until the
virtual team gets performing well (cf. section 3.5.3 on page 163).

The model has to be quantified and balanced in a way, that devel-
opment activities last long enough to compensate the effort done to
accomplish results of endeavor-Alphas’ Checkpoints.

This effort and the needed “maintenance effort” of ongoing activi-
ties to retain endeavor-Alphas’ Alpha States have to be lower than the
gains in efficiency.

Checkpoints addressed (via their Alpha States) by the Activity Space
Operate the System might get quantified with a very high “effort” since
they result in a Retired Software System that might seem not adequate
in this context. Alternatively, the budget provided (cf. table 3.13 on
page 173) may be balanced in a way that the simulation stops at a
desired (maximum) state.

3.7.4 Modeling Feedback for Usage in Game Environment

To enable a player in the Simulation Game to interact with the game
and hence the underlying simulation, feedback about current events
has to be provided. To provide this feedback it has to be modeled
before.

Table 3.5 on page 154 summarizes the types of messages that can be
defined by the modeler for each Checkpoint. To enable the player to
interact and to reason about the progress made to assess Checkpoints
and Alpha States, at least the FULFILLED-message has to be provided.
Should the Checkpoint be addressed by an ActivitySpace via its Al-
phaState, the at least additional LOST- and REGAINED-messages are
required. The more messages for the several types are provided, the
more feedback is presented to the player of the Simulation Game.

At defining the messages, a modeler defines the level of difficulty
to map it to its Checkpoint. Depending on the learning objective,
such a message can be formulated rather closely to the description of
the Checkpoint or rather different from it and hence making it more
challenging to map it to its Checkpoint.

The model used in the case study described in chapter 5 on page 251

rather made use of messages formulated close to the Checkpoint de-
scriptions making it rather easy to map messages to Checkpoints and
their state of progress.
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3.7.5 Game Scenario Narrative

If an elaborated game scenario narrative gets utilized, the messages
providing feedback (cf. section before) may incorporate aspects of it
and hence provide a more integrated impression.

While such incorporated narrative feedback may result in an even
more immersive game experience, it requires remarkably more effort
at modeling and lessens the chance to reuse it in other contexts.

From a learning theory perspective, such incorporated narrative
feedback may provide more “situation” to a Situated Learning ap-
proach (cf. section 2.2.3 on page 24). At the same time, it might
result in more extraneous cognitive load (cf. section 2.2.5.1 on page 31)
interfering a focus on the essential learning content.

3.8 differences to existing modeling approaches

Compared with existing modeling approaches utilized in DGBL in SE
education, this approach is—with SEMAT Essence—the first one to
utilize a standard to unify SE process/method description and com-
munication.

This approach does neither provide a DSL nor a rule editor as
existing approaches. A modeler in this approach does not have to
build a simulation from scratch by creating formulas, rules, and other
environment-specific modeling elements.

Modeling in the introduced approach is much more like designing
a screenplay with a timeline of events and progress made in an SE
endeavor, represented by Essence Checkpoints and messages of the
virtual team—actually multiple timelines since the defined interde-
pendencies of the Checkpoints and Alpha States allow for multiple
ways through an SE endeavor.

Having to quantify each checkpoint and to provide a number of
messages to each checkpoint requires some effort. But different from
existing approaches, a modeler—familiar with concepts of the Essence
kernel—will need much less training effort compared to existing ap-
proaches since this approach is by intention simple and transparent.
A lecturer should not have problems at explaining the behavior of
the underlying simulation model represented in the Simulation Game
to any player. The approach added as less as possible new concepts
on top of Essence concepts. That way, thinking about the simulation
model should be to the largest extent be thinking about Essence ker-
nel concepts themselves.
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3.9 future work

Currently, the simulation approach supports only element types of
the SEMAT Essence kernel, such as Alphas, Alpha States, Check-
points, and Activity Spaces.

To support the simulation of Essence methods, this approach has to
be extended to provide more element types of the Essence language,
e.g. sub-Alphas, WorkProducts, their Levels of Detail, and concrete
Activities.

Such an extension to the simulation approach may be integrated
into future work, if feedback collected at future deployments of the
approach reveals such demands.

The second field of future work is related to the modeling process
of the approach. While it is yet streamlined at the conceptional level,
it is not yet fully supported technically resulting in manual mapping
effort needed. Such effort is planned to be removed from the process
to enable a wider public use of the approach. Development work has
already been started but has to be extended and integrated into the
environment of the approach.





4
A N I N T E G R AT E D A P P R O A C H T O L E A R N
S O F T WA R E E N G I N E E R I N G M E T H O D S

This chapter introduces the Integrated Approach to Learn Software En-
gineering Methods, hereafter short Integrated Approach, developed in
this research work. Before it gets described in depth—with its con-
cepts, assumptions, phases, developed digital learning games, and
supporting tools—its motivation gets explained in detail. Since the
approach is based on SEMAT Essence, Essences’ contribution to learn-
ing gets examined with regards to learning theories and competencies
demanded by curriculum guidelines. The chapter closes with a com-
parison of approaches taken and related work.

4.1 the case for an integrated approach

By comparing Jonassen’s summarized characteristics of constructivist
learning environments (cf. section 2.2.3 on page 28) with the charac-
teristics of (well designed) course or capstone projects, it gets obvious
that both may provide a large intersection.

But as described in chapter 1 on page 1, reality shows that there
are gaps to close. This Integrated Approach was designed to support at
closing them.

As stated in section 1.3 on page 7 following observations can be
made in course projects:

• It is not easy for students to orientate inside of a given SE
method or software process.

• It is quite hard for students to answer the question(s) who, how,
when and in particular why specific activities should be accom-
plished.

• A rigid fixation on technological and functional details lets stu-
dents loose the holistic view on the development process as a
whole—with all its relevant dimensions.

• All too frequent, takeaways from such projects are too specific
and hardly transferable to other contexts and upcoming chal-
lenges.

It can be observed that many students are leaving course projects with
a fuzzy impression that applying SE methods/practices/tools could

179
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have been helping to reach even better results if they would have been
employed in a more rigorous, disciplined and goal-oriented way.

Losing a holistic view due to remarkable cognitive load and just
delivering artifacts requested by a pre-chosen software process under
time pressure, hardly provides the deep impression that practices,
methods, and tools were truly supporting students’ work.

Preceding research showed that simulation and games were able
to foster empathy with the necessity of employing software processes
to accomplish more complex software projects to a certain level suc-
cessfully. But evaluation of those approaches showed too that they, in
general, were not able to impart new knowledge.[301]

None of the approaches known to the author of this thesis utilized
the opportunities provided by simulation and DGBL to prepare stu-
dents for their real project work in a concrete and direct way.

Figure 2.14 on page 105 gives a hint that less experienced learners,
or team members in a software project, with yet fewer capabilities,
need more explicit guidance by SE practices or software processes.
That is why a “just let them figure out, how to accomplish the tasks” ap-
proach combined with limited time may not be an option for stu-
dents, who are not already experts in their field. As we know from
cognitivist learning theory, minimally guided or even unguided in-
struction may not provide ideal learning experiences (cf. section 2.2.3
on page 29).

But just providing a software process description to support stu-
dents may not be the ideal solution for several reasons too:

1. Process descriptions usually provide sequenced activities aligned
to phases and milestones. They provide descriptions of who
(which role) should do what and how to accomplish tasks. But
they usually lack a common structured and goal-oriented un-
derlying concept to provide the why of these activities and to
assess the whole SE endeavor in a holistic way.

2. Just getting familiar with one process description does not pro-
vide the demanded transferable knowledge being of use in all
future SE endeavors.

3. To some extent software process descriptions are similar to pro-
cess worksheets used to guide learners through complex tasks.
Van Merriënboer and Sweller[165] explain “Because the infor-
mation provided in a process worksheet typically has high ele-
ment interactivity, simultaneously performing the learning tasks
and consulting the worksheet may be too demanding. Work-
ing memory demands may be increased further because learn-
ers must split their attention between the task and the process
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of the Course Environment: Tools Supporting Phases
1 – 3

worksheet.” They propose that learners “thoroughly study the
recommended phases and hints before they start to work on the
learning tasks as suggested by the results of studies [...].”[165]
That way “a cognitive schema may be constructed in long-term
memory that can subsequently be activated in working memory
during task performance. Retrieving the already constructed
schema should be less cognitively demanding than activating
the externally presented complex information in working mem-
ory during task performance.”[165]

Adding the SEMAT Essence kernel on top of a software process de-
scription or providing it instead may significantly reduce problems
(1.) and (2.) mentioned above. But this approach would either add
even more cognitive load on top and boost problem (3.) mentioned
above or take away the guidance of practices needed by less experi-
enced learners if the kernel would completely replace defined prac-
tices or a software process.

The Integrated Approach introduced in this chapter aims at ad-
dressing the problems mentioned above by applying learning theory1,
utilizing SEMAT Essence, simulation, and DGBL. The following sec-
tions describe foundations, characteristics, phases, and elements of
this approach.

Figure 4.1 shows the environment provided to course members con-
taining the tools to support the first three phases of the Integrated
Approach that get described in following sections.

1 with a focus on constructivist approaches but without neglecting insights of cogni-
tive learning theories arguing against minimally guided instruction
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4.1.1 Facilitating NOT Replacing Existing (Project-Based) Learning Ap-
proaches

It is important to emphasize that this Integrated Approach utilizing
DGBL aims not at replacing existing project-based learning approaches
like course or capstone projects. Instead, it has been explicitly de-
signed to

1. facilitate them by lowering the cognitive load students are faced
with at conducting their project work,

2. provide more opportunities for reflection and social interaction to
facilitate learning,

3. increase the transferability of knowledge gained by utilizing the
generalist SEMAT Essence kernel approach considering all es-
sential dimensions of SE endeavors in a practice and process
independent way, and

4. let students experience the orientation and guidance provided by
the chosen approach to enable the development of SE attitudes,
where the provided practices and methods are not just per-
ceived as further cognitive load but as truly supporting at keep-
ing a holistic perspective on the SE endeavor.

4.1.2 Learning Theories And Educational Approaches Applied

The Integrated Approach is based on SEMAT Essence. Essence’s char-
acteristics providing support to learning and contributing to learning
objectives of curriculum guidelines are described in section 4.2.2 on
page 191.

This section provides a description of learning theories and educa-
tional approaches applied in the Integrated Approach beyond that.

The Integrated Approach has been designed to provide a construc-
tivist learning environment. It provides Jonassen’s[134] characteris-
tics of constructivist learning environments that are facilitating learn-
ing (cf. section 2.2.3 on page 24). Table 4.1 on the next page sum-
marizes the representation of those characteristics by elements of the
Integrated Approach. Those elements are described in detail in follow-
ing sections. Different from most existing approaches (cf. section 2.5
on page 68) the Simulation Game sets a focus on social interaction (cf.
section 2.2.3 on page 24), adding concepts of social constructivism to
the approach.

The Phase 2 of the Integrated Approach connects Phase 1, where mo-
tivation, basic concepts, and relationships of the Essence kernel get
introduced with the Phase 3 where students apply it actively in their
practical project work. Thereby the Simulation Game used in Phase 2
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Jonassen’s [134] characteristics of
constructivist learning environmentsa

facilitating learning

Representation in the Integrated Approach

provide multiple representations of
reality to avoid oversimplification

learning content is provided at different
abstraction levels and from different

perspectives throughout the Integrated Approach,

represent the complexity of the real
world

by utilizing the whole Essence kernel the
complexity and all essential dimensions of an
SE endeavor are provided right from the start

emphasize knowledge construction not
knowledge reproduction

while Phase 1 is addressing primarily
memorization of factual and conceptual

knowledge the following Phases 2 and 3 are
primarily addressing procedural and

metacognitive levels requiring to understand
and apply learned concepts, learners are
provided with interactive environments

allowing a high degree of freedom at scaffolded
discovering and decisioning how to proceed

emphasize authentic tasks in a
meaningful context rather than abstract

instruction out of context

context and authentic tasks are provided
through case study (Phase 1), Puzzler (Phase 1),

interactive participation in Simulation Game
including debriefing (Phase 2), and real project

work (Phase 3)

provide learning environments such as
real-world settings or case-based

learning instead of predetermined
sequences of instruction

Simulation Game provides a (virtual) real world
setting, powered by the Essence kernel and

hence representing all relevant essential
dimensions of an SE endeavor, real project
work provides such an environment per se
(within the limitations of academic settings)

encourage thoughtful reflection on
experience

reflection is encouraged throughout the
Simulation Game by providing collaboration and
competition features, immediate feedback and

a reflective game typeb,

regular team meetings while running the
course project utilize the checklists provided by
the Essence kernel to guide discussion and to
assess the SE endeavor encouraging holistic
reflection on achieved results in all relevant

dimensions of the SE endeavor

enable context- and content-dependent
knowledge construction

by providing an inherent c Simulation Game
where learning content is integral part of the

gameplay,

by utilizing the gained knowledge in following
project work situated in a given context

support collaborative construction of
knowledge through social negotiation

facilitated through collaborative features in the
Simulation Game (cf. sections 4.7.2.3 and 4.7.5),
debriefing activities following the Simulation
Game, and teams’ discussions guided by the
Essence kernel in real project work (Phase 3)

Table 4.1: Integrated Approach Addressing Jonassen’s[134] Characteristics of
Constructivist Learning Environments Facilitating Learning

a cf. section 2.2.3 on page 24

b cf. section 4.7.11 on page 245 for game characterization
c cf. section 4.7.11 on page 245 for game characterization
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serves as an important anchor in the sense of Anchored Instruction (cf.
section 2.7.2.1 on page 105).

Following the Elaboration Theory (cf. section 2.2.5.2 on page 34)
learning content should be introduced from general to detailed, from
simple to complex, and from abstract to concrete.

The Integrated Approach presents the whole Essence kernel, its moti-
vation, basic concepts and their relationships in Phase 1. At this stage,
it keeps rather abstract and general.

Phase 2, utilizing the Simulation Game, provides the opportunity to
deepen and apply the concepts in a virtual project. By practicing the
PDCA cycle (cf. section 2.7.2.1 on page 105) to drive their virtual SE
endeavor, students have to observe kernel’s concrete elements in more
detail. By utilizing their relationships, things get more complex, e.g. by
having to consider inter-relationships and multiple paths that can be
taken to progress the Alphas of their endeavor.

Students in Phase 3 apply the Essence kernel or method practi-
cally in their project work. While the feedback from the virtual team
was relatively easy to map to checkpoints of Alpha States, students
now have to assess the state of their real SE endeavor and to think
more deeply about the semantics of Checkpoints, Alpha States and
Alphas. Additionally, they have to choose and/or follow SE practices
to progress their endeavor and thereby to accomplish real SE tasks.
At this stage, the learning content presents itself in its most concrete,
detailed, and complex form.

A primary objective of the Integrated Approach is to lower the cog-
nitive load students are faced with in their real course or capstone
project work to enable experiences where SE tools and methods are
perceived as really supportive providing orientation as well as guid-
ance to drive a software project.

By providing already familiar tools, concepts, and procedures stu-
dents are faced with a lower cognitive load right from the start of
their project work enabling them to experience orientation and guid-
ance and to be more focused on particular challenges of their project
domains.

At designing the Integrated Approach all phases of the learning pro-
cess, as defined by Gagnè’s events of instruction (cf. section 2.2.2 on
page 22), were considered. Table 4.2 on the next page summarizes
how elements of the approach are addressing Gagnè’s events of in-
struction.
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Event of Instruction Addressing Element(s) Of the Integrated Approach

1. Gain attention introducing interactive lecture and case study to introduce and
motivate, Essence Kernel Puzzler (Phase 1)

2. Inform of
objectives

3. Stimulate recall at introduction to Simulation Game and course project work

4. Present
stimulus

Essence Kernel Puzzler (Phase 1), Simulation Game (Phase 2), real
project work (Phase 3)

5. Provide learner
guidance

through short concepts descriptions introducing levels of the
Essence Kernel Puzzler (Phase 1),

through integrated supporting tool (Essence Navigator) in
Simulation Game (Phase 2),

through already familiar concepts, procedures and tools right
at the start of course project work (Phase 3)

6. Elicit
performance

by providing challenging tasks in Simulation Game (Phase 2)
and course project (Phase 3)

7. Provide
feedback

direct feedback provided in multiple ways throughout the
Simulation Game fostering social interaction inside the team,

integrated into the course project

8. Assess
performance

throughout the Essence Kernel Puzzler (Phase 1), the Simulation
Game (Phase 2), as part of course project work (Phase 3)

9. Accommodate
retention and

transfer

through repeated application in Simulation Game (Phase 2) and
real project work (Phase 3),

through debriefing activities after the Simulation Game,

by utilizing the SEMAT Essence kernel integrating process- and
practice-independent concepts

Table 4.2: Elements Of the Integrated Approach Addressing Gagnè’s Events
Of Instruction
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4.1.3 Learning Objectives and Learner Profiles

4.1.3.1 Learning Objectives

The objective of this Integrated Approach is not just to provide knowl-
edge. This approach aims at providing competencies, which were de-
fined in section 2.3 on page 38 as:

A cluster of related knowledge, skills, and attitudes enabling a person to
accomplish all the tasks in a given context, that correlates with measurable
performance, which can be improved by education, training and experience.

Knowledge in this definition represents, what one knows. Skills in this
definition represent, what one can do. This includes capabilities and abil-
ities and involves knowledge. Attitudes in this definition are concerned
with the ability to apply knowledge and skills in an effective manner,
characterized by attributes of behavior such as willingness, initiative,
communicativeness, cooperativeness, self-reflection, trustworthiness, empa-
thy, cultural and social sensitivity, professionalism, problem awareness, cre-
ativity (if needed), etc. (cf. section 2.3 on page 38).

This clarification is important. Students should not just know some-
thing about SE methods, or the Essence kernel. They should be able
to apply concepts (to do) and furthermore develop an attitude that lets
them apply their skills and knowledge.

As described in section 4.2 on page 189 the proposed Integrated
Approach is based on SEMAT Essence2. How SEMAT Essence, esp.
the Essence kernel, contributes to learning objectives of curriculum
guidelines’ knowledge areas and how it supports additional guide-
lines gets discussed in detail in section 4.2 on page 189.

While the Phases 1 to 3 are aiming at providing factual, conceptual,
procedural, and metacognitive levels of the knowledge dimension and the
remember, understand, and apply levels of the cognitive process dimen-
sion of the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (cf. section 2.3.1 on page 38),
further phases may address higher cognitive levels. The approach
introduced in this thesis is focused on the first three phases, which
should be part of any undergraduate SE curriculum. Higher learning
levels are rather part of graduate or highly specialized undergraduate
curricula and may get addressed by Phases 3+X building on learning
experiences made in Phases 1, 2, and 3.

After the first three phases of the Integrated Approach students should
be able to basically utilize the Essence kernel, esp. apply the PDCA
cycle (cf. section 2.16 on page 107), practically in an SE endeavor. They
should know, when and how to apply it and furthermore have devel-

2 In its initial version focused on the SEMAT Essence kernel. Integrating SE practices
and methods based on SEMAT Essence may be the subject of future work.
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oped an attitude to appreciate to utilize the orientation and guidance
delivered by its characteristics.

To enable such competency, students have to master the terminol-
ogy and understand the concepts provided by the kernel. They have
to understand (inter-)relationships between its elements that provide
kernel’s characteristics. To apply the kernel in a course project they
need (basic) skills to utilize it to holistically assess and steer an SE
endeavor. On the metacognitive knowledge level students should be
able to reflect their learning progress, identify knowledge gaps and
their preferred resources to close them as well as to choose and use
those procedures and tools that contribute the most to their teams’
way of working.

It would not be realistic to expect students after performing learn-
ing activities of the Integrated Approach to act like SE professionals
with years of experience. It would not be realistic too, to expect that
every students remembers all the Alpha States, their Checkpoints and
Activity Spaces addressing them. But as described in section 2.7 on
page 95 and section 4.2 on page 189 this is not necessary to start uti-
lizing the Essence kernel in practice since it provides practical and
tangible scaffolding to practitioners.

Table 4.3 on the following page summarizes the primary learning
objectives of the single Phases 1 to 3 of the approach. While Phase 1
is primarily addressing the factual and conceptual levels of the knowl-
edge dimension as well as to some extent the metacognitive level of the
remember level, Phases 2 and 3 are primarily addressing the procedural
and metacognitive level of the first two levels of the cognitive process
dimension and all knowledge levels of the apply level of the cognitive
process dimension. At the same time they are contributing to the
deepening of knowledge of the other levels, since students are using
elements and concepts over and over again.

The remaining levels of the cognitive process dimensions may get
addressed by additional Phases 4 to X.

With regards to the Software Engineering Competency Model (SWE-
COM)[14] (cf. section 2.3.2 on page 44) this Integrated Approach may
contribute to the acquisition of the required skills of the crosscutting
skill area “Software Process and Life Cycle Skills”3 as well as to the ac-
quisition of cognitive skills (reasoning, analytical skills, problem solving,
innovation) and to behavioral attributes and skills, both with regards to
SE methods.

3 Directly if it gets interpreted in a future-oriented way anticipating an orientation
towards flexible composable SE practices instead of monolithic software processes.
Indirectly in both cases by providing the SEMAT Essence kernel as thinking frame-
work supporting the acquisition of new software processes.
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metacognitive Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 3+x Phase 3+x Phase 3+x
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ow
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e procedural Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 3+x Phase 3+x Phase 3+x

conceptual Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 3+x Phase 3+x Phase 3+x

factual Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 3+x Phase 3+x Phase 3+x

remember understand apply analyze evaluate create

cognitive process

Table 4.3: Learning Objectives of Phases of the Integrated Approach
Mapped to the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy[13, 147]

With regards to the Software Engineering Body of Skills (SWEBOS) (cf.
section 2.3.2 on page 45), proposed by Sedelmaier and Landes[243] and
focusing on context-sensitive soft-skills required for SE, this Integrated
Approach especially contributes to the competencies for structuring one’s
own way of working and to one of the three identified top soft-skills:
the comprehension of the complexity of software engineering processes and
understanding of cause-effect relationships.

4.1.3.2 Learner’s Profiles

It is assumed that students starting with Phase 1 are already familiar
with developing software in smaller contexts. Ideally they should be
already familiar with at least some of the practices required in an SE
endeavor and are about to start a course or capstone project. The Inte-
grated Approach introduced in this chapter was explicitly designed to
support their learning.

Although the Essence kernel does not explicitly require deeper SE
knowledge before starting to become acquainted with, it may remain
too abstract otherwise. The Essence kernel defines six Competencies.
Each of the Competencies already known by the students, offers some
kind of recognition and may ease their steps.

But even without already owning those competencies, students
may start at an earlier level as all essential elements get defined and
described in the kernel.

Since today’s students likely were born after the 1980s, they likely
share some characteristics of the digital natives or net generation (cf.
section 2.4.2.4 on page 63) and “prefer inductive reasoning, want
frequent and quick interactions with content, and have exceptional
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visual literacy skills—characteristics that are all matched well with
DGBL.”[295]

4.2 based on semat essence

SEMAT Essence was already introduced in section 2.7 on page 95. To
provide a thorough foundation for the Integrated Approach, SEMAT
Essence’s support to learning should be indicated.

The following section examines the claim of SEMAT proponents
that Essence facilitates SE education.

To find support or disapproval for these claims, concepts and prin-
ciples of learning theory as well as curriculum guidelines, introduced
in section 2.2 on page 19, are consulted.

4.2.1 Experiences With Utilizing Essence in SE Education

Ng and Huang[184] reported that they conducted a workshop with
professors and PhD students at Chinese universities. Within that
workshop, they performed some exercises connected to SEMAT Essence
with the participants. They state that

• “Participants immediately saw the importance of having a con-
sensus on terminology,”

• “Essence is able to encompass a wide range of challenges, par-
ticularly the typical ones in software engineering. This implies
that Essence provides a sufficient breadth of coverage of soft-
ware engineering disciplines.”

• “There was a Eureka moment, when participants saw that they
could represent different lifecycles by shifting the alpha states
around.” and

• “Participants recognized immediately that the business-social
aspects of software engineering represent a huge void in their
curricula. More importantly, they saw Essence as a way to de-
scribe the scope of a curriculum, and the scope of each course.”

Ng and Huang[184] conclude that “Universities cannot teach every-
thing that industry requires. But university can provide students with
a firm grasp of the fundamentals and give them the tools to learn and
understand the diversity of software engineering later in their career.”
This statement fits well with the needs of 21st-century learning skills
described in section 2.2.4.

Jacobson et al.[118] report of utilizations of the SEMAT Essence
kernel in first- and second-year SE courses at KTH Royal Institute of
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Technology in Sweden. In a first-year course, students went through
the Alphas to evaluate the results of their conducted projects. In
second-year courses, students used the kernel to assess their running
projects. The realizing lecturers conclude that the kernel assures the
consideration of all essential aspects of an SE endeavor and that the
students were able to “easily identify the good and bad sides of their
development methods.” They summarize “Because they had to fol-
low all the kernel alphas, the students could learn the total scope of
the software engineering endeavor and thereby know what will be
required of them in their professional careers.”[118]

Unfortunately, the authors provide no further details of the studies.

Péraire and Sedano[207] provide the first detailed report of a field
study utilizing the Essence kernel in multiple student projects. Par-
ticipating students worked in co-located or distributed teams and al-
ready had a considerable average work experience ranging from 3 to
10 years. The SE process was chosen by the teams themselves based
on students’ “reasonable knowledge of a diverse set of generally ac-
cepted software engineering practices, and the ability to execute these
practices somehow effectively.”[207] All teams chose an iterative pro-
cess model for their projects and were supported by faculty facilita-
tors at Essence meetings.

Péraire and Sedano describe challenges participants faced at us-
ing the Essence kernel. They mention ambiguities in checkpoint de-
scriptions perceived by students, e.g. students asked “What do they
mean by ’enough’?” or “What kind of ’constraints’ are they talking
about?”[207]. They report that these ambiguities were leading to sit-
uations “where the team discusses the meaning of a checklist item in-
stead of having a conversation about the project.” Another challenge
identified was the combination of iterative software development ap-
proaches and the process- and practice-independent Essence kernel,
which defines Alphas and their states at a project or release level
but—without adding concrete Essence practices—not at the level of
single iterations.

The authors[207] report that 90% of responding students appreci-
ated the approach and 80% sad they will use it in future projects.
The faculty in charge of the course projects attested “a much bet-
ter early project organization with lot less floundering.” Péraire and
Sedano[207] concluded that the Essence kernel approach “provides
student teams with a simple, lightweight, non-prescriptive and method-
agnostic way to examine their projects holistically, structure team re-
flections, manage risks, monitor progress and steer their projects. [...]
most effective during project initiation and for monitoring and steer-
ing the work done at the project or release level.”
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4.2.2 Essence’s Support of Learning Theories And Educational Approaches

The Essence kernel approach should provide characteristics facilitat-
ing learning theories. This section examines its adequacy from the
perspective of learning and educational theories.

4.2.2.1 Elaboration Theory

Reigeluth’s Elaboration Theory (cf. section 2.2.5.2) holds that instruc-
tion, or learning content, should be organized from general to detailed,
from simple to complex, and from abstract to concrete.

With the Separation of Concerns principle applied (cf. section 2.7.2 on
page 97), the Essence approach provides a natural fit for utilizing the
Elaboration Theory and supports all three sequencing requirements.

The kernel providing only the common, general, and essential el-
ements of every SE endeavor packaged into simple concepts is sepa-
rated from complex, varying details of varying practices. Hence Essence
inherently facilitates the organization of learning content from general
to detailed and from simple to complex.

To provide a method- and practice-independent kernel the authors
had to define its elements in a general and abstract manner providing
the opportunity to define concrete practices and eventually methods
based on its foundation. For instance, that is why the kernel does not
provide concrete activities, defining the how of tasks to be done, but
Activity Spaces, the abstract placeholders for them defining the what
and when4 of tasks to be done.

4.2.2.2 Anchored Instruction

Anchored Instruction (cf. section 2.2.3 on page 27) provides support to
assimilating new knowledge by providing a common anchor, which
new learning content can be related to.

In a wider sense—by utilizing the same principles—the Essence
kernel can provide such an anchor throughout a whole SE career for
students introduced to it. Each new SE practice, SE method, or SE
process, students are faced with in their career, can be mapped to the
Essence kernel, which facilitates the identification of already known
and new elements as well as the synthesis of those elements.

4.2.2.3 Cognitive Load Theory

Sweller’s Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) holds that the working mem-
ory of learners is very limited in capacity as well as duration and can
hold only a few items at the same time including even less new knowl-
edge items. CLT holds too that information from, virtually unlimited,
long-term memory vastly extends capability of working memory (cf.

4 provided by addressing Alpha States, which are well-ordered
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section 2.2.5.1 on page 31). As Paas and Sweller[195] state “the ex-
tent to which working memory limitations matter depends on the
extent to which the information being dealt with has been organized
in long-term memory.”

From this perspective the support of learning provided by the Essence
kernel is twofold. By separating the common essentials from (prac-
tice dependent) details fewer concepts and elements can be learned
faster to get productive. Once familiar with them they provide the
ability to compare new practices or methods to already existing struc-
tured knowledge (cf. schema theory in section 2.2.2 on page 21). These
knowledge structures in long-term memory support the working mem-
ory in the cognitive architecture of the learner to recognize patterns,
similarities as well as differences in varying SE practices and hence
to categorize and learn new practices and methods more efficiently.

4.2.2.4 Constructivist Learning

Since the Essence kernel was designed to be tangible5, practical and
actionable (cf. section 2.7.2.1 on page 104) it provides the opportunity
to learn by doing. An Essence user does not have to learn all elements,
e.g. Alphas, their states and Checkpoints, in advance to use it. Differ-
ent from SE processes just documented somehow and somewhere, a
team dynamically uses the actionable kernel, e.g. by progressing states
of all relevant dimensions (Alphas).

With these characteristics, the Essence approach provides support
for constructivist educational approaches (cf. section 2.2.3 on page 24).
Starting to use the Essence kernel in a software project provides kinds
of Active Learning, Learning by Doing and Discovery Learning as a team
incrementally digs deeper into kernel’s elements and discovers more
and more of their relationships on demand and as needed in that situ-
ation. Since projects naturally provide authentic activities resembling
or representing real-life environments, it provides characteristics of
deeply Situated Learning too.

One criticism with Situated Learning, actually too contextualized
learning, is that it would not “promote flexible transfer. The transfer
literature suggests that the most effective transfer may come from a
balance of specific examples and general principles, not from either
one alone.”6[58] Utilizing the Essence kernel in a software project
provides both specific examples in the context of the project domain
and general principles combined in the kernel hence the approach
provides both support for driving the respective project as well as
transferable knowledge of use in future endeavors.

5 e.g. by cards (Alpha card, Alpha State card, etc.) provided for its elements
6 cf. section 2.2.3
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4.2.3 Essence’s Support of Curriculum Guidelines

Curriculum guidelines are designed by experts in the field concerned
with SE education. To examine this question three curriculum guide-
lines are consulted:

1. the IEEE/ACM guideline for undergraduates SE2014,

2. the German guideline for undergraduates and graduates pub-
lished by the German Informatics Society (GI) GI2016, and

3. the guideline for SE graduate degrees GSwE2009 (cf. section 2.3
on page 38).

None of the guidelines refers to SEMAT Essence in one of the knowl-
edge areas to be covered in curricula. This is not surprising since the
specification is newer than two of the guideline recommendations.

In addition to the knowledge areas to be covered by curricula, the
guidelines provide a set of specific curriculum guidelines7 represent-
ing demanded characteristics of a curriculum. If Essence should fit
into the curriculum guidelines, it should contribute to the accomplish-
ment of the demanded characteristics of a curriculum.

4.2.3.1 SE2014

SEMAT Essence would contribute to the knowledge area “PRO—Software
Process” of the SEEK (cf. section 2.3.3 on page 46).

With a set of twenty curriculum guidelines describing demanded
characteristics of curricula, the SE2014 provides the most guidance
for curriculum construction. Those related to the topic of SE process
or methods are discussed in this section:

“Curriculum Guideline 5: Learning certain software engineering topics
requires maturity, so these topics should be taught toward the end of the
curriculum, while other material should be taught earlier to facilitate gaining
that maturity.”

Using the SEMAT Essence Kernel as an anchor, in the sense of An-
chored Instruction as described above, enables a wide range of activi-
ties that can be related to the kernel as an anchor. Such an approach
provides a coherent and holistic view on SE endeavors. Looking at
the kernel from multiple perspectives and deepening the knowledge
through discussions about different aspects, contributes to a construc-
tivist learning environment. The usage of the Essence kernel is not
limited to one single course. Courses addressing different knowledge
areas of SE may share the Essence Kernel Anchor.

7 Unfortunately, the term curriculum guideline is confusingly used both as the title
for the whole guideline documents and specification of desired characteristics and
qualities of a curriculum following the approaches in the respective document.
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“Curriculum Guideline 10: Software engineering problem solving should
be taught as having multiple dimensions. An important goal of most soft-
ware projects is meeting client needs, both explicitly and implicitly. [...]
Problem solving is best learned through practice and taught through exam-
ples.”

The SEMAT Essence kernel provides Alphas to represent the essen-
tial elements, or dimensions, of each SE endeavor in a very compact
way. Its approach is holistically considering all dimensions, since
all Alphas, by definition, have to be progressed in a balanced way.
With the provided Alphas Stakeholders and Opportunity the alignment
towards meeting clients needs is deeply integrated into the Essence ker-
nel (cf. section 2.7 on page 95).

An essential design goal of Essence has been to support software
practitioners. The Essence kernel is actionable and well suited to pro-
vide guidance in any course or capstone project, independent from
the method or practices chosen by the lecturer or students. Case stud-
ies that are already available provide examples to discuss and learn
from.

“Curriculum Guideline 11: The underlying and enduring principles of
software engineering should be emphasized, rather than the details of the lat-
est or specific tools. [...] In a good curriculum, it is the enduring knowledge
in the SEEK topics that must be emphasized, not the details of the tools. The
topics are supposed to remain valid for many years; as much as possible, the
knowledge and experience derived from their learning should still be appli-
cable 10 or 20 years later. Particular tools, on the other hand, will rapidly
change. It is a mistake, for example, to focus excessively on how to use [...]
the detailed steps of a methodology[...]. Applying this guideline to processes
(also known as methods or methodologies) is similar to applying it to lan-
guages. Rather than memorizing the details of a particular process model,
students should be helped to understand the goals being sought and the prob-
lems being addressed so they can appropriately evaluate, choose, and adapt
processes to support their future work as software engineering professionals.
[...]”

The SEMAT Essence kernel does exactly, what is demanded by this
guideline. By applying the design principle of separation of concerns
(cf. section 2.7.2 on page 97), it separates a stable kernel, providing
common ground “independent of the kind of software endeavor, the
complexity of their requirements or software system, and the size
of their team”[118], from practices, describing a specific way how to
tackle single aspects following today’s, yesterday’s, or even tomor-
row’s state of the art. This means, getting acquainted with the ker-
nel once, provides a thinking framework of long-lasting validity and
value. While the practices representing the current state of the art
may change over time or are likely to change over time, there is al-
ways a common ground facilitating to acquire new approaches.
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By utilizing Essence, steps of a process model get reflected by a mod-
ified state of the endeavor, represented by progressing the Alpha
States. This way each activity, or step of a process model, is ori-
ented towards the goal to progress Alphas of an endeavor—fostering
a structured and goal-oriented attitude.

Based on common ground, it is much easier for learners to real-
ize common goals and different approaches to reach them in vary-
ing process models, which simplifies their evaluation, selection, and
adoption.

“Curriculum Guideline 12: The curriculum must be taught so that stu-
dents gain experience using appropriate and up-to-date tools, even though
tool details are not the focus of the learning. Performing software engineer-
ing efficiently and effectively requires choosing and using the most appro-
priate computer hardware, software tools, technologies, and processes (collec-
tively referred to here as tools). Students must develop skill in choosing and
using tools so they go into the workforce with a habit of working with tools
and an understanding that selecting and developing facility with tools is a
normal part of professional work. Appropriateness of tools must be carefully
considered. Tool selection should consider complexity, reliability, expense,
learning curve, functionality, and benefit. Tool selection also needs to con-
sider educational value and usefulness in the workplace after graduation.
[...]”

To choose from processes or methods, a student needs to be aware
on the implications of using or not using their inherent practices.
Common ground, independent from any practice, method, or pro-
cess, that provides a holistic view supports students and practitioners
to get aware of aspects addressed by a method—and those that are
omitted. Students (as well as any practitioner) get an impression, if
and how particular Alpha States get addressed in the chosen method
and what the resulting implications of a candidate method are.

“Curriculum Guideline 13: Material taught in a software engineering
program should, where possible, be grounded in (a) sound empirical research
and mathematical or scientific theory or (b) widely accepted good practice.”

The SEMAT Essence Kernel is the result of an effort to find a kernel
of widely agreed-on elements. The list of signatories, individual ex-
perts in the field, companies representing industry, and universities
around the world, proves wide agreement and input from various
points of view.

“Curriculum Guideline 14: The curriculum should have a significant real-
world basis. Incorporating real-world elements into the curriculum is neces-
sary to enable effective learning of software engineering skills and concepts.
A program should incorporate at least some of the following:
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• Case studies: Exposure to real systems and project case studies is im-
portant, with students taught to critique these examples and to reuse
the best parts.

• Project-based activities: Some learning activities should be set up to
mimic typical projects in industry. These should include group work,
presentations, formal reviews, quality assurance, and so forth. It can
be beneficial to include real-world stakeholders or interdisciplinary
teams. Students should understand and be able to experience the
various roles typically found in a contemporary software engineering
team.

• Capstone project: Students should complete a significant project [...]
in order to practice the knowledge and skills they have learned. Build-
ing on skills developed in other project-based learning activities, stu-
dents should be given the primary responsibility to manage this cap-
stone project [...]. Team projects are most common and considered to be
best practice because students can develop team skills that have value
in many professional environments.[...]”

SEMAT Essence has already been utilized by companies in real-world
project settings. Case studies of these adoptions as well as educa-
tional case studies[244] are provided by SEMAT. As already men-
tioned, the SEMAT Essence kernel was designed to support practi-
tioners in software development. The kernel is compact and lightweight
and supports Discovery Learning and as such well suited to support
project-based activities as well as capstone projects in a curriculum.

“Curriculum Guideline 16: Software process should be central to the cur-
riculum organization and to students’ understanding of software engineer-
ing practice.” This guideline subsumes a set of demanded characteris-
tics that should get examined in detail:

• “Evolution of software process best practice: It is important to note
that this curriculum guideline does not endorse any particular soft-
ware process. Software process has evolved over the years, and it is
reasonable to expect that this will continue. Assuming that one par-
ticular process or style of process is the best or final answer seems
akin to making a similar assumption about a particular programming
language or operating system. Every curriculum, while covering soft-
ware process in depth, should also give students an appreciation of the
range of processes and the notion that best practice in this area has
and will continue to change.”

The difficulty to select one, or a small set, out of the wide range of
processes/methods available today was already discussed (cf. sec-
tion 2.6 on page 83). To give students an appreciation of the range
of processes a common ground, like the one provided by the Essence
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kernel, seems necessary to provide the chance to understand differ-
ences between methods’ approaches. The chance to get lost in the
wide range of methods, all using different formats and varying se-
mantics connected to the vocab is very high otherwise. At recogniz-
ing the continual change in this area, students should be provided
with a thinking framework with characteristics uncoupled from the
speed of change and supporting adoption of change as required by a
particular context.

• “Range of software processes: Addressing the range of software pro-
cesses implies that the curriculum give students some understanding
of a selection of processes that might include, for example, both plan-
based and agile methods. [...] The selection of processes to cover should
reflect current industry practice.”

• “Software process in context: The curriculum should address the rela-
tionship of software process and other elements of a work environment.
For example, the supportive (or limiting) role of software development
tools in successful processes use should be addressed as part of the
coverage of tools. Students also need to learn about the importance
of organizational culture, team and product size, and application do-
main in process selection. Environmental considerations such as these
provide the context needed for students to understand the range of
processes. Examples might include the continued presence of plan-
based processes in the development of large embedded hardware/soft-
ware systems or the advantages of agile processes in domains where
requirements are incompletely understood or rapidly changing.”

To understand the range of processes, their differences on the different
dimensions of an SE endeavor, represented by Alphas in the Essence
approach, have to be understood. By supporting the comparison of
Alpha States addressed in various phases or at different milestones
of various processes, students, as well as any SE practitioner, are pro-
vided with a valuable aid. While differing processes can be described
using the same dimensions (Alphas)8, they address different Alpha
States at different phases in the endeavor.

By mapping the concrete Activities provided by the specific pro-
cess to ActivitySpaces and addressed Alpha States, students, as well
as any SE practitioner, are enabled to quickly grasp how complete
the chosen method is with respect to all the Alpha States that have
to be addressed. Such an exercise may reveal the blind spots of a
method under observation that may have to be closed by complemen-
tary practices.

• “Motivating software process: Like many aspects of software engineer-
ing, process is difficult to motivate until students understand central
challenges such as scale, complexity, and human communication that

8 at least at a high level
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motivate all of software engineering. This has two implications for
designing the curriculum. First, process needs to be introduced grad-
ually. Making software process part of student work early in the cur-
riculum helps to develop good habits. But process use must be carried
through to later courses when student appreciation for process has
been developed. Second, student work must [...] develop an appre-
ciation of the challenges that motivate software engineering.[...] This
might include not only student team project work but also case studies
and observation of working systems.”

The SEMAT Essence kernel provides a holistic picture of SE endeav-
ors. Recognizing the associations between Alphas (cf. figure 2.12

on page 102) students get a first impression of the highly intercon-
nected character of SE endeavor dimensions right from the start. Us-
ing the kernel as anchor to introduce partial aspects of SE, e.g. human
communication aspects at requirements elicitation or team dynamics,
keeps a holistic view and avoids to provide just single pieces of a
puzzle. As already mentioned, SEMAT provides a number of case
studies.

• “Depth and application of software process: An appreciation of the
range of processes should be combined with the development of the
skills and knowledge to apply at least one particular process. Programs
may need to focus on one particular process for students to achieve any
proficiency by graduation. Even basic proficiency will only develop
through repeated exposure across the curriculum, including student
use of process in their own project work, team-based projects, and
projects of sufficient scale to make process use meaningful.”

As this guideline states, learning needs time and repetition. Time is a
very restricted resource in any curriculum. Instead of just introducing
one process (out of so many existing) the transferability of knowledge
and skills acquired is highly increased with adding the Essence kernel
to the learning. Getting introduced to its compact structure, reduced
to the essentials, more likely provides the skill to recognize similar
patterns or activities addressing same objectives in other methods
than with getting to know just one process with unique vocab and
semantics.

• “Process improvement: Addressing the range and context of software
process provides a foundation for students to learn that software pro-
cesses are not static, but rather they are something to be selected, man-
aged, and improved. The curriculum should build on this foundation
and directly address concepts of process improvement. Doing so re-
quires students to understand process as an entity and an example
of abstraction. Making that leap opens software process to concepts
of modeling, analysis, measurement, and design that are central to
process improvement.”
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SEMAT Essence is provided to “put teams in control of their meth-
ods”[118]. By including the Alpha Way of Working the method, seen
as a kernel plus a set of practices, itself is continuously assessed for
their health and progress. Teams are encouraged to drop a practice
that appears not to contribute to a well working way and add another,
one more appropriate to the given context.

“Curriculum Guideline 18: Software engineering education needs to move
beyond the lecture format and to consider a variety of teaching and learning
approaches.”

“Curriculum Guideline 19: Important efficiencies and synergies can be
achieved by designing curricula so that several types of knowledge are learned
at the same time. [...] process, quality, and tools: Students can be instructed
to follow certain processes, [...] as they are working on exercises or projects
when the explicit objective is to learn other concepts. In these circumstances,
it would be desirable for students to have had some prior introduction to
relevant processes, tools,[...] so that they know why they are being asked to
include them. The learning could be reinforced by following the exercise or
project with a discussion of the usefulness of applying the particular tech-
nique or tool. The depth of learning of the process is likely to be considerable,
with relatively little time being taken away from the other material being
taught.”

The material provided by SEMAT supports more than just lectures.
Cases studies are provided to discuss and learn from. Working with
the Essence Kernel enables a style of Discovery Learning as described
above. By using the introduced kernel as anchor, many activities in a
course or curriculum can be related to it to provide a coherent, holis-
tic view. The kernel supports project activities and capstone projects
letting students experience the support given by utilizing this struc-
tured, goal-driven, and highly transferable approach. Since the kernel
is not bound to any practice or method, it can be used in any curricu-
lum environment, regardless of whether the focus taken is favoring
more traditional plan-driven or agile practices.

Besides those curriculum guidelines, the SE2014 authors demand
a capstone project: “The Capstone Project A capstone student project is
regarded as being an essential element of a software engineering degree pro-
gram. Such a project provides students with the opportunity to undertake
a significant software engineering task, deepening their understanding of
many of the knowledge areas forming the SEEK, and with a significant expe-
rience at the “a” (application) level of the Bloom taxonomy of learning.”

At conducting the capstone project, the Essence kernel can provide
guidance and facilitate a disciplined, goal-driven and structured ap-
proach, regardless of the method chosen. By utilizing the kernel, or
a tailored Essence method, students are supported to keep a holistic
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view on the endeavor while working concentrated and focused on
specific SE tasks producing varying artifacts.

4.2.3.2 GI2016

The GI2016 (cf. section 2.3 on page 38) is much more focused on cogni-
tive competencies in provided knowledge areas and does not provide
detailed curriculum guidelines, in the sense of the ones provided by
the SE2014. The GI2016 mentions the SE2014 as source contributing
to the guideline.

SEMAT Essence would contribute to the software process related
competencies included in the knowledge area “Software Engineering”
of this curriculum guideline.

The GI2016 demands: “not solely to facilitate imminent topics but
topics underpinned by theory enduring current trends and enabling
lifelong learning.”[95] 9 This requirement largely corresponds with
Curriculum Guideline 11 of the SE2014, so the remarks given there
apply here as well.

GI2016 demands the competency to transfer knowledge acquired
to different contexts. Concerning SE methods this requirement to
some extent corresponds to the Curriculum Guidelines 11 and 12 of the
SE2014, so the remarks given there apply here as well.

In the description of the knowledge area software engineering the
GI2016 demands that students should be able to distinguish between
plan-driven and iterative approaches and should be able to assess
the suitability of an SE method according to a given context. This
requirement largely corresponds to the Curriculum Guideline 16 of the
SE2014, so the remarks given there apply here as well.

As the SE2014, the GI2016 demand for project activities, hence the
remarks given at the SE2014 apply here as well.

4.2.3.3 GSwE2009

SEMAT Essence would contribute to the knowledge areas “I - Software
Engineering Management” and “J - Software Engineering Process” of this
curriculum guideline.

The GSwE2009 does not provide detailed curriculum guidelines,
in the sense of the ones provided by the SE2014. But concerning
the distinction to the SE2014, the guideline states: “Every topic in
GSwE2009 must be mastered at level 2

10 or higher. Moreover, many
more topics in GSwE2009 require mastery at level 3 than does SE2004;
e.g., in SE2004, the topic of software process is addressed only at
levels 1 and 2. In GSwE2009, the same topic is covered at levels 2 and
3.”[269]

9 Translated from German: “Ferner werden nicht nur gegenwartsnahe Inhalte vermit-
telt, sondern theoretisch untermauerte Konzepte und Methoden, die über aktuelle
Trends hinweg Bestand haben und zum lebenslangen Lernen befähigen.”[95]

10 representing Bloom’s Taxonomy levels
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With this statement and in the absence of comparable guidelines,
it can be assumed that the general guidelines of SE2014 with regard
to SE processes apply to the GSwE2009 too, with an even stronger
focus on skills and the Application Bloom Taxonomy level. Essence
addresses knowledge units in knowledge areas I-Software Engineering
Management as well as J-Software Engineering Process (cf. table 2.9 on
page 52) both primarily demanded to be mastered at the Application
level.

The learning objectives LO-8 and LO-9 (cf. table 2.10 on page 53)
of the GSwE2009[269] demand a student finishing a curriculum to
“be able to learn new models, techniques, and technologies as they
emerge, and appreciate the necessity of such continuing professional
development” and to “be able to analyze a current significant soft-
ware technology, articulate its strengths and weaknesses, compare it
to alternative technologies, and specify and promote improvements
or extensions to that technology.” Concerning SE methods, these re-
quirements largely correspond to Curriculum Guidelines 11,12, and 16
of the SE2014, so the remarks given there apply here as well.

The GSwE2009 demand for a capstone experience, like SE2014, so
the remarks given there apply here as well.

4.2.4 Conclusions

SEMAT Essence and its kernel provide support at learning consider-
ing a number of constructivist educational approaches as well as dif-
ferent educational theories. It contributes directly to a high number
of requirements and guidelines of the presented curriculum guide-
lines and supports at reaching objectives of others.

This indicates that SEMAT Essence, esp. the Essence kernel, pro-
vides a solid foundation for the Integrated Approach introduced in this
chapter.
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Phase learning objectives supported by

Phase 1:
getting familiar

learn the (common) vocab,

know objectives and
advantages of the Essence
approach,

name elements and assign
correct definitions,
know associations between
elements of the Essence Kernel

case studies, literature,
interactive short
lectures supported by
live quizzes, Essence
Kernel Puzzler

Phase 2:
practice
Essence
virtually

advance and deepen
knowledge,

orientate inside given
method/kernel,
apply concepts,

control progress and health of
endeavors alphas

Simulation Game,
Essence Navigator

Phase 3:
practice
Essence in real
project

apply concepts in real project,

actually execute SE tasks,

social aspects and dynamics of
teamwork,
control progress and health of
alphas

Essence Navigator

Phase 4..x:
from consumer
to producer

compare practices and methods

compose own methods out of
existing practices,

create own practices and kernel
extensions, ...

standard Essence tools,
e.g. EssWork Practice
Workbench [115]

Table 4.4: 3+X Phases of the Integrated Approach

4.3 the phases of the integrated approach

The Integrated Approach presented in this thesis is structured into 3+X
phases. These single phases build on each other. Phases 1 to 3 serve
as an introduction into Essence and the Essence kernel and let stu-
dents apply the concepts practically in virtual and real project en-
vironments. Additional Phases 4 to X provide further deepening of
knowledge and let students outgrow of their role as pure method
consumers. Table 4.4 summarizes the phases, their learning objec-
tives, and tools chosen and designed to support the learning process.

The following sections describe the single phases of the approach
in more detail.

4.3.1 Phase 1: Getting Familiar

In this phase students start to get familiar with Essence and the
Essence kernel. Objectives, advantages and the fundamental struc-
ture of the kernel are introduced.

Available literature, case studies, as well as an introductory lecture,
are used to engage student’s interest. Multiple sources for literature
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including the well readable specification[188] and multiple case stud-
ies showing the practical application of the Essence Kernel in differ-
ent project phases are available [118, 244].

To provide an interactive introduction to the Essence kernel partic-
ularly Alphas and their interrelationships the Essence Kernel Puzzler
(cf. section 4.5 on page 207) was developed in this research project.
This game runs without installation in current web browsers. After
successfully playing the game students should be able to name el-
ements of the Essence kernel, to assign definitions correctly and to
establish connections between kernel’s elements.

The cost-free available web-based Kahoot!11 is utilized to support
highly interactive, motivating and engaging lectures in this phase.
Kahoot! is a “game-based blended learning and classroom response
system” integrating game-based and social approaches without the
need for any special infrastructure since students use their own smart
devices to interact. The resulting spirit of competition using an on-
line quiz arouses emotions and gets very engaging in author’s expe-
rience. Students get immediate feedback about their individual state
of knowledge. Lecturers get immediately informed about how well
different concepts already got understood in the whole course group.
Wrong answered questions provide reasons for discussion to resolve
misconceptions.

Once this phase is finished, the fundamental concepts and elements
of the Essence kernel should be known to all participants. Depending
on the focus of the course, single concepts, e.g. an Alpha of particular
interest, may already have been discussed in more detail.

4.3.2 Phase 2: Practicing Virtually

In this next phase, the learned concepts get applied to illustrate their
functional interplay.

The gained knowledge gets deepened and advanced in this phase.
An interactive and collaborative digital learning game based on the
simulation model, introduced in chapter 3 on page 117, gets used.

It is the objective of the Simulation Game to manage a simulated
software project which uses the Essence kernel. The players have to
explore the kernel—like they would in an adventure game—to em-
ploy the discovered and collected method elements, esp. Activities12,
to progress the virtual software project.

In doing so, it is important to do the right things (Activity Spaces)
in proper sequence, to think about all relevant dimensions (Alphas)
and their interdependencies, and to assess the current state of an
endeavor consciously.

11 https://getkahoot.com/how-it-works
12 Activity Spaces respectively
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Players control the virtual project through assigning activities to
the virtual project team and actively monitoring and analyzing their
feedback.

Feedback of the non-player characters (NPC) enables the assess-
ment of Alpha States in the game. According to NPCs’ feedback,
Alpha States can be assessed, and Alphas progressed toward the de-
sired end state. Players are supported by checklists of the respective
Alpha States provided by the Essence Navigator utilizing the Essence
kernel.

To explore the Essence kernel, players are using the Essence Naviga-
tor. This tool enables the exploration of the kernel and provides short
descriptions of kernel’s elements.

Furthermore, it enables the player to assess the Alpha States of the
project via provided checklists. The Essence Navigator was designed
with the objective to be used in the virtual game environment as well
as in a real project environment. So it provides a linking element
between this phase and the next Phase 3 of the proposed Integrated
Approach helping students to build upon already familiar concepts
and procedures.

The usage of a standard, like Essence, and a standard tool is clearly
favored over other approaches since training effort invested at this
place is of value not only inside a specific game environment.

Adding the idea of teams to the individual gameplay of every par-
ticipant opens new possibilities for interaction. In such a setting each
team member explores the entire game and integrated learning con-
tent on her own.

Measuring the performance of the whole team as primary success
indicator of the game fosters collaboration and discussion inside the
teams. Providing dashboards of team scores, as well as an in-team
ranking of individual players, gives orientation to players how opti-
mized chosen paths are in relation to other one’s results. This orien-
tation gives immediate feedback and is the starting point for further
interactions inside a team.

At this point the simulation game offers a quality that a real project
could not provide in this compact way—learners get feedback much
earlier and can learn from failures. By combining individual play
and team play a learner can furthermore learn from experiences of
teammates. As such the game provides a foundation for a „probe,
hypothesize, reprobe, rethink cycle“[93], which leads up to a deeper
involvement with the simulated SE method/kernel.

After finishing this phase successfully, all students have applied
the acquired concepts in a defined simulated context. Inevitably they
had to orientate inside a given SE method/kernel. They had to con-
sider all essential dimensions (Alphas) of the SE endeavor and as-
sessed their progress and health in a structured and continual way.
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Alphas and their states gave guidance and recommendations for re-
spective next steps. The game environment fostered collaboration
and contributed to discussions and ideally reflection about different
approaches in the game. The results of the game were analyzed and
discussed course-wide in a debriefing activity. After that, students
are well prepared for the next phase in the proposed Integrated Ap-
proach.

4.3.3 Phase 3: Practicing in Real Projects

It is the objective of this phase to apply Essence in a real project.
Students experience a remarkable cognitive load in course and cap-

stone projects. Although the scope of such projects is usually limited
according to the academic setting, such projects are challenging in
many ways. Such cognitive load can be overwhelming. Students are
at the risk of resorting to a deadline-driven way of working, fixed
only on delivering demanded artifacts without any reflection on ac-
tivities to be done.

Such a way of working limits the ability to transfer acquired expe-
riences to other contexts. With the Essence kernel, which is already
familiar to the students, project teams have a tool and thinking frame-
work that provides orientation. The kernel supports to ask the right
questions and to pay attention to all relevant dimensions of the en-
deavor.

The Essence Navigator, already known from the Simulation Game,
provides a familiar environment and orientation. Assessment Poker
may facilitate a conscious way of working of the whole project team.
Using this technique, all team members assess the current state of the
Alphas of the endeavor individually. The comparison of the individ-
ual assessments quickly reveals disagreements about the overall state
of the Alphas and is a valuable reason for discussion and exchange
of viewpoints. The homogeneity of individual assessments may be
an indication for more or less successful communication inside the
project team and may be another reason for discussion.

If regular assessments of projects’ progress done by lecturers are
part of the course concept, additional adjustment and feedback may
be given.

After finishing this third phase of the Integrated Approach, students
applied Essence concepts in a real project environment. Different
from the application in the virtual environment in the second phase,
students actually executed SE practices and produced real SE artifacts
as demanded by the chosen SE practices. Social aspects and dynam-
ics of teamwork were experienced. The described arrangements facil-
itated a conscious way of working where all team members regularly
thought about the overall state of the endeavor. The progress and
health of all essential dimensions regarding Alphas and their states
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were assessed by the team in a structured and continuous way. At
this point, it can be assumed that principally all students are capable
of applying an Essence method/kernel practically in a project envi-
ronment.

4.3.4 Phases 3+x: From Method Consumer to Method Producer

Depending on the focus of the curriculum, additional learning activ-
ities may be arranged. One obvious activity is to practice another SE
method based on Essence virtually or practically and to compare and
discuss the results with those from Phase 2 and Phase 3.

Different approaches of SE methods and software processes would
become visible and be an interesting object of comparison, analysis,
and discussion.

Letting students create their own SE methods supported by tools,
would enable them to switch from a pure consumer role into a pro-
ducer role.

Composing available Essence practices into Essence methods or cre-
ating own practices from scratch deepens the knowledge and goes
beyond the application of given SE practices and methods.

Insights gained at the second and third phase of the proposed ap-
proach would be of use. Different points of view could be thematized
in following discussions.

Such learning objectives, esp. to produce own methods or practices,
are beyond the scope of typical undergraduate curricula but may be
interesting to graduate or rather highly specialized undergraduate
curricula.

4.4 integration into a curriculum

Course or capstone projects are demanded by all curriculum guide-
lines (cf. section 2.3.3 on page 46). The Integrated Approach, esp. with
its Phases 1 and 2, was primarily designed to introduce students to SE
methods, with the support of the Essence kernel, and prepare them
for their course or capstone project work. As such it naturally fits
into a curriculum when SE methods get introduced and/or students
are about to start their course/capstone project work. Since the ap-
proach was designed not to consume time excessively, it should be
acceptable to integrate its Phases 1 and 2 directly in front or as part of
the course/capstone project, which would then represent Phase 3.

This integration is expected to provide the most benefit and was
field-tested in the case study described in chapter 5 on page 251. Its
description may serve as a blueprint of further deployments.

Learning objectives of Phases 4 and higher, esp. to produce own
methods or practices, are beyond the scope of typical undergradu-
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ate curricula but may be interesting to graduate or highly specialized
undergraduate curricula. In such a case Phases 4 and higher were ex-
pected to follow Phase 3—or Phase 2 if a course project should not be
part of the deployment of the Integrated Approach.

Following a spiral curriculum approach as suggested by Bruner[47],
the first and second phase of the Integrated Approach may support
students to learn basic concepts of the Essence kernel first early in
the curriculum. They could get introduced to more and more details
iteratively as they walk through their curriculum and their learning
is progressing. In that case, the Essence kernel could provide an
anchor motivating to acquire those competencies as well as respective
context for their practical application in an SE endeavor. As Ng and
Huang[184] agree, Essence may be seen “[...] as a way to describe the
scope of a curriculum, and the scope of each course.”

In such a setting the first two phases of the Integrated Approach may
provide support early in the curriculum and later on at conducting a
course project.

4.5 essence kernel puzzler

The Essence Kernel Puzzler, from now on short Puzzler, was designed
as markedly low-threshold offer to get familiar with Essence kernel’s
vocab and some of its concepts. With just choosing a nickname every-
one can use the Puzzler online13.

When discussing various concepts in SE, it is important that peo-
ple share equivalent ideas when using the same vocab. Discussing
Essence repeatedly reveals that people who are in the SE (education)
business for years all have their own slightly varying terms and defi-
nitions of various concepts. Students of SE without years of SE expe-
rience are less likely bound to terms but have more likely a more or
less fuzzy idea of different terms.

The goal of the Essence Kernel Puzzler is to make people enter-
ing the Essence world familiar with definitions of terms used in the
Essence kernel vocab. Of course, everyone could download and read
the (in most parts nice to read) Essence specification[188]—and should
at some point in time—but a practitioner or student might be slightly
deterred or overwhelmed by a document weighing some hundred
pages.

Nowadays the Essence community goes to great lengths to make
the entry into Essence more bite-sized at the SEMAT homepage[245]
and offers differently focused entry points for various target groups.
The Essence Kernel Puzzler supports those efforts by making the
learning of kernel’s elements definitions and thinking about relation-

13 The Essence Kernel Puzzler is available at https://puzzler.sim4seed.org
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ships between them (hopefully) more accessible and slightly more
enjoyable.

In the Integrated Approach presented in this thesis, the Puzzler
supports the first phase where students get familiar with basic con-
cepts.

4.5.1 Learning Objectives

The Puzzler focuses on Alphas and their associations and introduces
kernel’s Activity Spaces as well as the Competencies defined by the
Essence kernel.

The Puzzler starts with introducing the three areas of concern and
proceeds with the seven Alphas and their cards. The following three
levels focus on the associations between the Alphas looking at them
from various angles. To get a holistic view, these associations play
an important role to think about interdependencies demanding for a
balanced progressing of all alphas. Two following levels pay attention
to ActivitySpaces, their cards and position in one of the three areas of
concern. The Puzzler concludes with a level about Competencies and
their cards. After mastering the Puzzler students should be able to
name elements of the Essence Kernel, to assign definitions correctly
and to establish connections between kernel’s elements. Mapping the
learning objectives to the cognitive and knowledge dimensions of the
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy it targets lower cognitive levels, esp. the
first levels factual and remember.

Mapped to the learning game classification of Dondi and Moretti[74]
the Puzzler aims at the learning objective to memorize factual knowl-
edge and should provide an increasing level of difficulty, a constrain-
ing time factor, and a low level variation of game set.

4.5.2 Target Audience / Player Profile

The Essence Kernel Puzzler addresses students who already got intro-
duced into the goals of SEMAT Essence. Ideally, they already got
shortly introduced to Essence, e.g. by a case study showing the prac-
tical use of Alphas and their cards to assess the state of an endeavor
at project’s kickstart[244].

4.5.3 Concept and User Interface Overview

The Puzzler is provided with a simplistic user interface. Each level
gets introduced with some short basic information about the topic to
master. Each level presents a task to handle via dragging and drop-
ping elements to their correct position, e.g. a name of an Alpha to its
corresponding card. The time needed to master the level is measured
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(a) failures (b) ele-
ments
found

(c) time
spent

Figure 4.2: Screenshots of Puzzler’s status bar Elements

and provides motivation to solve the puzzle faster once repeated (cf.
figure 4.2c). The Puzzler gives feedback about the progress by count-
ing the number of correctly assigned elements (cf. figure 4.2b) and
failed attempts (cf. figure 4.2a). If a player fails too often, the progress
of the current level gets lost, and the level starts again. This way un-
conscious trial and error acting gets not rewarded.

4.5.4 Levels

The Puzzler is organized into eight levels. Table 4.5 on the next page
and figure 4.3 on page 211 give an overview of the topics addressed
and the assumed level of difficulty.

4.5.5 Results

As already mentioned the Puzzler was designed a low-threshold offer
inviting to get started in no time. That is why intentionally no reg-
istration is required to start playing. To collect measures about the
usage of the game even so, at each new usage of the Puzzler, signaled
by changing the nickname at the start of the game or by the first visit
of Puzzler’s website, a unique token gets created and stored to identify
this new instance of the game.

This approach has some drawbacks when it comes to analysis of
the measured results. Under certain circumstances, it is possible that
a new player continues a game started by another player or that a
recurring player does not get identified correctly and is counted as a
new player again. Therefore results of statistical analysis have to be
treated with caution.

So far14
76 game instances and 788 attempts to master levels of the

Puzzler were counted, of that 280 (35.5%) failed and 508 (64.5%) were
successful. Players spent in sum 22 hours trying to master the levels
of the Puzzler. On average each level of the Puzzler was played 98.5
times (sd 58.6, median 88), cf. table 4.4 on page 212). Not all of the
game instances (n=76) resulted in a mastered first level (n=69). While

14 at this writing in mid-July 2016
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# Title Level Mission Assumed Level

of Difficulty

1 Three Areas of
Concern

identify the names of the 3 Areas of Concern by
choosing them out of a set mixed with Alpha

names

*

2 7 Alphas and Their
Cards

thinking about Alphas’ definitions, drag the
correct Alpha to its card containing Alpha’s

definition

**

3 Alphas’ Journey thinking about the associations of kernel’s
Alphas, drag the Alphas to their correct position
in a figure presenting all Alphas and their given

associations

***

4 Connect All the 7

Alphas
thinking about the associations of kernel’s

Alphas, drag the Alpha Associations to their
correct position in a figure presenting all given

Alphas and their associations

****

5 A Pair of Alphas thinking about the associations of kernel’s
Alphas, choose the correct two alphas that are

connected by a given alpha association

*****

6 Spaces for Activities thinking about kernel’s ActivitySpaces, drag the
correct ActivitySpace to its card containing

ActivitySpace’s definition

**

7 Spaces for Activities
II

thinking about kernel’s ActivitySpaces, drag all
15 ActivitySpaces to their correct position

****

8 It’s About
Competencies

thinking about kernel’s Competencies, drag the
correct Competency to its card containing

ActivitySpace’s definition

*

Table 4.5: Short Description of Puzzler’s Levels
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Figure 4.3: Screenshots of Puzzler’s Levels and Highscore
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a remarkable part of the players masters each level just once, others
repeat to master the levels multiple times, which might be motivated
by the wish to improve the time needed or to decrease failures made
(cf. table 4.5 on the facing page).

Overall the number of players mastering Puzzler’s levels is decreas-
ing from level to level. Starting with 69 players mastering level 1 only
21 were mastering level 8. To some extent the exit of players seems
to correspond with the assumed difficulty of single levels. Besides
the biggest drop after level 1 the levels 4 and 5, which are assumed
to be harder than the starting ones, are related to remarkable player
exits. Players who made it to level 6 seem to be willing to complete
the levels remaining.

The time needed to master or fail a level corresponds to its assumed
level of difficulty (cf. table 4.5 on page 210 and figures 4.7 on page 215

and 4.8 on page 216).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Sum Median Mean SD

Failed 94 34 10 42 20 54 20 6 280 27 35.0 28.8

Success 136 84 73 59 45 39 36 36 508 52 63.5 34.3

Sum 230 118 83 101 65 93 56 42 788 88 98.5 58.6

Figure 4.4: Total Number of Attempts by Puzzler Level

Taking the setup into account and analyzing Puzzler’s measures it
is hard to evaluate to what amount the Puzzler provides a learning
effect. If a level got mastered in the Puzzler, a knowledge acquisition
hardly could be attributed to the Puzzler (alone). Only an experiment
in a controlled environment with pre- and post-test and ideally a
control group could provide such claims and enable deeper analysis.

But nonetheless, it can be attributed to the Puzzler that students
dealt with Essence topics. Of the 280 failed attempts to master a level
of the Puzzler, 83.9% (n=235) were mastered afterward. These num-
bers are encouraging.
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Level n=#Players Min Max Median Mean SD

1 69 1 18 1 2.0 2.4

2 49 1 9 1 1.7 1.5

3 44 1 8 1 1.7 1.3

4 34 1 11 1 1.7 1.8

5 27 1 8 1 1.7 1.4

6 21 1 8 1 1.7 1.6

7 21 1 8 1 1.7 1.6

8 21 1 9 1 1.7 1.8

Figure 4.5: Successful Level Attempts of Single Players
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Level n=#Players Min Max Median Mean SD

1 34 1 8 2 2.8 2.1

2 15 1 6 1 2.3 1.7

3 7 1 3 1 1.4 0.8

4 15 1 9 2 2.8 2.7

5 11 1 5 1 1.8 1.3

6 15 1 19 2 3.6 4.7

7 9 1 4 2 2.2 1.3

8 3 1 4 1 2.0 1.7

Figure 4.6: Failed Level Attempts of Single Players
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Level n Min Max Median Mean SD

1 135 3 311 11 22.4 38.6

2 82 18 199 54 64.0 39.2

3 72 11 143 36 44.0 27.6

4 58 39 507 94.5 123.9 87.9

5 45 95 525 150 184.2 88.0

6 38 62 305 94.5 119.8 62.2

7 36 29 183 52.5 67.3 41.0

8 35 20 255 60 69.1 52.3

Figure 4.7: Seconds Needed to Master Puzzler Levels (outliers
(x|x ∈ X, x > µX + 4σX) removed)
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Level n Min Max Median Mean SD

1 93 2 833 16 38.7 106.6

2 33 3 117 35 40.4 32.4

3 10 22 152 39 50.0 37.3

4 41 28 268 102 108.1 48.6

5 18 66 874 167 237.8 198.2

6 54 7 610 70 110.0 131.3

7 19 11 105 44 48.0 22.9

8 6 8 45 23.5 25.3 13.7

Figure 4.8: Seconds Before Failing a Puzzler Level (outliers
(x|x ∈ X, x > µX + 4σX) removed)
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Results of a questionnaire conducted after the Simulation Game re-
veal that students who used the Puzzler acknowledge it as a tool to
get familiar with Essence kernel’s vocab and concepts. They indicated
that they would use it again to recap Essence kernel vocab and recom-
mend it to friends and fellow students (cf. section 5.2.1 on page 258).

4.6 essence navigator

The Essence Navigator represents an elementary execution environ-
ment for Essence kernels and methods15 as defined by the operational
semantics of the Essence specification [188]. It provides functionality
for holding a level 1 model of an Essence kernel or method, creating
and populating the level 0 model to track the overall state of the SE
endeavor, to determine the current overall state of the endeavor and
to give elementary advice about next steps to do.

It does not aim at fulfilling all of the operational semantics of the
Essence specification since it does not need to fulfill its purpose in the
presented Integrated Approach. Instead, it focuses on the features
needed to support the approach.

In the Integrated Approach presented in this thesis, the Navigator
connects Phase 2 and Phase 3 by providing its unique features to the
Simulation Game and the course project environment.

4.6.1 Guiding Principles

The following principles guided the design and implementation of
the Essence Navigator.

4.6.1.1 Focus and Simplicity First

The Essence Navigator has to support first steps in using Essence
concepts and driving SE endeavors. For that reason it should not
need too much time to get familiar with it, once a user knows about
basic concepts of Essence and the Essence kernel. For the intended
use in the Integrated Approach, it should not overwhelm the user with
very detailed documentation available in the Essence specification but
deliver an intuitive starting point for exploration of the concepts.

4.6.1.2 Embeddable Into Simulation Game And Course Project Activities

To support the Integrated Approach presented in this thesis, the Nav-
igator acts as connecting link between the Simulation Game (Phase
2) and the course or capstone project of students (Phase 3). Using
the Navigator inside the Simulation Game the same way as in a real
project it provides students with assurance and familiarity that the

15 Currently it actually supports only the SEMAT Essence kernel (cf. section 4.6.5 on
page 225 for details).
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tool and the underlying concepts are of great value when it comes
to driving an SE endeavor with multiple dimensions and lots of in-
flowing information and demands that need a structured and goal-
oriented proceeding. To fully support the approach, the Navigator
has to be seamlessly integrable into the Simulation Game providing
its features as part of the gameplay (cf. section 4.7.3 on page 231).

4.6.1.3 Embody All Elements of the SEMAT Essence Kernel

Some of existing approaches to integrating the Essence kernel and its
concepts into SE education focus solely on Alphas and disregard Ac-
tivitySpaces. The approach presented here favors a tight integration
of ActivitySpaces into the learning experience. ActivitySpaces are
the generalized abstract placeholders for concrete Activities hence
provide the perspective of the things that are always to do. They
are a valuable point of integration with practices delivering concrete
activities and provide an important categorization useful to classify
concrete activities in software processes a student might get faced
with in future. That way they provide valuable contents raising the
transferability of knowledge gained by using the presented approach.

4.6.1.4 Extensibility

While the work on the Navigator was focused on the features needed
to support the presented Integrated Approach, the tool is designated to
get developed further by future work. Right from the start its back-
end supports the import of arbitrary Essence methods composed in
an external standard tool. Future work might extend the already pro-
vided features as needed.

4.6.2 User Interface Overview

The following sections describe features and user interface of the
Essence Navigator.

4.6.2.1 Alphas Overview

The Alphas Overview is the starting point of the Navigator. Figure 4.9
on the next page shows the Alphas overview for an SE endeavor us-
ing the SEMAT Essence Kernel. The Alphas are presented with a
short summary of their current state. We can see that the endeavor
is already quite progressed. Requirements are already Fulfilled, and
the Software System is Usable. Once the stakeholders confirm their
satisfaction that the Software System produced addresses the Opportu-
nity that Alpha could get progressed to Addressed. The team could
bring operational support in place and make installation as well as
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Figure 4.9: Screenshot of the Essence Navigator showing Alphas Overview

user documentation available to make the Software System Ready so it
could get deployed etc..

The shown endeavor also shows that Alpha Team is in state Collab-
orating and not yet in state Performing, where it would be ideally in
that progressed endeavor. Paying attention to the reason prohibiting
the Team to unfold its potential fully should be a highly prioritized
next task.

4.6.2.2 Alpha Balance Indicator

The Alphas of the Essence Kernel constitute a net of interdependent
elements and have to be progressed in a balanced way. The Essence
Navigator indicates the balance of the Alphas of the current endeavor
via a graphical representation where each Alpha is represented by a
slice of a pie growing as its AlphaStates get progressed. Alphas are
presented colored by standard color codes of their respective area
of concern. Figure 4.10 on the following page shows different man-
ifestations of possible endeavor states. With a single glimpse, even
the untrained viewer of the indicator gets a first impression of the
(un)balance of the given SE endeavor. The more the indicator is shap-
ing a circle, the more the endeavor is balanced. The more the indica-
tor shapes a fringed structure, the less the Alphas of the endeavor are
balanced. The smaller the indicator is presented, the less the Alphas
of the endeavor are progressed. The bigger the indicator is presented,
the more the Alphas are progressed. An indicator of an endeavor
with none of its Alphas progressed to a first AlphaState is not visible.
As given by the semantics of Alphas and their AlphaStates an indica-
tor forming a perfect circle might not be striven for at every point in
time.

4.6.2.3 Alpha Detail and AlphaState Detail View

At choosing one of the Alphas, it reveals its details. Figure 4.11 on
page 221 presents the Alpha (a) and AlphaState (b) detail views of
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(a) unbalanced, ignoring
Endeavor Area of Con-
cern

(b) heavily unbalanced
in multiple Areas of
Concern

(c) balanced

Figure 4.10: Screenshots of the Essence Navigator Showing Alpha Balance
Indicators

the Requirements Alpha. We can see that all of the AlphaStates are
reached. This is indicated by the dark green color and the double-tick
symbol. The numbers in parentheses on the right side indicate how
much of the Checkpoints of an Alpha are already fulfilled in relation
to the total number of Checkpoints of that respective AlphaState.

The AlphaState detail view lists all the Checkpoints given to assess
the given AlphaState. The figure shows that there is one Checkpoint
missing to progress to AlphaState Fulfilled. Below the list of AlphaS-
tates we find links to the respective ActivitySpace(s) addressing the
state. In the example given, the ActivitySpace Test the System has to be
performed to achieve the results needed for a successful Checkpoint
assessment.

4.6.2.4 Activities Overview and Details

Following the link to an Activity at the AlphaState detail view, a user
arrives at the Activity overview and details view. The overview lists
all Activities of the chosen Essence kernel or method. Activities are
again colored in the standard color coding of their areas of concern.
That way it is easy to establish a connection between the Alpha Bal-
ance Indicator at the right side and the respective Activities addressing
AlphaStates of the Alphas represented.

Figure 4.12 on page 222 shows the detail view of Explore Possibili-
ties. This one provides links to all the AlphaStates addressed by that
Activity. Following one of the links takes the user to the detail view
of the respective AlphaState.

4.6.2.5 Competencies Overview

The Competencies overview and details views present the Competen-
cies defined by the SEMAT Essence kernel. The latter shows the short
description and levels defined by the Essence specification. These
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(a) Alpha Detail View (b) Alpha State Detail View

Figure 4.11: Screenshots of the Essence Navigator: Alpha and AlphaState
Details of the Requirements Alpha

views do not provide any links since the SEMAT Essence kernel does
not define any associations of Competencies and their levels to Activ-
itySpaces.

4.6.2.6 To-Do List

The To-Do list of the Navigator supports at defining next tasks to do.
By processing the current state of the SE endeavor and utilizing the
associations between ActivitySpaces and AlphaStates, it provides the
next actions that may be taken to progress all of the Alphas to their
next AlphaState. In this sense, the list acts as elementary Guidance
Function as defined by the Essence specification [188]. Obviously, this
can be only first suggestions since the Navigator does not know about
any particular project needs and specific goals of a team at a given
point in time of a running SE endeavor.

4.6.3 Essence Kernel/Method Composition And Enactment

To run an SE endeavor in the Essence Navigator, an Essence kernel or
method16 model needs to be enacted first. The process of enactment

16 Currently the Essence Navigator is capable only of Essence kernel elements, esp. Al-
phas, Alpha States, Checkpoints, Competencies, and Activity Spaces. Future work may
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Figure 4.12: Screenshot of the Essence Navigator showing Activities
Overview

Figure 4.13: Screenshot of the Essence Navigator showing Competencies
Overview
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Figure 4.14: Screenshot of the Essence Navigator Showing a To-Do List
Based On Endeavor’s Current State

includes the generation and population of a level 0 model able to
track the progress of the endeavor.

To create a level-0 model, a corresponding level-1 model is needed
first. Instead of implementing an own editor for such models the
Navigator makes use of a standard tool[115] provided to the Essence
community17 The XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)-output of that
standard tool representing an Essence Method Model at level 1 gets
parsed and transformed into an object graph representing an Essence
Method model at level 1. This object graph gets stored into a Method
Store. Each time an SE endeavor gets created in the Navigator Back-
end the Essence Method at level 1 gets enacted. All needed Essence
elements at level 0, e.g. Alphas, AlphaStates, and Checkpoints, get
created and populated enabling the Navigator to track the progress
of the newly created endeavor.

To accomplish this, an Essence component, implementing the Essence
Language, and an XMI-parser were developed. The Essence compo-
nent and the Navigator were implemented utilizing the Ruby pro-
gramming language[278]. The frontend and backend of the Naviga-
tor are implemented using the Ruby on Rails[279] web development
framework and the React[85] JavaScript library.

provide the additional elements to enable the simulation of Essence methods, in-
cluding elements like Activities, Sub-Alphas, WorkProducts, and their Levels of Detail.

17 Currently supported is only the EssWork Practice Workbench of Ivar Jacobson In-
ternational (IJI). “IJI is proud to support the SEMAT initiative and to offer its new
practice authoring tool "The EssWork Practice Workbench" for use by the SEMAT
community for FREE. Based on the SEMAT Method Architecture, EssWork Practice
Workbench comes with an interactive version of the Essence Kernel, and enables the
creation of kernel extensions and practices as well as their composition into meth-
ods.”[247]
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Figure 4.15: Essence Method Parsing and Enactment Schematic Overview

4.6.4 Related Work

As the Essence specification is quite new18, tool support is in early
stages. The Navigator makes use of the EssWork Practice Workbench,
provided by Ivar Jacobson International (IJI). This tool is an authoring
environment providing the opportunity to compose kernels, practices
and methods based on Essence and to export these models to static
web pages. This tool does not provide the capabilities to enact and
run endeavors based on the composed models.

SematAcc[98] is another tool which provides running (“accelerating”)
of endeavors based on the SEMAT Essence kernel. It allows to create
projects and populate an Essence kernel to track projects’ progress.
The tool does not provide the opportunity to edit any of kernel’s el-
ements, e.g. Checkpoints. It provides a static kernel representation.
Checkpoints can not be checked themselves. Only AlphaStates can
be checked as a whole, which does not allow for a fine-grained as-
sessment of the current state of an endeavor. SematAcc provides kind
of event logging, documenting the changes of AlphaStates and the
point in time of that change. This feature might be used to “generate
data for research purposes.”[98]

The SematAcc project provides a running online demo version of
the tool19. Figure 4.16 on the next page shows the GUI of Semat-
Acc. Some similarities to the GUI of the Navigator are clearly appar-
ent. SematAcc does not provide any perspective on ActivitySpaces or
Competencies. The relationships between AlphaStates and ActivityS-
paces addressing them are not considered, and it does not provide
any guidance function to support the identification of next steps to
take. It seems that simplicity was one of the guiding principles of
the design of the tool too. For the requirements of the Integrated Ap-

18 Version 1.0 of the specification was released in November 2014. Current version 1.1.
was released in December 2015.

19 An online demo version is available at http://sematacc.herokuapp.com/ (lastly vis-
ited on 07/08/2016)
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Figure 4.16: Screenshot of the SematAcc[98]: GUI

proach presented in this thesis, it is too simple. It neither supplies the
features needed nor is it integrable into the Simulation Game in the
required way.

Essencia of uEngine Solutions is an open source tool based on an
open source workflow and BPMN engine that got introduced at the
OMG event “Essence in Practice: A Revolution in Software Engineer-
ing?”[189, 246] The presentation of the tool was very promising and
created the impression of a comprehensive feature set ranging from
method definition to method enactment. Unfortunately, it seems that
any further information about the tool is very scarce. Despite some
UI specification presentations available online only in Korean, no in-
formation about the current state of the tool seems to be available.
From the first impression given at the OMG event, the tool and its
foundations in workflow and BPMN seemed overly complex for the
requirements of the Integrated Approach presented in this thesis.

4.6.5 Future Work

The development of the Essence Navigator was focused on the fea-
tures needed for the Integrated Approach presented here. Since the
Essence kernel was chosen as the foundation of the activities, it cur-
rently fully supports only the presentation of the SEMAT Essence
kernel and similar kernels and methods. While it can parse and im-
port Essence methods composed in a standard tool to any given level,
its frontend capabilities are quite limited yet. These limitations of the
tool did not impose any restrictions on the case study evaluating the
Integrated Approach presented here but might be limiting in scenarios
running SE endeavors based on more complex Essence practices and
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methods. Features still open to supporting more complex Essence
Method models as well as integration with other standard tools of SE
teams, e.g. issue tracking systems, are part of future work.

4.7 simulation game

From a software design perspective, the Simulation Game acts as Dec-
orator of the simulation model introduced in chapter 3 on page 117.
It provides the features needed for a game, facilitating collaboration
as well as competition and supports its usage inside of a course envi-
ronment running one game for each of the course members.

4.7.1 Learning Objectives

After mastering the Simulation Game, students should be able to ap-
ply acquired concepts in a simplified defined simulated context. They
should feel comfortable with performing Essence’s "mechanics" and
applying the PDCA-cycle (cf. figure 2.16 on page 107). Students
should be able to orientate inside a given SE method/kernel and to
consider all essential dimensions (Alphas) of the SE endeavor. They
should be able to assess the progress and health of their endeavor in
a structured and continuous way (at least at the abstracted level of
the Simulation Game). It would be unrealistic to assume that students
would know all the Alphas, their states, and their checklists in detail
after playing for about 90 minutes. The game provides the opportu-
nity to get to see the multitude of different information presented to
project members in an SE endeavor and to experience how Essence
supports the team in structuring this information–how Essence is
guiding the team through the project in a holistic way. Mapping
the learning objectives to the cognitive and knowledge dimensions of
the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (cf. section 2.3.1 on page 38), the Simula-
tion Game targets the cognitive levels remember, understand, and apply.
All levels of the knowledge dimension (factual, conceptual, procedural,
and metacognitive) get addressed. Furthermore, it is an objective of the
Simulation Game to support students in developing an attitude that lets
them apply their skills and knowledge–by providing the experience
of support and guidance given by Essence concepts in the dynamic
context of an SE endeavor (cf. section 4.1.3.1 on page 186).

4.7.1.1 Target Audience / Player Profile

The Simulation Game addresses students already introduced into the
goals of the SEMAT Essence Kernel and familiar with basic concepts
like Alphas, AlphaStates, and their Checkpoints as well as ActivityS-
paces. Students ideally got already introduced to the assessment of
the state of an SE endeavor, e.g. by a case study showing the practical
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use of Alphas, AlphaStates and their cards to assess the state of an
endeavor at project’s kickstart[244].

4.7.2 Guiding Principles

The design and implementation of the Simulation Game were driven
by the guiding principles described in the following sections.

4.7.2.1 Complementing and Preparing Real Project Work

Time is a very limited resource in every curriculum. The proposed ap-
proach was not designed to replace real SE project work in the form
of course/capstone projects. It should not just raise time on task of
students, particularly not take away more time than necessary from
real SE project work in form of course or capstone projects. Instead,
it should give students a quick and profound start in such activities,
provide already familiar concepts and tool support hence raise con-
scious goal-oriented attitude and lower the cognitive load students
are faced with in such projects. Playing the Simulation Game based on
the Essence kernel should be achievable in a standard course unit of
90 minutes length and supplemented by debriefing activities (cf. sec-
tion 4.7.9 on page 244). Students may extend the time spent with the
game outside of regular course units or return to it throughout the
duration of the course to compare their game results with their real
project work. The virtual time provided inside the game depends
on the budget that was allocated to the players by provided game
parameters at game initialization (cf. table 3.13 on page 173).

Focused on Software Engineering Essentials

Existing approaches of games supporting software process education
pay quite a lot attention to activities like choosing the one team mem-
ber who fits best to accomplish a task. This is not a focus of the
presented Simulation Game—for several reasons.

To repeatedly emphasize, that only an expert with years of experi-
ence in specific disciplines can accomplish the results required, might
be contra-productive and less motivating for yet less experienced stu-
dents facing their own upcoming SE endeavor and expected to deliver
similar results to some extent.

With the wide acceptance and distribution of agile and lean ap-
proaches[297], traditional push model workflows, where tasks get as-
signed to the queue of individual team members, are replaced by pull
models, where tasks are hold in a single prioritized common queue
and get pulled off the front by team members as they become avail-
able. Scrum[140] and Kanban[8] are two popular examples of these
agile and lean approaches[297].
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The SEMAT Essence Kernel was chosen as a compact starting point
to experiment and evaluate the approach. The kernel does not con-
sider single team members but treats the team as a whole, depicted
by the Team Alpha20. In the Simulation Game activities are assigned
to the whole team, assuming that members follow a pull workflow,
organize them self and manage to accomplish the tasks. Team’s pos-
sible workload is implemented as a fixed amount of person hours
per working day. Activities may be prioritized by allocating different
amounts of these available person-hours to activities.

Since the time assigned to playing the game is limited by intention,
the game can not impart all known phenomena and effects that might
appear at driving an SE endeavor. The kernel encloses the essential as-
pects common to all SE endeavors but not every detail and aspect that
might be of interest only under certain circumstances. By integrating
the kernel, the Simulation Game follows that approach. Topics and as-
pects omitted or just broached might be deepened and discussed in
debriefing activities or at the following course project itself.

4.7.2.2 Reward of good SE practice

SE is defined as “the application of a systematic, disciplined, quan-
tifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of
software [...]”[112]. The game rewards good SE practice and penalizes
bad ones. The point system and the ranking system assure that the
chance to get points by accident should be minor. A player getting
points just after a sequence of unconscious try and error decisions
should not gain an advantage over a conscious player attempting to
find proper decisions (cf. section 4.7.4 on page 237).

4.7.2.3 Facilitating Interaction and Discussion In Real World

To facilitate reflective analysis and social interaction, the game pro-
vides occasions for discussion. It delivers feedback indicating how
well player’s decisions were compared to the decisions of other team
members—and how well the whole team performs compared to other
teams in the course. To support debriefing activities, the game col-
lects results of all players and their teams.

4.7.2.4 Supporting Acquisition of new Knowledge

“Yet it seems that, in general, game-based learning appears to have
more impact on lower cognitive levels, reinforcing knowledge learned
earlier. It seems inadequate for teaching new knowledge.”[301] It
is the objective of Phase 1 (cf. section 4.3.1 on page 202) to learn
and reinforce concepts and vocab, overall addressing lower cognitive

20 The Management Extension, provided by the specification [188] to complement the
kernel, contains the sub-Alpha Team Member but was not chosen as the foundation
of the first version of the Simulation Game.
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levels ( 4.3 on page 188). It is the objective of Phase 2 to let players
actively apply concepts, to analyze and reflect on their application in
a PDCA cycle (cf. section 2.16 on page 107). The Simulation Game
supports debriefing activities, where the results of the whole course
get analyzed and evaluated, preparing students for their own real SE
endeavors (Phase 3 of the Integrated Approach, cf. section 4.3.3 on
page 205).

4.7.2.5 Supporting Knowledge Transfer

By choosing the Essence kernel as the foundation of the Simulation
Game, students get familiar with a compact thinking framework which
is not bound to any practice or software process and supports driv-
ing any SE endeavor. By integrating the fundamental mechanisms of
endeavor assessment, the definition of next goals, choosing the next
appropriate activities to accomplish these goals and monitoring the
progress and health of all essential dimensions directly into the game-
play, students acquire highly transferable knowledge and are getting
ready for action.

4.7.2.6 Appropriate Game Genres And Beneficial Features

Not all game types are good for all learning outcomes[40, 41, 295].
Dondi and Moretti (2007) propose a methodological approach to se-
lect learning games and present features required to accomplish cho-
sen learning objectives (cf. table 4.6 on the next page). Following
this classification simulation games, adventure games and to some ex-
tent drill and practice as well as puzzle games and their characteristic
features contribute to the defined learning objectives. The presented
Simulation Game will provide features listed in table 4.6.

4.7.2.7 Game Visuals

Prensky states “[...] creating engagement is not about those fancy, ex-
pensive graphics but rather about ideas. Sure, today’s video games
have the best graphics ever, but kids’ long-term engagement in a
game depends much less on what they see than on what they do
and learn. In gamer terms, ’gameplay’ trumps ’eyecandy’ any day of
the week.”[218]

With limited resources at the development of the game, the Sim-
ulation Game will provide a simplistic non-distracting user interface
oriented towards instant messengers, requiring no further introduc-
tion21. By subtly utilizing colors defined in the Essence specification

21 Students today are used to using instant messengers, e.g. WhatsApp[266]. What-
sApp, acquired by facebook for 19 billion U.S. dollars in February 2014, is a cross-
platform instant messaging service and one of the most popular mobile apps world-
wide. It has a more than 1 billion monthly active users worldwide. [303] In Germany
90% of young people aged between 16 and 29 are using WhatsApp. [302]
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Learning Objective

(Definition)
Features Required (selection)

Appropriate Games

(#of Players)

Memory
(factual knowledge)

(a) Increasing level of difficulty,

(b) Low level variation of the game set and
situations

Drill & Practice,
Puzzle games
(one)

Applying concepts
(use information, methods,
concepts in new situations)

(c) Presence of a set of rules and
instructions both well defined and easily

understood,
(d) Balance between reality and abstraction,

(e) Turn-based games

Drill & Practice
(one)

Decision making
(strategy and problem
solving)

(f) Game situation divided into scenarios
with specific goals relatively brief to reach,

(g) Availability of documents that describe
the situation in a detailed way,

(h) Accurate description of the problem,

(i) Real-time monitoring of the other
player/opponents [...],

(j) Background knowledge of content is
vital to successful completion or victory

Strategic games,
Adventure games,
Role play games,
Simulation games
(one in connection with
other players or
opponents)

Social Interaction
(understanding social
environment of others)

(k) Luck does not play a part,

(l) Reflection is a factor,

(m) Persistent-state game,

(n) Presence of tools for communicating [...]
with other players,

(o) Game completion time is not
particularly relevant, Time factor is not a

constraint,
(p) Feedback is relevant and detailed,

(q) At the end of the game the player can
review his own strategy

Strategic games, Role
play games, Simulation
games
(Many players)

Ability to learn and self
assessment
(Evaluation)

(r) Availability of evaluation tools,

(s) Availability of relevant documentation

(t) Presence of tracking tools and the facility
to review previous steps

(u) Presentation and Review of the result
achieved,

(v) Questions to foster reflection,

(w) Highlights player’s points of strength
and weakness,

(x) The ability to learn is developed by
increasing levels of difficulty and

availability of different choices,

(y) No place for luck,

(z) Good balance between action and
reflection

Role play games,
Simulation games
(one)

Table 4.6: Game-Based Learning for Universities and Life Long Learning
classification[74] (selection)
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players get supported at following messages sent from the virtual
team.

The Essence Navigator, introduced as a tool to support driving real
SE endeavors (cf. section 4.6 on page 217) and designed for ease of
use, gets deeply integrated into the gameplay and provides realism
to players.

By designing and providing a rather lean interface with scaffolding
where needed both in the games as well as in the Essence Navigator
the extrinsic cognitive load (cf section 2.2.5.1 on page 31) is kept down
allowing learners to focus on the essential learning content.

4.7.2.8 Evaluation Considerations

A “[...] learning game should be a ‘good game’ through which the
player will achieve the stated learning objectives.”[74] To evaluate the
approach a combination of heuristics, statistically analyzed question-
naire results and data collected with in-game measurements is uti-
lized. Observations made at conducting the case study complement
these results.

heuristics Dondi and Moretti (2007) propose a methodological
approach to assess the quality of learning games. They provide an
evaluation framework for assessing games, which is based on a research
initiative that involved organizations from different European coun-
tries and expertise. This framework enables the (self-)evaluation of
games for learning and aims at an increased quality awareness In ap-
pendix C on page 361 the approaches and design decisions taken are
mapped to the quality criteria of the Sig-Glue quality criteria [74].

questionnaire A questionnaire collecting feedback of experiment’s
participants got developed. Its design gets described in section 5.1.6
on page 256. Results of the questionnaire are presented in section 5.2
on page 258.

in-game measurement To complement sources of evaluation
data, a set of in-game measurements is taken. With its architecture
based on web technologies, the Simulation Game provides the oppor-
tunity to take measures of interest supporting game evaluation.

4.7.3 Gameplay and User Interface Overview

“A game is a series
of interesting
choices.”
—Sid Meier

The game uses the setup of the case study “Kickstarting a Project”[244]
as starting point of the game. Players slip into the role of a coach di-
recting a virtual team of 3 developers through an SE endeavor having
a fixed budget and a fixed cost rate per day.

Figure 4.17 on the next page shows the user interface of the Sim-
ulation Game. At the left side, we can see the Essence Navigator (1)
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Figure 4.17: Screenshot of Simulation Game: UI Overview

introduced in section 4.6 on page 217. The Navigator provides the
same features as in a real software project and adds some game spe-
cific features when employed inside the game environment. Like in
a real project, the Navigator facilitates the assessment of the endeavor
(cf. figure 4.18 on the next page) and gives guidance at the definition
of next steps to take.

In the center of the UI all messages from the virtual team, ordered
by calendar day, flow in (2). At the bottom (3) a status bar informs the
player about points, budget left, team and course ranking, the number
of explored activities and the current performance of the virtual team.

At the top center, a player finds the Resume button (4). The Sim-
ulation Game was designed as a turn-based game giving a player as
much time as needed to analyze a situation, assess the endeavor, think
about next steps to take, and to take action as desired. Only after
clicking the Resume button the game continues.

On the right, a player finds an elementary chat providing the op-
portunity to communicate with (real) teammates (cf. section 4.7.5 on
page 239).

The top center area (5) summarizes the currently assigned activi-
ties. This is illustrated in more detail in figure 4.21b on page 235.

By assigning activities to their virtual team, the endeavor gets pro-
gressed as far as all preconditions for performing the assigned activ-
ity are satisfied.

Before a player may assign an activity to her virtual team, she has
to explore that activity first. For that, a player makes use of the Navi-
gator (cf. section 4.6 on page 217) integrated into the game UI. Inside
a game environment, it provides the opportunity to explore and col-
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Figure 4.18: Screenshot of Simulation Game: Analyzing Feedback via Alpha
Assessment
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lect Activities. Figure 4.20 on the next page shows details of the UI.
Once a player added the respective activity to the explored activities, it
gets assignable via the assignment form illustrated in figure 4.21a on
the facing page. The assignment form appears once a player clicks
the Change button at the top center of the game UI.

When an activity got assigned to the virtual team, it depends on
the fact, if all of the prerequisites to successfully perform the activity,
are met (cf. section 3.3 on page 120). If this is the case, the team
delivers feedback about their current tasks. Feedback modeled for
certain events of Checkpoints gets delivered as messages from the
virtual team. This is illustrated in figure 4.22 on the facing page. The
list of messages grows while the game progresses and serves as kind
of log, enabling the analysis of decisions taken by just scrolling down
the list of messages.

Depending on the configuration of the underlying simulation model,
the virtual team might send messages at starting work on a Check-
point to achieve the results required by its description, at its accom-
plishment, and several other events (cf. 3.7.4 on page 175). Each of
the messages from the virtual team corresponds to a Checkpoint. A
player then has to analyze that incoming message.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 4.19: Screenshots of Simulation Game: Color Coding of Messages

To simplify the analysis of game messages, each message type was
assigned a specific color coding. Figure 4.19 presents a summary
of the color codes used. Messages from the virtual team regarding
events of Checkpoint processing were colored with standard colors
of their respective area of concern. Checkpoints of the Customer area
of concern are colored green (a), those of the Solution area of concern
are colored yellow (b) and those of the Endeavor area of concern are
colored blue (c). To make tutor messages stand out, they are colored
pink (d). Standard confirmation messages of the game are colored
gray (e).

If the message just expresses that the team starts to do something,
no action has to be taken by the player. Otherwise, the analysis of a
message from the virtual team might trigger a new assessment of an
AlphaState. The player should utilize the provided Navigator to get
support at this point. The player has to find the Checkpoint corre-
sponding to the incoming message and decide if it has to be checked.
The Navigator acts inside the game as it would in a real SE endeavor.
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(a) finding a new activity (b) adding to explored activities (c) explored ac-
tivities

Figure 4.20: Screenshots of Simulation Game: Exploration of Activities Sup-
ported By Navigator

(a) Assigning Activities (b) Assigned Activities

Figure 4.21: Screenshots of Simulation Game: Assigning Activities To the
Virtual Team

Figure 4.22: Screenshot of Simulation Game: Incoming Messages of Virtual
Team
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It does not define the state of the virtual endeavor but gives support
to assess it (cf. 5.2.2.1 on page 262).

To a player consciously processing all incoming information, the
Navigator perfectly provides the current state of his virtual endeavor—just
like the Navigator would in an ideal situation in a real SE endeavor. If
a player does not process the incoming information in a proper way,
he runs into danger to make wrong decisions at assigning activities
based on a misconceived impression of endeavors current state—just
like in a real SE endeavor.

If all Checkpoints of an AlphaState got fulfilled, a new AlphaState
is reached. In that case, the player has to decide if a new activity
should be assigned to the virtual team. The Navigator supports at
this point by linking all the Activities addressing the next targeted
AlphaState and by providing an elementary To-Do list.

Should the player assign an activity with open preconditions on its
addressed AlphaStates and/or Checkpoints (cf. 3.3), a tutor message
gets sent to the player. Figure 4.31b shows such a message, stating
that the player assigned two activities to the team but the team can
not make any progress because of missing prior work. If the player
assigns only activities that cannot be progressed a tutor message gets
sent, stating that no progress for a number of days was made at all
(cf. section 3.5.3).

Because the cost rate per working day is fixed, a player would have
spent money without achieving any progress on the endeavor and
might regret decisions made. To enable learning from failures the game
provides a time travel feature (cf. figure 4.23 on the facing page)
enabling the player to travel back in time and make decisions once
again—now with increased knowledge. To avoid an abuse of the time
travel feature and not to promote unconscious try-error-time-travel
cycles, this feature is burdened with cost, making it more attractive
to try finding good decisions and to use a time travel only in case of
need.

The virtual team of a player starts with a low performance (cf. fig-
ure 4.26, at the far right of the status bar). This reflects the assumption
that a new team starting an endeavor does not start with full perfor-
mance.[287] To unfold its full potential, it has to organize itself and
its work, find their ideal way of working, has to get support and track
its progress. In Essence, all these issues are implemented by the Al-
phas of the Endeavor area of concern. To raise the performance of the
virtual team, the Alphas of this area of concern have to be progressed
(cf. section 3.5.3 on page 163).
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Figure 4.23: Screenshot of Simulation Game: Time Travel

4.7.4 Scoring, Ranking, Leaderboards

Scoring rewarding proper practice

To get a score, the game provides points and costs. The latter is ex-
pressed as budget left to the player. The points system was designed
to reflect Essence’s usage in real endeavors and to reward good prac-
tice. In an SE endeavor progress is an intended measure. Essence
expresses the progress in fulfilled Checkpoints and reached AlphaS-
tates. Reflecting that, the game rewards fulfilled checkpoints. Any
Checkpoint fulfilled for the first time earns 1,000 points. As described
in section 3.3 on page 121 Checkpoints may get lost. The pointing sys-
tem does not reward the loss and subsequent re-fulfillment of Check-
points because such could be abused easily by players “gaming the
game.” A nice effect of that approach is that a lecturer quickly gets
a rough impression about the performance and current position of a
player inside the game.

To reward conscious practice, the assessment of a Checkpoint itself
gets rewarded, if that one gets checked only after such an assess-
ment is indicated by game’s state. If a Checkpoint gets ticked in the
Navigator and the underlying simulation approves, that it is actually
fulfilled, the player gets rewarded with additional 1,000 points. If a
checkpoint gets checked in the Navigator and the underlying simula-
tion does not approve that it is actually fulfilled, no additional points
get assigned. Furthermore, the player can no longer earn the addi-
tional points for that one checkpoint once it gets actually fulfilled.
Otherwise, it would be possible to abuse the points system by just
repeatedly clicking around.

Altogether a player can earn 2,000 points by accomplishing a ful-
filled checkpoint and its correct assessment.

As already mentioned in preceding sections the game provides tu-
tor messages if the virtual team got stuck caused by unsatisfied pre-
conditions. To make the difference between proper practice and incor-
rect one more noticeable, these messages do not get sent immediately
but after a configured number of virtual working days resulting in
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accrued cost without accomplished progress.

4.7.4.1 Ranking

To provide leaderboards of players in a team, and all the teams of the
whole course, the game needs to provide a ranking score that makes
results among individual players and teams of players comparable.
The ranking score rewards more progress at lesser costs and has to
take into account, that one player might be far advanced in the game
while others are just starting. The individual ranking score RSP,G of
a player P in her game G is defined as

RSP,G = Points2
P,G/CostsP,G.

The ranking score emphasizes the points representing progress
made and ranks players with same points by their costs accrued to
accomplish the points. The ranking score of a team in a course is
defined by the mean of the results of all of the team’s players.

Current rankings of players inside a team, as well as the team inside
the whole course, are presented in the status bar and always visible to
the player (cf. figure 4.24). A click at one of the ranking stats reveals
corresponding leaderboards.

Figure 4.24: Screenshot of Simulation Game: Ranking Stats Presented In the
status bar

4.7.4.2 Leaderboards

The game provides two types of leaderboards: (in-)team leaderboards
and course leaderboards. Both types are shown in figure 4.25. The team
leaderboards present the rank of a single player inside of his team. The
course leaderboards present the rank of the whole team inside of the
whole course.

Since players might play their game at varying speeds, just one
leaderboard per leaderboard type presenting the overall score can’t
give the desired orientation. A player, who has her game already ad-
vanced to game week #15, very likely has made more progress than
a player with his game located in game week #2. To make decisions
and their results comparable, the game provides a number of leader-
boards—one per week and leaderboard type complemented by one
all-time leaderboard for both leaderboard types. A game week was
chosen as the period to balance between comparable results and a
comprehensible leaderboard presentation that does not overwhelm
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by too much too fine-grained data. The ranking stats presented at
the status bar of the game (cf. figure 4.24) follow the same principle.
Instead of showing the all-time ranks they present the rank of the par-
ticular game week to enable a meaningful comparison of the quality
of decisions made compared to others.

(a) In-Team Leaderboard (b) Course Leaderboard

Figure 4.25: Screenshots of Simulation Game: Leaderboards

4.7.5 Teamwork—Collaboration and Competition

Experts in the field of game-based learning demand a “wider use of
social interactive learning.”[87]

The game adds the idea of teams to the individual gameplay of
every participant. In this setting, each player is exploring the whole
game and the integrated learning content on her own but is a member
of a team at the same time.

Measuring the performance of the whole team as primary success
indicator of the game fosters collaboration and discussion inside the
teams trying to perform better than others. This opens new oppor-
tunities for interaction. Utilizing the provided leaderboards of team
rankings as well as the ranking of individual players gives orienta-
tion how optimized chosen paths are in relation to other one’s results.
This orientation gives immediate feedback and is the starting point
for further interactions inside a team. Since all players try to mas-
ter the same challenges, a team member performing better at a given
time may support other members of the team—having their common
goal in mind.

This approach combines collaboration aspects of social interaction
inside teams with the competition aspect between teams.

An elementary team chat is provided by the game environment to
facilitate communication inside a team (cf. figure 4.17). That’s not
to say that this chat should be the only channel of communication.
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That would be much too limiting. As observations at performing the
case study showed, the chat served only as starting point of active
face-to-face communication (cf. chapter 5).

4.7.6 Feedback and Guidance

To support the player mastering the game and hence to learn, the
game provides different kinds of feedback and guidance.

While playing the game, a player gets immediate feedback from
game’s UI. The Navigator shows the current state of the endeavor as
assessed by the player. Messages from the virtual team inform about
the important events at progressing the endeavor and tutor messages,
presented as messages from the team too, give guidance as needed (cf
figure 4.31 on page 242). The status bar always provides information
about all important measures (cf. figure 4.26 on the facing page).
Players are fully responsible for their virtual endeavor but act as a
member of a team too. Rankings and leaderboards continually give
feedback about player’s performance compared to others in the team
(cf. 4.7.5 on the previous page) and provide triggers and reasons for
social interaction, discussion, and reflection.

After playing the game, the player gets provided with statistics
and diagrams inviting for analysis of her chosen solution strategies.
Figure 4.27 on the facing page shows three examples of the Alpha
Assessment Graph presented to the player. The three diagrams show
different player results. The red areas of the graph show, how the
players assessed the Alphas of their endeavors. The gray areas visual-
ize the actual state of the endeavor as calculated by the simulation. A
graph with two completely congruent areas represents a perfect en-
deavor assessment (c). We can see that the first player (a) assessed all
of his Alphas of the endeavor area of concern (Team, Work, Way of Work-
ing) as much too progressed but the Alpha Stakeholders too reluctant.
This player most likely ignored messages of his virtual team, indicat-
ing that some of the states once achieved got lost, which resulted in
a decreased team performance. Partially this applies to the results
of player (b) too. His Team Alpha’s progress also was assessed too
high. He assessed the other Alphas of the endeavor area very well but
failed at assessing the Alphas of the solution area of concern (Require-
ments, Software System). These three results show that players acted
differently and were focused on different areas of the endeavor.

Figure 4.28 on page 242 shows the performance of the virtual team
in detail. All players started to progress the Alphas of the endeavor
area of concern almost at the same time. While the first player (a)
stopped activities progressing those Alphas, the other two players
progressed them further. Player (b) stopped at 90% of team perfor-
mance while the player (c) progressed the Alphas to team’s full per-
formance—and kept them in those states. Player (b) stopped one or
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Figure 4.26: Screenshot of Simulation Game: Status Bar Details

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.27: Screenshots of Simulation Game Results: Alpha Assessment
Comparison

more of the activities (coordinate activity, support the team, track progress)
and team’s performance decreased.

Figure 4.29 on the following page provides another perspective on
the correctness of player’s checkpoint assessments. The graph com-
bines the number of checkpoints assessed correctly (green area/line),
the number of checkpoints ticked without cause (red area/line) and
the number of checkpoints that were not ticked although this had
been indicated. We can see that player (a) stopped quite early to as-
sess his checkpoints correctly and did not tick checkpoints that had
been fulfilled. Player (b) performed better at checkpoint assessing.
We see a considerably lower number of wrongly non-ticked check-
points and from time to time some checkpoints ticked without cause.
Player (c) did it almost perfectly. Only a few checkpoints were ticked
too early over the whole time of playing.

Figure 4.29 on the next page show two other diagrams provided
at the end of the game. Diagram (a) presents costs cumulating over
time and diagram (b) shows how player’s score developed over time.

Looking at all these graphs, players are invited to recognize strengths
and weaknesses of their assessments and their resulting decisions.
They are enabled to analyze at which time failures caused wrong de-
cisions.

By comparing and discussing these results at debriefing time, stu-
dents benefit from results and experiences of other players.

4.7.7 Where Are the Levels and Game Badges?

Games usually provide levels with raising the degree of difficulty and
provide badges to players rewarding and visualizing achievements in
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.28: Screenshots of Simulation Game Results: Team Performance
Comparison

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.29: Screenshots of Simulation Game Results: Checkpoint Correct-
ness

(a) (b)

Figure 4.30: Screenshots of Simulation Game Results: Cost and Score

(a) Game Confirmation Message (b) Tutor Message

Figure 4.31: Screenshots of Simulation Game: Confirmation Message and
Tutor Message
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the game. The Simulation Game provides nothing of that kind—by
intention.

Instead of artificially dividing the (game) flow of progressing an SE
endeavor, the game makes use of the natural structure and “rewarding
system” of the underlying domain. Essence provides Alphas with
their AlphaStates and their Checkpoints. Each time the player ticks
off a Checkpoint (and that action was indicated) she gets rewarded
by points and the Navigator visualizes each progress stated, e.g. via
the balance indicator (cf. section 4.6.2.2). Seen from this perspective
a player earns the same “badges” in the game as he does as a software
engineer at driving a real SE endeavor.

Reaching an Alpha State of an Alpha might be seen as completing
a level-like stage of the game. The difficulty of the game increases
naturally, driven by the inherent characteristics of the domain. The
number of activities that can be (reasonably) assigned to the virtual
team, grows while the game is progressing. By assigning multiple
activities to the virtual team at once, the number and variety of in-
formation flowing in are growing, making the proper processing and
analysis of the current state of the endeavor more challenging. The
decreasing performance of the virtual team, caused by the insufficient
attention paid to the Alphas of the Endeavor area of concern, might
add new challenges too, etc..

With this characteristics, this approach provides an intrinsic, tightly
integrated game utilizing a blended paradigm (cf. section 4.7.11 on
page 245). The author is aware that this approach might sound too
puristic and optimistic to some proponents of the game-based learn-
ing community, but—as the results of the case study show—it worked
out well at its conducting (cf. chapter 5).

4.7.8 Lecturers Point of View

In a digital game-based and generally in a constructivist learning en-
vironment the lecturer acts as a facilitator and enabler. To get an
overview of the game-playing performance of all participants in a
course and to give support as needed, the lecturer is supported by
the game environment.

The game environment provides elementary course management
capabilities to organize students into teams and to provide a game
and underlying simulation to each of the players. Furthermore, a
lecturer might impersonate each of the players, getting the same per-
spective as the respective player impersonated. Having a look at the
course leaderboard, the lecturer quickly gets an impression of the re-
sults of all the teams so far, as the points and cost are reflecting essen-
tial measures of the game and are easy to interpret (cf. section 4.7.4
on page 237).
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4.7.9 Debriefing

Debriefing activities play a vital role at game-based learning approaches.[301]
They offer the chance to discuss results as well as to compare individ-
ual experiences and different solution strategies of the players. Such
activities complete the learning experience and invite to reflect on ex-
periences made. Simplifications and inaccuracies of the game might
get discussed and qualified.

Debriefing questions used in the evaluation experiment included
the following:

• What activities of your virtual team did surprise you the most?

• Did you get stuck somewhere in the endeavor? Where? How
did you get back to a healthy and progressing endeavor?

• When did your team notify that it would not make any progress?
How much time did it need to recognize that? Do you think that
is realistic?

• Some of you got stuck at different positions in the game because
of preconditions missed to start the work on an activity. How
would you manage this in a real project?

• How much time did your team spend to achieve the results in
the game? Do you think that is realistic?

• How did the number of team members evolve? Do you think
that it is always that way?

• How many team members did your team consist of? What was
the cost of your team per day? Do you think that is realistic?

• Do you think your team members did all share the same expe-
riences and can accomplish all the tasks with same quality and
performance? Why (not)?

• Did you do a lot of time traveling in the game? What did you
do in a different way once back in the past? How would you
act in a real project where time traveling is not an option?

• What kind or category of software process did your team use in
the game? Why?

• What practices did your team use to accomplish {requirements
elicitation | a tested system | ... }?

Students participating in the evaluation experiment highly appreci-
ated debriefing and attributed learning to it (cf. chapter 5).
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«Sim4SEEd»
Simulation Game

«Sim4SEEd»
Essence Navigator

«Sim4SEEd»
Essence

«Sim4SEEd»
Simulation

Figure 4.32: Components Architecture

4.7.10 Architecture

The Simulation Game system employs a set of components implemented
for this approach and is based on web technologies to a great extent.
Figure 4.32 shows a high-level overview of the components involved
and their dependencies.

The game system provides an elementary course management sys-
tem enabling lecturers to administrate courses with students and
teams. Each student in a course is associated with a team and owns
one game instance per course. Each game instance owns a simulation
driving the game. Simulations run in their own process.

The game system was implemented using open source software. To
provide leaderboards and inter-process authentication, a key-value-
store22 is employed. The Navigator stores method definitions (at level
1) in a document based database23 and all data needed to run and
track endeavors in a relational database24. All components are im-
plemented utilizing the Ruby programming language25 supported by
a number of great Ruby gems. Game UI, as well as the Navigator
UI, make heavy use of JavaScript libraries26. Their backend is imple-
mented using the Ruby on Rails web development framework27. To
enable immediate feedback inside the game, a push service28, provid-
ing WebSocket connections and fallback solutions, is utilized.

4.7.11 Classification of Taken Approaches

The Simulation Game is, regarding the classification of Ritterfeld and
Weber[229], representing a blending paradigm cf. figure 2.6 where en-
tertainment and learning are not sequenced but integrated. The en-
tertaining or rewarding elements draw exclusively on the inherent
domain (cf. section 4.7.7).

22 http://redis.io/
23 https://www.mongodb.com/community
24 https://www.postgresql.org/
25 https://www.ruby-lang.org
26 e..g. React (https://facebook.github.io/react/) and Redux (http://redux.js.org/)
27 http://rubyonrails.org/
28 https://faye.jcoglan.com/
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Game Classifications

With regards to the flexible categorization approach supposed by
Breuer and Bente[40, 41] the Essence Kernel Puzzler and the Simula-
tion Game would be classified with the labels summarized in table
4.7.

By utilizing Prensky’s[218] categorizations, the Simulation Game

• is an intrinsic (not an extrinsic) game, since the learning content
is an integral part of the gameplay,

• is a tightly linked (not a loosely linked) game, since the learning
content is built into the game and knowing it is vital to succeed-
ing in the game,

• is a reflective (not an action) game, since it allows, or requires, a
high degree of reflection by providing as much time as needed
to (re-)think about decisions to make,

• is an asynchronous (turn-based not a synchronous real-time) game,
since the player, after having made her decisions, taken all the
time needed, has to resume the game,

• is neither a single-player, two-player nor multiplayer game, it
combines a single-player game experience with a team-based col-
laboration and competition approach,

• is a persistent-state (not a session-based) game, since the state of
the game is persisted and players may resume the game later
on.

4.7.12 Future Work

Results of running the case study are presented in the next chapter 5.
After playing the game, a number of students asked for some tu-

torial or help system added to the game. At running the case study,
the author was available on site and questions or technical problems
were answered quickly. To support a wide usage of the Simulation
Game, some introductory tutorial will be part of future work.

The current course management system and system configuration
served their purpose in the case study but require remarkable knowl-
edge about the system at the moment. Hence they are not intuitively
usable by novices. The interface connecting game and simulation en-
vironments needs some rigorous scalability testing to ensure support
in bigger environments.

4.8 related work

The Integrated Approach presented in this thesis builds upon existing
approaches (cf. section 2.5 on page 68) and their findings. This sec-
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Label / Tag /

Category

Essence Kernel Puzzler Essence Simulation

Game

Platform Web-browser Web-browser

Subject Matter SEMAT Essence Kernel

elements, their

definitions and their

relations

SEMAT Essence Kernel,

elements, their

interdependencies,

Plan-Do-Check-Adapt

cycle of driving an SE

endeavor

Learning Goals Essence vocab and

basic concepts of

Essence elements and

their relationships

application of Essence

concepts, esp. the

PDCA cycle (cf. section

2.7)

Learning

Principles

rote memorization,

exploration of

dependencies

exploration, situated

learning,

guided/scaffolded

discovery learning,

PBL, anchored

instruction

Target

Audience

SE students, SE

practitioners

SE students, SE

practitioners

Interaction

Mode(s)

single player team enhanced single

player

Application

Area

primarily academic SE

education, training

primarily academic SE

education, training

Controls/Interface mouse mouse & keyboard

Common

Gaming Lables

puzzle(r) simulation

Table 4.7: Games Classification By Labels[40, 41]
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tion compares it with existing approaches of DGBL in SE education
that are addressing software processes, SE methods, and their man-
agement. Similarities, as well as differences from existing approaches,
get summarized.

Like in other existing approaches, a player in the Simulation Game
(Phase 2 of the Integrated Approach) takes a role as project manager, or
rather a coach29, to control an SE endeavor by directing a virtual team
through a virtual software project.

The Integrated Approach is oriented towards supporting different SE
methods like SimSE, SESAM and Nassal’s Project Management Game
(PMG). In the conducted case study the SEMAT Essence Kernel was
utilized. The approach already allows the use of other Essence meth-
ods conceptionally but does not yet support it technically. Different
from existing approaches the Integrated Approach is the first one utiliz-
ing an industry standard for standardized method description[188].
This opens the opportunity to build simulation models for arbitrary
SE methods following the Essence concepts. The Integrated Approach
is built on SEMAT Essence. With its kernel approach, Essence is pro-
viding students with a highly transferable thinking framework (cf. 2.7
on page 95) supporting a demanded orientation toward the use of
flexible SE practices instead of monolithic software processes (cf. 2.6.1
on page 88).

The chosen simulation paradigm is different from existing approaches.
With the Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS), a specific DES for-
malism with sound theoretical background was chosen. Instead of
implementing a DES model from scratch, making it harder for others
to utilize and extend the approach, the formalized, well described,
and widely accepted DEVS provides a convenient and flexible start-
ing point. Further advantages already got discussed in chapter 3.

The approach taken does neither provide a specific DSL like SESAM
or Nassals PMG nor a rule editor like SimSE but follows an own mod-
eling approach to building simulation models. Following Squire’s no-
tion of games being designed experiences[263], the process of modeling
does not require to design and build formulas or to start from scratch
to build a simulation model. The modeling process is much more
similar to writing a screenplay with a timeline of events, represented
by Essence Checkpoints and messages of the virtual team—actually
multiple timelines since the defined interdependencies of the Check-
points and the Alpha States allow for multiple ways through an SE
endeavor. This approach needs less training effort than existing ap-

29 since emerging agile and lean approaches often do not include a classical project
manager role[8, 141]
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proaches for building and configuring the simulation model and re-
quires only knowledge of Essence concepts. The Integrated Approach
strives for using synergies, thinking about the simulation model will
result in a better understanding and utilizing of Essence in real world
projects.

Like Nassal’s PMG the Integrated Approach makes use of real-world
tools inside of the Simulation Game, but due to a lack of existing tools
to support driving SE endeavors with Essence, it brings its own tool
built for that purpose: the Essence Navigator. The Navigator gets uti-
lized inside the Simulation Game in the same way as in the following
real project work hence it provides an already familiar environment
at real project’s start and lowering the cognitive load of students in
the real project work. Differing from Nassal’s PMG the utilized tools
is compatible with plan-driven as well as agile and lean principles
and SE methods.

Like Nassal’s PMG the environment of the Integrated Approach and
the Simulation Game was componentized, enabling partial reuse, e.g.
by replacing the game UI with another one.

Different from existing approaches this one is not focused on work-
load optimization of single project members, since such a focus is
less compatible with emerging agile or lean concepts and occupying
learners’ attention to a high degree, hence interfering the recognition
of more essential concepts and relationships while driving an SE en-
deavor.

This approach aims at preparing and providing direct support for
students in course or capstone project work that is demanded by all
curriculum guidelines (cf. section 2.3 on page 38). If SE students
should acquire an SE mindset, appreciating the guidance and support
of utilized methods and practices they should be provided with ex-
periences facilitating such perceptions. The Integrated Approach aims
at facilitating such experiences by providing scaffolding, a common
anchor, and lowering the cognitive load of students in course projects.

The Integrated Approach takes a diametrically opposite position of
the MO-SEProcess (cf. section 2.5 on page 68). Instead of exporting
collaborative activities into artificial 3D worlds, the approach aims at
triggering and providing occasions for social interaction, preferably
in the real world and in direct communication face-to-face, since this
kind of communication is much richer and omits any technical limi-
tations.

Drawing on social constructivism theories (cf. section on page 19)
this approach promotes social interaction and collaboration. With
that, this approach shows parallels to the one of Caulfield’s Simsoft
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but is different in the fact that everyone has to cognitively accomplish
her own virtual endeavor. Different from Simsoft’s approach, this one
adds competition by providing team as well as course rankings and
leaderboards. Beside challenging competition these components pro-
vide feedback and orientation at assessing one’s performance in re-
lation to other one’s, hence provide additional occasions for social
interaction and reflection. None of the existent approaches utilized
collaboration and competition in that way.

The Integrated Approach takes a diametrically opposite position of
the explicitly non-guided SimjavaSP by providing carefully designed
scaffolding. Besides providing a constructivist learning environment
(cf. section 4.1.2), the introduced approach considers Vygotsky’s Zone
of Proximal Development (ZPD), Sweller’s Cognitive Load Theory (CLT)
and Reigeluth’s Elaboration Theory (cf. section 2.2 on page 19) to pro-
vide an effective learning environment. By integrating the descrip-
tion of SE method elements into the gameplay via the Essence Naviga-
tor, this approach follows an approach somewhat similar to Nassal’s
PMG, but by utilizing SEMAT Essence, the elements are not just doc-
umented but actionable and dynamically supporting students at driving
an SE endeavor (cf. section 2.7.2.1 on page 105).

Acknowledging existing findings that games alone are not suffi-
cient learning vehicles and hence have to be complemented by other
educational approaches and to be integrated into the learning context
to address intended learning objectives, the Integrated Approach was
designed. It combines a number of non-game activities with DGBL in
a well-matched manner to provide an anchor for further activities (cf.
section 4.3). This is the first approach explicitly preparing students
for and supporting students at their course/capstone project work
that is demanded by curriculum guidelines.



5
A P P L I C AT I O N A N D E VA L U AT I O N

To evaluate the Integrated Approach, its concepts, games, and tools,
it was deployed in a case study. This chapter describes the settings
of the case study, its evaluation considerations, and summarizes the
results of its evaluation.

5.1 case study settings

This section describes the setup of the case study used to evaluate the
chosen approach. Two groups of participants took part in the case
study. Both consisted of students of the University of Applied Sciences
Stralsund, Germany, and get described next.

5.1.1 Characteristics of Participating Groups

Two participating groups were employed in the summer semester of
2016. They provided the observations and results reported in the fol-
lowing sections.

The first group (Group 1) consisted of 12 students (11 male, 1 fe-
male) taking the course “SMIB4500—Project Seminar Software Engineer-
ing” embedded in the 4th semester of the undergraduate curriculum
of “SMIB—Applied Computer Science, Software Development and Media
Informatics.” Within the scope of the course, students got introduced
to SEMAT Essence for the first time. Traditionally in the course, stu-
dents exercise a software project from start to end, following a given
software process based on the OpenUP [101, 226] and AgileUP [57,
79] and heavily customized to the organizational needs of the course.
Customized that way, this software process should not be utilized
in a real SE endeavor. Students got introduced to SEMAT Essence
and in particular the Essence Kernel to get provided with transfer-
able concepts and a thinking framework being of use in any future
SE endeavor.

The second group (Group 2) consisted of 7 volunteers, visiting the
6th semester of the undergraduate program “SMIB—Applied Com-
puter Science, Software Development and Media Informatics” and inter-
ested in learning something about SE in general and Essence in spe-
cial. This group differs to some extent from Group 1. One year ago
they got shortly introduced to SEMAT Essence. Generally, students
of SMIB in 6th semester already had their practical semester where

251
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1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 1 5 6 12 4.5 4.33 0.89

Group 2 1 2 4 7 5 4.29 1.11

All 2 7 10 19 5 4.32 0.95

Figure 5.1: Q01: Do you Play Digital Games?

they gain experience in real software industry. In their 6th semester,
they are processing a bigger software project within the scope of a
course called “SMIB7220—Software Project Organization”. Within that
course, they got in touch with Essence again and were already used
to work with Essence Kernel Cards to some extent. Students of Group
2 were only invited to try the Essence Kernel Puzzler and to play the
Simulation Game.

Figure 5.1 illustrates that students of both groups are enjoying dig-
ital games. 53% (n=10) play regularly and further 37% (n=7) to a
lesser extent.

The spine graph in figure 5.2 on the next page illustrates the time
spent playing digital games. Compared to a German survey of gamers
taken in 2011, the numbers show that the participants play more
hours than the average gamers between 14 and 69 in 2011[59]. 47.3%
of the participants play more than 5 hours per week (compared to
28% in a German survey 2011[59]).

68% of the participants connect learning with games. The remain-
ing 32% of participants chose the neutral answer item. Hence none
of the participants disagrees with the statement that “games provide
learning.”

58% (n=11) of all participants stated to have already collected prac-
tical experience in software projects outside of the curriculum. Ob-
viously, the share of students with that kind of experience is much
bigger in Group 2, since students in the 6th semester regularly went
through their practical semester to gain experience in real software
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< 1h 1h - 3h 3h - 5h 5h - 10h <10h Sum

Group 1 1 (8.3%) 1 (8.3%) 4 (33.3%) 4 (33.3%) 2 (16.7%) 12

Group 2 2 (28.6%) 2 (28.6%) 3 (42.9%) 7

All 3 (15.8%) 1 (5.3%) 6 (31.6%) 7 (36.8%) 2 (10.5%) 19

Figure 5.2: Q03: How much time do you spend playing games per week?

1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 4 4 4 12 4 4.00 0.85

Group 2 2 1 4 7 5 4.29 0.95

All 6 5 8 19 4 4.11 0.88

Figure 5.3: Q06: Do you think games provide learning?
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Yes No Sum

Group 1 5 (42%) 7 (58%) 12

Group 2 6 (86%) 1 (14%) 7

All 11 (58%) 8 (42%) 19

Figure 5.4: Q07: Did you already work on software projects outside of your
curriculum?

industry. In Group 1 58% (n=7) of the participants had no experiences
at software development outside of their curriculum.

5.1.2 Procedure of Group 1

Within the regular course students of Group 1 were introduced into
SEMAT Essence by an educational case study[244], presenting a small
team of software developers at kickstart of a software project. This
case study is provided by SEMAT.

Students were invited to play the Essence Kernel Puzzler in prepara-
tion of the simulation game. At the next course meeting, a few days
later, two course units of 90 minutes were used for playing the simu-
lation game and a debriefing session. The students were already orga-
nized into 4 teams for their project work. These project teams were
used for the game too. The author provided an introduction into the
gameplay, provided technical support, answered questions regarding
the game, and moderated the debriefing session (cf. 4.7.9 on page 244).
Finally, students filled in the questionnaire.

After this session, students used the Essence Navigator in their project
work. The tool supported project team meetings and helped teams to
keep on track. The Essence Navigator provided an enacted Essence
Kernel. Since the process to follow was not modeled as Essence prac-
tices forming an Essence method, students had to do some mental
mapping between Essence concepts, e.g. Activity Spaces and activi-
ties required by the aforementioned given software process to follow.

In an optional exercise, the teams were asked to map explicitly
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• the assigned activities of the given process to Activity Spaces of
the Essence Kernel and

• the points in time, when all the Alpha States got achieved, to
phases and concrete iterations of the given software process.

The Alpha States that were not part of the assigned project work had
to be marked. At each mapping the students were asked to provide
a short explanation of the specific mapping done.

5.1.3 Procedure of Group 2

Group 2 consisted of volunteers following an open invitation. Stu-
dents were invited by the author to take part in a simulation game
session and (optionally) to take the Essence Kernel Puzzler in prepara-
tion of the simulation game. Since students already had contact with
SEMAT Essence, no further preparation was provided. The group
was partitioned into three teams. In one session, lasting two hours,
the simulation game was played followed by the debriefing session.
The author provided an introduction into the gameplay, provided
technical support and answered questions regarding the game. Fi-
nally, the questionnaire was filled in by the students.

5.1.4 Why Is There No Comparative Experiment?

Having only access to quite small groups of students for experiments/-
case study, it was chosen to provide all of them with the chance to
learn from new concepts and approaches and to collect as much feed-
back on the tools and concepts developed as possible. With just 19

participants a division into treatment and control groups would have
made the results reported in section 5.2 on page 258 less informative
and significant.

Furthermore, SEMAT Essence is a new standard with growing—but
at time of conducting—limited learning material. With no prepared
rich and ready to use learning material, rated competitive to the pro-
vided approach, any attempt to produce that material alongside with
limited resources and less persuasion was judged to be in danger of
getting exposed to a biased performance.

While appreciating comparative studies for their expressiveness re-
garding ensuring efficiency, a comparative experiment was not per-
formed for reasons given above in the first place—leaving the door
open to such an endeavor once richer learning material and bigger
subject groups get available.
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5.1.5 Why Are There No Pre-Test/Post-Tests?

The skills and competencies striven for in this approach and facili-
tated by the games provided are to orientate inside an SE endeavor.
This includes utilizing SE concepts and tools provided to act in an
SE endeavor in a goal-oriented and structured way, e.g. by holisti-
cally assessing the current state of an SE endeavor and to determine
next reasonable steps to take (cf. figure 2.16). Such skills and the
corresponding needed attitudes are not, or only to a small extent,
measurable in a test.

Rote memorization is not a primary concept of Essence, which pro-
vides the foundation of the Integrated Approach. Instead, it is pro-
viding rich as well as compact documentation, e.g. in the form of
tangible cards to carry with you. There is no need to rote memoriza-
tion of all states and their checkpoints. Essence promotes learning by
doing and enables to learn and deepen knowledge on the fly—once
basic concepts are understood.

The Essence Kernel Puzzler, as well as the Simulation Game, provide
some embedded assessment[255], in-game measurements allowing to
draw inferences from the gameplay about the learning progress to
some extent. This approach avoids disadvantages associated with
examinations of learning progress separated from the gameplay re-
ported by existing studies of DGBL[255].

5.1.6 Questionnaire Design

The questionnaire was designed to survey different aspects of the
approaches taken.

Of particular interest for the evaluation are

1. background information, including participant’s attitudes to-
wards digital games, learning through games and favored learn-
ing approaches,

2. participants’ assessment of the simulation game, including the
perceived fun, duration, difficulty, and favorite as well as poten-
tially confusing aspects,

3. the perceived learning effect and which aspects affected learn-
ing the most,

4. participants’ assessment of the Essence Kernel Puzzler,

5. participants’ assessment of the Essence Navigator, and

6. participants’ assessment of SEMAT Essence’s utility in future
SE challenges.
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The answer types include dichotomic choices, 5-point Likert-type
scales and other rating scales resulting in ordinal scaled data, as well
as free text answers to collect remarks of participants.

Results of the questionnaire are presented in detail in the following
sections.

5.1.7 Statistical Hypothesis Testing

To establish statistical significance answers undergone hypothesis test-
ing where appropriate. Many of the questions answered by the par-
ticipants utilize a 5-point Likert-type scale or another rating scale re-
sulting in ordinal scaled data. Ordinal scales allow for ranked orders
resulting in sortable data but not for statements about the distances
between their items. They are not necessarily equidistant hence not
adequate for calculations, e.g. calculations of mean and standard
deviation. But publications in the field provide such data. Having
noted this, values for mean and standard deviation are provided for
reasons of comparability. To be in contrast, such values are printed
in a lighter gray.

Having only a small set of observations (n < 20) without any knowl-
edge about the particular distribution of the data, only a non-parametric
(“distribution free”) statistical test, able to handle small sets of observa-
tions, is qualified for this study. The Sign-test fulfilling these criteria
was chosen. It is a non-parametric binomial test about the median η

of a population.

5.1.8 Heuristics

To establish the consideration of relevant dimensions, the characteris-
tics of the Integrated Approach and the learning games provided were
mapped to quality criteria of learning games proposed by Dondi and
Moretti[74] as result of two European research projects involving or-
ganizations from different European countries, backgrounds, and ex-
pertise. This mapping is presented in the appendix C on page 361.
The mapping ensures that all relevant dimensions of learning games
were considered and the demanded quality criteria are provided.

Two additional mappings presented in the appendix C on page 361

compare the Integrated Approach and its components with

• recommendations based on the synthesis of a comprehensive
SLR[126] (cf. section C.3 on page 366), as well as

• SE education requirements based on conclusions of Boehm[27]
reviewing SE in the 20th and 21st century (cf. section C.2 on
page 366)
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Yes No Sum

Group 1 11 (91.7%) 1 (8.3%) 12

Group 2 3 (42.9%) 4 (57.1%) 7

All 14 (73.7%) 5 (26.3%) 19

Figure 5.5: Q31: Did you use the Puzzler to be prepared for the Simulation
Game?

to enable the assessment of their contribution to the stated learning
objectives (cf. section 4.1.3.1 on page 186) and modern SE education
in general.

5.2 results

To evaluate the approach taken, participating students were asked
to answer a questionnaire (cf. chapter E on page 373). Results of
its analysis are presented in the following section. These results are
complemented by measures taken while students were playing the
games provided.

5.2.1 Essence Kernel Puzzler

This section presents results of the questionnaire with regards to the
Essence Kernel Puzzler1. In-game measurements already got pre-
sented in section 4.5.5 on page 209.

83% of Group 1 (n=10) and 43% of Group 2 (n=3) stated that they
used the Puzzler to get prepared for the Simulation Game (cf. fig-
ure 5.5).

All Students of Group 1 stated that they spent more than 20 min-
utes playing the Puzzler, 55% (n=6) stated they spent between 30 and
60 minutes playing the Puzzler and 27% (n=3) spent more than 60

1 These questions were marked as optional since the use of the Puzzler was presented
as optional. It seems that one participant, who took the Puzzler, did not answer all
the questions, resulting in varying sums of respondents’ answers (13 vs. 14).
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< 10min 10min - 20min 20min - 30min 30min - 60min > 60min Sum

Group 1 2 (18.2%) 6 (54.5%) 3 (27.3%) 11

Group 2 2 (66.7%) 1 (33.3%) 3

All 2 (14.3%) 2 (14.3%) 6 (42.9%) 4 (28.6%) 14

Figure 5.6: Q32: How much time did you spend with the Puzzler?

minutes with the Puzzler (cf. figure 5.6). Students of Group 2, who
already had more prior contact with Essence, spent remarkably less
time with the Puzzler. 67% (n=2) stated that they spent less than 10

minutes with the Puzzler while 33% (n=1) stated to have spent more
than 60 minutes with it (cf. figure 5.6).

The results indicate that the Essence Kernel Puzzler helps to get
familiar with Essence concepts and vocab (Sign-test, α = 0.05, cf. fig-
ure 5.7 on the following page and table D.1 on page 372).

77% (n=10) of the players assessed the difficulty of the Puzzler as
“just right,” 23% (n=3) found it “slightly too easy” (cf. figure 5.8 on the
following page).

Players would use the Puzzler again to reinforce Essence Kernel
vocab (Sign-test, α = 0.05, cf. figure 5.9 on page 261 and table D.1 on
page 372).

77% (n=10) of the respondents stated that the Puzzler prepared
them well for the Simulation Game (cf. figure 5.10 on page 261).

92% of responding students (n= 12) would recommend the Puzzler
to a friend or fellow student (cf. figure 5.11 on page 262). Asked
for their reasons, why they would recommend the Puzzler, students
stated they found it to be a neat tool to learn the vocab fast and to get
familiar with first relationships between elements. They emphasized
that while it is a good tool to learn the vocab, it cannot provide the
experience to apply the concepts close to reality.
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1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 2 5 4 11 4 4.18 0.75

Group 2 1 1 2 2.5 2.50 0.71

All 1 3 5 4 13 4 3.92 0.95

Figure 5.7: Q33: How much did the Puzzler help you to get familiar with
Essence concepts and vocab?

1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 3 8 11 3 2.73 0.47

Group 2 2 2 3 3.00 0.00

All 3 10 13 3 2.77 0.44

Figure 5.8: Q34: How difficult was the Puzzler for you?
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1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 1 2 5 3 11 4 3.91 0.94

Group 2 1 1 2 3.5 3.50 0.71

All 1 3 6 3 13 4 3.85 0.90

Figure 5.9: Q35: Will you use the Puzzler again to reinforce your Essence
Kernel vocab?

Yes No Sum

Group 1 8 (72.7%) 3 (27.3%) 11

Group 2 2 (100%) 0 (0.0%) 2

All 10 (76.9%) 3 (23.1%) 13

Figure 5.10: Q36: Did the Puzzler prepare you well for the Simulation
Game?
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Yes No Sum

Group 1 10 (90.9%) 1 (9.1%) 10

Group 2 2 (100%) 0 (0.0%) 2

All 12 (92.3%) 1 (7.7%) 12

Figure 5.11: Q37: Would you recommend the Puzzler to a friend/fellow stu-
dent?

5.2.2 Simulation Game

This section presents results of the case study where the Simulation
Game was deployed. Measured results get presented first, followed by
the results of the questionnaire conducted after debriefing activities,
which followed the gameplay.

5.2.2.1 Remarkable Observations

At observing players while performing the case study the author rec-
ognized that initially, two students held a fundamental misconcep-
tion regarding the Essence Navigator inside the Simulation Game. In
their misconception, they would use the Essence Navigator to define
the (virtual) “reality” of the endeavor inside the game. They thought
just ticking off some Checkpoints and setting some Alpha States as
reached would progress their SE endeavor inside the game. This mis-
conception was corrected quickly, by asking them to treat the Essence
Navigator like a map and compass not like a “transporter” in the Star
Trek universe2.

5.2.2.2 Game Results And Measurements

Table 5.1 on page 264 and figure 5.12 on the facing page summarize
teams’ results in the case study. The average of all teams’ scores was

2 According to Wikipedia “A transporter is a fictional teleportation machine used in the
Star Trek universe. Transporters convert a person or object into an energy pattern (a
process called dematerialization), then ’beam’ it to a target, where it is reconverted
into matter (rematerialization).“[304]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: Game Results of Teams In the Case Study
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Group/Team CFP CCP SCORE COST RANKING

1A
AVG 165,500 147,000 312,500 250,000 4

SD 6,500 6,000 12,500 0

1B
AVG 114,667 110,000 224,667 81,000 2

SD 6,944 6,377 13,300 2,160

1C
AVG 136,250 80,000 216,250 250,000 6

SD 23,742 40,330 39,111 0

1D
AVG 140,000 118,750 258,750 250,000 5

SD 30,895 37,466 67,229 0

2A
AVG 91,500 21,500 113,000 135,500 7

SD 17,500 15,500 2,000 16,500

2B
AVG 160,000 148,000 308,000 123,500 1

SD 19,000 17,000 36,000 50,500

2C
AVG 148,000 140,000 288,000 137,500 3

SD 59,000 63,000 122,000 30,500

ALL

AVG 135,737 107,263 243,000 186,105

SD 34,919 50,349 78,884 72,247

MED 141,000 114,000 249,000 250,000

MAX 207,000 203,000 410,000 250,000

MIN 74,000 6,000 111,000 73,000

Legend:

CFP=”Cumulated Fulfilled Checkpoints Points”,

CCP=”Cumulated Consciousness Points”

Table 5.1: Game Results of Teams In the Case Study
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243,000 points, with an average of 135,737 points for achieving check-
points (CFP) and an average of 107,263 points for consciously assess-
ing checkpoints (CCP) (cf. section 4.7.3 on page 231). These results
indicate that the players were able to master the gameplay and tools
provided for support. To get these points players had to progress
their virtual endeavors (cf. 4.7.3 on page 231) and assess its Alphas
consciously. To do that, players had to assess the current state of their
endeavors based on the feedback provided by the virtual team, to
plan the next target states, and to identify the next appropriate Activ-
ities (Activity Spaces) in order to assign them to their virtual teams.
Players’ scores prove that they were able to follow the Plan-Do-Check-
Adapt-cycle (cf. section 2.7.2.1 on page 105), which is characteristic
for driving an SE endeavor utilizing Essence and its kernel (cf. sec-
tion 2.7.2 on page 97). Players had to utilize relationships between
Essence kernel’s elements and to show that they are already familiar
with them, at least to some extent.

The results of the teams vary widely. Teams of Group 2 spent much
less money due to a shorter period of playing the game. Nonetheless,
two of those teams achieved a high score (2B and 2C are both ranked
in top 3). It is likely that they would have achieved even higher scores
if they played for a longer period.

Teams 1A and 1B show small values for the standard deviation of
both CFP and CCP. These values indicate homogeneous player strate-
gies, which may have been facilitated by an effective team communi-
cation—or could be caused by very similar player types composing
the team.

The results of team 1C show a low value for the average but a
high value for the standard deviation of the CCP. This indicates that
not all players of the team were consciously assessing their Alpha
States based on the feedback provided by the virtual team. More, or
better, team communication and alignment of individual results with
the ones of the teammates probably would have provided even better
scores.

Team 2C provides the highest values of the standard deviation
for CFP, CPP, score, and cost. These values indicate team dynam-
ics like in real software projects. The team members of team 2C were
those that did know each other the least. Observations at conducting
the case study showed only occasional communication between team
members. As we know, e.g. from studies of Tuckman and Jensen[287],
teams need time to get to a high performing state3.

These results strongly indicate that providing the opportunity to
play as a team may work well, as esp. shown by teams 1A and 1B,
but does not guarantee such desired cooperation. Depending on the
initial situation, the short period allocated to playing the game in the
case study may not have provided enough opportunity to get to that

3 This is represented by the states of the Team Alpha in the Essence Kernel as well.
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time travels days (time) traveled

Group/Team Ratio of
players

using time
travel

Count AVG* SD* Count* AVG* SD*

1A 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0

1B 67% 3 1.5 0.5 42.0 21.0 6.3

1C 50% 30 15.0 14.0 181.0 90.5 82.4

1D 50% 5 2.5 0.5 118.0 59.0 33.3

2A 67% 7 3.5 0.5 69.0 34.6 0.7

2B 67% 12 6.0 1.0 294.4 147.2 96.2

2C 100% 38 19.0 1.0 105.3 52.7 25.3

ALL 63% 95 7.9 8.8 809.8 67.5 68.6

* based only on players using the Time Travel feature

Table 5.2: Utilization of the Time Travel Feature by Teams

state. Team dynamics while playing the Simulation Game provide a
very interesting field of research for future work.

Table 5.2 summarizes the utilization of the Time Travel feature by
the teams. This feature was designed to provide the opportunity to
learn from failures (cf. section 4.7.3 on page 231). Overall the players of
the case study traveled 95 times in time and covered 810 days thereby.

We can see that the usage of this feature varies widely and ranges
from 0% to 100% of team members utilizing this feature. Teams
1A and 2C provide interesting extreme manifestations of this issue.
While none of the members of team 1A did use the time travel fea-
ture, all players in team 2C used it with the highest count of per-
formed time travels. Both teams achieved high scores—at different
efficiency.

While members of team 1A tried to avoid making mistakes by care-
fully observing the feedback provided by the virtual team, members
of team 2C additionally utilized the Time Travel feature to improve
achieved scores iteratively. The low value of the difference between
the average CFP and CPP indicates a very conscious assessment of
Checkpoints and Alpha States. Time Traveling providing to repeat-
edly experience the same situation in the game very likely supported
at achieving this result.

Players of teams 1B and 2B seem to have combined both strategies
with success too.

By providing the smallest difference between the average CFP and
CPP values, combined with only a small count of performed time
travels, players of team 1B achieved scores indicating a very con-
scious playing strategy with the homogeneous performance of team
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members. This is indicated by small values of standard deviation of
CFP and CPP, at a slower progression of the game, which is indicated
by relatively small cost. Members of this team were observed to be
communicating very actively.

Players of team 2B utilized the Time Travel feature the most in terms
of days that were traveled in time. This strategy contributed to achiev-
ing a high score combined with lower cost and resulted in the best-
ranking score.

These numbers may indicate different kind of players and learners,
e.g. players that aim at performing without mistakes right from the
start, much like in a real SE endeavor, and others, which are willing
to add the given opportunity to iteratively improve results.

One player of team 1C showed the massive utilization of the Time
Travel feature and traveled 29 times covering 173 days. Combined
with a low score for CPP this indicates a rather unconscious try and
error strategy arguing for the importance of feedback provided by
the team and debriefing activities in order to facilitate reflection and
learning.

The mixed rankings of Group 1 and Group 2 indicate that the Simu-
lation Game provided the opportunity to learn for both the more and
the less experienced student group. Group 2, the more experienced
students, were not able to outperform Group 1 in the setting of this
case study.

5.2.2.3 Questionnaire Results

Students playing the Simulation Game have fun (Sign-test,α = .05,
cf. D.1 on page 370) and attribute learning success among others to it
(cf. table 5.4 on page 279). Figure 5.13 on the next page shows the re-
sults regarding the fun perceived by students playing the simulation
game. 57.9% (n=11) of the participants reported that they had fun
playing the game, while 42.1% (n=8) chose the neutral answer item.

The difficulty of the Simulation Game was perceived as “just right”
by 42.1% (n=8) of the participants. 26.3% (n=5) found it slightly easy
and 31.6% (n=6) of the players found it slightly hard. None of the
students assessed the game as either “very easy” nor “very hard.” This
data is presented in figure 5.14 on page 269.

Figure 5.15 presents how players of the Simulation Game experi-
enced the duration of the game. The game was designed to enable
players to achieve (at least most of) intended results in a standard 90

minutes course unit. Players were given the opportunity to continue
to play the game outside of the regular course units till the next reg-
ular course meeting (one week later) where the results of the game
were summarized and discussed in a debriefing activity. The vast
majority (78.9%, n=15) of all students assessed the duration as “just
right,” 3 players (15.8%) felt the duration was “too long” and only one
player (5,3%) felt it was “too short.”
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1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 6 4 2 12 3.5 3.67 0.78

Group 2 2 3 2 7 4 4.00 0.82

All 8 7 4 19 4 3.78 0.79

Figure 5.13: Q09: How much fun did you have playing the Simulation
Game?

89.5% (n=17) of all participants stated they would play the Simu-
lation Game again (cf. figure 5.16 on page 271) and students would
recommend the game to a friend or fellow student (Sign-test, α = 0.05,
cf. D.2 on page 371 and figure 5.17 on page 271).

Students stated they would play the game again to optimize their
performance and to improve their personal high score. They would
like to benefit from experiences of the first run and to test findings
in a next one. They stated, they would like to internalize proceed-
ings further, because learning was perceived faster and deeper as in
lectures, and finally, because it was perceived as fun.

Students recommend the simulation game as standard part of SE
courses (Sign-test, α = 0.05, cf. table D.1 on page 372 and figure 5.18

on page 272) Asked if this game should be a standard part of any SE
course, 95% (n=18) of the participating students answered positively.
Only one student of Group 1 chose the neutral item.

Asked for the reasons, why they recommend the Simulation Game
as a standard part, participants stated, that they appreciated the inno-
vative and creative learning approach actively supporting the learn-
ing focused on essential content, the relatively short duration of the
game, the overview and preparation of upcoming projects provided.
The students liked that relationships between elements, e.g. Activi-
ties and Alphas, got visible and tangible. Students mentioned fast
feedback, focus on virtually practicing steps in an endeavor and the
opportunity to learn from failures as particularly advantageous. Here
are three statements of students:
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1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 3 6 3 0 12 3 3.00 0.74

Group 2 2 2 3 0 7 3 3.14 0.90

All 5 8 6 0 19 3 3.05 0.78

Figure 5.14: Q10: How difficult was the Simulation Game for you?

• “The project seems too comprehensive for absolute novices to
utilize Essence in a reasonable way. The game helps to bet-
ter understand successive working steps. For the remaining
semester, the game provides a good starting point to the real
project work.”

• “The game is a good way to learn relationships of single areas
fast and structured. Everyone can make own experiences at his
own pace. Pure lectures would hardly provide that and rather
deliver just new terms hard to digest. To provide steps to do
in proper sequence in a presentation seems hard too. The game
provides an opportunity of trying out the concepts. ”

• “Moreover one can–unlike as in a real project–make mistakes
and learn from them.”

Students (95%, n=18) stated that they learned something about SE
by playing the game. Interestingly the more experienced students
of Group 2 perceived occurred learning even stronger than those of
Group 1 (cf. figure 5.19 on page 272). 86% of Group 2 chose the answer
item representing highest agreement.

79% of the participants (n=15) stated that they reinforced SE knowl-
edge of prior lectures/courses. Two participants stated that they did
not reinforce prior knowledge at all. One of them stated not to have
visited the course very regularly.

Students stated, they perceived that they learned something new
about SE by playing the Simulation Game (Sign-test, α = 0.05, cf.
figure 5.21 on page 273 and table D.1 on page 372). Asked, what
students learned new by playing the game, they stated:
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Too Short Just Right Too Long Sum

Group 1 1 (8.3%) 10 (83.3%) 1 (8.3%) 12

Group 2 0 (0.0%) 5 (71.4%) 2 (28.6%) 7

All 1 (5.3%) 15 (78.9%) 3 (15.8%) 19

Figure 5.15: Q11: How was the duration of the Simulation Game in your
opinion?

• an impression of the multiple aspects to control and think about
at running a software project,

• the complete Essence Kernel,

• how to deal with Alphas,

• the logical sequence of steps at Alphas’ assessment,

• Essence is not an abstract construct anymore,

• an impression of how to proceed, and

• the relationships between a software project and its elements
(Alphas, Alpha States, Checkpoints, and Activities).

The participants stated that having to think about the next steps to
take actively and to having to repeatedly process Alphas and their
Checkpoints, to recurrently think about them in detail, helped to rec-
ognize relationships between elements and to internalize concepts.

Students perceived to have improved their performance while play-
ing the Simulation Game (cf. figure 5.22 on page 276 and table D.1
on page 372). This seems to be a good indicator of felt self-efficacy
and fits well to the perceived learning.

Table 5.3 on page 278 and table 5.4 on page 279 summarize students
answers to questions, what helped them most to improve their per-
formance inside of the game and to learn by playing the Simulation
Game.
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Yes No Sum

Group 1 10 (83.3%) 2 (16.7%) 12

Group 2 7 (100%) 0 (0.0%) 7

All 17 (89.5%) 2 (10.5%) 19

Figure 5.16: Q17: Would you play the Simulation Game again?

1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 4 7 1 12 4 3.75 0.62

Group 2 0 2 5 7 5 4.71 0.49

All 4 9 6 19 4 4.11 0.74

Figure 5.17: Q19: Would you recommend this game to a friend or fellow
student?
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1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 1 7 4 12 4 4.25 0.62

Group 2 1 6 7 5 4.86 0.38

All 1 8 10 19 5 4.47 0.61

Figure 5.18: Q20: Should this game be a standard part of any SE course?

1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 1 9 2 12 4 4.00 0.74

Group 2 1 6 7 5 4.86 0.38

All 1 10 8 19 4 4.32 0.74

Figure 5.19: Q22: Did you learn something about SE by playing the Simula-
tion Game?
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1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 2 2 6 2 12 4 3.50 1.31

Group 2 2 5 7 5 4.71 0.48

All 2 2 8 7 19 4 3.95 1.22

Figure 5.20: Q23: Did playing the Simulation Game reinforce your SE knowl-
edge of prior lectures/courses?

1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 1 4 4 3 12 4 3.75 0.97

Group 2 1 2 1 3 7 5 3.86 1.21

All 2 6 5 6 19 4 3.79 1.03

Figure 5.21: Q25: Did you learn something new about SE by playing the
Simulation Game?
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All (100%, n=19, answer options 2 and 3) students stated that the
fun at playing the game, the necessity to make own active decisions,
and the Essence Navigator helped at learning. None of the students
stated that one of these features did not help at learning. Of these
features active decisioning was assessed as very strongly helping by
the highest number of participants (79%, n=15 | Group 1: 75%,n=9 |
Group 2: 86%, n=6) followed by fun (74%, n=14 | Group 1: 75%, n=9

| Group 2: 71%, n=5).
These results indicate strong arguments for DGBL and inherent con-

structivist learning approaches (cf. section 2.2.3 on page 24). That the
Essence Navigator, providing scaffolding (cf. section 2.2.3 on page 24) by
embedding learning content in the form of Essence kernel’s elements
with short descriptions, providing orientation (if used reasonably),
and visualizing the progress made, was perceived as that helpful,
confirms the assumption that digital learning games should embed
learning content about the process, method, or kernel in this case.
This was an aspect identified as lacking by most of the existing DGBL
approaches so far (cf. section 2.5 on page 68).

Students stated that debriefing activities (89%, n=17), as well as team
communication (84%, n=16), provide learning. Out of them almost 1/3

of the students indicated these two aspects as very strongly supporting
learning, while the remaining 2/3 considered them as helpful. The
elementary team chat provided by the game environment was not
heavily utilized. As one student stated: “We had no need for the
team chat because we were sitting next to each other.” The author of
this thesis noticed active direct conversations between team members
while playing the game. So it can be stated that the game provided
triggers for social interaction, but players preferred face-to-face com-
munication instead of chatting. This was a very welcome effect since
face-to-face talks are a much richer way of communication than pure
text chat.

These results indicate strong arguments for social constructivist learn-
ing approaches (cf. section 2.2.3 on page 24).

While the features above all showed statistically significant sup-
port to learning (Sign-test, α = 0.05, cf. table 5.4 on page 279 and
table D.1 on page 372), the time travel feature could not prove that
at a significance level of α = 0.05 (cf. table D.1 on page 372). This
feature was built in to provide an opportunity to learn from failure. It
seems that not all students recognized this feature as supportive as
expected. 63% (n=12) of participating students stated that this fea-
ture was helpful at learning. One-half of them perceived this feature
as very strongly helping. This assertion is supported by the free text
answers stating several times that students appreciated the “opportu-
nity to learn from mistakes.”
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Table 5.2 summarizes the utilization of the time travel feature by
players and teams. These results show that only 63% of all players
used this feature. This value of 63% matches the ratio of players ap-
preciating the time travel feature as supportive of learning. Since the
answers to the questionnaire were collected anonymously, no clear
correlation can be determined, but the results may indicate that play-
ers using this feature appreciate it as supportive of learning.

Other features built into the simulation game that were not able
to show statistically significant support to learning are rankings and
leaderboards (Sign-test, α = 0.05, cf. table 5.4 on page 279 and table D.1
on page 372). Only 42% (n=8) of participating students stated that
rankings and leaderboards provided support at learning, 58% of the
students (n=11) did not.

These features were built into the Simulation Game to provide oc-
casions and triggers for social interaction inside the teams. Showing
how well the own performance is in relation to other ones inside
the team and how well the team performs compared to other teams
should provide triggers to reconsider, reflect and discuss.

As students agreement to helping team communication indicates,
the game provided triggers for interaction. Why rankings and leader-
boards were not perceived supportive by the majority of players might
have several reasons and be caused by the dynamics of the gameplay
of the teams.

As observations at conducting the case study showed, players ex-
plore and perform the game at different speed. In such a setting fast
team members ahead provide aligning rankings to the players fol-
lowing but do not yet have other one’s results to compare the own
performance to. In such cases, the rankings and leaderboards do not
unlock their potential to “fast-forward” players and may be not per-
ceived as really supportive.

Once team communication got started and had been in a rather
ongoing state, not all team members had to look at the leaderboards
provided. Results may be compared as part of verbal team commu-
nication too. Such assumption is supported by the observation that
ten out of the eleven players not valuing rankings and leaderboards
assessed team communication as supportive to learning.

Overall these results provide interesting fields of observation and
research for future studies of the game. It seems to be an interest-
ing task to prove or disprove the hypothesis that players, assessing
time travels as well as rankings and leaderboards as not supportive
to learning, draw primarily from team’s experience and team com-
munication—and maybe trying to avoid failures already made by
others. To support such findings, the results of the game and the
questionnaires would need some mapping—something that was not
implemented in this first study.
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1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 1 3 7 1 12 4 3.67 0.78

Group 2 1 4 2 7 4 4.14 0.69

All 1 4 11 3 19 4 3.84 0.76

Figure 5.22: Q27: Did you improve your performance (higher score, less
costs) while playing the Simulation Game?

Students stated that they did rather not feel familiar with SEMAT
Essence concepts before playing the Simulation Game (cf. figure 5.23

on the facing page). Most of them (58%, n=11) chose the neutral
answer item, and another 32% (n=6) chose the less familiar item.

After playing the Simulation Game, students felt more familiar
with the SEMAT Essence kernel. Only one student chose the neutral
answer item. None of the participants chose a lower rated answer
item. 95% of the students stated to feel rather familiar with Essence
concepts at this point. None of the students chose the highest rated
answer item representing to feel already very familiar with Essence.

These answers let assume that while students gained familiarity,
they were not misled “to know everything there is” but recognized
that there is even more to learn.

This shift in perceived familiarity also supports the assumption that
students learned something new by playing the game.

5.2.3 Essence Navigator

This section presents results of the questionnaire with regards to the
Essence Navigator. Out of the 19 students, 18 (95%) stated that they
would like to deploy a tool like the Essence Navigator in one of their
future projects (cf. figure 5.25 on page 280). Asked for their reasons
they stated that

• the tool provides a “good help at structuring,”
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1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 1 5 6 12 2.5 2.42 0.67

Group 2 1 5 1 7 3 3.00 0.58

All 1 6 11 1 19 3 2.63 0.68

Figure 5.23: Q42: How familiar was SEMAT Essence to you BEFORE the
Simulation Game?

1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 1 11 12 4 3.92 0.29

Group 2 7 7 4 4.00 0.00

All 1 18 19 4 3.95 0.23

Figure 5.24: Q43: How familiar was SEMAT Essence to you AFTER the Sim-
ulation Game?
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#

G
ro

up

Improvement Supported by

TC TT R/L NAV

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 1 X X X X

2 1 X X X X

3 1 X X X X

4 1 X X X X

5 1 X X X X

6 1 X X X X

7 1 X X X X

8 1 X X X X

9 1 X X X X

10 1 X X X X

11 1 X X X X

12 1 X X X X

13 2 X X X X

14 2 X X X X

15 2 X X X X

16 2 X X X X

17 2 X X X X

18 2 X X X X

19 2 X X X X

∑G1 3 3 6 4 6 2 8 2 2 0 5 7

%G1 25 25 50 33 50 17 67 17 17 0 42 58

25 75 33 67 67 34 0 100

∑G2 1 4 2 1 2 4 2 2 3 0 3 4

%G2 14 57 29 14 29 57 29 29 43 0 43 57

14 86 14 86 29 72 0 100

∑G1∪G2 4 7 8 5 8 6 10 4 5 0 8 11

4 15 5 14 10 9 0 19

%G1∪G2 21 37 42 26 42 32 53 21 26 0 42 58

21 79 26 74 53 47 0 100

Legend: TC=”Team Communication”, TT=”Time Traveling”,
R/L=”Ranking/Leaderboards”, NAV=”Navigator”,

ordinal scale {1,2,3}, 1=”not at all”, 2=”less strong”, 3=”very

strong”

Table 5.3: Q28: What helped you the most to improve your performance
while playing the Simulation Game?
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#
G

ro
up

Learning in Simulation Game Supported by

TC TT R/LB NAV DEB AD FUN

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 1 X X X X X X X

2 1 X X X X X X X

3 1 X X X X X X X

4 1 X X X X X X X

5 1 X X X X X X X

6 1 X X X X X X X

7 1 X X X X X X X

8 1 X X X X X X X

9 1 X X X X X X X

10 1 X X X X X X X

11 1 X X X X X X X

12 1 X X X X X X X

13 2 X X X X X X X

14 2 X X X X X X X

15 2 X X X X X X X

16 2 X X X X X X X

17 2 X X X X X X X

18 2 X X X X X X X

19 2 X X X X X X X

∑G1 3 5 4 6 4 2 8 2 2 0 7 5 1 7 4 0 3 9 0 3 9

%G1 25 42 33 50 33 17 67 17 17 0 58 42 8 58 33 0 25 75 0 25 75

25 75 50 50 67 34 0 100 8 91 0 100 0 100

∑G2 0 5 2 1 2 4 3 3 1 0 1 6 1 4 2 0 1 6 0 2 5

%G2 0 71 29 14 29 57 43 43 14 0 14 86 14 57 29 0 14 86 0 29 71

0 100 14 86 43 57 0 100 14 86 0 100 0 100

∑G1∪G2 3 10 6 7 6 6 11 5 3 0 8 11 2 11 6 0 4 15 0 5 14

3 16 7 12 11 8 0 19 2 17 0 19 0 19

%G1∪G2 16 53 32 37 32 32 58 26 16 0 42 58 11 58 32 0 21 79 0 26 74

16 84 37 63 58 42 0 100 11 89 0 100 0 100

Legend: TC=”Team Communication”, TT=”Time Traveling”, R/L=”Ranking/Leaderboards”,
NAV=”Navigator”, DEB=”Debriefing”, AD=”Active Decisioning”, FUN=”Fun at Playing”

ordinal scale {1,2,3}, 1=”not at all”, 2=”less strong”, 3=”very strong”

Table 5.4: Q29: What helped you the most to learn while playing the Simu-
lation Game?
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Feature S− S+ pValue Accepted Rejected

Team Communication 3 16 .002 H1 H0

Time Travel 7 12 .180 H0 H1

Ranking/Leaderboards 11 8 .820 H0 H1

Navigator 0 19 .000 H1 H0

Debriefing 2 17 .000 H1 H0

Active Decisioning 0 19 .000 H1 H0

Fun 0 19 .000 H1 H0

(Sign− test, H0 : η ≤ 1.5, H1 : η > 1.5, n = 19, α = .05)

Table 5.5: Summary of Hypotheses Testing Regarding Features of the Simu-
lation Game obtained by Sign-tests

Yes No Sum

Group 1 11 (91.7%) 1 (8.3%) 12

Group 2 7 (100%) 0 (0.0%) 7

All 18 (94.7%) 1 (5.3%) 19

Figure 5.25: Q39: Would you like to deploy the Essence Navigator in one of
your future projects?

• it helps to better visualize the progress and current state of the
project,

• it provides a quick overview of the current state,

• it supports at smoothly defining next goals and steps to take,
and

• it helps not to forget something.

Obviously, most of these mentioned advantages refer to Essence itself,
but the answers indicate that the provided Essence Navigator did not
hide those beneficial characteristics.
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1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 3 8 1 12 4 3.83 0.58

Group 2 1 2 4 7 5 4.43 0.79

All 4 10 5 19 4 4.06 0.71

Figure 5.26: Q40: Should a tool like the Navigator be standard in any SE
project course?

In responding students opinion, a tool like the Essence Navigator
should be set as standard in any SE project course (Sign-test, α = 0.05,
cf. figure 5.26 and table D.1 on page 372).

5.2.4 SEMAT Essence

Responding students stated that they think, SEMAT Essence and
the Essence Kernel will be of help in their future projects (Sign-test,
α = 0.05, cf. figure 5.27 on the following page and table D.1 on
page 372). None of the students stated that they think it would not
provide support.

Students stated that they want to deploy SEMAT Essence in their
future projects (Sign-test, α = 0.05, cf. figure 5.28 on the following
page and table D.1 on page 372). None of the students stated not to
want to deploy Essence in future projects. A third (n=6) of all partici-
pating students chose the neutral item at answering this question.

5.2.5 Integrated Approach

While the preceding sections summarized the results of single tools
and aspects, this section provides a summary of the Integrated Ap-
proach as a whole. The phases of this approach got described in chap-
ter 4 on page 179. As part of the conducted case study, the first three
phases got performed. These three phases covered aspects of most
undergraduate curricula including course or capstone projects.
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1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 5 5 2 12 4 3.75 0.75

Group 2 6 1 7 4 4.14 0.38

All 5 11 3 19 4 3.89 0.66

Figure 5.27: Q44: Do you think SEMAT Essence and the Essence Kernel will
be of help in your future projects?

1 2 3 4 5 Sum Median Mean SD

Group 1 5 6 1 12 4 3.67 0.65

Group 2 1 4 2 7 4 4.14 0.69

All 6 10 3 19 4 3.84 0.69

Figure 5.28: Q45: Do you want to deploy SEMAT Essence in your future SE
projects?
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The procedures conducted were already described in detail in sec-
tion 5.1 on page 251. Only the treatment of Group 1 of the case study
followed the first three phases of the proposed Integrated Approach.
Group 2 only used single parts of it and provided feedback to the
tools provided and tested by them.

The presented results of the first phase (cf. section 4.5.5 on page 209

and section 5.2.1 on page 258) and second phase (cf. section 5.2.2 on
page 262) indicate that students appreciated the approaches taken,
and that the use of the Essence Kernel Puzzler was considered to pre-
pare participants well for the following Simulation Game.

In the weeks following the Simulation Game, students of Group 1 uti-
lized the Essence Navigator, provided in addition to a given SE process,
to drive their project work (phase 3 of the Integrated Approach). Alpha
States and their Checkpoints were assessed in an ongoing fashion as
part of regular mandatory team meetings, hold two times a week.

The Simulation Game provided feedback of the virtual team that
was quite easy to map to Checkpoints of an Alpha State. While work-
ing on their own (real) projects the teams had to provide that kind of
feedback on their own. The Alphas, their Alpha States, and Check-
points provided valuable triggers for thinking about the project and
guidance in team discussions.

Corresponding to existing findings of other deployments of the
Essence kernel[207], some ambiguous formulations and single terms
used in the descriptions of checkpoints provided reasons for request-
ing and discussions. Péraire and Sedano[207] reported that these
ambiguities were leading to situations “where the team discusses the
meaning of a checklist item instead of having a conversation about
the project.” In the context of the course project, aiming at introduc-
ing students into SE practices and methods, such discussions were
not judged as impeding but welcome since they provided occasions
to reflect on approaches prescribed by the process provided and to
think about alternatives.

Since students of Group 1 mainly had no chance to develop more
complex software systems, they were not able to draw on any existing
experiences utilizing SE practices covering the essential aspects of an
SE endeavor (cf. figure 2.14). That is why they were provided with an
SE process tailored to the need of the course. Since the given SE pro-
cess was not implemented using the Essence language, some concepts
had to be mapped and discussed. For instance, the given SE process
made use of Use Cases to structure requirements. The Essence kernel
on its own does not provide substructures of requirements since this
is handled by different practices in various ways. This challenging
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aspect was reported by Péraire and Sedano[207] too. Differing from
their study students in this case study did not already have a consid-
erable average work experience in industrial practice.

Despite that, students were able to utilize the provided enacted
Essence kernel and the already familiar Essence Navigator largely right
from the start of the project work and without further support by the
lecturer—hence they showed not just that they understood concepts
but proved the ability to already apply the learned concepts. This in-
dicates that the Simulation Game contributed to lowering the cognitive
load that students faced in their project work. Following the cognitive
load theory (CLT), any knowledge already learned, in terms of CLT
stored in long-term memory, frees room in the rather limited work-
ing memory and facilitates learning of related new knowledge (cf.
section 2.2 on page 19). This indicates too that the Simulation Game
provided a valuable anchor that students were able to refer to in their
thinking and discussions with teammates (cf. Anchored Instruction in
section 2.2 on page 19).

At some points and depending on individual working style, some
teams had slightly more a tendency to quickly answer questions and
assess Checkpoints in a rather superficial way than others. Based on
limited experience developing more complex software systems, this
comes as no real surprise and may reflect the approach of any novice
acting in SE projects. By asking to explain the reasoning behind the
assessment of Checkpoints and Alpha States, those teams were moti-
vated to think further about specific issues.

In an optional exercise, students were asked to map explicitly

• the assigned activities of the given SE process to Activity Spaces
of the Essence Kernel and

• the points in time, when single Alpha States got achieved, to
phases and concrete iterations of the given software process.

Alpha States that were not part of the assigned project work had to
be marked. At each mapping, the students were asked to provide a
short explanation of the specific mapping done.

Three out of four teams performed this exercise and delivered en-
couraging reasonable results. As students perceived the activities to
do, beside designing and implementing source code, as very com-
prehensive, they were surprised that some essential aspects of an SE
endeavor were not covered by their assigned project work for orga-
nizational reasons of the course. Those aspects got clearly visible by
non-addressed Alpha States and put the project work done into per-
spective.
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Of course introducing additional concepts like Essence consumes
time. Alpha assessment sessions as part of regular team meetings
consume time too. Without time added to a course, the time avail-
able for remaining tasks is inevitably reduced. Students in the case
study were able to deliver their projects with at least the same qual-
ity as teams on the same course in years before. To be able to get
familiar with the additional concepts, some of the features of the re-
quired software project outcome were omitted. Those features would
have provided additional functionality to the resulting software but
conceptionally had repeated lessons already learned by the students
in slightly different ways.

Altogether it can be summarized that the working style of the
teams in the case study was much more oriented towards a holis-
tic perspective of the SE endeavor than the working style of teams in
the years before, where the same course was held.

Teams discussed much more about essential aspects that rather got
ignored in the past where only the SE process was given to the teams.

Students always were able to communicate the current state of their
SE endeavor and next steps to take. The former wide-spread quick
lookup at the provided course schedule and deadlines set, to infer the
current state of the project, or rather the current desired condition of
the project, was replaced by a structured and goal-oriented approach
that was appreciated by students of the course.

Thereby the teams did not loose the focus on operative SE tasks to
do in the process but were additionally able to give reasons for doing
those tasks. Utilizing the generalist approach of the SEMAT Essence
Kernel students were provided with a highly transferable thinking
framework acting as an anchor and providing support, orientation,
and guidance in any future SE endeavor.

All in all, students applied a systematic, disciplined and quantifi-
able approach to the development of their software—and appreciated
the guidance given by that approach Hence they acted as software
engineers-to-be4. They showed competencies that the introduced In-
tegrated Approach aimed to address (cf. section 4.1.3.1 on page 186).

The presented results indicate that the Integrated Approach utilized
in the case study successfully addressed identified gaps to close de-
scribed in section 1.3.

Furthermore, the mapping of its characteristics to

4 IEEE/ACM define Software Engineering as “the application of a systematic, disci-
plined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of
software [...].”[112]
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• quality attributes collected in heuristics[74] (cf. section C on
page 361),

• recommendations based on the synthesis of a comprehensive
SLR[126] (cf. section C.3 on page 366), as well as

• SE education requirements based on conclusions of Boehm[27]
reviewing SE in the 20th and 21st century (cf. section C.2 on
page 366)

indicate that the Integrated Approach is contributing to current SE ed-
ucation.

Could this approach claim to be not only effective but to be efficient
too? To claim such benefits, some comparative experiments should
be conducted, comparing different kinds of treatments to experiment
groups. Section 5.1.4 on page 255 describes, why such an approach
was not chosen and utilized for this research work. As already stated,
this may follow in future research.

Although such claims cannot be made at the moment, the author
of this thesis submits that only a few hours, invested in phase 1 and
phase 2 of the introduced approach, enabled the opportunity to expe-
rience orientation and guidance given by provided SE concepts and
tools right from the start of project work. This is increasing the like-
lihood that students really appreciate them and develop inner confi-
dence of their utility.



6
S U M M A RY

The industry, as well as curriculum guidelines, demand strong com-
petencies in the field of SE methods. Unfortunately, this field is less
intuitive accessible. Observations show that the holistic perspective
on SE endeavors gets frequently lost by students in course projects. It
is not easy for them to orientate inside of a given SE method and to
utilize it in a systematic goal-oriented way. To establish the ability to
keep a holistic view on their SE endeavors and to appreciate the ori-
entation and guidance provided by SE methods, students have to be
provided with adequate learning experiences enabling the develop-
ment of SE attitudes, where the provided practices and methods are
not just perceived as further cognitive load but as actually supporting
at keeping a holistic perspective on the SE endeavor.

The Integrated Approach proposed in this thesis, introduces students
to SE methods. It was designed explicitly to facilitate project-based
learning approaches by lowering the cognitive load students face at
conducting their project work through preparing them with Digital
Game-Based Learning activities where they experience SE concepts
in a hazard-free challenging environment. The introduced approach,
deeply grounded in learning theories, integrates developed tools and
games into a number of phases, each addressing its respective learn-
ing objectives.

To promote the transferability of competencies gained, the gener-
alist SEMAT Essence Kernel approach, considering all essential di-
mensions of SE endeavors in a practice and process independent way,
gets utilized. A mapping of its characteristics to demands of curricu-
lum guidelines, as well as learning theories, proved its utility in SE
education.

The evaluation of the introduced Integrated Approach and its com-
ponents indicates that the Integrated Approach is contributing to the
achievment of stated learning objectives and current SE education in
general. Students participating in a cases study were able to demon-
strate acquired skills and stated to appreciate the provided concepts
and tools in a way that they want to utilize them in their future en-
deavors.

This chapter summarizes contributions made in this research work
and discusses research hypotheses formulated at its start. An outlook
of intended future work to refine and further evaluate the Integrated
Approach is presented.

287
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6.1 contributions

The main contribution of this dissertation is a novel Integrated Ap-
proach to introducing students into the field of SE methods. This
approach considers the high number of existing SE processes/meth-
ods as well as the demanded orientation towards an utilization of
flexible and composable SE practices instead of rather monolithic SE
processes to provide highly transferable knowledge. With its strong
foundations in learning theories and based on the SEMAT Essence
specification, DGBL, and simulation this approach aims at provid-
ing students with competencies—related knowledge, skills, and atti-
tudes—to holistically control an SE endeavor and appreciate the ori-
entation and guidance provided by SE concepts. To provide necessary
experiences to develop a professional SE attitude, this approach was
explicitly designed to support students in their course and capstone
project work that is demanded by all current curriculum guidelines.

To support the phases of the Integrated Approach a number of sup-
porting tools, integrating the single phases of the approach, were de-
veloped and evaluated:

1. The Essence Kernel Puzzler: an explicitly low-threshold offer to
get familiar with basic concepts and vocab of the SEMAT Essence
kernel.

2. The Simulation Game: a simulation-based, intrinsic, tightly linked,
and reflective learning game. It integrates the essential concepts
of the Essence kernel, including the dynamic steering of an SE
endeavor, deep into the gameplay and enables students to expe-
rience those concepts in a hazard-free challenging environment
to prepare them for their real project work. With its combina-
tion of a single player game experience and a team-based collab-
oration approach, this game requires the cognitive effort of each
single player and fosters reflection as well as social interaction
to facilitate learning.

3. A new simulation approach supporting DGBL in SE (method) edu-
cation to drive the Simulation Game. This approach is based on
SEMAT Essence and the DEVS simulation formalism. It was de-
signed to provide deterministic, interactive and highly transpar-
ent simulation models focused on essential concepts. This simu-
lation approach does not require a modeler to invest high train-
ing effort, not of use outside of this environment. The semantic
analysis of interdependencies of Alpha States and Checkpoints
of the Essence kernel used to create a simulation model may
provide support outside of this approach to any Essence au-
thor aiming to provide unambiguous Essence kernel or practice
models as well.
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4. The Essence Navigator: a tool to enact an Essence kernel and
run an SE endeavor with its support. This tool was designed to
provide orientation and guidance in the Simulation Game as well
as in a real SE endeavor hence integrating virtual experiences in
the Simulation Game with real project work afterward.

It has to be mentioned that a considerable part of beneficial charac-
teristics provided by the Integrated Approach has to be attributed to
SEMAT Essence, esp. the Essence kernel, the underlying emerging
OMG standard chosen as the foundation of the Integrated Approach.

It is the contribution of this research work to make this new OMG
standard accessible in an integrated environment supporting SE edu-
cation with well-matched concepts, tools, and learning games.

The remainder of this chapter summarizes findings made by this
research work and provides an outlook of future work motivated by
this research.

6.2 summary of research questions/hypotheses

The research work of this dissertation was guided by research ques-
tions and hypotheses stated in 1.4 on page 9. This section summarizes
findings based on posed hypotheses.

Starting point of the research was an analysis of existing DGBL
approaches in SE education, esp. with regards to software processes
and their management.

• Hypothesis-1: Constructivist learning approaches, esp. those of
social constructivism, are not utilized to their full potential in
existing DGBL approaches in SE education.

The analysis revealed that existing approaches were designed with
a variety of constructivist educational approaches, like Active Learn-
ing, Situated Learning, and Learning by Doing, in mind. As results
showed, existing approaches, in general, were supporting to reinforce
knowledge learned earlier but seemed inadequate to learn new con-
tents.[126, 301] Most approaches provided single player games, and
some tended towards minimum guided instruction approaches. With
sole exceptions, none of the approaches integrated scaffolding learn-
ing material, e.g. descriptions of the process, or single elements of it,
into the learning games.

Considering learning theory and educational approaches, like Vy-
gotsky’s zone of proximal development, Sweller’s Cognitive Load Theory,
and Reigeluth’s Elaboration Theory1, this is unlikely to contribute to

1 cf. section 2.2.3 on page 24 and section 2.2.5.1 on page 31
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ideal learning experiences. Approaches of social constructivism, like
collaboration to foster social interaction, discussion, and reflection,
are clearly underemployed. With an underemployment of social con-
structivist approaches, existing solutions indicate not to utilize con-
structivist learning theory and educational approaches mentioned
above to their full potential.

• Hypothesis-2: SEMAT Essence facilitates the achievement of stated
learning objectives.

SEMAT Essence was chosen as the foundation of the Integrated Ap-
proach introduced in this thesis. Investigations, including the map-
ping of demanded learning objectives and outcomes of curriculum
guidelines, results of first deployments, and analysis of its support
provided to the application of learning theories and educational ap-
proaches indicate that SEMAT Essence is facilitating the achievement
of stated learning objectives.

• Hypothesis-3: An educational simulation model as well as a
highly intrinsic digital learning game can be built on top of
SEMAT Essence.

The simulation approach, the Essence Kernel Puzzler, and the Simula-
tion Game prove that a simulation model, as well as different types of
learning games, can be built on top of SEMAT Essence, esp. based on
its kernel. This includes an intrinsic, tightly coupled, and reflective
game that integrates Essence’s concepts deeply into the gameplay.

• Hypothesis-4: Students, who experience the support of SE meth-
ods and tools providing orientation and guidance, appreciate
that and develop an attitude wanting to utilize it in future projects.

Results of the questionnaire finishing the conducted case study in-
dicate that participants want to utilize both the SEMAT Essence ap-
proach itself as well as the Essence Navigator, providing a web-based
tool to ease its use, in their future projects.

• Hypothesis-5: Preparational activities provided to students can
decrease the cognitive load they are facing in their course project
work.

The Integrated Approach was applied in a case study. Participants
played the Simulation Game and profited noticeably from their experi-
ences in the following project work. They already had basic knowl-
edge and skills needed. From a cognitive load theory perspective, they
were able to draw from already structured knowledge in long-term
memory. This indicates that the cognitive load students face in their
practical project work can be decreased through their appropriate
preparation.
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• Hypothesis-6: Students can be provided with tools to support
their a holistic view on their course/capstone project right from
its start.

Participants in the case study were able to utilize already familiar
Essence concepts and the provided Essence Navigator to holistically
assess the current state of their endeavor, to use them to guide team
discussions, and to steer their endeavor. They did not need consid-
erable time to become acquainted with concepts because they were
already familiar with them. This indicates that students can be pro-
vided with tools to support a holistic view on their SE endeavor right
from its start.

• Hypothesis-7: An approach, integrating DGBL activities deeply
into an SE course/curriculum, fosters students’ competencies
with regards to the stated learning objectives.

Furthermore, they were able to identify blind spots of their project
work in the course caused by its organizational requirements and
to map activities of the given SE process to Activity Spaces of the
Essence kernel.

Together with already stated characteristics this indicates that the
Integrated Approach provided knowledge, skills, and attitudes—hence
competencies2—needed to accomplish these results.

In the case study, a heavily customized version combining AgileUP
and OpenUP to meet organizational requirements of the course was
utilized. This given software process was not defined in the Essence
language. Its combination with the Essence kernel was born out
of the necessity to provide practice guidance to inexperienced stu-
dents as well as to provide support to keep a holistic perspective on
the SE endeavor. A definition of the given software process in the
Essence language would have been preferred since it may have pro-
vided a more integrated learning experience. Currently, the number
of available predefined Essence practices, based on the Essence ker-
nel, is yet limited compared to other industrial SE process standards,
e.g. SPEM and its variants3. Hence the definition of own practices
and their composition to Essence methods is associated with rather
high own efforts. This will change significantly when more practices,
as well as guidance to design them, will be provided by and to the
Essence community4. However, as results of the case study indicate,
this combination of a traditionally described software process and the
Essence kernel was less obstructive as initially expected and provided
students with insights of both worlds.

2 cf. section 2.3.2 on page 40

3 cf. section 2.6.2 on page 91

4 Recently Park et al.[198] provided such an effort to map the popular agile Scrum to
Essence.
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6.3 future work

After summarizing findings with regards to initially asked research
questions and posed hypotheses, this section provides recommenda-
tions for future work and research in this field.

The case study conducted to evaluate the developed Integrated Ap-
proach provided first insights and encouraging results. Since the num-
ber of participants was rather small, results cannot be considered to
be conclusive. A wider utilization of the proposed Integrated Approach
is intended to compare the results with those of the case study and
to collect a broader base for evaluation of the approach. Providing
the SE education community with the encouraging results of the con-
ducted case study through contributions in proper academic channels
may arouse the intended interest. With adequate groups of partici-
pants, this Integrated Approach could be compared in experiments to
assess its efficiency. In this dissertation, such experiments were omit-
ted for the reasons given.

After playing the game, a number of students asked for some tu-
torial or help system added to the game. At running the case study,
the author was available on site and questions or technical problems
were answered quickly. To support a wide usage of the Simulation
Game, some introductory tutorial will be part of future work.

The case study combined a traditionally described software process
with the Essence kernel to support students at their course projects.
As results indicate, this approach worked out well. It would be in-
teresting to provide the characteristics of the same process defined in
Essence practices and composed to an Essence method to students to
compare results of that approach to those of the case study.

To provide the Simulation Game with the same composed Essence
method, the simulation model would have to be extended to support
more elements of the Essence language. But even with an integrated
Essence method utilized in the real project work, a Simulation Game
based solely on the Essence kernel may get used to preparing stu-
dents for their real project work. This likely would increase the cogni-
tive load of students facing elements like sub-Alphas, WorkProducts,
etc. for the first time in their course project. It would be interesting
to research, if and how much this additional cognitive load impairs
students’ performance.

Team dynamics identified in the gameplay provide an interesting
field for future research. The concepts provided in the Simulation
Game to foster and trigger social interaction in teams may get opti-
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mized based on new findings. It would be interesting to identify
different types of players in the game to support them accordingly.
The Simulation Game provides a novel approach that may be exam-
ined in digital learning games of other domains too.

To support the Integrated Approach, a number of tools were devel-
oped. The priority at their implementation within the scope of this
dissertation was to support the case study to evaluate the ideas and
concepts integrated into the approach. To make those tools available
to a wider audience, some extra work will be needed. This includes
the administration of the course environment, implemented to enable
a deployment of simulations and game instances for course groups,
and the thorough accomplishment of a scalable environment support-
ing simultaneous working of larger course groups.

It is intended to extend the features of the Essence Navigator to pro-
vide support of non-kernel Essence language elements. The integra-
tion with other standard tools of SE teams, like OSS ticket- and ver-
sion control systems, is of particular interest since this would provide
the opportunity to integrate elements like sub-Alphas and WorkProd-
ucts in an efficient way and hence improve the experience of using
Essence in real world SE endeavors.
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A
C O D I N G S C H E M E O F E S S E N C E K E R N E L
E L E M E N T S U S E D I N G R A P H S

To enable a compact representation of Essence kernel’s elements in
the form of graphs, a simple coding scheme was used to make the
elements of interest identifiable.

a.1 alpha identifiers

Table A.1 shows coding of Essence kernel’s 7 Alphas. Alphas are
coded as a single-figure number.

Table A.1: Alpha Identifier Coding Scheme Used in Graphs

Alpha area of concern Identifier

Stakeholders Customer 1

Opportunity Customer 2

Requirements Solution 3

Software System Solution 4

Team Endeavor 5

Work Endeavor 6

Way of Working Endeavor 7

a.2 alpha state identifiers

Table A.2 shows coding of Essence kernel’s 41 Alpha States. Alpha
States are coded as a two-figure number with a first figure represent-
ing the Alpha and a second figure representing the successive Alpha
State of that Alpha.

Table A.2: Alpha State Identifier Coding Scheme Used in Graphs

Alpha Alpha State Identifier

Stakeholders Recognized 11

Stakeholders Represented 12

continued on the next page...
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Table A.2: Alpha State Identifier Coding Scheme Used in Graphs

Alpha Alpha State Identifier

Stakeholders Involved 13

Stakeholders In Agreement 14

Stakeholders Satisfied for Deployment 15

Stakeholders Satisfied in Use 16

Opportunity Identified 21

Opportunity Solution Needed 22

Opportunity Value Established 23

Opportunity Viable 24

Opportunity Addressed 25

Opportunity Benefit Accrued 26

Requirements Conceived 31

Requirements Bounded 32

Requirements Coherent 33

Requirements Acceptable 34

Requirements Addressed 35

Requirements Fulfilled 36

Software System Architecture Selected 41

Software System Demonstrable 42

Software System Usable 43

Software System Ready 44

Software System Operational 45

Software System Retired 46

Team Seeded 51

Team Formed 52

Team Collaborating 53

Team Performing 54

continued on the next page...
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Table A.2: Alpha State Identifier Coding Scheme Used in Graphs

Alpha Alpha State Identifier

Team Adjourned 55

Work Initiated 61

Work Prepared 62

Work Started 63

Work Under Control 64

Work Concluded 65

Work Closed 66

Way of Working Principles Established 71

Way of Working Foundation Established 72

Way of Working In Use 73

Way of Working In Place 74

Way of Working Working Well 75

Way of Working Retired 76

a.3 checkpoint identifiers

Checkpoints were coded as a four-figure number, with the first two
figures representing the corresponding Alpha State (A.2) and the last
two figures representing the Checkpoint (with a trailing null if the
number of the checkpoint was single-figured). Because of the high
number of Checkpoints a table is not presented here. Checkpoints
and resulting relationships of their Alpha States get discussed in B.
There each Checkpoint of the Essence Kernel gets presented with its
corresponding code used in graphs presented throughout the thesis.

a.4 activity space identifiers

Table A.3 shows coding of Essence kernel’s 15 ActivitySpaces. Activ-
ity Spaces are coded as a four-figure number, starting with 99 to dis-
tinguish them clearly from Alpha States and Checkpoints and ending
with two figures representing the respective Activity Space. This cod-
ing scheme serves solely for referencing purposes, to enable a com-
pact representation in graphs shown throughout the thesis. It should
not create the impression that the Activity Spaces would have to be
sequenced in a way corresponding to that numbering. A reasonable
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sequencing is defined by the progressing Alpha States that are ad-
dressed by the respective Activity Space. Where appropriate Activity
Spaces are colored by the color codes used in the Essence specifica-
tion, where green stands for customer, yellow for solution, and blue
for endeavor.[188]

Table A.3: Activity Space Identifier Coding Scheme Used in Graphs

Activity Space Area of Concern Identifier

Explore Possibilities Customer 9901

Understand Stakeholders Needs Customer 9902

Ensure Stakeholders Satisfaction Customer 9903

Use the System Customer 9904

Understand the Requirements Solution 9905

Shape the System Solution 9906

Implement the System Solution 9907

Test the System Solution 9908

Deploy the System Solution 9909

Operate the System Solution 9910

Prepare to do the Work Endeavor 9911

Coordinate Activity Endeavor 9912

Support the Team Endeavor 9913

Track Progress Endeavor 9914

Stop the Work Endeavor 9915



B
A N A LY S I S O F A L P H A S ’ I N T E R D E P E N D E N C I E S I N
T H E S E M AT E S S E N C E K E R N E L — M A K I N G I M P L I C I T
D E P E N D E N C I E S E X P L I C I T

It has to be emphasized that it is not the goal of this work to define
the ONE correct path through an SE endeavor but to define a plausi-
ble one that is easy to explain. There is not just one possible path. As
already stated in 3.3 each topological sort order of the dependency
graph constructed as described in 3.3 is a valid one from the perspec-
tive of the chosen modeling approach.

Given the flexibility of the SEMAT Essence Kernel its possible to in-
terpret checkpoints differently in a context-sensitive way potentially
leading to another set of (inter-)dependencies. Substituting the pro-
posed set of (inter-)dependencies below with different one and follow-
ing the procedure described in 3.3 would produce a different graph
and hence lead to a different set of topological sort orders defining
different possible paths through an SE endeavor.

Some of the alpha states combine checkpoints with multiple influ-
ences from other Alpha States. While it is often sufficient to define
one Alpha State as a precondition to another Alpha State, situations
occur where one alpha state <A> depends on another alpha state <B>
which in turn depends directly or indirectly on <A>. To enable the
simulation of the Essence kernel, such circular dependencies have to
be avoided. This may require defining dependencies not on Alpha
State level but Checkpoint level. Defining the inter-dependencies on
Checkpoints level categorically was not chosen as approach since the
resulting model would be much more complex without any addi-
tional benefits.

Discussing single AlphaStates and their interdependencies requires
a referencing of single Checkpoints describing them. To enable the
referencing of single Checkpoints of Alpha States, they are numbered
in the following section. This numbering does not exist in the Essence
specification[188] and does not define any sequence on them. It is
used solely for identification and referencing purposes. The num-
ber in square brackets behind each of the Checkpoint’s description
represents the coding used to represent the respective Checkpoint in
graphs used throughout the thesis (cf. A on page 325 for details).

The method to define interdependencies, or rather to make them
explicit, got already described in section 3.3 on page 127. This chapter
documents decisions made in the process to provide a transparent,
traceable, and replicable result.
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b.0.1 Alpha: Stakeholders

b.0.1.1 Alpha State Recognized: Stakeholders have been identified

Checkpoints:

1. All the different groups of stakeholders that are, or will be, af-
fected by the development and operation of the software system
are identified. [1101]

2. There is agreement on the stakeholder groups to be represented.
At a minimum, the stakeholders groups that fund, use, support,
and maintain the system have been considered. [1102]

3. The responsibilities of the stakeholder representatives have been
defined. [1103]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Explore Possibilities()

Analysis:

• Checkpoints 1101 and 1102 mention a “software system” and
“system” but do not (yet) put any requirements on it.

Dependencies:

• none

b.0.1.2 Alpha State Represented: The mechanisms for involving the stake-
holders are agreed and the stakeholder representatives have been
appointed.

Checkpoints:

1. The stakeholder representatives have agreed to take on their
responsibilities. [1201]

2. The stakeholder representatives are authorized to carry out their
responsibilities. [1202]

3. The collaboration approach among the stakeholder representa-
tives has been agreed. [1203]

4. The stakeholder representatives support and respect the team’s
way of working. [1204]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Understand Stakeholder Needs(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Re-
quirements, Software System)

Analysis:
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• Checkpoint 1204 mentions Alphas Team and Way of Working. In
order to respect team’s way of working it has to be defined
before.

Dependencies:

• CP-1204 depends on WayOfWorking::FoundationEstablished (requires
existing Team, dependency gets defined at Alpha Way of Work-
ing)

b.0.1.3 Alpha State Involved: The stakeholder representatives are actively
involved in the work and fulfilling their responsibilities.

Checkpoints:

1. The stakeholder representatives assist the team in accordance
with their responsibilities. [1301]

2. The stakeholder representatives provide feedback and take part
in decision making in a timely manner. [1302]

3. The stakeholder representatives promptly communicate changes
that are relevant for their stakeholder groups. [1303]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Understand Stakeholder Needs(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Re-
quirements, Software System)

Analysis:

• Checkpoint 1301 states “assist the team”. This requires an al-
ready existing team.

• Checkpoint 1302 states “provide feedback and take part in de-
cision making”. One perspective could be that Work would at
least be Initiated to provide feedback etc. The perspective taken
here is that feedback is already needed before (development)
work is started, e.g. for requirements elicitation, etc.

Dependencies:

• depends on: Team::Seeded

b.0.1.4 Alpha State In Agreement: The stakeholder representatives are in
agreement.

Checkpoints:

1. The stakeholder representatives have agreed upon their mini-
mal expectations for the next deployment of the new system.
[1401]
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2. The stakeholder representatives are happy with their involve-
ment in the work. [1402]

3. The stakeholder representatives agree that their input is valued
by the team and treated with respect. [1403]

4. The team members agree that their input is valued by the stake-
holder representatives and treated with respect. [1404]

5. The stakeholder representatives agree with how their different
priorities and perspectives are being balanced to provide a clear
direction for the team. [1405]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Understand Stakeholder Needs(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Re-
quirements, Software System)

Analysis:

• Checkpoint 1401 mentions “the new system” but puts not yet
any precondition on it.

• Checkpoint 1402 mentions “... involvement in the work.” This
needs Work to be Started.

• Checkpoints 1403, 1404, and 1405 mention the “team” and “team
members”. This requires an existing Team.

Dependencies:

• depends on: Work::Started and

• depends on Team::Seeded (but this dependency was already de-
fined by Stakeholders::Involved)

b.0.1.5 Alpha State Satisfied for Deployment: The minimal expectations
of the stakeholder representatives have been achieved.

Checkpoints:

1. The stakeholder representatives provide feedback on the system
from their stakeholder group perspective. [1501]

2. The stakeholder representatives confirm that they agree that the
system is ready for deployment. [1502]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Ensure Stakeholder Satisfaction(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Re-
quirements, Software System)

Analysis:
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• CP-1501 states “[...] provide feedback on the system [...].” This
and the Alpha State (“Satisfied for Deployment”) itself imply that
Requirements should already be Addressed.

• CP-1502 states “stakeholder representatives [...] agree that the
system is ready for deployment”. This requires the Software
System to be Ready.

Dependencies:

• depends on Software System::Ready

• to avoid a circular dependencies further interdependencies have
to be defined on Checkpoint level

– CP-1501 depends on

* CP-3501 (Requirements::Addressed),

* CP-3502 (Requirements::Addressed), and

* CP-3503 (Requirements::Addressed)

– CP-1502 is precondition to CP-3504 (Requirements::Addressed)

b.0.1.6 Alpha State Satisfied in Use: The system has met or exceeds the
minimal stakeholder expectations.

Checkpoints:

1. Stakeholders are using the new system and providing feedback
on their experiences. [1601]

2. The stakeholders confirm that the new system meets their ex-
pectations. [1602]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Use the System(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Requirements, Soft-
ware System)

Analysis:

• CP-1601 states “... using the new system...” This requires the
Software System to be Operational.

• CP-1601 states “... confirm that the new system meets their
expectations.” This requires the Requirements to be Fulfilled.

Dependencies:

• depends on: Software System::Operational and

• depends on: Requirements::Fulfilled
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b.0.2 Alpha: Opportunity

b.0.2.1 Alpha State Identified: A commercial, social, or business opportu-
nity has been identified that could be addressed by a software-based
solution.

Checkpoints:

1. An idea for a way of improving current ways of working, in-
creasing market share, or applying a new or innovative software
system has been identified. [2101]

2. At least one of the stakeholders wishes to make an investment
in better understanding the opportunity and the value associ-
ated with addressing it. [2102]

3. The other stakeholders who share the opportunity have been
identified. [2103]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Explore Possibilities()

Analysis:

• CP-2102 mentions “current ways of working” and “innovative
software system.” The first one does not represent the Alpha
Way of Working and the latter on does not yet put any require-
ments on the Alpha Software System.

• CP-2102 and CP2103 mention “one of the stakeholders” and
“other stakeholders.” This requires Stakeholders to be Recognized.

Dependencies:

• depends on: Stakeholders::Recognized

b.0.2.2 Alpha State Solution Needed: The need for a software-based solu-
tion has been confirmed.

Checkpoints:

1. The stakeholders in the opportunity and the proposed solution
have been identified. [2201]

2. The stakeholders’ needs that generate the opportunity have been
established. [2202]

3. Any underlying problems and their root causes have been iden-
tified. [2203]

4. It has been confirmed that a software-based solution is needed.
[2204]
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5. At least one software-based solution has been proposed. [2205]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Explore Possibilities()

Analysis:

• CP-2201 mentions “stakeholders ... identified.” This requires
the Stakeholders to be Recognized.

• CP-2204 and CP-2205 mention a “software based solution,” which
may represent the Software System Alpha. The SEMAT Essence
FAQ state “A solution can be proposed on the basis of a very
sketchy understanding, while the outlined solution suggests
that work has been performed to go beyond the initial pro-
posal.”[248] Following this statement, it is assumed that the
solution is proposed on a “very sketchy understanding”. This
puts not yet any requirements on the Software System Alpha.

Dependencies:

• depends on: Stakeholders::Recognized (but this was already de-
fined in Opportunity::Identified)

b.0.2.3 Alpha State Value Established: The value of a successful solution
has been established.

Checkpoints:

1. The value of addressing the opportunity has been quantified
either in absolute terms or in returns or savings per time period
(e.g., per annum). [2301]

2. The impact of the solution on the stakeholders is understood.
[2302]

3. The value that the software system offers to the stakeholders
that fund and use the software system is understood. [2303]

4. The success criteria by which the deployment of the software
system is to be judged are clear. [2304]

5. The desired outcomes required of the solution are clear and
quantified. [2305]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Explore Possibilities()

Analysis:

• CP-2302 and CP-2303 mention “stakeholders”. This requires the
Stakeholders to be Recognized.

Dependencies:

• depends on: Stakeholders::Recognized (but this was already de-
fined in Opportunity::Identified)
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b.0.2.4 Alpha State Viable: It is agreed that a solution can be produced
quickly and cheaply enough to successfully address the opportunity.

Checkpoints:

1. A solution has been outlined. [2401]

2. The indications are that the solution can be developed and de-
ployed within constraints. [2402]

3. The risks associated with the solution are acceptable and man-
ageable. [2403]

4. The indicative (ball-park) costs of the solution are less than the
anticipated value of the opportunity. [2404]

5. The reasons for the development of a software-based solution
are understood by all members of the team. [2405]

6. It is clear that the pursuit of the opportunity is viable. [2406]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Understand Stakeholder Needs(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Re-
quirements, Software System)

Analysis:

• All Checkpoints imply that the architecture of the Software Sys-
tem is already selected.

• All Checkpoints but CP-2405 imply that Requirements are Bounded
and Coherent. Otherwise, it would hardly be possible to assess
risks and estimate costs of the endeavor.

• All Checkpoints but CP-2405 imply that Work is already Pre-
pared since this ensures that cost and effort are already esti-
mated, and resource availability, as well as risks, are already
understood.

• CP-2405 mentions “all members of the team.” This requires the
Team to be already Formed.

• The SEMAT Essence FAQ states “The last checklist item could
well be redundant – no additional evidence is required to mark
it up as having been satisfied.”[248]

Dependencies:

• depends on SoftwareSystem::ArchitectureSelected,

• depends on Work::Prepared (maybe only partially),

• depends on Team::Formed, and

• depends on Requirements::Bounded/Coherent
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b.0.2.5 Alpha State Addressed: A solution has been produced that demon-
strably addresses the opportunity.

Checkpoints:

1. A usable system that demonstrably addresses the opportunity
is available. [2501]

2. The stakeholders agree that the available solution is worth de-
ploying. [2502]

3. The stakeholders are satisfied that the solution produced ad-
dresses the opportunity. [2503]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Ensure Stakeholder Satisfaction(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Re-
quirements, Software System)

Analysis:

• CP-2501 implies that Software System is Ready.

• CP-2502 implies that Stakeholders are Satisfied For Deployment.

• CP-2503 implies that Requirements are Addressed.

Dependencies:

• depends on SoftwareSystem::Ready,

• depends on Stakeholders::SatisfiedForDeployment, and

• depends on Requirements::Addressed

b.0.2.6 Alpha State Benefit Accrued: The operational use or sale of the
solution is creating tangible benefits.

Checkpoints:

1. The solution has started to accrue benefits for the stakeholders.
[2601]

2. The return-on-investment profile is at least as good as antici-
pated. [2602]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Use the System(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Requirements, Soft-
ware System)

Analysis:

• In order to accrue benefits at least as good as anticipated the
Software System has to be Operational.

Dependencies:

• depends on: SoftwareSystem::Operational
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b.0.3 Alpha: Requirements

b.0.3.1 Alpha State Conceived: The need for a new system has been
agreed.

Checkpoints:

1. The initial set of stakeholders agrees that a system is to be pro-
duced. [3101]

2. The stakeholders that will use the new system are identified.
[3102]

3. The stakeholders that will fund the initial work on the new sys-
tem are identified. [3103]

4. There is a clear opportunity for the new system to address.
[3104]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Understand the Requirements(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Re-
quirements, Software System, Work, Way-of-Working)

Analysis:

• CP-3101 mentions “initial set of stakeholders,” CP-3102 and CP-
3103 mention “stakeholders ... identified”. This implies Stake-
holders already have to be Recognized.

• CP-3104 mentions “clear opportunity,” This implies an Identified
Opportunity.

• CP-3101 mentions a “system... to be produced,” CP-3104 men-
tions “the new system.” Both reference the Software System Al-
pha but do not yet put any conditions on it.

Dependencies:

• depends on: Stakeholders::Recognized and

• depends on: Opportunity::Identified

b.0.3.2 Alpha State Bounded: The purpose and extent of the new system
are clear.

Checkpoints:

1. The stakeholders involved in developing the new system are
identified. [3201]

2. The stakeholders agree on the purpose of the new system. [3202]

3. It is clear what success is for the new system. [3203]
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4. The stakeholders have a shared understanding of the extent of
the proposed solution. [3204]

5. The way the requirements will be described is agreed upon.
[3205]

6. The mechanisms for managing the requirements are in place.
[3206]

7. The prioritization scheme is clear. [3207]

8. Constraints are identified and considered. [3208]

9. Assumptions are clearly stated. [3209]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Understand the Requirements(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Re-
quirements, Software System, Work, Way-of-Working)

Analysis:

• CP-3201, CP-3202, and CP-3203 mention “the new system” but
do not yet set any conditions on Alpha Software System.

• CP-3201: states “[...] stakeholders involved [...] are identified.”
This implies that Stakeholders are already Recognized.

• CP-3202 and CP-3203 mention “[...] purpose of the new system.”
and “[...] shared understanding of the extent of the proposed
solution.” This implies that “[...] impact of the solution [...] is
understood, [...] value that the software system offers [...] is
understood, [...] success criteria [...] are clear,” and “[...] de-
sired outcomes [...] are clear and quantified,” which are all de-
scriptions of Checkpoints of Opportunity::ValueEstablished. This
implies that the value of the Opportunity is already established.

• CP-3205, CP-3206, and CP-3207 imply that the way, require-
ments are described, managed, and prioritized, is already es-
tablished. Hence the foundation of the Way of Working, at least
with regards to Requirements elicitation, is established.

Dependencies:

• depends on Opportunity::ValueEstablished,

• depends on Stakeholders::Recognized (but dependency is al-
ready defined in predecessor alpha state Conceived), and

• depends on WayOfWorking::FoundationEstablished
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b.0.3.3 Alpha State Coherent: The requirements provide a consistent de-
scription of the essential characteristics of the new system.

Checkpoints:

1. The requirements are captured and shared with the team and
the stakeholders. [3301]

2. The origin of the requirements is clear. [3302]

3. The rationale behind the requirements is clear. [3303]

4. Conflicting requirements are identified and attended to. [3304]

5. The requirements communicate the essential characteristics of
the system to be delivered. [3305]

6. The most important usage scenarios for the system can be ex-
plained. [3306]

7. The priority of the requirements is clear. [3307]

8. The impact of implementing the requirements is understood.
[3308]

9. The team understands what has to be delivered and agrees to
deliver it. [3309]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Understand the Requirements(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Re-
quirements, Software System, Work, Way-of-Working)

Analysis:

• CP-3301 and CP-3309 state “[...] shared with the team [...]” and
“[...] team understands [...].” This implies an already enabled
Team.

• CP-3301 mentions “[...] shared with [...] the stakeholders.” CP-
3304 and CP-3307 imply actively involved Stakeholders that have
to support the identification of conflicting requirements and at
their prioritization.

• CP-3303 implies that the value of the Opportunity is already es-
tablished.

Dependencies:

• depends on Opportunity::ValueEstablished (but dependency is
already defined in predecessor Alpha State Bounded),

• depends on Team::Seeded, and

• depends on Stakeholders::Involved
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b.0.3.4 Alpha State Acceptable: The requirements describe a system that
is acceptable to the stakeholders.

Checkpoints:

1. The stakeholders accept that the requirements describe an ac-
ceptable solution. [3401]

2. The rate of change to the agreed requirements is relatively low
and under control. [3402]

3. The value provided by implementing the requirements is clear.
[3403]

4. The parts of the opportunity satisfied by the requirements are
clear. [3404]

5. The requirements are testable. [3405]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Shape the System(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Requirements, Soft-
ware System, Work, Way-of-Working)

Analysis:

• CP-3401 implies that Stakeholders have to be actively involved.
Does not yet imply that Stakeholders are in agreement (Stake-
holders::InAgreement) since this State’s checkpoints go beyond
the conditions set by the checkpoints of CP-3401.

• CP-3403 and CP-3404 imply the value of the Opportunity is
established, since this is needed to judge the “value provided
[...]” and to identify “the parts of the Opportunity satisfied.”

Dependencies:

• depends on Stakeholders::Involved (but dependency is already
defined in predecessor Alpha State Coherent) and

• depends on Opportunity::ValueEstablished (but dependency is
already defined in predecessor alpha state Bounded)

b.0.3.5 Alpha State Addressed: Enough of the requirements have been
addressed to satisfy the need for a new system in a way that is
acceptable to the stakeholders.

Checkpoints:

1. Enough of the requirements are addressed for the resulting sys-
tem to be acceptable to the stakeholders. [3501]

2. The stakeholders accept the requirements as accurately reflect-
ing what the system does and does not do. [3502]
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3. The set of requirement items implemented provide clear value
to the stakeholders. [3503]

4. The system implementing the requirements is accepted by the
stakeholders as worth making operational. [3504]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Test the System(Requirements, Software System, Way-of-Working)

Analysis:

• CP-3501 states “Enough of the requirements are addressed [...].”
This implies a Software System that is Ready. The State Soft-
wareSystem::Ready includes a Checkpoint with the description
“Operational support is in place.”, which is not necessarily pre-
condition of this Alpha State.

• CP-3501 states “[...] acceptable to the stakeholders.” CP-3504

states “[...] accepted by the stakeholders as worth making op-
erational.” This could imply that Stakeholders have to be Sat-
isfied For Deployment BUT that State itself implies that Require-
ments have to be Addressed beforehand. Checkpoints CP-3501,
CP-3502, and CP-3503 provide the state that is needed in order
to let Stakeholders “[...] confirm that they agree that the system
is ready for deployment”, hence they are preconditions to CP-
1502. In turn, CP-1502 is regarded as a precondition to CP-3504

stating that “The system implementing the requirements is ac-
cepted by the stakeholders as worth making operational.” As the
SEMAT Essence FAQ state, each “[...] checklist item should be
considered from the context of the alpha it is a part of—taking
a different perspective of the same phenomenon. While some
checklist items seem closely related and possibly the same as a
checklist item in another alpha, when you consider each alpha
checklist from its own alpha perspective distinctions often be-
come apparent.”[248] At this point, the semi-formal approach
taken by SEMAT Essence offers a lot of flexibility that may re-
sult in ambiguities at times. While those ambiguities may not
hinder pragmatic teams in their project work, they have to be
resolved to provide a reasonable simulation model for the pro-
posed simulation approach.

Dependencies:

• depends on SoftwareSystem::Ready

• to avoid a circular dependency further interdependencies have
to be defined on Checkpoint level

– CP-3504 depends on CP-1502 (Stakeholders::SatisfiedForDeployment)

– CP-3501, CP-3502, and CP-3503 are preconditions to CP-
1501 ((Stakeholders::SatisfiedForDeployment)
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b.0.3.6 Alpha State Fulfilled: The requirements that have been addressed
fully satisfy the need for a new system.

Checkpoints:

1. The stakeholders accept the requirements as accurately captur-
ing what they require to fully satisfy the need for a new system.
[3601]

2. There are no outstanding requirement items preventing the sys-
tem from being accepted as fully satisfying the requirements.
[3602]

3. The system is accepted by the stakeholders as fully satisfying
the requirements. [3603]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Test the System(Requirements, Software System, Way-of-Working)

Analysis:

• With reaching this State all of the outstanding requirement items
were implemented and accepted.

Dependencies:

• depends on SoftwareSystem::Ready (but dependency is already
defined in predecessor Alpha State Addressed) and

• depends on Stakeholders::SatisfiedForDeployment (but depen-
dency is already defined in predecessor Alpha State Addressed)

b.0.4 Alpha: Software System

b.0.4.1 Alpha State Architecture Selected: An architecture has been se-
lected that addresses the key technical risks and any applicable or-
ganizational constraints.

Checkpoints:

1. The criteria to be used when selecting the architecture have been
agreed on. [4101]

2. Hardware platforms have been identified. [4102]

3. Programming languages and technologies to be used have been
selected. [4103]

4. System boundary is known. [4104]

5. Significant decisions about the organization of the system have
been made. [4105]
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6. Buy, build, and reuse decisions have been made. [4106]

7. Key technical risks agreed to. [4107]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Shape the System(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Requirements, Soft-
ware System, Work, Way-of-Working)

Analysis:

• The Checkpoints imply that “[...] most important usage scenar-
ios for the system can be explained.” and to “[...] communicate
the essential characteristics of the system [...].” These are Check-
point descriptions of Requirements::Coherent.

Dependencies:

• depends on Requirements::Coherent

b.0.4.2 Alpha State Demonstrable: An executable version of the system
is available that demonstrates the architecture is fit for purpose and
supports testing.

Checkpoints:

1. Key architectural characteristics have been demonstrated. [4201]

2. The system can be exercised and its performance can be mea-
sured. [4202]

3. Critical hardware configurations have been demonstrated. [4203]

4. Critical interfaces have been demonstrated. [4204]

5. The integration with other existing systems has been demon-
strated. [4205]

6. The relevant stakeholders agree that the demonstrated architec-
ture is appropriate. [4206]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Implement the System(Requirements, Software System, Way-of-
Working), Test the System(Requirements, Software System, Way-
of-Working)

Analysis:

• CP-4206 implies that Stakeholders are actively involved.

Dependencies:

• depends on Stakeholders::Involved
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b.0.4.3 Alpha State Usable: The system is usable and demonstrates all of
the quality characteristics of an operational system.

Checkpoints:

1. The system can be operated by stakeholders who use it. [4301]

2. The functionality provided by the system has been tested. [4302]

3. The performance of the system is acceptable to the stakeholders.
[4303]

4. Defect levels are acceptable to the stakeholders. [4304]

5. The system is fully documented. Release content is known.
[4305]

6. The added value provided by the system is clear. [4306]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Implement the System(Requirements, Software System, Way-
of-Working), Test the System(Requirements, Software System,
Way-of-Working)

Analysis:

• CP-4301, CP-4303, and CP-4304 imply actively involved Stake-
holders.

• The SEMAT Essence FAQ states that the last two Checkpoints
could be rephrased to “The system is appropriately documented
according to agreed documentation requirements." to reflect a
more flexible description including agile and “crafted quality
endeavors”, where “documentation is often given less atten-
tion.”[248]

Dependencies:

• depends on Stakeholders::Involved (but dependency is already
defined in predecessor Alpha State Demonstrable)

b.0.4.4 Alpha State Ready: The system (as a whole) has been accepted for
deployment in a live environment.

Checkpoints:

1. Installation and other user documentation are available. [4401]

2. The stakeholder representatives accept the system as fit-for-purpose.
[4402]

3. The stakeholder representatives want to make the system oper-
ational. [4403]
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4. Operational support is in place. [4404]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Implement the System(Requirements, Software System, Way-
of-Working), Test the System(Requirements, Software System,
Way-of-Working)

Analysis:

• The wording of the Checkpoint descriptions of this Alpha State
is ambiguous. Reading the descriptions of CP-4402 and CP-
4403 could lead to the notion that Stakeholders Alpha would
have to be in State Satisfied for Deployment beforehand. How-
ever, Stakeholders can only accept a Software System that was
brought to proper shape. Thinking about cause and effect, the
descriptions of both Checkpoints are interpreted here in a way
that—IMHO—fits better to Checkpoints concerning the Software
System Alpha. CP-4402 is read as “The Software System is in
a condition/status/state/shape that Stakeholders (can) accept
the system [...].” CP-4403 is interpreted as “The Software Sys-
tem is brought to a condition/status/state/shape that stake-
holder representatives want to make the system operational.”
This, in turn, lets Stakeholders ”[...] confirm that they agree
[...]” (CP-1502 of Stakeholders::SatisfiedForDeployment).

Dependencies:

• depends on none

b.0.4.5 Alpha State Operational: The system is in use in an operational
environment.

Checkpoints:

1. The system has been made available to the stakeholders in-
tended to use it. [4501]

2. At least one example of the system is fully operational. [4502]

3. The system is fully supported to the agreed service levels. [4503]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Deploy the System(Stakeholders, Software System, Way-of-Working)

Analysis:

• The Alpha State and its Checkpoints imply that the Software
System was deployed. This implies that Stakeholders were Sat-
isfied for Deployment since the system would not get deployed
otherwise.

Dependencies:

• depends on Stakeholders::SatisfiedForDeployment
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b.0.4.6 Alpha State Retired: The system is no longer supported.

Checkpoints:

1. The system has been replaced or discontinued. [4601]

2. The system is no longer supported. [4602]

3. There are no “official” stakeholders who still use the system.
[4603]

4. Updates to the system will no longer be produced. [4604]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Operate the System(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Requirements,
Software System, Way-of-Working)

Analysis:

• CP-4603 mentions “stakeholders” but does not define any con-
ditions on them.

Dependencies:

• depends on none

b.0.5 Alpha: Team

b.0.5.1 Alpha State Seeded: The team’s mission is clear and the know-how
needed to grow the team is in place.

Checkpoints:

1. The team mission has been defined in terms of the opportunities
and outcomes. [5101]

2. Constraints on the team’s operation are known. [5102]

3. Mechanisms to grow the team are in place. [5103]

4. The composition of the team is defined. [5104]

5. Any constraints on where and how the work is carried out are
defined. [5105]

6. The team’s responsibilities are outlined. [5106]

7. The level of team commitment is clear. [5107]

8. Required competencies are identified. [5108]

9. The team size is determined. [5109]

10. Governance rules are defined. [5110]
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11. Leadership model is selected. [5111]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Prepare to do the Work(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Requirements)

Analysis:

• This Alpha State already leads to a team consisting of a num-
ber of team members that is potentially already at the proper
size—which may not be obvious in the first place. Accord-
ing to the SEMAT Essence FAQ Checkpoint CP-5103 could be
rephrased to "Mechanisms to sustain and/or grow the team are
in place."[248]

• CP-5101 implies that an Opportunity is already Identified and its
value is already established.

• CP-5104 implies at least rough knowledge about the tasks at
hand—that Requirements are Bounded.

• CP-5108 and CP-5109 imply that required competencies and the
number of people needed are known. This again implies some
knowledge about the things to accomplish.

• CP-5102..CP-5111 are interpreted as prerequisites to defining a
Way of Working.

Dependencies:

• depends on Opportunity::ValueEstablished and

• depends on Requirements::Bounded

b.0.5.2 Alpha State Formed: The team has been populated with enough
committed people to start the mission.

Checkpoints:

1. Individual responsibilities are understood. [5201]

2. Enough team members have been recruited to enable the work
to progress. [5202]

3. Every team member understands how the team is organized
and what their individual role is. [5203]

4. All team members understand how to perform their work. [5204]

5. The team members have met (perhaps virtually) and are begin-
ning to get to know each other. [5205]

6. The team members understand their responsibilities and how
they align with their competencies. [5206]
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7. Team members are accepting work. [5207]

8. Any external collaborators (organizations, teams and individu-
als) are identified. [5208]

9. Team communication mechanisms have been defined. [5209]

10. Each team member commits to working on the team as defined.
[5210]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Coordinate Activity(Requirements, Team, Work, Way of Work-
ing)

Analysis:

• CP-5201 and CP-5204 imply that foundations of a Way of Work-
ing are established. Otherwise “individual responsibilities” and
“how to perform work” could not be understood.

• CP-5207 states “Team members are accepting work.” This could
imply that Work should be Prepared before (“[...] tasks identified
and prioritized [...] broken down sufficiently [...] cost and ef-
fort estimated [...]”) because otherwise there would be nothing
(concrete) to accept. On the other hand Work::Prepared (CP-6201)
demands that “Commitment is made.” CP-5207 is interpreted
here as “Team members are willing and able to accept work.”
This fits well with Alpha State’s description “been populated
with enough committed people to start the mission.”

• CP-5208 implies that Stakeholders are already Recognized.

Dependencies:

• depends on Stakeholders::Recognized and

• depends on WayOfWorking::FoundationEstablished

b.0.5.3 Alpha State Collaborating: The team members are working to-
gether as one unit.

Checkpoints:

1. The team is working as one cohesive unit. [5301]

2. Communication within the team is open and honest. [5302]

3. The team is focused on achieving the team mission. [5303]

4. The team members know each other. [5304]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):
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• Support the Team(Team, Work, Way of Working)

Analysis:

• CP-5301 states the “[...] team is working [...].” This implies that
Work already had been Started.

Dependencies:

• depends on Work::Started

b.0.5.4 Alpha State Performing: The team is working effectively and effi-
ciently.

Checkpoints:

1. The team consistently meets its commitments. [5401]

2. The team continuously adapts to the changing context. [5402]

3. The team identifies and addresses problems without outside
help. [5403]

4. Effective progress is being achieved with minimal avoidable
backtracking and reworking. [5404]

5. Wasted work, and the potential for wasted work are continu-
ously eliminated. [5405]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Track Progress(Requirements, Team, Work, Way of Working)

Analysis:

• CP-5401 may raise the question “How does the team consis-
tently meet its commitments?” Here is assumed that this gets ac-
complished by “[...] using and adapting the way-of-working to
suit their current context.” (CP-7501 of WayOfWorking::WorkingWell)
In author’s opinion, this fits well with values and attitudes to
facilitate in SE courses and is corroborated by CP-5402..CP-5405.

Dependencies:

• depends on WayOfWorking::WorkingWell

b.0.5.5 Alpha State Adjourned: The team is no longer accountable for
carrying out its mission.

Checkpoints:

1. The team responsibilities have been handed over or fulfilled.
[5501]
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2. The team members are available for assignment to other teams.
[5503]

3. No further effort is being put in by the team to complete the
mission. [5503]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Stop the Work(Requirements, Team, Work, Way of Working)

Analysis:

• Checkpoints do not indicate any requirements on other Alpha
States.

Dependencies:

• depends on none

b.0.6 Alpha: Work

b.0.6.1 Alpha State Initiated: The work has been requested.

Checkpoints:

1. The result required of the work being initiated is clear. [6101]

2. Any constraints on the work’s performance are clearly identi-
fied.[6102]

3. The stakeholders that will fund the work are known. [6103]

4. The initiator of the work is clearly identified. [6104]

5. The stakeholders that will accept the results are known. [6105]

6. The source of funding is clear. [6106]

7. The priority of the work is clear. [6107]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Prepare to do the Work(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Requirements)

Analysis:

• CP-6101 states that “The result of the work initiated is clear.”
This implies that the value of the Opportunity has been established
and that Requirements are at least Bounded.

• CP-6103..CP-6106 imply that Stakeholders are Recognized.

• CP-6107 implies that Requirements are Coherent since they could
hardly be prioritized reasonably.

Dependencies:

• depends on Opportunity::ValueEstablished,

• depends on Requirements::Coherent, and

• depends on Stakeholders::Recognized
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b.0.6.2 Alpha State Prepared: All pre-conditions for starting the work
have been met.

Checkpoints:

1. Commitment is made. [6201]

2. Cost and effort of the work are estimated. [6202]

3. Resource availability is understood. [6203]

4. Governance policies and procedures are clear. [6204]

5. Risk exposure is understood. [6205]

6. Acceptance criteria are defined and agreed with client. [6206]

7. The work is broken down sufficiently for productive work to
start. [6207]

8. Tasks have been identified and prioritized by the team and
stakeholders. [6208]

9. A credible plan is in place. [6209]

10. Funding to start the work is in place. [6210]

11. The team or at least some of the team members are ready to
start the work. [6211]

12. Integration and delivery points are defined. [6212]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Prepare to do the Work(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Requirements)

Analysis:

• CP-6201 implies that a Team is Seeded and Stakeholders are Repre-
sented to make a commitment.

• CP-6206, CP-6208, and CP-6210 imply an already Seeded Team,
Represented as well as Involved Stakeholders, and Coherent Require-
ments.

• CP-6211 implies an already Seeded Team.

• CP-6205’s implications keep unclear to some extent since “risk
exposure” is a rather broad term.

• CP-6212 could imply a Software System with a selected architec-
ture.

Dependencies:

• depends on Team::Seeded,

• depends on Stakeholders::Involved, and

• depends on Requirements::Coherent (but dependency is already
defined in predecessor Alpha State Initiated)
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b.0.6.3 Alpha State Started: The work is proceeding.

Checkpoints:

1. Development work has been started. [6301]

2. Work progress is monitored. [6302]

3. The work is being broken down into actionable work items with
clear definitions of done. [6303]

4. Team members are accepting and progressing tasks. [6304]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Coordinate Activity(Requirements, Team, Work, Way of Work-
ing)

Analysis:

• CP-6304 implies an already active Team.

Dependencies:

• depends on Team::Seeded (but dependency is already defined
in predecessor Alpha State Prepared)

b.0.6.4 Alpha State Under Control: The work is going well, risks are
under control, and productivity levels are sufficient to achieve a
satisfactory result.

Checkpoints:

1. Tasks are being completed. [6401]

2. Unplanned work is under control. [6402]

3. Risks are under control as the impact if they occur and the likeli-
hood of them occurring have been reduced to acceptable levels.
[6403]

4. Estimates are revised to reflect the team’s performance. [6404]

5. Measures are available to show progress and velocity. [6405]

6. Re-work is under control. [6406]

7. Tasks are consistently completed on time and within their esti-
mates. [6407]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Coordinate Activity(Requirements, Team, Work, Way of Work-
ing),

• Track Progress(Requirements, Team, Work, Way of Working)
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Analysis:

• CP-6404 mentions the performance of a team. CP-6407 implies
a Team that is Performing. Another perspective could be the Team
is Performing because of the Work that is Under Control. With the
chosen dependency it is emphasized that a performing team is
needed to get work under control.

Dependencies:

• depends on Team::Performing

b.0.6.5 Alpha State Concluded: The work to produce the results has been
concluded.

Checkpoints:

1. All outstanding tasks are administrative housekeeping or re-
lated to preparing the next piece of work. [6501]

2. Work results have been achieved. [6502]

3. The stakeholder(s) has accepted the resulting software system.
[6503]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Track Progress(Requirements, Team, Work, Way of Working)

Analysis:

• CP-6502 is formulated in a very general manner. It is assumed
that Requirements got Fulfilled.

• CP-6503 states “[...] stakeholder(s) has accepted the resulting
software system.” There is no hint to the deployment of the
system. Hence it is assumed that Stakeholders are not just Satis-
fiedForDeployment but SatisfiedInUse.

Dependencies:

• depends on Requirements::Fulfilled and

• depends on Stakeholders::SatisfiedInUse

b.0.6.6 Alpha State Closed: All remaining housekeeping tasks have been
completed and the work has been officially closed.

Checkpoints:

1. Lessons learned have been itemized, recorded and discussed.
[6601]

2. Metrics have been made available. [6602]
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3. Everything has been archived. [6603]

4. The budget has been reconciled and closed. [6604]

5. The team has been released. [6605]

6. There are no outstanding, uncompleted tasks. [6606]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Stop the Work(Requirements, Team, Work, Way of Working)

Analysis:

• CP-6605 mentions an already released Team.

Dependencies:

• depends on Team::Adjourned

b.0.7 Alpha: Way of Working

b.0.7.1 Alpha State Principles Established: The principles, and constraints,
that shape the way-of-working are established.

Checkpoints:

1. Principles and constraints are committed to by the team. [7101]

2. Principles and constraints are agreed to by the stakeholders.
[7102]

3. The tool needs of the work and its stakeholders are agreed.
[7103]

4. A recommendation for the approach to be taken is available.
[7104]

5. The context within which the team will operate is understood.
[7105]

6. The constraints that apply to the selection, acquisition, and use
of practices and tools are known. [7106]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Prepare to do the Work(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Requirements)

Analysis:

• CP-7101 implies active team members are committing.
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• CP-7102 and CP-7103 indicate active stakeholders to agree. Defin-
ing Stakeholders::Represented as a precondition to this Alpha State
would introduce an indirect circular dependency since Stakehold-
ers::Represented (CP-1204) requires this State’s successor WayOf-
Working::FoundationEstablished as a dependency. To avoid a cir-
cular dependency, they have to be defined on the Checkpoint
level. In a real SE endeavor, this would represent the process
of recognizing, choosing and recommending a Way Of Working,
getting agreement from Stakeholders and eventually using it.

Dependencies:

• depends on Team::Seeded,

• to avoid an indirect circular dependency, further interdependen-
cies have to be defined on Checkpoint level

– depends on CP-1201 (Stakeholders::Represented),

– depends on CP-1202 (Stakeholders::Represented), and

– depends on CP-1203 (Stakeholders::Represented)

b.0.7.2 Alpha State Foundation Established: The key practices, and tools,
that form the foundation of the way of working are selected and
ready for use.

Checkpoints:

1. The key practices and tools that form the foundation of the way-
of-working are selected. [7201]

2. Enough practices for work to start are agreed to by the team.
[7202]

3. All non-negotiable practices and tools have been identified. [7203]

4. The gaps that exist between the practices and tools that are
needed and the practices and tools that are available have been
analyzed and understood. [7204]

5. The capability gaps that exist between what is needed to execute
the desired way of working and the capability levels of the team
have been analyzed and understood. [7205]

6. The selected practices and tools have been integrated to form a
usable way-of-working. [7206]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Prepare to do the Work(Stakeholders, Opportunity, Requirements)

Analysis:
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• CP-7202 and CP-7205 mention the “team”. This implies an al-
ready existing Team.

Dependencies:

• depends on Team::Seeded (but dependency is already defined
in predecessor Alpha State Principles Established)

b.0.7.3 Alpha State In Use: Some members of the team are using, and
adapting, the way-of-working.

Checkpoints:

1. The practices and tools are being used to do real work. [7301]

2. The use of the practices and tools selected are regularly in-
spected. [7302]

3. The practices and tools are being adapted to the team’s context.
[7303]

4. The use of the practices and tools is supported by the team.
[7304]

5. Procedures are in place to handle feedback on the team’s way
of working. [7305]

6. The practices and tools support team communication and col-
laboration. [7306]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Support the Team(Team, Work, Way of Working)

Analysis:

• CP-7301 mentions “real work” implying that Work has already
been Started.

• CP-7304 mentions “[...] supported by the team.” This implies
an already active Team.

Dependencies:

• depends on Work::Started and

• depends on Team::Formed
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b.0.7.4 Alpha State In Place: All team members are using the way of
working to accomplish their work.

Checkpoints:

1. The practices and tools are being used by the whole team to
perform their work. [7401]

2. All team members have access to the practices and tools re-
quired to do their work. [7402]

3. The whole team is involved in the inspection and adaptation of
the way-of-working. [7403]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Support the Team(Team, Work, Way of Working)

Analysis:

• CP-7401 states “[...] used by the whole team [...].” CP-7402 states
“All team members [...] to do their work.” Both imply a Team
that is already Formed.

Dependencies:

• depends on Team::Formed (but dependency is already defined
in predecessor Alpha State In Use)

b.0.7.5 Alpha State Working well: The team’s way of working is working
well for the team.

Checkpoints:

1. Team members are making progress as planned by using and
adapting the way-of-working to suit their current context. [7501]

2. The team naturally applies the practices without thinking about
them. [7502]

3. The tools naturally support the way that the team works. [7503]

4. The team continually tunes their use of the practices and tools.
[7504]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Track Progress(Requirements, Team, Work, Way of Working)

Analysis:
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• The three Alphas of the Endeavor area of concern describe the
Team and how it accomplishes its Work. Naturally, these three al-
phas are very interconnected. The endeavor will be progressing
ideally if the Team is in state Performing, Work is in state Under
Control, and the Way of Working is in state Working Well. Since
the Way of Working is guiding the Work Alpha and the Team is
applying the Way of Working1, the latter Alpha is seen as a pre-
condition to the other two Alphas—not the other way around.
Other perspectives may be valid as well.

Dependencies:

• no further dependencies

b.0.7.6 Alpha State Retired: The way of working is no longer in use by
the team.

Checkpoints:

1. The team’s way of working is no longer being used. [7601]

2. Lessons learned are shared for future use. [7602]

Targeted by Activity Space(s):

• Stop the Work(Requirements, Team, Work, Way of Working)

Analysis:

• CP-7601 implies that Team’s Way of Working is not longer used
and needed when no more Work has to be done—when there
is nothing left that the Way of Working could guide.

Dependencies:

• depends on Work::Closed

b.1 alignment of analysis results

By adding all defined dependencies into the dependency graph de-
scribed in section 3.3 on page 120 it results in a graph that is pre-
sented in figure 3.7 on page 130. The resulting dependency graph
contains no cycles. Hence a resulting simulation model is executable
in a way that every Checkpoint can be fulfilled. Hence every Alpha
State can be reached given that each individual effort x, measured in
person hours, associated with one of the Checkpoints in the simula-
tion model is x ∈N, 0 ≤ x < ∞.

Taking the explicitly defined entry criteria of Activity Spaces, in-
troduced in version 1.1 of the Essence kernel[188], into account, no
inconsistencies are emerging.

1 This is defined by the Alpha Associations of the Essence kernel.





C
H E U R I S T I C S

This chapter provides mappings of the Integrated Approach and its
components to

• quality criteria defined by an quality assessment framework[74]

• recommendations based on the synthesis of a comprehensive
SLR[126] (cf. section C.3 on page 366), as well as

• SE education requirements based on conclusions of Boehm[27]
reviewing SE in the 20th and 21st century (cf. section C.2 on
page 366)

to enable the assessment of their contribution to the stated learning
objectives (cf. section 4.1.3.1 on page 186) and current SE education
in general.

c.1 dondi and moretti (2007) quality criteria and their

mapping to sim4seed’s approaches and design deci-
sions

sig-glue quality criteria sim4seed approach

Pedagogical and context criteria

Target groups and prerequisites

Identification of target groups
target groups of learners and lecturers were

analyzed and described (see section 4.1.3)

Identification of prerequisites
prerequisites were analyzed and described (see

section 4.1.3)

Learning objectives

Clear definition of objectives
learning objectives were analyzed and

described (see section 4.1.3)

Correspondence between established

objectives and the objectives that can actually

be reached by using the learning game

given by the design of the provided games for

that specific purpose

Context of usage

Clarity of practical instructions for the use of

the learning game
given in introduction
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sig-glue quality criteria sim4seed approach

Indications/suggestions on the context in

which the learning game can be used

different usage scenarios described (cf. section

4.4)

Coherence of the game with the targeted

context
designed specifically for this purpose

Coherence between the learning game

structure and the planned training and learning

context

designed specifically for this purpose

Link between the learning game activities

and the professional/working context

Integrated Approach designed specifically for this

purpose (cf. chapter 4)

Didactic strategy

Indication of the average play time described in detail (cf. section 5.1)

Incentives and support to motivation
Simulation Game strongly oriented towards

intrinsic motivation (cf. section 4.7 on page 226)

Support to engagement and fun

Simulation Game utilizing primarily intrinsic

characteristics of the domain and tools

provided ( 4.7 on page 226)

Coherence between the game strategy and

learning objectives

games designed specifically for this purpose (cf.

sections 4.5 on page 207 and 4.7 on page 226)

Quality of the game strategy with the

individual player characteristics
supporting different types of players

Clarity of the game environment/setting provided in introduction

Organisation and structure of the learning

game

oriented towards typical utilization of concepts

and tools in real SE project work

Clarity of the rules to be followed and

decision making process

oriented towards typical utilization of concepts

and tools in real SE project work

Coherence between rules and consequence
oriented towards typical utilization of concepts

and tools in real SE project work

Constant focus on the player experience

providing immediate feedback (of individual as

well as own team’s and other teams’

performance)

Clear definition of roles (e.g., player,

instructors, animators, etc)

different perspectives provided for players and

lecturers
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sig-glue quality criteria sim4seed approach

Coherence of the social and collaborative

activity with the objectives

oriented towards social constructivism, by

combining individual game play with

collaboration approaches in teams

Communication and media

Clear and user-friendly tone and language

given in Essence Kernel Puzzler and Simulation

Game, both specifically designed for this target

group

Quality of the interaction between the

learning game and the user/player

both Essence Kernel Puzzler and Simulation Game

providing immediate feedback, interaction in

Simulation Game oriented towards requirements

of utilization of concepts in real project work

Quality of the interaction among

users/players, etc.

facilitated by triggers for social interaction,

discussion and reflection

Coherence between the media used in the

learning game and the contents, the established

objectives and the target group

providing tools to be used inside of the

Simulation Game and real project work

Evaluation

Clear identification of evaluation criteria and

procedures
cf. section 5 on page 251

Adequate number and distribution of

evaluation activity, during the game and at the

end

cf. section 5 on page 251

Type of evaluation activity proposed cf. section 5 on page 251

Quality of the feedback to the evaluation

activity
cf. section 5 on page 251

Relevance of evaluation activity and

consistency with the objectives and/or the

contents

cf. section 5 on page 251

Support to the reflexive process (e.g., players

can review and rethink their performance)

specifically addressed by collaborative

approach and Time Travel feature of the

Simulation Game

Content criteria

Correct technical/scientific language and

contents

given by utilizing underlying domain (SEMAT

Essence)
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sig-glue quality criteria sim4seed approach

Updating or obsolescence of contents
given by utilizing underlying domain (SEMAT

Essence)

Correct and logical organisation of contents
given by utilizing underlying domain (SEMAT

Essence)

Link between the contents and the subject

area/knowledge domain/curriculum

given by utilizing underlying domain (SEMAT

Essence) (cf. section 4.2)

Practical contextualisation of the content
designed specifically to prepare for real project

work

Correct balance of the context in relation with

the target group

addressed by the Integrated Approach specifically

designed for this purpose

Coherence of contents with the established

objectives and the target group

addressed by the Integrated Approach specifically

designed for this purpose

Technical criteria

Credits

Information on the producers, authors, etc
omitted in case study’s deployment, as

author/producer was introduced and on site

Portability and conformance to standards

Robustness of the game utilizing today’s web standards

Conformance to standard utilizing today’s web standards

Structure and organisation

Easy to be installed (for off-line digital games) online game, delivered to current web browsers

Modularity of the design cf. section

Modularity in the use
provided by phases of the Integrated Approach

(cf. chapter 4)

Aesthetic and usage of the media

Quality of user/game interface
functional UI, reduced to necessary elements,

avoiding extrinsic cognitive load

Possibility of intervention on the use of

materials (stop, rewind)

Essence Kernel Puzzler: levels can be repeated for
an unlimited number of times,

Simulation Game: provided by the Time Travel

feature
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sig-glue quality criteria sim4seed approach

Positioning of the different elements on the

screen

following accepted standards of today’s web

design

Technical quality

Quality of image definition utilizing scalable vector formats

Rhythm of images
reduced to the necessary minimum, avoiding

extrinsic cognitive load

Quality and definition of audio no audio provided

Integration between audio and image

elements
no audio provided

Synchronism between audio and image

elements
no audio provided

Quality of typographic characteristics and

clarity of texts

following accepted standards of today’s web

and mobile design

Quality of image composition
following accepted standards of today’s web

design, reduced to necessary minimum,

avoiding extrinsic cognitive load

Technical quality of drawings

Technical quality of pictures

Technical quality of graphic animations

Information produced

Privacy and security of personal data

provided by standard procedures of today’s

transport encryption and approved security

standards used in web development

Storage of the gaming time
part of embedded assessment (in-game

measurements)

Storage of evaluation and activities results

(e.g., save progress)
game state is persisted

Print of the information
enabled by web browser, basically no need to

print

Table C.2: Special Interest Group for Game-Based Learning in Universities
and Lifelong Learning Quality Criteria[74] and Their Mapping to
Taken Approaches and Design Decisions
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c.2 evaluating mapping to se education requirements

by boehm (2006)

Section 1.2 on page 5 provided conclusions of Boehm[27] reviewing
SE in the 20th and 21st century. With regards to his conclusions, the
Integrated Approach contributes to the formulated requirements:

• The approach considers a move towards flexible SE practices
(cf. section 2.6.1 on page 88). Hence it is “Anticipating future
trends and preparing students to deal with them.”[27]

• By utilizing SEMAT Essence and its kernel (cf. section 2.7 on
page 95), it is “separating timeless principles from out-of-date
practices.”[27]

• With its combination of learning games preparing students for
their course project work, it is aiming at “Packaging smaller-
scale educational experiences in ways that apply to large-scale
projects.”[27]

• By utilizing an emerging innovative standard it is “Participating
in leading-edge software engineering research and practice, and
incorporating the results into the curriculum.”[27]

• By utilizing simulation and DGBL it is “Helping students learn
how to learn, through [...] future-oriented educational games
and exercises [...].”

c.3 evaluating mapping to recommendations of jiang

et al . (2015)

As synthesis of their comprehensive and rigorous SLR Jiang et al.[126]
provide a list of recommendations for the implementation of simulation-
and game-based learning activities in SE education. Table C.3 on
the facing page summarizes the mapping of their recommendations
to the game-based learning approaches taken in the case study de-
scribed in this thesis. It can be summarized that the game-based ap-
proaches taken in the case study follow recommendations given, ex-
cept for the mandatory assignment. The preparation of pre-instructions
as well as the provision of right examples, e.g. by providing an in-
troductory tutorial in the Simulation Game are considered for future
work.
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Recommendation Consideration in the Integrated
Approach

Allocate proper playing time for
specific simulation.

The time needed to play the Simulation
Game is limited by intention. Students

were given the opportunity to continue
to play the Simulation Game outside of
the regular course meetings. Students

perceived the the duration of the game
as appropriate (cf. figure 5.15 on

page 270). Time allocation to play the
Puzzler was left to the students

themselves.

Make mandatory assignment. This approach was not chosen in the
case study but may be examined in

future work.

Add collaborative aspects. Players of the Simulation Game are
members of teams to foster

collaboration (cf. section 4.7.5 on
page 239).

Add competitive aspects. Teams compete in the Simulation Game
for best team score (cf. section 4.7.5 on

page 239).

Teach students relevant theoretical
knowledge.

Phase 1 of the Integrated Approach
prepared students for the Simulation

Game. Motivation, basic concepts,
elements and relationships were

introduced by an educational case
study and the Puzzler game .

Prepare pre-instructions well. Pre-instructions were provided live at
conducting the case study. The
evaluation of the questionnaire

revealed that student wish some kind
of introductory tutorial, which is part

of future work.

Show students right examples. The interface of the Simulation Game
and of the Essence Navigator were

demonstrated live, right before the start
of the game. The evaluation of the
questionnaire revealed that student

wish some kind of introductory tutorial,
which is part of future work.

Encourage planning before playing. Planning before acting in the Simulation
Game gets rewarded by less fees raised

for time travelling.

Encourage the attempts of different
playing approaches.

Observations and in-game
measurements showed different

playing approaches (cf. section 5.2.2.2
on page 262).

Table C.3: Evaluating Mapping of Approaches Taken to Recommendations
of Jiang et al.[126]





D
S TAT I S T I C A L H Y P O T H E S E S T E S T I N G

This appendix provides an exemplary procedure for hypothesis test-
ing utilized in the statistical analysis of case study results.

Having only a small set of observations (n < 20) without any knowl-
edge about the particular distribution of the data only a non-parametric
statistical test, able to handle small sets of observations, is qualified
for this study. The Sign-test fulfilling these criteria was chosen. It is a
non-parametric binomial test about the median η of a population.
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d.1 hypothesis test for q09

Observations are at ordinal scale {1,2,3,4,5} with 1 representing a
value with the minimum agreement, 3 representing a neutral value
and 5 representing the value with the maximum agreement.

Step 1: Hypothesis Statement

H0 : η0 ≤ 3 H1 : η0 > 3

students DO NOT

perceive fun at playing

the simulation game

students DO perceive

fun at playing the

simulation game

α = .05

Step 2: Test Statistic

S+ number o f observations xi > η0 = 11

S− number o f observations xi < η0 = 0

S0 number o f observations xi = η0 = 8

after S0 observations are eliminated, n = 11

Step 3: P-value

X is a binomial random variable representing “the number of observa-
tions greater than η0 = 3”, S+ is the observed value of X, η0 represents
the (hypothetical) median, P (X < η) = P (X > η) = 1/2 = .5

Pval =P (X ≥ 11)

=1− P (X ≤ 10)

=1− b (n, S+ − 1, p) = 1− b(11, 10, .5)

=1− 1

=0

Step 4: Decision

Pval = 0 < α = .05, we reject H0 and accept H1.

Step 5: Conclusion

The data provide sufficient evidence to conclude at α = .05 that η

is greater than 3. Hence students DO perceive fun at playing the
simulation game.
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d.2 hypothesis test for q19

Observations are at ordinal scale {1,2,3,4,5} with 1 representing a
value with the minimum agreement, 3 representing a neutral value
and 5 representing the value with the maximum agreement.

Step 1: Hypothesis Statement

H0 : η0 ≤ 3 H1 : η0 > 3

students would NOT

recommend the

simulation game to a

friend or fellow student

students WOULD

recommend the

simulation game to a

friend or fellow student

α = .05

Step 2: Test Statistic

S+ number o f observations xi > η0 = 15

S− number o f observations xi < η0 = 0

S0 number o f observations xi = η0 = 4

after S0 observations are eliminated, n = 15

Step 3: P-value

X is a binomial random variable representing “the number of observa-
tions greater than η0 = 3”, S+ is the observed value of X, η0 represents
the (hypothetical) median, P (X < η) = P (X > η) = 1/2 = .5

Pval =P (X ≥ 15)

=1− P (X ≤ 14)

=1− b (n, S+ − 1, p) = 1− b(15, 14, .5)

=1− 1

=0

Step 4: Decision

Pval = 0 < α = .05, we reject H0 and accept H1.

Step 5: Conclusion

The data provide sufficient evidence to conclude at α = .05 that η is
greater than 3. Hence students WOULD recommend the simulation
game to a friend or fellow student.
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d.3 hypotheses tests

Following the schema of presented hypothesis tests, the remaining
ones are presented in short form summarized in the following ta-
ble D.1.

S+ S− S0 n Pval Accepted Rejected

Q09 11 0 8 11 0 H1 H0

Q19 15 0 4 15 0 H1 H0

Q20 18 0 1 18 0 H1 H0

Q22 18 1 0 19 0 H1 H0

Q23 15 2 2 17 .001 H1 H0

Q25 11 2 6 13 .011 H1 H0

Q27 14 1 4 15 0 H1 H0

Q33 9 1 3 10 .011 H1 H0

Q35 9 1 3 10 .011 H1 H0

Q40 15 0 4 15 0 H1 H0

Q42 1 7 11 8 .996 H0 H1

Q43 18 0 1 18 0 H1 H0

Q44 14 0 5 14 0 H0 H1

Q45 13 0 6 13 0 H0 H1

S+ number o f observations xi >

η0,S− number o f observations xi <

η0,S0 number o f observations xi = η0,α = .05,H0 : η0 ≤ 3,H1 :

η0 > 3

Table D.1: Hypothesis Tests Summary



E
Q U E S T I O N N A I R E U S E D F O R C A S E S T U D Y

This chapter provides the questionnaire used for the case study con-
ducted. The questionnaire results were collected digitally using an
online platform.

hintergrund

1. Q01: Spielen Sie digitale Spiele? (Skala 1-5: 1=nie, 5=regelmä-
ßig)

2. Q02: Welche Spielplattformen nutzen Sie? (Auswahl: „PC“, „Web-
Browser“, „Spielkonsole“, „Smartphone“, „Tablet“, „Offline (nicht
digital)“ , Skala 1-3: 1=nie, 2=selten, 3=häufig)

3. Q03: Wie viel Zeit verbringen Sie wöchentlich mit digitalen Spie-
len (egal auf welcher Plattform)? (Auswahl: <1h, 1h-3h, 3h-5h,
5h-10h, >10h)

4. Q04: Welches Spielgenre bevorzugen Sie? (Auswahl: „Adventu-
res“, „Actionspiele“, „Beat’ em up“, „Ego/Third Person Shoo-
ter“, „Geschicklichkeitssspiele“, Jump ’n’ Run“, „Open World
Spiele“, „Puzzle/Quiz Spiele“, „Rollenspiele“, „Sportspiele“, „Stra-
tegiespiele“, „Simulationsspiele“, „Aufbausimulationen“, „Sons-
tige“)

5. Q05: Welche Spiele-Genres bevorzugen Sie über die Auswahl
oben hinaus?

6. Q06: Meinen Sie Spielen und Lernen gehören zusammen? (Ska-
la 1-5: 1=“gar nicht“, 5=“unbedingt“)

7. Q07: Haben Sie bereits an Softwareprojekten außerhalb der SE-
Lehrveranstaltungen mitgewirkt (z.B. im Praxissemester, vor/-
neben dem Studium)? (Auswahl: „Ja“/“Nein“)

8. Q08: Was bevorzugen Sie zum Lernen von neuen Software En-
gineering (SE) Konzepten/Vokabular? Geben Sie bitte eine Rei-
henfolge Ihrer Präferenzen an (mehrfache Belegung eines Plat-
zes ist erlaubt). (Auswahl: „Vorlesung“, „Spiel“, „eigenes Litera-
turstudium“, „Fallstudien“, „eigenes Softwareprojekt“, „Kombi-
nation der Lernformen“, Ranking: 1-6)
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spiel / spielaufbau / spielverlauf

9. Q09: Wie viel Freude hat Ihnen das Spiel bereitet? (Skala 1-5:
1=“gar keine“, 5=“sehr viel“)

10. Q10: Wie leicht oder schwer fanden Sie das Spiel? (Skala 1-5:
1=“sehr leicht“, 5=“sehr schwer“)

11. Q11: Wie fanden Sie die Dauer des Spiels? (Auswahl: „zu kurz“,
„angemessen“, „zu lang“)

12. Q12: Welcher Aspekt/Teil des Spiels gefiel Ihnen am besten?
Warum?

13. Q13: Welcher Aspekt/Teil des Spiels gefiel Ihnen am wenigsten?
Warum?

14. Q14: Gab es im Spiel Faktoren, die Sie gestört oder verwirrt
haben? (Auswahl: „Ja“/“Nein“)

15. Q15: Welche Faktoren haben Sie gestört und/oder verwirrt?

16. Q16: Was würden Sie an diesem Spiel verändern, um es noch
besser zu machen?

17. Q17: Werden Sie das Spiel noch einmal spielen? (Auswahl: „Ja“/“Nein“)

18. Q18: Warum werden Sie das Spiel (nicht) noch einmal spielen?

19. Q19: Würden Sie das Spiel einem Kommilitonen/Freund emp-
fehlen? (Skala 1-5: 1=“gar nicht“, 5=“unbedingt“)

20. Q20: Sollte das Spiel standardmäßig Bestandteil einer SE-Lehrveranstaltung
sein?(Skala 1-5: 1=“gar nicht“, 5=“unbedingt“)

21. Q21: Warum sollte das Spiel standardmäßig Bestandteil einer
SE-Lehrveranstaltung sein?

lerneffekt

22. Q22: Haben Sie den Eindruck, im Spiel insgesamt etwas über
SE gelernt zu haben? (Skala 1-5: 1=“gar nicht“, 5=“unbedingt“)

23. Q23: Haben Sie den Eindruck, mit dem Spiel Wissen aus den
Software Engineering Veranstaltungen aufgefrischt zu haben?
(Skala 1-5: 1=“gar nicht“, 5=“unbedingt“)

24. Q24: Warum haben Sie den Eindruck, mit dem Spiel (kein) Wis-
sen aufgefrischt zu haben?

25. Q25: Haben Sie den Eindruck, mit dem Spiel etwas gelernt zu
haben, was Sie nicht (so gut) zuvor in SE-Lehrveranstaltungen
gelernt haben? (Skala 1-5: 1=“gar nicht“, 5=“unbedingt“)
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26. Q26: Was haben Sie im Spiel gelernt, was Sie zuvor nicht (so
gut) in SE-Lehrveranstaltungen lernen konnten?

27. Q27: Haben Sie den Eindruck, sich im Verlauf des Spiels verbes-
sert zu haben (höhere Punktzahl bei gleichen Kosten)? (Skala
1-5: 1=“gar nicht“, 5=“unbedingt“)

28. Q28: Was hat Ihnen dabei am meisten geholfen? (Skala: 1=“sehr
stark“, 2=“weniger stark“, 3=“gar nicht“ / Auswahl: “Kommu-
nikation im Team”, “Möglichkeit in der Zeit zu reisen”, “Ran-
king/Leaderboards”, “Essence Navigator”)

29. Q29: Was hat Ihnen am meisten dabei geholfen, aus dem Spiel
zu lernen? (Skala: 1=“sehr stark“, 2=“weniger stark“, 3=“gar
nicht“ / Auswahl: “Kommunikation im Team”, “Möglichkeit in
der Zeit zu reisen”, “Ranking/Leaderboards”, “Essence Navi-
gator”, “Auswertung in der ganzen Gruppe”, “selbst aktiv über
Entscheidungen nachdenken zu müssen”, “Spaß am Spiel” )

30. Q30: Hat Sie die englische Sprache im Spiel gestört?(Skala 1-5:
1=“gar nicht“, 5=“sehr stark“)

essence kernel puzzler

31. Q31: Haben Sie in Vorbereitung auf das Spiel den Essence Ker-
nel Puzzler genutzt? (Auswahl: „Ja“/“Nein“)

Antworten Sie auf die nun folgenden Fragen bitte nur,
falls Sie den Essence Kernel Puzzler genutzt haben.

32. Q32: Wie viel Zeit haben Sie mit dem Puzzler insgesamt ver-
bracht? (Auswahl: <10min, 10min-20min, 20-30min, 30-60min,
>60min)

33. Q33: Wie sehr hat Ihnen der Puzzler geholfen, sich mit Essence
Vokabular und Konzepten vertraut zu machen? (Skala 1-5: 1=“gar
nicht“, 5=“sehr stark“)

34. Q34: Wie schwer fanden Sie den Puzzler insgesamt (3 = an-
gemessen)? (Skala 1-5: 1=“zu leicht“, 3=“angemessen“, 5=“zu
lang“)

35. Q35: Werden Sie den Puzzler wieder benutzen, um Essence
Vokabular aufzufrischen? (Skala 1-5: 1=“sicher nicht“, 5=“sehr
wahrscheinlich“)

36. Q36: Hat Sie der Puzzler gut auf das Simulationsspiel vorberei-
tet? (Auswahl: „Ja“/“Nein“)

37. Q37: Werden Sie den Puzzler Kommilitonen/Freunden empfeh-
len? (Auswahl: „Ja“/“Nein“)

38. Q38: Warum würden Sie den Puzzler (nicht) weiterempfehlen?
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essence navigator

39. Q39: Würden Sie ein Werkzeug wie den Essence Navigator in
einem Ihrer kommenden Projekte einsetzen wollen? (Auswahl:
„Ja“/“Nein“)

40. Q40: Sollte ein Werkzeug wie der Essence Navigator standard-
mäßig in Projekten in Lehrveranstaltungen eingesetzt werden?
(Skala 1-5: 1=“gar nicht“, 5=“unbedingt“)

41. Q41: Warum würden Sie ein Werkzeug wie den Essence Navi-
gator (nicht) einsetzen wollen?

semat essence

42. Q42: Wie vertraut fühlten Sie sich VOR dem Spiel mit SEMAT
Essence? (Skala 1-5: 1=“gar nicht“, 5=“sehr vertraut“)

43. Q43: Wie vertraut fühlen Sie sich NACH dem Spiel mit SEMAT
Essence? (Skala 1-5: 1=“gar nicht“, 5=“sehr vertraut“)

44. Q44: Haben Sie den Eindruck, dass Ihnen die Konzepte aus SE-
MAT Essence und dem Essence Kernel in Ihren künftigen Pro-
jekten helfen können? (Skala 1-5: 1=“gar nicht“, 5=“unbedingt“)

45. Q45: Wollen Sie SEMAT Essence in künftigen Projekten einset-
zen? (Skala 1-5: 1=“gar nicht“, 5=“unbedingt“)

46. Q46: Hätten Sie gern früher etwas über SEMAT Essence ge-
wusst? (Auswahl: „Ja“/“Nein“)

was möchten sie uns noch mitteilen?

47. Q47: Welche weiteren Anmerkungen und/oder Vorschläge zu
Essence, dem Puzzler und/oder dem Simulationsspiel haben
Sie?
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This chapter provides results of a literature review conducted to be
informed about recent developments in the field since existing com-
prehensive SLRs do provide only studies before 2014.

f.1 data sources and search strategy

Basically following the meta-studies of Wangenheim and Shull[301]
and Jiang et al.[126] a literature review of the years 2014-2016 was
conducted. To keep up do date with current developments in the
field, the search for new publications was regularly updated.

The author used IEEEXplore, the ACM Digital Library, ScienceDi-
rect, and SpringerLink. Following search strings were used

• In IEEEXplore
– ((software engineering education) OR (software project management

education)) AND (game OR simulation)

• In ACM Digital Library
– acmdlTitle:(+("software engineering" "project management") +(game si-

mulation)) OR recordAbstract:(+("software engineering" "project mana-
gement") +(game simulation) +(process method) +education)

• In ScienceDirect
– ((TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("software engineering") OR TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("software

project management")) AND (TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("game") OR TITLE-
ABSTR-KEY("simulation")) AND TITLE-ABSTR-KEY("education"))

• In SpringerLink
– ("software project management" OR "software engineering") AND ("edu-

cation" OR "training") AND ("game" OR "simulation") AND ("software
process" OR "software method")

Widely following the procedure of Wangenheim and Shull[301], English-
language articles on games and simulations for software engineering
education that were available via the databases mentioned above pu-
blished after 2013 were considered.

Only papers published in peer-reviewed conference proceedings or
journals were included. Included were games, game-like simulations,
or contributions to them. Of interest were studies focusing on the area
of software process, SE method, or SE management that got utilized
for software engineering education.

Excluded were
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• general workshop descriptions delivered by their organizers,

• problem/project-based exercises that sometimes get referred to
as a simulation.

The goal of this literature review is to present most recent develop-
ments in the field. To capture even early developments, the selection
criteria are less strict than those of Wangenheim and Shull[301] as
well as Jiang et al.[126] and include studies presenting learning ga-
mes or game-like simulations that were not yet evaluated thoroughly.
Observations show that a number of preceding studies were followed
by extensive evaluations in subsequent years (cf. 2.12).

Data Source Retrieved studies Selected studies

IEEEXplore 82 12

ACM DL 73 4

ScienceDirect 3 1

SpringerLink 68 0

Tabelle F.1: Study Selection By Data Sources

f.2 results

The results of the literature review are presented in table F.2 each
with the name of the study, a short description, the focus of the study,
and its chosen evaluation approach.

Tabelle F.2: Identified Simulation and DGBL Studies In Software Enginee-
ring Education Focussed on SE Process/Method

Year Study Short description Focused on Evaluation

2014 A general
framework for

software project
management

simulation
games[171]

„we propose a general
framework and a method that

can be used for developing
project management simulation

games for an educational
purpose in the software
engineering domain. We

developed a general simulation
model including aspects of
ergonomic analysis, work

psychology, learning theory
and software engineering. With
this, we are able to simulate not
only the working processes but

also the character of the
developers.“[171]

project ma-
nagement
simulation
games for

an
educational
purpose in

the
software

engineering
domain

none reported,
done in

extending
work[172]

continued on next page
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Year Study Short description Focused on Evaluation

2014 GSD Sim: A
Global

Software
Development

Game[185]

„We developed a serious game,
called "GSD Sim", that allows
players to manage a globally
distributed software project.

Players allocate teams of
programmers to different

locations around the world,
and assign these teams to

develop modules that comprise
the software product. A

simulator generates events,
such as integration failures or

requirements
misunderstandings that cause

project delays, players can
make tactical and strategic

interventions to address and
prevent adverse events.“[185]

Global
Software
Develop-

ment
(GSD)

„At the time of
this writing, the
global distance
model has not

been
validated;“[185]

2014 InspectorX: A
game for
software

inspection
training and
learning[216]

„InspectorX, a serious game for
learning and training on

software inspections, whose
design accounts for an

optimized cognitive load by
offering different levels of

difficulty.“[216]

software
inspection
activities

experiment
with 39

undergraduate
students, pre-
/post-exams,

follow up
questionnaire

(n=22)

2014 Evaluating
software

engineering
simulation
games: The
UGALCO

framework[204]

based on SPIAL[201] game,
„We applied this framework for

the evaluation of a specific
simulation game. Results

indicate that this framework
can be used to gain better and

more understanding of
simulation games aspects.“[204]

evaluation
of

SPIAL[201]

using the
proposed

framework to
evaluate

SPIAL[201]
(evaluated

before through
quesionnaire

and
experiment)

2014 Board Game as
a Tool to Teach

Software
Engineering

Con-
cept—Technical

Debt[89]

„impart the concept of
technical debt in a real world

setting to students through the
board game ’Hard Choices’.“

SE concept
of technical

debt

experiment,
pre-/post-test

continued on next page
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Year Study Short description Focused on Evaluation

2015 Project
management

game2D
(PMG-2D): A

serious game to
assistsoftware

project
managers

training [153]

„an educational serious game
that aims to assist

inexperienced software project
managers to be trained,

considering cost, time, risk and
human resources management
areas. The PMG-2D simulates a

real software development
environment where the player,

acting as a project manager,
goes through all basic phases of

a software project lifecycle.
There are many roles in the

team that have to be managed,
and the members have different

personalities in order to
challenge the player when

dealing with people and their
conflicts and performance,

among other
characteristics.“[153]

software
project ma-
nagement,
different

characteri-
stics of
project

members

questionnaire
with

participants of
a SE course

(n=25)

2015 Experimental
Evaluation of a
Serious Game
for Teaching

Software
Process

Modeling[52]

„In the DesigMPS game, the
student models a software

process from an SPI perspective,
based on the Brazilian SPI

model (MPS.BR).“[52]

Software
Process

Modeling
(SPM)

Experiment,
pre-/post-test

2015 Using
simulation

games to teach
global software

engineering
courses[307]

utilizing SimSE by
implementing „a model for
distributed global software

development simulation games.
The model includes factors like
time zones, cultural diversity of

users (mainly Hofstede’s
culture dimensions are used),
location barriers and gender

issues.“[307]

Global
Software
Enginee-

ring

none reported,
„Control groups

from different
cultures and
backgrounds
will be used to

test the
game.“[307]

2015 Discovering the
essence of
Software

Engineering an
integrated

game-based
approach based
on the SEMAT
Essence specifi-

cation[214]

early concept description, „Key
objectives of this approach are

to sensitize students for the
diversity of dimensions that

have to be taken into account in
a SE endeavor, to provide a

valuable guidance for using SE
methods inside and outside of
their curriculum and to enable
students to transfer their newly

acquired knowledge to other
contexts.“[214]

SEMAT
Essence

none reported
since it is an

early
description of

concept

continued on next page
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Year Study Short description Focused on Evaluation

2015 Process
simulation for

software
engineering

education[126]

„The objective of this research
is to present the latest

state-of-the-art of this area, and
more importantly provide
practical support for the

effective adoption of SPS in
educational context. We
conducted an extended

Systematic Literature Review
(SLR) based on our previous

reviews. The review identified
42 primary studies from 1992 to

2013.“[126]

comprehensive Systematic Literature
Review (SLR)

2016 Modeling
human

behavior for
software

engineering
simulation
games[173]

„We present a new
decision-making model based

on findings of psychology,
which can be used for

simulating a more realistic
human behavior. We use

heuristics for calculating the
motivational force of all

potential actions an employee
has, in order to decide which

he will choose. This calculation
is not only based on the

project’s state and schedule, but
also on emotional factors like
the preferences and aversions

of the employee.“[173]

project ma-
nagement
simulation
games for

an
educational
purpose in

the
software

engineering
domain

none reported,
„plan an
empirical

evaluation with
students to

verify the use
of our

approach for
educational

purposes.“[173]

2016 GSDgame: A
Serious Game

for the
Acquisition of

the
Competencies

Needed in
GSD[293]

„presents a serious game called
"GSDgame" with which some
of the competencies needed in

GSD can be acquired. The
game simulates scenarios that

usually occur in the overall
development of a software

project, thus enabling the user
to become aware of the

problems concerning GSD and
gain some experience in

solving these problems.“[293]

Global
Software
Develop-

ment
(GSD)

„evaluation
was performed
by an expert in

serious
games“[293]

2016 Strengthening
study skills by
using ERPsim
as a new tool

within the
Pupils’

academy of
serious

gaming[291]

utilizing ERPsim, a business
planning simulation game

based on an ERP system (SAP)
to promote study skills,

primarily time management
and teamwork of future

students,
"the pupils learn how to deal
with the SAP platform and

train skills like decision
making, analysis, strategy

development, data processing
and presentation"[291]

Enterprise
Resource
Planning

(ERP)

self-assessment
of participants

in
questionnaire

2016 The pupils’
academy of

serious gaming:
Strengthening

study skills
with

ERPsim[292]

utilizing ERPsim, an online
SAP ERP Simulation Game,
„examinations include the

activities related to the three
study skills methods of science,

self-competences, and a clear
idea of studies at university“

[292]

Enterprise
Resource
Planning

(ERP)

self-assessment
of participants

in
questionnaire

continued on next page
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Year Study Short description Focused on Evaluation

2016 Software
Engineering
Management

Education
through Game

Design
Patterns[86]

utilizing SimSE (cf. section
2.5.1) for study,

„presents a process to identify
the game design patterns that
can be effective for teaching

software engineering,
specifically the software project

management topic.“[86]

game
design

patterns

Validation of
the learning
and teaching

functions
through

surveys to SE
education
specialists,

empirical study
with computer

science
students to
validate the

identified game
design patterns

2016 Smart decisions:
an architectural

design
game[51]

„a game that aids in teaching
architecture design, specifically

design employing the
Attribute-Driven Design

method.“[51]

software
architecture

several pilotal
game sessions,

feedback
questionnaire

2016 Teaching
university
students

Kanban with a
collaborative

board
game[108]

„GetKanban v4.0 is a
collaborative, physical board

game that is aimed to teach the
basics of Kanban.“[108]

Kanban 2 subsequent
classes,

questionnaire
and learning

diaries
(n=57)[108]

Tabelle F.2: Identified Simulation and DGBL Studies In Software Enginee-
ring Education Focussed on SE Process/Method
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I
T H E S I S S TAT E M E N T S

1. SEMAT Essence facilitates the achievement of learning objec-
tives demanded by curriculum guidelines.

2. Software Engineering (SE) students, who got familiar with SE-
MAT Essence, esp. the Essence kernel, want to utilize it in fu-
ture endeavors.

3. An educational interactive simulation model as well as a in-
trinsic digital learning game providing an hazard-free environ-
ment to understand and apply factual, conceptual, procedural,
and meta-cognitive knowledge can be built on top of SEMAT
Essence.

4. An approach integrating DGBL activities deeply into a SE course
and curriculum fosters students’ competencies demanded by
curriculum guidelines.

5. The cognitive load of students in their course project work can
be lowered by preceding DGBL activities.

6. SE students can be provided with concepts and tools to support
keeping a holistic view on their course/capstone project right
from its start.

7. SE students, who experienced supporting orientation and guid-
ance provided by concepts and tools in a course project, appre-
ciate that support and develop an attitude wanting to utilize
those concepts and tools in future projects.

8. Constructivist approaches, esp. based on social constructivism,
are not utilized to their full potential in existing DGBL approaches
in SE education.

9. Social constructivist instructional approaches contribute to learn-
ing success in DGBL approaches.

10. DGBL approaches are qualified to trigger and foster social in-
teraction—online as well as offline.

11. An intrinsic learning game tightly coupled to the underlying
domain does not need mandatory “levels and badges” and may
draw on the underlying domain to provide rewards to players.

12. A digital learning game can provide both motivating competi-
tion and collaboration fostering reflection.
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13. SE students, who experienced supporting orientation and guid-
ance provided by concepts and tools in an intrinsic simulation
game tightly coupled to the underlying domain, appreciate that
support and develop an attitude wanting to utilize those con-
cepts and tools in following real project work.

14. Scaffolding by integrating learning material as well as real-world
tools into digital learning games facilitates the acquisition/con-
struction of new knowledge in DGBL approaches of SE educa-
tion.

15. The DEVS simulation formalism provides a thorough theoret-
ical foundation as well as the needed flexibility, provided by
the capability to compose hierarchical models, to build interac-
tive educational simulation models based on SEMAT Essence to
drive a digital learning game.

16. The DEVS simulation formalism can be reasonably combined
with Finite State Machines to represent complex inherent logic
of atomic and coupled DEVS models.
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